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Abstract

This Aging Management Guideline (AMG) describes recommended methods for effective detection and
mitigation of aging mechanisms in commercial nuclear power plant electrical cables and terminations
within the scope of license renewal and maintenance rule activities. The intent of this AMG is to assist
plant maintenance and operations personnel in maximizing the safe, useful life of these components. It
also supports the documentation of aging effects management programs required under the License
Renewal Rule 10 CFR 54. This AMG is presented in a manner that allows personnel responsible for
performing analysis and maintenance to compare their plant-specific aging effects (expected or already
experienced) and aging management program activities to the more generic results and recomnendations
presented herein.
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1. EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

1.1 Purpose

The continued operation of nuclear power plants for periods that extend beyond their
original 40-year license may be a desirable option for many U.S. nuclear plant operators.
However, to allow operation of the plant beyond this period, utilities must show that the aging
of components important to license renewal is managed. Components must not degrade to the
point where they are incapable of performing their safety function(s) during either normal
operating or accident conditions. Therefore, to allow operation during a license renewal period,
nuclear power plant operators must manage the aging of components to ensure proper function.

This document analyzes potential aging mechanisms and their effects on low- and medium-
voltage electrical cable and tenninations, and provides guidelines for managing significant
degradation mechanisms. Effective management will ensure that these systems continue to
perform their safety function(s) during both the current and the license renewal terms. Use of
these guidelines will provide utilities with a basis for verifying that effective means for managing
age-related degradation of cable systems have been established. The guidelines are also useful
for life cycle management purposes to optimize surveillance and maintenance programs and
minimize forced outages due to unexpected premature aging. Guidance for performing aging
management reviews pursuant to 1OCFR54 is also provided.

1.2 Scope

Low- and medium-voltage electrical cable systems consist of cables, terminations, and other
associated components (such as cable trays, penetrations, and conduit) used to power, control,
and monitor various types of electrical apparatus and instrumentation. The equipment covered
by this guideline includes all low- and medium-voltage cables and their terminations.' Cable
trays, penetrations, conduits, conduit seals, and other ancillary equipment are not addressed in
detail. Potential interactions between these components and electrical cables and terminations
and potential aging effects are discussed.

Cables and cable systems may be grouped in a number of ways. The groups of cables and
terminations described in 1OCFR54 as being within the scope of license renewal are as follows:

1. Safety-related

2. Nonsafety-related whose failure could prevent satisfactory accomplishment of a safety-
related function

High-voltage systems ( 15 kVac) were not included in the scope of this document because: (1) they
generally constitute an extremely small fraction of the total amount of cable at a plant, and (2) they are
often highly specialized in construction (e.g., oil filled) so they have little in common with the more
prevalent low- and medium-voltage systems.
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3. Those relied on in safety analyses or plant evaluations to perform a function that
demonstrates compliance with Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) regulations for

* Fire protection (OCFR50.48)
* Environmental qualification (1OCFR50.49)
* Pressurized thermal shock (1OCFR50.61)
* Anticipated transients without scram (OCFR50.62)
* Station blackout (OCFR50.63).

In addition, cables not included in the above categories but which are important to the
continuity of power production or some other aspect of plant operation may, at a utility's option,
be included in the scope of a plant's aging management program. Typically, a utility would opt
to expand the scope of the aging management program for economic and reliability reasons.

Cable systems may also be grouped according to use or function. These categories include:

* Power cables * Thermocouple extension wiring
* Control cables * Specialty cables2

* Instrument cables * Lighting cables
* Telephone and security cables * Grounding cables
* Local and panel wiring

Further classification of cable systems in terms of their voltage rating is possible:

* Low-voltage ( 1000 Vac or < 250 Vdc)3

* Medium-voltage (2 kVac through 15 kVac)

The majority of plant circuits fall within the low-voltage category.

Included within the scope of terminations in this AMG are the following:

* Plug-in/multi-pin type connectors
* Compression fittings
* Fusion fittings
* Splice insulations (tape and heat-shrinkable tubing)
* Terminal blocks

Appendix A provides definitions of the terminology used in this report and Appendix B
provides a detailed description of the components discussed.

2 Specialty cable is used in applications that require specific cable attributes, properties, or configuration
(e.g., neutron detectors, area radiation monitors, and control rod position indicators).

3 AS in the Low-Voltage, Environrmentally-Qualified Cable Industry Report, the upper range of low-voltage
is defined as 1000 Vac. Typically, cables are not rated between 1000 and 2000 Vac; however, the results
for low-voltage cable are applicable up to 2000 Vac.
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1.3 Methodology

This study evaluated the stressors acting on cable and termination components, industry data
on aging and failure of these components, and the maintenance activities performed on cable
systems. It evaluated the main subsystems within cables, including the conductors, insulation,
shielding, tape wraps, jacketing, and drain wires, as well as all subcomponents associated with
each type of termination. The principal aging mechanisms and anticipated effects resulting from
environmental and operating stresses on these systems were identified, evaluated, and correlated
with plant experience to determine whether the predicted effects are consistent with field
experience, recognizing that new effects may be identified in the future. Installation stressors
were also examined. Then, the maintenance procedures and condition monitoring/testing
methodologies used by plant operators were evaluated to determine whether the effects of aging
mechanisms are being detected and managed. Other available testing and condition monitoring
techniques were also identified. Where an aging mechanism was not fully managed or not
considered, additional plant-specific activities to manage the aging mechanism are identified and
recommended.

1.4 Conclusions

1.4.1 Historical Performance

The following conclusions were drawn from the historical performance of cables and
terminatons:

1. The number of cable and termination failures (all voltage classes) that have occurred
throughout the industry is extremely low in proportion to the amount of installed cable.
However, the data which supports this conclusion is limited in two ways: (1) there
is little or no data to quantify performance under accident conditions, and (2) only a
few plants have operated for more than twenty years, which is only about one-third
of the total expected period of operation for these systems (i.e., 60 years).

2. Thermal embrittlement of insulation is one of the most significant aging mechanisms
for low-voltage cable. Mechanical stress (vibration, etc.) was also frequently cited as
a cause for failure. These thermal and mechanical aging mechanisms occur
predominantly near end devices or conected loads. Thermal aging results largely
from localized hot spots; aging due to the ambient environment or ohmic heating may
also be present.

3. As evidenced in all of the data sources examined, localized radiolytic degradation (i.e.,
degradation induced by ionizing radiation) affects low-voltage cables and terminations
to a lesser degree than thermal and mechanical degradation. Degradation resulting
from exposure to external chemical substances occurs infrequently.

4. Localized thermal, radiolytic, and incidental mechanical damage appear to be the most
significant aging mechanisms for cables located near the reactor pressure vessel,
especially neutron monitor circuits.
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5. Connector failures constitute a large percentage of all failures noted for low-voltage
and neutron monitoring systems. A large percentage of these failures can be attributed
to oxidized, corroded, or dirty contact surfaces.

6. Failures of hookup or panel wiring constitute a substantial percentage of the total
number of low-voltage circuit component failures noted. A large fraction of these
failures are not the result of aging influences, but rather stem from design, installation,
maintenance, modification, or testing activities.

7. Wetting concurrent with operating voltage stress appears to produce significant aging
effects on medium-voltage power cable.

8. Loosening and breaking of lugs are the most significant failures of compression
fittings.

9. Damage to cable insulation during or prior to installation may be crucial to the cable's
longevity, particularly for medium-voltage systems.

10. Based on the high reliability demonstrated by cable systems and assuming that their
reliability remains high, continued reliance on visual inspection techniques for the
assessment of low-voltage cable and termination aging appears warranted since these
techniques are effective at identifying degraded cables.

1.4.2 Significant Aging Combinations Not Always Managed by Existing Programs

Evaluation of the components of cable systems and terminations, the stressors acting upon
the components, and the operational history determined that although several significant"4
aging mechanisms exist, few actual subcomponent failures result. Evaluation of the general and
specific failure histories for cable systems [as reflected in the Nuclear Plant Reliability Data
System (NPRDS) and Licensee Eyent Report (LER) databases, the available literature, and
infonnation provided from host utility plants and surveys] shows that both low- and medium-
voltage systems (including neutron monitoring equipment) are highly reliable and experience a
generally low failure rate.

All potentially significant aging mechanisms and effects for electrical cable and terminations
included in the scope of this AMG are described in Section 4.2 of this report. Examination of
the relative importance and likelihood of occurrence of these effects provides a greatly reduced
set of significant mechanisms; these were designated as "significant and observed" aging
mechanisms for the purposes of this guideline. A comparison of this reduced set of aging
mechanisms with common maintenance, surveillance, and condition monitoring techniques
employed by operating plants (Table 1-1) indicated that the following combinations may require
additional plant-specific aging management activities:

4 For the purposes of this guideline, a significant' aging mechanism was defined as one which, if left
unmitigated, could potentially affect the functionality of the equipment.
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* Localized thermal, radiolytic, or mechanical degradation of low- or medium-voltage
cable insulation and jacketing (where jacketing is required for environmental
qualification considerations)

* Localized thermal, radiolytic, or mechanical degradation of cables located near the
reactor pressure vessel, especially neutron monitor circuits

* Thermal degradation of low- and medium-voltage power cable insulation when the
circuit is regularly energized, other than testing, at a significant fraction of the circuit's
ampacity

* Degradation of medium-voltage power cable insulation routinely exposed to
appreciable wetting or submergence

* Oxidation and/or corrosion of conmector contact surfaces associated with low-voltage
and neutron detecting circuits (and similar low-current or ipedance-sensitive
applications)

* Loosening of the bond between a compression fitting and a conductor

The following damage mechanisms, although not aging mechanisms, can limit the useful life of
aged cable:

* Damage to medium-voltage cable insulation, jacketing, and shielding during installation

* Damage to low-voltage panel or hookup wire resulting from maintenance activities

* Damage to cable resulting from movement or maintenance activities

* Cracking of bonded jacket/insulation systems on environmentally qualified cable during
accident exposure

* Exposure of Kapton0 (polyimide) insulation5 to high humidity (moisture), and/or
mechanical damage, specifically, aging degradation of the Teflon that binds the tape
wrap on Kaptone leads

KaptonO insulation is manufactured in thin sheets precoated with a TeflonO adhesive.
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Table 1-1 Summary of Stressors, Aging Mechanisms, and Current Maintenance,
Surveillance, and Condition Monitoring Techniques

Voltage Sub- Applicable Aging Current Preventive Available Condition-Related

Category Component component Stressors Mechanisms Aging Effects Maintenance Techniques Maintenance Techniques

Low Cables Insulation Heat Thermoxidative Embrittlement, Inspection of accessible Visual inspection, insulation
and (environment degradation of cracking portions during routine resistance (IR), polarization index,
Jacketing and ohmic) organics operations or maintenance capacitance; repair or replacement

Radiation Radiolysis and Hardening, Inspection of accessible Visual inspection, IR, polarization
photolysis of cracking, portions during routine index, capacitance; repair or
organics crazing, swelling operations or maintenance replacement

External Wear or low-cycle Cuts, cracking, Inspection of accessible Visual inspection, IR, polarization
mechanical fatigue abrasion, tearing portions during routine index, capacitance; repair or
stresses operations or maintenance replacement

Connectors Contact Electro- Corrosion and High resistance Inspection and, if required, Visual inspection, time domain
Surfaces chemical oxidation of metals cleaning during maintenance reflectometry (TDR), capacitance;

stresses repair or replacement

Compression Lugs Vibration, Deformation and High resistance, Inspection during maintenance Visual inspection, TDR; repair or

Fittings tensile stress fatigue of metals breakage replacement

Medium Cables Insulation Moisture and Moisture intrusion; Dielectric Inspection during maintenance Visual inspection, IR, polarization
voltage stress water treeing breakdown and index, capacitance, TDR, hi-pot,

fault to ground AC power factor; repair or
replacement

Neutron Cables Insulation Heat Thermoxidative Embrittlement, Inspection of accessible Visual inspection, IR, polarization

Detecting (environment) degradation of cracking portions during routine index, capacitance; repair or
organics operations or maintenance replacement

Radiation Radiolysis of Hardening, Inspection of accessible Visual inspection, IR, polarization
organics cracking, portions during routine index, capacitance, TDR; repair or

crazing, swelling operations or maintenance replacement

External Wear or low-cycle Cuts, cracking, Inspection of accessible Visual inspection, IR, polarization
mechanical fatigue abrasion, tearing portions during routine index, capacitance, TDR; repair or
stresses operations or maintenance replacement

Connectors Contact Electro- Corosion and High resistance Inspection and, if required, Visual inspection, TDR,

Surfaces chemical oxidation of metals cleaning during maintenance capacitance; repair or replacement
stresses
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1.4.3 Nonsignificant Aging Combinations

The following aging effects were considered nonsignificant:

* Embrittlement and cracking of non-bonded jackets, unless the jacket is required to
shield the insulation from beta radiation or to seal a cable and prevent moisture
intrusion

* Aging degradation of cable filler material

* Short-term (fault) stress on cable and termination components

* Aging of cable tape wrap, other than shielding or semi-conducting tape wrap in
medium-voltage cable

1.4.4 Recommendations

Evaluations of maintenance and condition monitoring practices for cable systems (Section
5) led to the conclusion that some of the principal aging mechanisms are not fully managed by
existing programs. Accordingly, the following general recommendations for addressing these
mechanisms are presented:

1. Aging management activities should focus on aging susceptible applications. This will
require periodic evaluations of potentially significant degradation mechanisms for the
specific type of cable installed (Section 6 provides a proposed step-by-step
methodology). For low-voltage systems, instances of earlier vintage or more aging-
susceptible materials used to manufacture cables (such as PVC or Neoprene@) that are
used in applications subject to heavy continuous loads or routed through "hot spot"
areas should be considered. Particular attention should be paid to components or cable
segments located in proximity to an end device. Similarly, medium-voltage power
cables routinely subject to wetting or submersion, and connectors used in neutron
monitoring circuits should be addressed.

2. Significant aging management efforts are generally not warranted for cable systems
located in "benign" areas. Accordingly, aging management activities should be
focused more on cable and terminations installed in more environmentally challenging
areas, and portions of benign areas which are subject to localized stressors.

3. Accurate characterization of plant environments, especially environmentally
challenging areas and areas with localized stressors, is important for effective aging
management of certain cable systems. Such characterizations should be conducted to
help identify the circuits and components that may undergo premature aging with
respect to the rest of the systems.

4. Based on the similarity between many environmentally-qualified (EQ) and non-EQ
cables and terminations, existing information and analyses related to the aging of EQ
components can be effectively applied to many non-EQ components.
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5. Condition monitoring is not currently warranted for all applications of medium-voltage
cable. There is no known technique that is capable of effective monitoring of
dielectric aging that also has negligible potential for inducing degradation due to the
test itself. Preventive measures (such as prevention from wetting) should be
considered as means of extending medium-voltage cable longevity.

6. In cases where condition monitoring is deemed appropriate (e.g., those cases where
aging effects cannot otherwise be demonstrated to be adequately managed, or as a last
resort to replacement), a program to determine baseline aging condition using a
nondestructive test or evaluation method should be considered.

7. If cables are replaced, plant cable installation practices and procedures should be
reviewed to ensure that the possibility of damaging cables during installation is
minimized.

8. Infornation from continuing qualification and natural aging research programs
conducted domestically and abroad should be incorporated into aging evaluations and
analyses.

9. Naturally aged cable specimens removed from service should be analyzed and
characterized. Data obtained from these analyses should be retained in an industry-
wide, readily accessible database.

10. Environmentally-qualified cable using certain bonded jacket/insulation systems should
be evaluated if the specific combination of jacket and insulation materials and the
bonding process were not qualified as a system.
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2. INTRODUCTION

2.1 Background

The Department of Energy (DOE)-sponsored Commercial Light Water Reactor (CLWR)
Program [formerly known as the Plant Lifetime Improvement (PLIM) Program], in cooperation
with EPRI's Life Cycle Management (LCM) Program, is establishing and demonstrating a
predictable license renewal process for existing light water reactors (LWRs) in the United States.
An important element of these programs was the development of License Renewal Industry
Reports (IRs) from 1990 to 1993, which were coordinated by the Nuclear Management and
Resource Council (NUMARC; now the Nuclear Energy Institute, NEI). The IRs cover critical
classes of long-lived passive components such as reactor pressure vessels, reactor coolant
pressure boundary piping, containment structures, and low-voltage, environmentally-qualified
cables [2.1]. The DOE-sponsored Aging Management Guidelines (AMGs), supporting
continued demonstration of CLWR and LCM concepts, describe and evaluate aging management
approaches for groups of equipment not evaluated in the IRs, or expand upon the IRs. To date,
eight AMGs have been published, all but two on active components. Topics are:

1. Battery Chargers, Inverters and Uninterruptible Power Supplies [2.2]
2. Batteries, Stationary [2.3]
3. Heat Exchangers [2.4]
4. Motor Control Centers [2.5]
5. Pumps [2.6]
6. Switchgear, Electrical [2.7]
7. Tanks and Pools [2.8]
8. Transformers, Power and Distribution [2.9]

In addition, several AMGs for long-lived passive systems, structures and components are
being prepared at this time:

1. Electrical Cable and Terminations (this AMG)
2. Containment Penetrations
3. Non-Reactor Coolant Pressure Boundary (Non-RCPB) Piping and Tubing

Most AMGs evaluate components determined to be within the scope of both the License
Renewal Rule (LRR), 10CFR54.21 [2.10] and [2.11], and the Maintenance Rule
(MR), 1OCFR50.65 [2.121. However, this AMG evaluates all low- and medium-voltage
cables and terminations, even those not covered by these rules, because the additional scope was
small and the techniques are useful for the life cycle management of all cables.

Continued operation of nuclear power plants for periods that extend beyond the original
40-year license period may be desirable for many U.S. nuclear plant operators. To obtain a
renewed license and to operate a plant during a license renewal period, utilities must show that
the detrimental effects of aging of components important to license renewal have been managed
so that these components will not degrade to the point where they are incapable of supporting
their intended function(s). Therefore, operators of nuclear power plants must manage the
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detrimental effects of aging of components to ensure that intended function(s) will be performed
when required. Electrical cables and terminations are specifically identified in 10CFR54 2. 11
as requiring an aging management review.

From a long-term perspective, it may be desirable to perform aging management activities
such as preventive maintenance and refurbishment during the current license period even though
some of these activities may not be necessary to satisfy regulatory requirements. These activities
may be necessary to ensure that there is no loss of intended function(s), no unacceptable
reduction in safety margins, and that higher rates of challenge to plant safety systems do not
occur during the license renewal period. Beneficial preventive maintenance and refurbishment
activities will typically lead to increased reliability, minimal operating and maintenance costs,
and a higher capacity factor during the current license period.

2.2 Purpose

This AMG was prepared for use by plant maintenance and system engineering personnel
responsible for design, maintenance, repair/replacement, and aging management evaluations.
It provides information and guidance covering each aspect of an aging management program.
While this AMG is intended for use by nuclear power plant operators, many of the same
methods can be used to plan effective aging management of similar equipment in other facilities.
An effective aging management program will ensure that each cable and termination will
contmie to perform its intended function(s) or will not prevent the performance of intended
function(s).

This document contains analyses of potential degradation modes, including the effects of
aging, presents guidelines for developing effective aging management programs, and presents
a suggested methodology for performing an aging management review in accordance with
10CFR54. Note that methodologies for extending the qualified life of environmentally-qualified
(EQ) components are not explicitly considered; additional information on this topic can be found
in EPRI TR-100516 [2.14], EPRI TR-104063 [2.13], and other industry documents.

This AMG also provides additional value to nuclear plant operators as follows:

1. It is a well-researched technical document that can be used by maintenance and system
engineering personnel to identify, characterize, and manage age-related degradation
of electrical cables and terminations. It can also be used as a reference document for
plants developing a license renewal application and/or plans for complying with the
Maintenance Rule.

2. The information presented is based on an extensive literatre search. Therefore,
nuclear plant personnel can use this AMG as a substantive reference for relevant
information about electrical cables and terminations. Some of the references used
include:

* License Renewal Industry Reports
* NRC Bulletins, Information Notices, Circulars, Generic Letters, and Reports
* Code of Federal Regulations (CFR) and the Federal Register
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* Vendor Manuals
* Industry Codes and Standards [(e.g., Association of Edison Illuminating

Companies (AEIC), American National Standards Institute (ANSI),
American Society for Testing and Materials (ASTM), Insulated Cable
Engineer's Association (ICEA), Institute of Electrical and Electronics
Engineers (IEEE), National Electrical Manufacturer's Association (NEMA)]

* Miscellaneous references and technical papers

3. It consolidates historical maintenance and industry operating information into one
source. The plant maintenance and system engineers will find this useful for the
identification of age-related degradation (including root causes) and the verification of
appropriate corrective action. Issues discussed include:

* Operating and maintenance history from the Institute for Nuclear Power
Operations (INPO) Nuclear Plant Reliability Data System (NPRDS) and NRC
Licensee Event Report (LER) databases

* Additional operating and maintenance history input from host utilities
* Results of relevant plant surveys
* Equipment design differences relevant to aging considerations
* Service environments

4. Aging phenomena are described in detail. This will be useful for maintenance interval
and reliability evaluations of electrical cables and terminations. The following topics
are discussed:

* Stressors acting on electrical cables and terminations
* Identification of aging mechanisms
* Significance of aging stressors using "if/then" criteria
* Age-related degradation and potential failure modes
* Maintenance-induced degradation or failures
* Effects of aging

5. It can be an effective tool for aging management and personnel training because it:

* Identifies the need for aging management and can be used as input for
Maintenance Rule performance measures and corrective action requirements

* Discusses both conventional and nonconventional maintenance techniques, and
considers how these practices can be used to manage equipment aging effectively

* Characterizes the initiation and progression of equipment aging for use in training
personnel responsible for maintenance and inspection activities

* Identifies concepts, principles, and methods that may be used to evaluate
electrical cables and terminations not within the scope of this AMG.
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2.3 Contents

This AMG evaluates low- and medium-voltage electrical cables and their associated
terminations. Cable trays, penetrations', conduits, conduit seals, and other ancillary equipment
are not addressed in detail. Potential interactions between these components and electrical cables
and terminations and potential aging effects are discussed.

Section 3 lists the electrical cables and terminations evaluated and component boundaries.
Section 3 also includes a detailed study of the operating history of the electrical cables and
terminations evaluated from LER and NPRDS data, and from other sources.

Section 4 discusses stressors, aging mechanisms, age-related degradation, failure modes,
and, most important, the effects of aging on electrical cables and terminations. Stressors
produce aging mechanisms that can cause component degradation (aging effects). An aging
mechanism is significant when, if it is allowed to continue without detection or mitigation
measures, it will cause the component to lose its ability to perform its intended function(s).
Significant and nonsignificant aging mechanisms/effects relevant to electrical cables and
terminations are identified and evaluated. Operational demands, environmental conditions,
failure data, and industry operations and maintenance history are considered, and the significance
of the aging mechanisms and effects determined. Any time-limited aging analyses relevant to
electrical cables and terminations are also identified and described. The entire set of aging
mechanisms evaluated in this AMG is presented in Section 4.

Section 5 discusses aging management techniques that can be used to mitigate the aging
mechanisms and effects determined to be significant (Section 4). Maintenance, inspection,
qualification, testing, and surveillance techniques and programs are described. The effectiveness
of these techniques or programs in managing significant aging mechanisms is described wherever
historical operating data are adequate to support a conclusion. Variations in plant aging
management programs or techniques are discussed. "If/then" criteria are presented whenever
possible to assist plant personnel in identifying and managing component aging.

Section 6 discusses management options to address the action items identified in Section 5.
Appendix A provides a list of definitions for aging terninology used in this AMG. Appendix B
provides a description of the components evaluated, including manufacturers' design differences.
Appendix C includes a discussion of the design requirements that apply to electrical cables and
terminations, including applicable codes, standards, and regulations. Appendix D provides a list
of acronyms and abbreviations. Appendix E is a list of trade names for cables and terminations.
Appendix F contains a discussion of NPRDS data. Ohmic heating of electrical cable is discussed
in Appendix G. Appendix H discusses regulatory requirements related to synergistic effects.
Appendix I discusses the EPRI cable aging research program.

I Penetrations, including the cable contained therein, will be covered in the Containment Penetrations
AMG.
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2.4 Generic License Renewal Requirements

The License Renewal Rule 2.11], specifically lOCFR54.21, describes the current
requirements for the content of technical information in a license renewal application.2 Section
54.21 states that an application for license renewal must contain the following:

1. An Integrated Plant Assessment (IPA),
2. A list of current licensing basis (CLB) changes during NRC application review,
3. An evaluation of time-limited aging analyses (TLAA),
4. A Final Safety Analysis Report (FSAR) supplement.

An IPA must:

1. For those systems, structures, and components within the scope, as delineated in
Section 54.4, identify and list those structures and components subject to aging
management review,

2. Describe and justify the methods used in item 1 (scope determination) of the IPA, and

3. For each structure and component identified in item 1 of the IPA, demonstrate that the
effects of aging will be managed so that the intended function(s) will be maintained for
the period of extended operation.

An aging management review is intended to demonstrate that plant programs and
procedures will provide reasonable assurance that the functionality of systems, structures and
components requiring review will be maintained during the period of extended operation. [2.11]
The License Renewal Rule (RR) focuses on the effects of aging rather than on a detailed
review of aging mechanisms. The LRR states there must be a "reasonable assurance" that the
intended function(s) of systems, structures, and components (SSCs) will be maintained.

Section 54.21 also requires an evaluation by the licensee for some SSCs which are subject
to a TLAA. The TLAAs of concern are those that:

1. Involve the effects of aging,
2. Involve time-limited assumptions defned by the current operating period (40 years),
3. Involve SSCs within the scope of license renewal,
4. Involve bases or conclusions regarding the capability of the SSC to perform its

intended function,
5. Were determined to be relevant to a safety determination by the licensee, and
6. Are either contained or incorporated by reference in the current licensing basis.

The requirements of analyses falling under 10CFR50.49 (environmental qualification) are
particularly relevant to electrical cable and terminations. Accordingly, an applicant for license
renewal will be required to (1) justify that the existing analyses are valid for the period of

2 NEI 95-10, "Industry Guideline for Implementing the License Renewal Rule, 10 CFR Part 54," March
1996, is another source of information regarding implementation of the proposed License Renewal Rule.
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extended operation, (2) extend the period of analysis to cover the proposed license renewal
period, or (3) otherwise demonstrate that the effects of aging will be adequately managed during
the extended operating period. Extension of qualified life is not explicitly covered in this
document; additional information on this topic can be found in various industry publications such
as EPRI TR-100516 [2.14].

This AMG evaluates all potentially significant aging mechanisms and aging management
practices that can be used to demonstrate that the effects of aging will be managed so that the
intended function(s) will be maintained, even though the LRR does not require this level of
detail. It also discusses the link between aging mechanisms and the effects of aging, and
supports evaluation of a TLAA under 10CFR50.49.

Exemptions and requests for relief (pursuant to 10CFR50.12 and 10CFR50.55a,
respectively) were not considered here because these issues are plant-specific in nature and,
therefore, must be considered on a plant-by-plant basis.

2.5 Method Used to Define the Scope of Components to be Evaluated Under the License
Renewal Rule and the Maintenance Rule

Although this AMG covers all low- and medium-voltage cables and terminations, plant
licensing engineers may wish to limit the scope of their investigations to electrical cables and
terminations covered under the LRR and MR. The definitions of SSCs within the scope of the
LRR and MR must be evaluated to determine which cable systems are included in the scope.
Table 2-1 describes the current definitions. Note that the scope of electrical cables and
terminations covered under the Maintenance Rule, OCFR50.65 2.12], is almost the same as
that covered by the License Renewal Rule, 10CFR54.21 2.11I.

2.6 Method Used to Define the Aging Mechanisms Assessed in This Study

As indicated above, the LRR does not require explicit evaluation of aging mechanisms, but
does require the reasonable assurance of preserving intended finction(s) that may be degraded
by aging. Because the users of this AMG consist of systems engineers and plant maintenance
personnel, detailed descriptions of stressors, aging mechanisms, and failure modes, as well as
the effects of aging, are included.

To define aging mechanisms assessed in this study, a two-part evaluation was performed. First,
the stressors (e.g., mechanical, chemical, electrical, and environmental) on equipment operation
were determined. Then, aging mechanisms associated with those stressors were defined.
Finally, age-related degradation mechanisms, failure modes, and effects caused by aging were
described. This evaluation is contained in Section 4.

Second, industry-wide operating experience (particularly that reported in NRC LERs;
Information Notices, Bulletins, and Circulars; and INPO NPRDS data) was examined. A review
of the NRC Information Notices, Bulletins, and Circulars was conducted to identify age-related
failures. Events described in the NPRDS data and LERs were then analyzed for age-related
degradation and to determine the numbers of particular types of failures. The aging mechanisms
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Table 2-1 License Renewal Rule and Maintenance Rule
Scope Screening Requirements

License Renewal Rule (LRR) T Maintenance Rule (MR)

Safety-related SSCs

1. Safety-related SSCs, which are those relied upon 1. Same as for LRR.
to remain functional during and following design
basis events to ensure:

i. The integrity of the reactor coolant a. Same as for LRR.
pressure boundary,

ii. The capability to shut down the reactor b. Same as for LRR.
and maintain it in a safe shutdown
condition, or

iii. The capability to prevent or mitigate the c. Same as for LRR.
consequences of accidents that could result
in potential off-site exposure comparable to
the OCFRIOO guidelines.

Non-safety-related SSCs

2. All non-safety-related SSCs whose failure could d. Whose failure could prevent safety-related
directly prevent satisfactory accomplishment of structures, systems, and components from
any of the intended function(s) identified in fulfilling their safety-related function,
paragraphs (1) (i), (ii), or (iii) of this defintion.

e. That are relied upon to mitigate accidents
or transients or are used in plant
emergency operating procedures (EOPs),

f. Whose failure could cause a reactor scram
or actuation of a safety-related system.

Required by Regulation

3. All SSCs relied on in safety analyses or plant
evaluations to demonstrate compliance with the
Commission's regulations for:

- Fire Protection (lOCFR50.48)

- Environmental Qualification
(IOCFR5O.49)

- Pressurized Thermal Shock
(lOCFR50.61)

- Anticipated Transients without Scram
(lOCFRS0.62)

- Station Blackout (lOCFRS0.63)
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associated with these failures were then determined. The review of industry-wide operating
experience is contained in Section 3.7.

This multi-source analysis (i.e., using data from NPRDS and NRC documentation) provides
a comprehensive characterization of equipment aging by using actual plant and vendor data to
substantiate and refine those aging mechanisms postulated to occur due to stressors.

After a list of all possible aging mechanisms was developed (see Section 4), the significance
of each aging mechanism was determined. Those aging mechanisms that would result in a
failure having an impact on equipment operation or functionality were designated as significant.
Of the significant aging mechanisms identified, those which were observed in the plant operating
history or were otherwise likely to occur were considered to be "significant and observed' aging
mechanisms. Significant aging mechanisms are discussed in Section 4.2.1; significant and
observed aging mechanisms are discussed in Section 4.2.2. Aging mechanisms designated
nonsignificant are briefly discussed in Section 4.2.3.

Maintenance, inspection, testing, and surveillance techniques or programs used to manage
aging of electrical cables and terminations are discussed in Section 5.2. A discussion of
commonly used activities and techniques is provided in Section 5.3. A discussion of current
programs that manage aging effects is included in Section 5.4.1. Potentially significant
componentlaging mechanism combinations not addressed by current programs are discussed in
Section 5.4.2.
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3. EQUIPMENT EVALUATED

3.1 General

Electrical cable systems used in nuclear power plants consist of cables, terminations, and
other associated components (such as cable trays, penetrations, and conduits) used to power,
control, and monitor various types of electrical apparatus and instrumentation. The equipment
covered by this guideline includes site low- and medium-voltage cables and their associated
terminations. Cable trays, penetrations, conduits, and other ancillary equipment are not directly
covered by this guideline; however, potential aging effects or interactions of these components
with cables and terminations are discussed.

Specific nuclear plant cable system components' covered in this AMG include:

* Cables
* Panel and hookup wires
* Terminal blocks
* Compression and fusion fittings
* Splices
* Multi-pin, single-pin, plug-in, coaxial, and triaxial connectors.

Electrical cables and terminations (and their components) manufactured by numerous
companies are installed in U.S. commercial nuclear plants. The cable and termination
manufacturers identified during the preparation of this report are listed in Table 3-1. Other
manufacturers' equipment may be installed in nuclear plants; however, the amount of such
equipment is considered to be small. Aging mechanisms and aging management techniques
described here may be applicable to an unlisted manufacturer's equipment because of similarities
in cable system component design, construction, and materials.

Substantial consolidation has occurred within the cable industry since the construction of
the earliest nuclear plants; consequently, many of the manufactrers listed here may no longer
exist or produce cable. In addition, many product lines may have been discontinued or
substantially modified; varying configurations of the same general product are common. No
attempt was made to analyze specific formulations or product lines; rather, general material
categories and component types were examined in this study.

When considering the aging management of cable systems installed at commercial nuclear
power plants, several major subsets or categories of circuits can be defined based on factors such
as the circuit's function, importance to plant safety or shutdown, or installed location(s). The
categories of cables and terminations that must be evaluated to satisfy the requirements of
1OCFR54 are as follows:

I Terminal blocks, lugs, splices, seals, and connectors are all included within the designation "erination'
for this AMG.
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Table 3-1 Cable and Termination Manufacturers

Cables and Wire:

* American Insulated Wire (AIW)
* Anaconda
* Belden
* Bendix
* Boston Insulated Wire & Cable

(BIW)
* Brand Rex
* Cerro
* Champlain
* Coleman
* Collyer

Conax
Continental (Cablec)
Cyprus
Delco-Link
Eaton
Ericsson

* Essex
* Galite
* General Cable
* General Electric (GE)
* Harbour Industries
* Hatfield
* ITT Surprenant
* Kerite
* Lewis Engineering
* National
* Okonite
* Omega
* Raychem
* Rockbestos
* Rome
* Samuel Moore
* Simplex

Terminations:

* Alpha
* AMP
* Amphenol
* Bendix
* Bishop
* Buchanan
* Conax
* EGS (Grayboot)
* ERD
* General Electric (GE)
* Kerite
* Kulka
* Litton-VEAM

* Marathon
* Moore
* Namco
* Okonite
* Patel Engineers
* Raychem
* Rosemount
* Scotch (3M)
* Sigmaform
* States
* Thomas and Betts
* Weidmuller
* Westinghouse
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I Safety-related cables and terminations

Some cables may be used in circuits designated as "safety-related." Safety-related
equipment is defined in OCFR50.49 as those items designed to remain functional
during and following design basis events to ensure: (1) the integrity of the reactor
coolant boundary, or (2) the capability to shut down the reactor and maintain it in a
safe shutdown condition, or (3) the capability to prevent or mitigate the consequences
of accidents that could result in potential offsite exposures comparable to regulatory
guidelines [per OCFR50.49 Section (b)(1)]. Safety-related equipment may also
require environmental qualification, depending on its location and function.

2. Nonsafety-related cables and terminations, if a failure of the component could prevent
satisfactory accomplishment of a safety-related function

A plant-specific evaluation is required to define this population of cables and
terminations.

3. Nonsafety-related cables and terminations required to perform a function in safety
analyses or plant evaluations that demonstrate compliance with NRC regulations for:

* Fire protection (lOCFR50.48)

* Environmental qualification (EQ) (1OCFR50.49)

A significant portion of plant circuits may require environmental qualification in
accordance with IOCFR50.49. EQ equipment must be able to perform its
required safety function when subjected to harsh environmental conditions
resulting from a postulated design basis event (DBE). The cable may be installed
in either safety-related, nonsafety-related (that could affect plant safety), and/or
post-accident monitoring circuits.

* Pressurized thernal shock (10CFR50.61)

* Anticipated transients without scram (ATWS) (1OCFR50.62)

* Station blackout (10CFR50.63).

Plant management may opt to include additional cables and terminations in the scope of an
aging management program. Discretionary categories include:

* Cables and terminations important to continued plant operations

Some circuits may be needed to support continuous, reliable power generation. For
example, circuits associated with main turbine systems are neither EQ nor safety-
related in most (if not all) plants. However, a failure in the main turbine system may
result in a temporary or sustained loss of plant output. From an economic perspective,
such cables and terminations are of paramount importance.
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* All other cable

Numerous cables and terminations are not included in the categories listed above.
These items are included in circuits and systems whose failure would have little or no
appreciable effect on plant safety, operation, or continuity of power. Plant lighting
and certain communications systems are common examples of these types of circuits
and systems.

3.1.1 Voltage Category

Cable systems contained within the classification of cable important to license renewal may
also be categorized by the following voltage ranges:

* Low-voltage (<1000 Vac, 250 Vdc)2

* Medium-voltage (2 kVac through 15 kVac)

* High-voltage (> 15 kVac) 3

It should be noted that these voltage ranges reflect cable voltage ratings and not normal
operating voltages. The rated voltage of a circuit component represents the maximum voltage
at which that component can be continuously operated. Generally speaking, the voltage rating
of a nuclear power plant component is much greater than the operating voltage. For example:

Voltage Rating Normal Operating Voltage

300-V <48 Vdc

600-V <120 Vac, 5125Vdc

600-V and 1000-V 480 to 600 Vac

5-kV and 8-kV 4160 Vac

15-kV 13.8 kVac

Circuits falling within a voltage range can be further classified by their fmction as power,
control, instrumentation, specialty, lighting, telephone, or security cable; see Section 3.3 for
additional information on these classifications.

2 As in the Low-Voltage, Environmentally-Qualified Cable Industly Rcport, the upper rnge of low-voltage
is defined as 1000 Vac. Typically, cables are not rated between 1000 and 2000 Vac; however, the results
for low-voltage cable are applicable up to 2000 Vac.

3 High-voltage systems were not included in the scope of this docmnent because: (1) they generally
constitute an extremely small fraction of the total amount of cable at a plant, and (2) they are often highly
specialized in construction (e.g., oil filled) so they have little in common with the more prevalent low- and
medium-voltage systems.
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Specialty applications (such as coaxial- or triaxial-type cables used in nuclear instruments)
may use varying voltages, depending on their function. These systems typically operate below
2 kV and will therefore be discussed with the low-voltage systems.

Transient phenomena (such as electrical switching transients or lightning-induced surges)
or circuit component testing may produce voltages substantially higher than normal operating
voltage for short periods. However, these short duration events are not considered
representative of the voltage stress normally applied to plant circuits.

Common nuclear plant operating voltages are 120 Vac, 480 Vac, 4160 Vac, and 13.8 kVac;
and 24 Vdc, 48 Vdc, 125 Vdc, and 250 Vdc. These common voltage values will be used in this
guideline; however, it should be recognized that other operating voltages (such as 525 Vac) may
be used at some plants.

3.1.2 Environmental Qualification (EQ)

Long-term aging has been evaluated for those cables and terminations that have been
environmentally qualified (EQ). This special category of equipment has been analyzed for
material composition, ambient environmental conditions, and operating parameters so that a
"qualified life" could be established. [Note: The term "qualified life" is defied in IEEE
Standard 323-1974 3.1] as "the period of time for which satisfactory performance can be
demonstrated for a specific set of conditions." The definition was changed in the 1983 revision
of IEEE Standard 323 to be "the period of time, prior to the start of a design basis event, for
which equipment was demonstrated to meet the design requirement for the specified service
conditions." The 1983 revision is not formally endorsed by the NRC, and the change in
definition occurred after most qualifications were established for operating plants. In practical
terms, there is little significance to this distinction.]

For most installed EQ cables and terminations, the qualified life is equal to or greater than
the 40-year design life of the plant. There is no regulatory requirement for 40 years, or any
other specific duration. The qualified life varied depending on whether the equipment was
expected to meet the requirements of the DOR Guidelines [3.2], NUREG-0588 [3.3],
or OCFR50.49 [3.4]. The specific requirements of these regulations regarding EQ and
aging are described in detail in Appendix C of this AMG.

Because the overall requirements for EQ were different in the three regulations, the
specifics regarding aging and aging management also varied. The discussions about them (and
several related industry standards and Regulatory Guides) in Appendix C can be summarized as
follows:

* For cables qualified to the DOR Guidelines 3.2], the Owner must demonstrate a
qualified life if the plant was already constructed and operating and cable materials
susceptible to significant degradation due to thermal and radiation aging were used in
the plant's construction. Maintenance or replacement schedules were to include
consideration of the specific aging characteristics of the material(s), and continuing
programs were to be established to review surveillance and maintenance records to
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ensure that equipment exhibiting age-related degradation was identified and replaced
as necessary.

* Cables qualified to the requirements of NUREG-0588, Category II only, had to
address aging only to the extent that equipment that is composed, in part, of material
susceptible to aging effects should be identified and a schedule for periodically
replacing the equipment and/or materials should be established.

* The qualification aging requirements for NUREG-0588, Category I and lOCFR50.49
plants were much more stringent.

Note that with respect to all of the qualification regulations described above, preaging prior
to accident testing, material analysis with respect to thermal/radiation aging, qualified life
determinations, and ongoing programs which review maintenance and surveillance records all
constitute aging management activities that may be considered as part of the 1OCFR54 aging
management review.

3.2 Results of Methodology Used to Select Components Subject to License Renewal Review

For each plant entering license renewal, a review must be performed to identify electrical
cables and terminations that are subject to an aging management review. Per paragraph 1 of
Section 54.4 (scope of equipment subject to the license renewal rule) of OCFR54 [3.5],
all cable systems deemed safety-related are included. Paragraph 2 of the definition brings cable
systems (such as those nonsafety-related systems that may prevent satisfactory accomplishment
of the functions described in paragraph 1) into the scope. Paragraph 3, which addresses
environmentally qualified equipment, pressurized thermal shock, and systems necessary to meet
ATWS and station blackout requirements, adds additional cable systems to the list. Some
circuits in the "important to continued plant operations" and the all other cable" categories,
although not subject to the license renewal rule by definition, may also be included in plant
aging management programs if desired by each plant. Accordingly, all of the aforementioned
categories of cable are addressed by this AMG.

3.3 Description of Components Evaluated

In addition to the sections that follow, see Appendix B of this guideline.

3.3.1 Electrical Cable and Wire

Nuclear generating stations may have thousands of miles and several hundred different types
and sizes of electrical cable/wire. The majority of cables used in nuclear stations can be
grouped into the following categories based on their application and design [3.6], [3.7]:

* Low-voltage power cable
* Medium-voltage power cable
* Control cable
* Panel and hookup wire
* Instrumentation cable
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* Specialty cable
* Security cable
* Telephone cable
* Lighting cable
* Grounding cable

Low-Voltage Power Cable is used to supply power to low-voltage auxiliary devices such
as motors (and motor control centers), heaters, and small distribution or lighting
transformers. Single and multiple conductor configurations are used, usually unshielded.

Medium-Voltage Power Cable is used to supply power to larger loads and distribution
centers such as reactor recirculation or service water pumps, load centers, transformers,
or medium-voltage switchgear. Single and multiple conductor configurations are used,
typically shielded at higher voltage ratings (i.e., 8 kV and above).

Control Cable is a type of low-voltage, low-anpacity cable used in control circuits for
auxiliary components such as control switches, valve operators, control and protective
relays, and contactors. Usually a multiple conductor configuration is used, with shielding
for applications in proximity to high-voltage systems.

Panel and Hookup Wire is a type of low-voltage, small-gauge [synthetic thermosetting
insulation for switchboard (SIS) or similar] single conductor wire commonly used inside
electrical panels, motor control centers (MCCs), switchgear, motor-operated valves
(MOVs), solenoid-operated valves (SOVs), or other enclosures.

Instrumentation Cable (Including Thermocouple Extension Wire) is a type of low-
ampacity, low-voltage (typically less than 1000 V, with most rated at 300 V) cable used for
digital or analog data transmission. Resistance temperature detectors (RTDs), pressure
transducer circuits, and thermocouple extension leads usually use a twisted shielded pair
configuration. Coaxial and triaxial configurations (shielded) are often used for radiation
detection and neutron monitoring, or where other special requirements exist.

Specialty Cable is designed and fabricated for a specific application (e.g., combination
instrumentation/power/control cable, mineral-insulated (MI) cable for high temperature
applications, special fire-retardant cable).

Telephone Cable is a low-voltage (300 V), multiple-pair, small-gauge (20 to 24 AWG)
cable used for connection of telephone or communications circuits. It is typically shielded
and jacketed.

Security Cable is a low-voltage multi-conductor cable that is specially armored or encased
to prevent cut-through.

Lighting Cable is used to supply low-voltage (120 to 277 V) power to plant lighting
systems. A typical configuration includes multiple conductors which may be encased in a
metallic sheath.
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Grounding Cable is used to connect electrical equipment, including cable raceways and
conduits, to the station ground. Size and configuration will vary depending on the
application. Grounding cable is generally large gauge and may or may not be insulated.

Low-voltage power, control, and instrumentation cable collectively constitute the bulk of
cable installed at a nuclear plant. Medium-voltage power cable is the next most populous type;
however, it generally accounts for only a small percentage of the total number of circuits
[3.8], [3.9]. The amounts of the remaining categories of cable are each generally very
small in relation to the low- and medium-voltage types described above. Specialty cable such
as that used for neutron monitoring systems or control rod drive position circuits may be
relatively numerous; these are, for the most part, located within primary containment (although
segments may be located outside of containment). Panel or SIS wire may exist in large
quantities within MCCs, control boards, and switchgear. It is typically of single conductor
configuration and unshielded, and used in low-voltage/low ampacity control applications.

Table 3-2 provides an illustration of the relative numbers of various types of circuits found
at one nuclear plant (two units).4

Table 3-2 Relative Distribution of Circuit
Types for One Nuclear Plant (2 Units)

Typical low-voltage power applications include valve operator and small pump and fan
motors. Typical low-voltage instrumentation applications include thermocouples, RTDs,
pressure transmitters, and nuclear instruments. The lengths of these circuits range from tens to
thousands of feet, depending on the location of the loads with respect to the power supply. Most
cables, however, are less than a thousand feet in total length. Medium-voltage cables are used
in nuclear plants in the following applications:

4 The approximate distribution of circuit types was obtained from a proprietary plant cable and raceway
database. Note that not all circuits are necessarily included in this database; however, it is considered to
be representative of the cable installed at this site.
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AC Power 6,580

DC Power 530

Control 31,500

Instrumentation 10,180

Communication 2,560
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* Auxiliary transformer primary and secondary feeders
* Connections between and feeders to medium-voltage buses
* Load center primary feeders
* Medium-voltage motor feeders
* Emergency diesel generator (EDG) power supplies

Safety-related circuits are often lightly loaded or de-energized, as the load supplied by these
circuits are only in operation during abnormal plant conditions or surveillance testing.
Conversely, nonsafety-related circuits (such as those serving the reactor coolant/recirculation
pump or service water pump motors) may be continuously energized and loaded. Note that the
safety significance of a circuit is not necessarily related to its iportance to plant operation; a
nonsafety-related circuit that serves a plant load important to continuous operation would fall into
the category of 'important to plant operation."

3.3.2 Terninations

Cable terminations may be grouped as follows:

* Compression connectors
* Fusion connectors
* Plug-in connectors
* Splice insulation systems (heat-shrink or tape)
* Terminal blocks.

Compression Connectors are physically crimped or mechanically swaged to conductors.

Fusion Connectors are welded, brazed, or soldered to conductors.

Plug-in Connectors have one or more electrical contacts that plug or screw into a mating
receptacle. The junction between the conductor and connector is typically fused; however,
any of the methods described in this section can be used. Plug-in connectors are usually
used in instrumentation or data transmission applications, some motor-operated valves,
control circuits, and limit switches.

Splice Insulation Systems (heat-shrink or tape) are used to environmentally seal cable or
splice terminations or junctions. They are generally applied over a compression or fusion
connection.

Terminal Blocks consist of an insulating base with fixed points for attaching wiring or
terminal (ring) lugs. Terminal blocks are usually located within a device or electrical
panel.

Compression fittings (such as ring lugs or barrels) are probably the most common type of
termination; these devices are present in one form or another in many types of circuits and
electrical components in the plant. Fusion connectors are mostly used on medium-voltage or
high ampacity circuits where permanence of connection is desired. They are also commonly
used with grounding cables. Splices are most often used to link specific segments of a field
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cable or to repair a failed section of cable. Connectors are used in applications where ease of
separation of the termination is desired, for mating to specific types of equipment, or where
multiple simultaneous electrical connections must be made (such as in multi-pin connectors used
on instrumentation circuits). Connectors may also be used to seal electrical housings of
associated equipment and to complete the seal of the cable jacketing system. Terminal blocks
are used as electrical connection points within larger electrical components (such as MCCs,
control boards, and motors). Note also that some of the terminations listed above may be used
within other terminations [e.g., soldered (fusion) pins used within plug-in type connectors].

A multitude of different types of lugs, splices, and connectors may be in use in the typical
nuclear plant. The design and sophistication of a given termination is related to its application,
voltage and current rating, and expected environments. For dry environment, low-voltage
applications, ring lugs and terminal blocks of simple construction may be used. For wet
environments, heat shrinkable insulation or other moisture-retardant systems may be employed
to provide protection from short circuits or low insulation resistance. In circuits potentially
exposed to steam or water spray environments, splices are often used in place of traditional
termination systems to provide protection to the conductors from accident environment
conditions. Splices may be used to provide protection from shorting and low insulation-
resistance conditions in such environments. For medium-voltage circuits, much more
sophisticated terminations and splices must be made to preclude degradation from voltage stress
and the formation of tracking paths in the vicinity of the termination due to the higher voltages
employed.

3.4 Component Boundaries

Most cable, wire, and termination components, subject to the clarifications and limitations
identified below, are included in the scope of this AMG. Cable raceways (including trays,
conduits, and duct banks), support or restraint systems, or other ancillary cable system
components are not within scope. The following clarifications apply:

1. Bulk wire installed in MCCs or control boards is covered by this AMG.

2. Cables and connectors associated with neutron monitors, radiation detectors, and
position indicators for control rod drives are within scope.

Limitations are as follows:

1. Panel or local wire for major equipment is not included in the scope. Wiring internal
to (or part of) individual devices, modules, or subcomponents is not within scope
because it may have special applications or conditions within the devices.

2. Containment electrical penetration leads are not within scope.

3. Cables and connectors that are internal to or originate in discrete electrical devices
(such as ribbon cable used in amplifier drawers, plotters, etc., and circuit card
connectors) are not within scope.
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4. Motor leads (commonly called pigtails) are not within scope; however, splices or
terminations to those leads are within scope.

Figure 3-1 is a schematic representation of medium-voltage cable systems which identifies
the boundary between this AMG's included and excluded scope. A similar figure is not needed
for low-voltage circuits because all are included in the scope of this AMG, except as noted
above.

3.5 Listing of Components Evaluated

Each electrical cable or connection can consist of many different parts or subcomponents.

3.5.1 Cable (Including Wire)

Four (4) cable applications5 and the associated subcomponents have been evaluated in this
guideline:

1. Medium-Voltage Power

* Conductor
* Semiconducting or nonconducting shield
* Electrical insulation or dielectric6

* Filler material
* Tape wrap
* Shielding (including drain wire and semiconducting layers)
* Outer jacketing
* Armor or sheath

2. Low-Voltage Power or Control

* Conductor
* Electrical insulation or dielectric
* Conductor jacketing
* Filler material
* Tape wrap
* Shielding (including drain wire)
* Outer jacketing

5 Note that lighting, security, specialty, communications, and grounding cable use components similar or
identical to these four (4) applications.

' The terms insulation and dielectric' are often used interchangeably. Some manufacturers routinely
use the latter term when referring to cable components that are used for functions other than strict
electrical isolation (e.g., signal transmission in a coaxia/triaxial cable).
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3. Low-Voltage Instrumentation (Coaxial or Triaxial)

* Conductor
* Insulation
* Dielectric
* Shielding
* Outer jacketing

4. Low-Voltage Instrumentation (Twisted-Shielded)

* Conductor
* Electrical insulation or dielectric
* Conductor jacketing
* Shielding (including drain wire)
* Outer jacketing

3.5.2 Terminations (Including Splices, Connectors, Lugs, and Terminal Blocks)

Subcomponents common to termination devices are listed below. Note that not all
subcomponents are necessarily present in each termination device:

1. Compression Fittings

* Crimped lug or barrel
* Mechanical clamp (compression) mechanism

2. Fusion Fittings

* Fusion lug (welded or brazed to conductor)
* Inhibitor compound (aluminum conductors ody)

3. Plug-in Connectors

* Electrical contacts (such as blades or pins)
* Electrical terminations (including soldered joints and internal terminations)
* Dielectric
* Backshell housing
* Cable clamp or other fastening mechanism
* 0-rings or other environmental seals
* Coupling mechanism (i.e., retaining screws, threaded spool, snap-in housing)
* Thread sealant

4. Splice Insulation Systems

* Heat shrink
* Tape wrap
* Potting compound
* Stress cone or other voltage stress relief mechanism (shielded cable only)
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5. Terminal Blocks

* Terminal block base (dielectric)
* Terminal hardware (such as posts, nuts, or sliding links)
* Mounting system
* Auxiliary components, including covers and fuse holders (optional).

3.6 Analysis of EPRI NUS Cable Database for Environmentally Qualified Cable

The EPRI NUS Cable Database is a computer-based listing of environmentally qualified
cables installed in EPRI-member nuclear power plants. The database used for this task, dated
April 1993, covers 67 plant sites and 101 units. Currently, there are 6 plant sites (12 units) in
operation that are not included in this survey. A few units included in the database have since
ceased operations.

Selected information, including plant name, manufacturer, model/type, and references, was
extracted from the EPRI NUS Database. Each entry was then categorized as being either a
cable, splice and/or termination, or other" device.7 Nonrelevant references were deleted from
the entries for conciseness, and identical references were retitled to ensure common titling of
all reports for sorting purposes. The scheduled commercial date of operation for each plant was
added, with the purpose of identifying the range of dates during which cables were purchased
and/or installed. The electrical cable listing consisted of 1660 entries; it represents 53 cable
manufacturers, along with several cable types of unknown manufacture.

The database seeks to identify and provide relevant information (such as insulation/jacket
material and construction) for the various cable configurations installed in EQ applications in
participating plants. It may be used to generally characterize industry EQ cable as a whole
because (1) most U.S. nuclear units are represented in the database (approximately 89%), and
(2) those units participating are considered to have included information on the most numericaly
predominant types of cable installed in their plants. However, significant variance in the amount
of information provided to EPRI from various reporting utilities was noted during the analysis.
Examination of the data indicates that not all types of cable used in EQ applications were
reported for all participating plants. In addition, the significance of each entry remains
somewhat in question, as several instances of seemingly identical entries for the same unit were
noted. Hence, no correlation could be made between each entry and a unique cable
configuration; the entries can be differentiated by general cable type only.

With one or two exceptions, the analyses of the EPRI NUS Database discussed in the
following sections of this AMG are considered generally applicable to both EQ and non-EQ
circuits, based on the assumption that the same types and configurations of cable are used in
both types of applications at most plants. This assumption is predicated on the fact that most
plant operators originally sought to (and continue to) simplify their cable procurement
specifications and maintain greater control over their warehouse inventories. Cables suitable for
EQ applications were and are routinely used in other types of applications; hence, no advantage

' Other' devices included area radiation monitors, transmitters, thermocouples, and nuclear instruments
that are not considered to be within the scope of this AMG.
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results from maintaining multiple different types of cable either during construction or for
subsequent circuit replacement. Many plant operators now try to avoid the problem by
maintaining only a few (or only one) brands or types of cable available for installation in any
class of circuit. The most significant exception to this observation is the use of polyvinyl
chloride (PVC-) insulated cable and wire. Although PVC-insulated cables were rarely used by
the industry in EQ applications, PVC-insulated cable is used widely in non-EQ circuits in many
plants.

It should be noted, however, that the various types of cable within a given plant may vary
significantly from those listed in the tables below. For example, one pressurized water reactor
(PWR) operator contacted as part of the study indicated that a very large fraction (more than
half) of its installed cable was insulated with silicone rubber which, per Table 3-4, should
account for only about 5% of the cable in the typical plant.

3.6.1 Manufacturer Sort

Electrical cable entries contained in the database were initially sorted by manufacturer to
determine the predominant vendors. The results were tabulated in Table 3-3 and identify the
number of types of cable in service or purchased from each manufacturer, the number of units
where each cable is installed, and a ranking of the 10 most frequently represented cable
companies by the number of cable types procured. As shown in the table, entries for Okonite
cable were most numerous (359), followed by those for Rockbestos (316p and BIW (150).
Rockbestos cables were procured by the most units (78), followed by Okonite (77) and BIW
(68). Collectively, these three manufactrers account for approximately 50% of all entries in
the database. Also, entries for both Okonite and Rockbestos are more than double those of the
third most numerous cable manufacturer (BIW). BIW cables, however, have been procured for
nearly as many individual plants as those made by either Okonite or Rockbestos.

3.6.2 Insulation Sort

A third sort of the database was conducted based on the model/type field of the electrical
cables. A majority of the entries (1215 of 1660 entries, or approximately 74%) listed the
insulation material used on the cable being described. The most numerous insulation materials,
trade names, or,generic names listed in the database were the following (in alphabetical order):
Bostrad, cross-linked polyethylene/polyolefin (XLPE/XLPO), ethylene propylene rubber (EPR),
Firewall , Flamtrol, flame retardant (FR), high-temperature Kerite (HTK), Okonite,
polyethylene (PE), silicone rubber (SR), and TefzelO.

I If the entries for Cerro Wire & Cable are added, Rockbestos is the most numerous.
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Table 3-3 Manufacturers Listed in EPRI NUS Cable Database
No. of

Database
Manufacturer Entries I

Okonite
Rockbestos
Boston Insulated Wire & Cable Company
(BIW)
Anaconda Wire and Cable
Kerite Company
Brand-Rex
Samuel Moore
General Electric (GE)
Cerro Wire & Cable Company (Rockbestos)
Raychem
Continental Wire & Cable Corporation
American Insulated Wire (AIW)
General Cable
Essex Wire Corporation
Rome Cable Corporation
Collyer Insulated Wire & Cable
Cyprus Wire & Cable
Simplex Wire & Cable Company
Eaton
Conax
ITT Surprenant
Champlain Cable
Belden Corporation
Galite
Lewis
Bendix Corporation
Hatfield Electronics
Coleman Industries
National Wire & Cable Corporation
Tensolite
TOTAL

359

316
150

128
109

98
77

69
47

46
37
19

18
17
16
12
11

11

10
8
8
6
5

3
3
2
2

1

1
1

1,590
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Table 3-4 lists both specific materials and manufacturer's trade names or product lines; hence,
some additional investigation was required to determine the generic material in many cases (for
example, Rockbestos Firewall I insulation can be categorized as a cross-linked polyethylene).
Manufacturers' literature, catalogs, and environmental qualification test reports were used as the
prinmary references for determining the generic material categories of insulations identified by
trade name/product line. For some entries (such as those for cables insulated with Kerite HTK),
even the dominant polymer used in the insulation is proprietary and not readily obtainable.
Therefore, these materials could not be included within any of the other existing generic material
categories, and were maintained as their own categories.

A total of 17 different types of generic insulation material categories were identified.
Table 3-4 shows the various material categories identified in the database.

Table 34 Insulation Materials Listed in EPRI NUS Cable Database

No. of
Database % of

Insulation Material Entries Total

BR, butyl rubber 20 1.6

CSPE, chlorosulfonated polyethylene 28 2.3

EPR, ethylene propylene rubber 434 35.5

ETFE, ethylene tetrafluoroethylene 39 3.2

FR, flame retardant 36 2.9

Industrite 2 < 1.0

Kerite 61 5.0

Mineral 12 1.0

Neoprene* 2 < 1.0

PE, polyethylene 52 4.3

Polyimide 8 < 1.0

Polypropylene 3 < 1.0

PVC, polyvinyl chlorde 12 1.0

SR, silicone rubber 63 5.2

Styrene 1 < 1.0

XLN, cross-linked Neoprenee 3 <1.0

XIE, cross-linked polyethylene 439 35.9

TOTAL 1,215
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3.6.3 Cable Size Sort

It was noted during analysis of the database that some entries contained information
regarding the size/configuration of cables installed. With very few exceptions, these entries
were limited to those not containing insulation/jacket material information (i.e., either
insulation/jacket information or size information was present, but generally not both). All
entries listed ranged from one conductor to 27 conductors, from #22 American Wire Gauge
(AWG) to 500 thousand circular mils (MCM), and varied in voltage rating between 300 V and
5 kV. As in the insulation materials sort, most of the items in this listing were manufactured
by the 10 major cable vendors previously identified. Most of the entries with size/configuration
information were derived from a comparatively small number of plants; this appears to be an
artifact of the way in which data were recorded by a particular utility and/or entered into the
database.9

3.6.4 Splice Insulation Database

The only splice-producing manufacturer currendy listed in the EPRI NUS Database is
Raychem. There were six Conax seals listed and these are all at one nuclear power plant;
however, these types of devices are not within the scope of this guideline.' The remaining
splice-related entries (which number more than 100) all describe Raychem splice insulation.
Other common nuclear plant splice manufacturers (such as Okonite, Scotch, and Kerite, which
produce tape splice kits) were identified during the preparation of this AMG; however, none of
these splices were noted and/or included in the database by the contributing plant(s). Although
ostensibly based on a large percentage of the plant population, these results are not considered
wholly representative based on information received directly from various plants contacted as
part of this study. The other types of tape splices listed above, although not qualified by the
manufacturer or maintained as part of a 10CFR50, Appendix B quality program, have
nonetheless been tested and qualified by various utilities. These tape splices are known to be
in use today. In addition, Conax seals are known to be used in more than the one plant
indicated by the database. The reasons for the seeming disparity between the database and actual
practice are unknown.

3.6.5 Conclusions Regarding EPRI NUS Database

Analyses of the data in the EPRI NUS Database indicate the following about cable used in
nuclear plants:

1. Insulation Types. Approximately 36% (by number of entries) of all EQ insulations
are XLPE/XLPO and 36% are EPR [including EP and ethylene propylene diene
monomer (EPDM)]. The third largest category, silicone rubber, is only 5% of the

9 As an alternative, the cable database for one nuclear plant was examined in an attempt to obtain more
information on the typical cable size distribution. Unfortunately, this database did not identify the size of
each cable separately, making the task of determining the relative amounts of each sizelconfiguration of
cable infeasible for this study.

'° Seals of the type listed in the database are a distinct category of device not considered to fall within
the definition of a cable, termination, or splice.
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entries listed. Therefore, the remaining 23% of entries with identified insulation
materials are distributed among 17 different generic insulation compounds, revealing
that EQ cables are predominantly insulated with either XLPE or EPR. Because these
results are assumed to be generally applicable to non-EQ cable, it can be inferred that
a significant amount of the non-PVC, non-EQ cable installed in U.S. nuclear plants
uses either XLPE or EPR insulation.

2. Manufacturer. Okonite appears to be the most commonly installed EQ cable,
followed by that made by Rockbestos and BIW.

3.7 Operating and Service History

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission Information Notices, Circulars, Generic Letters, and
Bulletins were reviewed to determine the industry-wide operating experience with cable and
terminations. Each applicable Information Notice, Circular, Letter, Bulletin, and safety
evaluation report (SER) is discussed in Section 3.7.1. Some documents that pertained to cable
and terminations were not considered applicable to this report (for example, failures resulting
from improper design).

Cable and termination data derived from the Institute for Nuclear Power Operation (INPO)
Nuclear Plant Reliability Data System (NPRDS) and NRC Licensee Event Reports (LERs) were
also reviewed. Component failures described in these sources were analyzed to identify
significant cable system failure mechanisms and their relative likelihood of occurrence. These
analyses are discussed in Sections 3.7.2 and 3.7.3, respectively.

Finally, industry studies and literature were searched for applicable documents relating to
cable and termination operating history and failures. Materials identified during this search are
discussed in Section 3.7.5.

3.7.1 Industry-Wide Operating Experience with Components; NRC Documentation

The following subsections discuss various NRC documents applicable to the failure or aging
of electrical cable and terminations. Note that several other NRC documents relating to cable
and terminations were located; however, these were not considered relevant to component aging
and are therefore not discussed further.

The following NRC documents are discussed:

* Information Notices 93-33 and 92-81
* Information Notice 92-01
* Infornation Notice 89-30
* Information Notice 87-52
* Information Notice 86-71
* Information Notice 86-49
* Information Notice 82-03
* Information Notice 80-08
* Circular 77-06
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NRC Infonnation Notices 93-33. "Potential Deficiency of Certain Class 1 E Instrumentation
and Control Cables" [3.101 and 92-81. "Potential Deficiency of Electrical Cables with
Bonded Hypalon Jackets" 3.111

IN 92-81 [3.11] describes failures of cables containing ethylene propylene rubber
(EPR) insulation nd bonded Hypalon (CSPE) jackets, which occurred in qualification
research testing reported in NUREG/CR-5772, "Aging, Condition Monitoring, and Loss-of-
Coolant Accident (LOCA) Tests of Class E Electrical Cables" [3.12], and
NUREG/CR-6095, "Aging, Loss-of-Coolant Accident (LOCA), and High Potential Testing
of Damaged Cables" [3.13]. IN 93-33 [3.10] reported additional functional failures
and low insulation-resistance values for cables in the NUREG/CR-5772 test program.

The program reported in NUREG/CR-5772 had two objectives: (1) determination of
the long-term degradation behavior of typical instrumentation and control cables used in
nuclear power plant applications, and (2) determination of the potential for assessment of
residual cable life using condition monitoring (CM) techniques. Accelerated thermal and
radiation aging was performed simultaneously at low rates (- 100C and - 100 Gy/hr
[10 krad/hri) during 3-, 6-, and 9-month periods to achieve an equivalency to 55°C for 20,
40, and 60 years, respectively (based on an activation energy of 1.15 eV). Radiation doses
were 200, 400, and 600 kGy [20, 40, and 60 MradJ, respectively. The cables were then
exposed to accident radiation (1.1 MGy [110 Mrad] at 6 kGy/hr [600 krad/hr]) and LOCA
testing.

The objectives of the test program described in NUREG/CR-6095 [3.13] were to
determine the effects of dielectric withstand voltage testing on cables and to assess
functionality and survivability under LOCA conditions of radiation aged and thermally aged
cables with simulated maintenance/installation damage. Testing for this program consisted
of the evaluation of unaged and undamaged cable specimens to identify any damaging
effects associated with high-potential (hi-pot) testing, and the aging and accident testing of
damaged" cable specimens; a determination of the hi-pot voltage necessary to indicate
impending cable failure was also included as part of this phase. The testing involved
irradiation to a total integrated dose (ID) of 1.3 MGy [130 Mrad] at 3 kGy/hr [300
krad/lhr, followed by thermal aging at 1580C for 336 hr 2 and LOCA steam simulation.

Bonded Jacket Failures

In the NUREG/CR-5772 test program [3.12], five cable types in the test had insulation
and jackets on individual conductors. Of these, the individual jackets on two of the cable
types were thought to be not bonded or very lightly bonded (probably not coextruded).
Three of the cable types had bonded jackets. During the tests, some of the bonded jacket
cables failed. The tested Okonite cable (1/C #12 AWG, 15 mils Okolon over 30 mils EPR)
had one failure noted for a specimen aged to 60-years equivalent. Three failures also

"Damaged" specimens were those with their insulation/jacket intentionally reduced in thickness to
simulate the cffects of damage during maintenance or installation.

12 158°C was chosen to provide the equivalent of 60 years at 651C for a matial with an activation energy
of 1.00 eV, based on an aging time of 2 weeks (336 hr).
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occured in the Sandia test program for Samuel Moore Dekoron Dekorad cable with
composite EPRICSPE insuLationjacket.

The other failures listed in NUREG/CR-5772, and described in IN 93-33 [3.10], were
of a Rockbestos Firewall m irradiation crosslinked- polyethylene (XLPE) insulated
conductor aged to a 60-year equivalent, and three Kapton-insulated wires aged to 20-, 40-,
and 60-years equivalent, respectively. There is no indication that the Rockbestos XLPE
failure was a jacket-insulation interaction (only a 45-mil Neoprene overall jacket was
present), and may be considered a "random" failure.13 Sandia noted that the most
probable cause of faihres for the Kapton-insulated wires was handling damage for two of
the specimens, and damage in the vicinity of the chamber penetration for another specimen
(which also may have been from handling or installation). As evidenced by the EPRI NUS
Database, very little Kapton insulation exists in bulk cable runs; however, this type of
wire is used in various other plant components such as penetrations and seals. EPRI Report
NP-7189 [3.141 and NRC IN 8889 13.151 provide additional information on
Kaptont-insulated wire.

Three cable types were included in the NUREG/CR-6095 tests [3.13]: (1) Okonite
Okolon M12 AWG (30-mil EPR/15-mil CSPE bonded jacket); (2) Rockbestos silicone
rubber (30 mils) #16 AWG; and (3) Brand Rex XLPE (30 mils) #12 AWO. Results of this
testing indicated some jacket (and, in certain cases, insulation) circumferential cracking of
the Okonite specimens after aging and radiation. After the LOCA simulation, all of the
Okonite specimens displayed severe damage (including splitting and longitudinal cracldng
and exposed conductors). All ten Okonite specimens failed the LOCA testing. It is unclear
whether the circumferential cracking experienced after aging participated in any way in the
longitudinal splitting observed after the LOCA testing.

The Sandia tests indicate a possibility of interactions between the individual conductor
jacket and insulation. The failures of one type of specimen indicate that a failure mode
exists at some given aging level for this cable that results in longitudinal splitting of the
conductor jacket/insulation system after exposure to accident steam conditions. The
longitudinal splitting observed may be precipitated by swelling of the EPR under
irradiation/high temperature thermal exposure, which produces a rupture of the bonded
jacket. This failure mode seems to be just beginning on the 60-year (equivalent) aged
Okonte specimens under the est conditions of NUREG/CR-5772, yet has progressed
completely under the NUREGICR-6095 test conditions. Note that the differences in the test
conditions include a different aging tempeature (1000C versus 1580C), a different aging
sequence (simultaneous thermal and radiation aging followed by accident radiation exposure
versus total accident plus aging dose followed by thermal aging), and dose rates (100 GyJhr
[10 kaad/hr] versus 3,000 Gylhr [300 krad/hr]), The disparity in results between the two
programs can be attributed to one or more of ese differences.

Bonding of the individual conductorjacket to the insulation may tend to localize tensile
stress on the surface of the insulation. As the tensile stress on the jacket reaches a value
sufficient to induce upu of the jacket, the failue of the jacket may produce tearing on

3 Only one failure was noted for six Firewall specimens tested.
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the surface of the insulation to which it is bonded because the tensile stress is now applied
primarily to the surface of the insulation, and is focused in the area of the jacket rupture.
One inplication of the Sandia results is that a jacket composed of less aging-resistant
material that is bonded to the underlying insulation may fail due to cracking before an
unbonded or even unjacketed conductor. No qualification testing of this size and
configuration of bonded EPRICSPE low-voltage cable was performed by Okonite; hence,
the existence of bonded jacket interactive mechanisms cannot be directly refuted.

Conclusions

Although the results of the testing described in NUREG/CR-6095 initially indicated
potentially severe problems with aged, bonded jacket/insulation systems under accident
conditions, further examination of the aging and test conditions shows that the failures of
the cables tested can be attributed to the severity of the test regimen. The aging
temperature of 158°C and aging dose of 1.3 MGy [130 Mradl are comparatively high, and
the aging sequence used during the NUREGICR-6095 testing was one that is known to
produce rapid degradation of EPR compounds. This adds furtier support to the proposition
that the aging regimen applied by Sandia may have induced physical phenomena within the
materials which would not otherwise occur under actal plant aging/accident conditions
(i.e., exposure to full aging and accident doses followed by thermal aging and subsequent
LOCA is not a situation that could realistically occur in any plant). Although the aging
temperature and total dose of the NUREG/CR-5772 program were substantially lower
(100°C and 0.6 MGy [60 Mradl maximum, resectively), the lower dose rate used
(approximately 100 Gylhr [10 krad/hr]) is one at which significant dose rate phenomena
have been observed for EPR [3.16], 3-17]. In addition, the 0.6 MGy
[60 Mrad] aging dose applied to the 60-year specimens (the group in which the only bonded
jacket conductor failure occurred) is somewhat higher than that which would be experienced
at most plants, even inside primary containment. However, the NUREG/CR-5772 results
may be conservatively interpreted to indicate that some effect due to interaction of the
bonded jacket and insulation may occur at levels of aging anticipated to occur beyond the
original 40-year operating period. Current data suggest that additional research and
evaluations may be warranted for use of bonded-jacket cables that are exposed to aging
conditions that may promote jacket cracking. This is particularly important if the cable test
specimens were not representative of the installed bonded-jacket cables.

NRC Information Notice 92-01. "Cable Damage Caused by Inadeauate Cable Installation
Procedures and Controls' T3.181

IN 92-01 describes cable damage caused by improper cable installation techniques at
one Tennessee Valley Authority (TVA) nuclear plant. Specifically, cable was removed
from conduit to inspect for damage thought to have occurred as a result of welding in the
area. Inspection of the removed cable revealed damage (some of the cable had exposed
conductors) that was not attributable to the welding activities. Further analysis of the cable
indicated that this damage was the result of cable pull-bys, an installation practice by which
cable is installed in conduit over the top or beside existing cable.
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This Information Notice is significant because damage to cables occurring as a result
of the installation process may ultimately produce failure of the cable under either normal
or accident service environments. Installation damage, although not an aging mechanism,
can dramatically affect the longevity of a cable.

NRC Information Notice 89-30. "Excessive Drvwell Temperatures" [3.191

IN 89-30 discusses the effects of localized high temperatures on safety systems and
related equipment that may have an impact on the service temperature basis used to
establish the thermal aging life of installed EQ equipment. The Information Notice
describes events at various boiling water reactor (BWR) plants which resulted in elevated
drywell temperatures and degradation of various components including electrical cable.
Relevant conclusions of the Information Notice state that (1) BWRs routinely operate at or
near their drywell EQ temperature limit, (2) substantial temperature gradients may exist in
these drywells, and (3) the drywell head region (i.e., upper elevations) is most susceptible
to high temperature. These conclusions are applicable to drywell cable and termination
aging in that high general area temperatures within the drywell will age organic insulation
materials at an accelerated rate.

NRC Information Notice 87-52. "Insulation Breakdown of Silicone Rubber-Insulated Single
Conductor Cables During High Potential Testing" [3.81

IN 87-52 discusses the high-potential testing of low-voltage No. 14 AWG silicone
rubber-insulated cable at one nuclear plant. This testing was initiated in response to
concerns raised regarding the installation of the cables (specifically, that some may have
been damaged during receipt, storage, or installation, and that this damage may have
reduced the dielectric strength of the insulation) and a lack of vertical support. Silicone
rubber cables from three separate manufacturers (including AIW and Rockbestos) were
installed in the plant. Six silicone cables (16 conductors, normally energized at 125 Vdc)
were tested at 10,800 V to address the vertical support issue. Three of the six cables
experienced breakdown (the lowest at 7500 V) and one had a low polarization index.
Additional cables were then hi-pot tested; a total of 9 failures occurred out of 91 conductors
tested.

Subsequent investigation of the first six silicone-insulated cables tested showed no
evidence of external damage to the cable outer braid. However, laboratory analysis showed
that the insulation for each cable was cut (presumably by the conductor) at localized points
on the inside of the insulation surface; these points tended to coincide with one another
along the length of the cable. The lowest remaining insulation thickness found in these
locations was 8 mils. This indicated a lateral or side impact to the cable prior to
installation, such as having a heavy object dropped on or rolled over the cables while they
were laid out, rather than pulling damage or lack of vertical support. The AIW cable was
found to be particularly soft and had a low impact strength, and six of the nine cables
which failed testing were made by AIW. All of the AIW cables were eventually replaced.

The utility also performed subsequent qualification (LOCA) testing on specimens with
intentionally reduced insulation thickness. Specimens with as little as 4 mils of remaining
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insulation were shown to pass mandrel bend and hi-pot testing following the aging and
LOCA exposure.

NRC Information Notice 86-71. Recent Identified Problems with Limitorque Motor
Operators" 3.91

IN 86-71 discusses the aging of electrical wiring inside Limitorque motor operators
caused by localized high temperatures. This aging resulted from improper energization of
space heaters inside the limit switch compartments; these heaters were intended for
energization during storage only to prevent the accumulation of moisture.

NRC Information Notice 86-49, "Age/Environment Induced Electrical Cable
Failure' 3.201

IN 86-49 discusses age/environmentally induced failure of electrical cables caused by
localzed high temperatures. The Information Notice descrbes the importance of periodic
inspection and walkdowns of cable systems to identify environmental conditions that may
adversely affect their longevity or function. In addition, the need for a comprehensive
maintenance and surveillance program for medium-voltage cable is identified.

NRC Information Notice 82-03. Environmental Tests of Electrical Terminal
Blocks' r3.211

This Information Notice published the results of a test conducted to investigate the
deterioration of terminal blocks' insulators under accident conditions. The Information
Notice describes the importance of clean terminations and terminal blocks in safety-related
ciruits and discusses regulations for establishing appropriate procedures to ensure
cleanliness and installation integrity of these devices. Licensees are reminded that the plant
preventive maintenance program in use at their facilities should ensure that (1) proper
operation of all essential components is achieved throughout the life of the plant and that
(2) terminations and termial blocks are periodically inspected for cleanliness and
installation integrity folowing any maintenance activity affecting them.

NRC Information Notice 80-08. The States Compam Sliding Link Electrical Terminal
Block" r3.221

This Information Notice discusses defects with States Company sliding-link terminal
blocks relating to cracking between the threaded screw hole and the side of the U-shaped
link. This crack widens when the screw is tightened, resulting in a poor or itermittent
electrical connection. The defective link is impossible to cinch tightly and may be diffiut
to detect by visual imspecon. This defective mechanical connection can ultimately result
in an electrical circuit malfunction.

NRC IE Circular 77-06. 'Effects of Hydraulic Fluid on Electrical Cables" [3.231

3-24

This Cirular documents the effects of exposing various low-voltage power,
instrumentation, and control cables to phosphate-ester electro-hydraulic control (EHC) fluid
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at one nuclear plant. The fluid, which had been leaking from a piece of plant equipment,
had migrated into nearby cable pans and resulted in swelling and plasticization of the outer
jacket of the cable. All cables were jacketed with PVC (a material that is highly susceptible
to degradation by esters), and were insulated with either polyethylene or butyl rubber. An
inspection of the cables revealed that only the PVC jacket was plasticized.

Although not considered a common occurrence, exposure of cables and terminations
to chemical substances and foreign materials has been documented at several plants, and
can result in degradation of the component's performance and functionality. These effects
are generally localized.

3.7.2 Evaluation of NPRDS Data

To substantiate the postulated stressors and aging mechanisms for electrical cable and
terminations, plant component failure data were reviewed. One of the primary sources of this
type of failure data is the INPO NPRDS. Failure records contained in the NPRDS include such
information as the voltage rating, type of equipment, date of discovery, cause category, and a
brief narrative describing the event. 4 NPRDS data are not focused directly on component
aging, as NPRDS does not necessarily address the root cause or mechanism of component
degradation. In addition, not all degradations observed during maintenance activities are
identified in the database. Not all plants have provided NPRDS data, and those which have may
not have reported for their entire period of operation. Furthermore, cables and terminations are
not uniquely classified or categorized within the database. As a result of these limitations, the
database is not well suited to providing probabilistic information about the reliability of a
specific population of cable and/or termination components with respect to age-related
degradation. However, the data can be used to identify those cable and termination components
that have a high incidence of degradation or failure relative to other components, as well as
types of applications and environments which are conducive to degradation or failure.

The NPRDS database was searched by using keywords in the narratives. This method was
chosen because, as previously stated, no separate classification or descriptive category for
"cable' or "terminations" was included in the NPRDS system, and many cable or termination
failures are reflected in reports regarding the connected load or intervening device (such as
motors or electrical switchgear) rather than the circuit component itself. Hence, extremely broad
limits were set on the search to ensure that as many pertinent reports as possible were identified.
Keywords used in the narrative search included "wir(e)", cabl(e)," "term(ination),"
"conn(ector)", and splic(e). This search generated 5260 potentially applicable reports,
whose event dates ranged from November 1975 through mid-1994. Data pertinent to cable and
termination component failures were identified; those pertaining to equipment not within scope
(such as wiring failures at the component or subcomponent level) were deleted. The remaining
reports were then individually evaluated to determine their applicability to aging and aging
mechanisms.

4 The cable or termination manufacturer was identified in only a few instances.

Is The more general forms of these words were used as database search keywords to avoid excluding
related reports. For example, if the word wire' were used as a keyword, reports containing the word
*wiring' (as opposed to wire) would be excluded.
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Based on analysis of the NPRDS data, a total of 1458 reports applicable to low- and
medium-voltage cable and termination failure were identified. Table 3-5 presents a summary
of the NPRDS failure data, and shows the distribution of failure reports within each voltage
category. Components related to "high voltage" neutron monitoring systems were included in
a separate category due to their significant differences from other cable types and applications.

Table 3-5 Summary of NPRDS Failure Data

Notes: 1. Number of failures does not include those attributed to maintenance or other personnel error.
2. Percentages shown are rounded to nearest tenth of I percent.

Many of the reports reviewed in this analysis required a substantial degree of interpretation;
incomplete and even contradictory descriptions of the circumstances surrounding the failure were
sometimes noted. Such reports were estimated to comprise roughly 20% of the total number.
In cases where the ambiguity could not be resolved with any degree of certainty, the report in
question was not used. Due to the uncertainty inherent in some of the data, the relative
proportions of various types of failures may differ somewhat from the "actual' values; this
potential error was assumed to be evenly distributed (that is, reports erroneously attributed were
assumed not to affect one component, failure mode, or failure cause grouping disproportionately
in relation to another).

As previously discussed, one type or category of termination may be included as a
subcomponent of another type of termination; for example, a compression fitting may be used
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Voltage Range Component Number of Failures Percentage of TotaP

Low (Max. 1000 Vac) Cable 150 14.5

Connector 314 30.3

Compression/Fusion Fiting 132 12.8

Hookup and Panel Wire 377 36.4

Terminal Block 36 3.5

Splice/Insulation 26 2.5

Total 1,035 100.0

Medium (Max. 15 kVac) Cable 24 68.6

Connector 4 11.4

Splice/Insulation 6 17.1

Compression/Fusion Fitting 1 2.9

Total 35 100.0

Medium (Neutron Monitor; Connector 321 82.7

l kV to kV) Cable 67 17.3

Total 388 100.0

TOTAL 1,458
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inside a multi-pin connector, and so forth. In such cases, the failure report was classified based
on the subcomponent level unless information on the component was included. Accordingly,
a report describing only a failed compression fitting would be categorized as a compression
fitting failure, whereas a report describing the same fitting within a multi-pin connector would
be classified as a connector failure. In the case of splices, only splice insulation failures were
categorized as splice failures; degradation of the underlying compression/fusion fitting was
classified as a compression/fusion fitting failure. Failed compression fittings attached to terminal
blocks were included as compression fitting failures because these components are not part of
the block itself.

Several additional difficulties were encountered in analyzing the NPRDS data. These
considerations are discussed further in Appendix F of this guideline.

Those NPRDS reports resulting from prior equipment installation, maintenance,
modification, or surveillance testing (as differentiated from events detected during these
activities) were classified as "maintenance-induced." Maintenance-induced events, although not
an aging mechanism, do constitute a mechanism for degradation of cable and termination
components over time. Failures resulting from maintenance-induced causes are identified in
each of the discussions presented below, and treated as a separate categoxy of failure.

The operating voltage for each failed component was also noted. Failure reports were
categorized as describing either low- or medium-voltage systems or those relating to nuclear
instruments (low current, high-sensitivity neutron detector applications). The latter distinction
was based on the large nmber of reports applicable to neutron monitoring systems and the
significant differences between these systems and other medium-voltage applications. By far,
the largest percentage of the total number of reports described low-voltage systems, with a
substantally smaller percentage relating to nuclear instrument systems, and a very small
percentage to medium-voltage systems. Reports relating to higher voltage systems (> 15 kV)
were excluded; however, these constituted an extremely small number of reports ( < 1%).

The "voltage rating", field of the NPRDS report was not always a reliable indicator of the
voltage to which the component was exposed; for example, some reports describing failures of
auxiliary components on large electrical devices (such as power transformers) were often coded
with the voltage rating of the transformer rather than that of the failed component. Hence,
careful interpretation of many reports was required. In general, the greater part of circuits in
the typical nuclear plant are low-voltage; therefore, it was expected that the failures would occur
in rough proportion.
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3.7.2.1 Low-Voltage Systems

3.7.2.1.1 Low-Voltage Component Failure Analysis

A total of 1342 events from more than 50 different nuclear units were recorded for low-
voltage cable and terminations of the type considered by this guideline. Of these 1342 events,
307 were considered maintenance-induced and were deleted from further analysis. Table 3-5
shows the failure data compiled for the remaining 1035 reports. Hookup and panel wire failures
constituted the highest single percentage of low-voltage failures (377 reportsl36.4%), followed
by connector components (30.3%). The next most prevalent component to fail was field cable
(14.5%), followed by compression/fusion fittings (12.8%), terminal blocks (3.5%), and splices
(2.5%). Figure 3-2 is a graphical representation of these data.

Note that the failure data presented in this guideline was collected during normal plant operation.
Failure data for design basis event (DBE) conditions are not available.

1035 Total Reports

Hookup and Pat

Splices (2.Q)

, Terminal Blocks (356)

W Compression Fittings (125 ;)

Cable (145%)
Connectors (303%)

Fure 3-2 NPRDS Failure Data for Low-Voltage Components
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3.7.2.1.2 Hookup and Panel WVire

Of the 545 failure reports covering hookup and panel wire, 168 were considered
maintenance-induced and subsequently excluded. It should be noted, however, that although no
numerical data were gathered, a large percentage (estimated at a hird or more) of these
"maintenance-induced" reports were the result of pinching or shorting of wires in doors or
covers (such as control board panel doors or MOV access covers).

Failed subcomponents included inslation (56%) and conductors (39%). The single most
common failure mode for hookup and panel wire was a short circuit to ground (45% of all
reports), followed by high resistance/open circuit (including broken conductors) (44%). Only
2% listed an unidentified failure mode.

Significant failure causes included mechanical stresses (17%) and heat damage (11 %); 59%
of the reports could not be attnbuted to any specific cause.

The majority of failures noted in the reports (64%) were detected during operation; 16%
and 10% of the total number of reports were detected during sureillance testing and
maintenance, respectively. Of the 64% of the failures detcted during operation, 62% affected
the required function of the equipment; the remaining 2% had no effect on the circuit's required
function. See Figure 3-3.

377 Total Reports

Insulation (55.596)

hUnknown (45)

Otker (296

Conductor t38.55)

Fgure 3-3 NPRDS Failure Data for Low-Voltage Hookup and Panel Wire
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3.7.2.1.3 Low-Voltage Connectors

Of the 335 failure reports covering electrical connectors, 21 were considered maintenance-
induced and therefore excluded. The most prevalent failed subcomponents included contacts/pins
(31 %) and miscellaneous hardware (5%). Fifty-eight percent of all reports related to connectors
did not identify the affected subcomponent(s).

The single most common failure mode for connectors was high resistance/open circuit (48%
of all reports), followed by bent or deformed components (24%), and shorts to ground (12%).
Thirteen percent of the 314 reports did not identify a failure mode.

The most significant failure cause was oxidationlcorrosion/dirt (44%); 39% of the reports
did not list any specific cause. The remaining 22% noted failures caused by normal aging (5%),
wear (3%), moistre intrusion (3%), unrelated work in the immediate area (3%), mechanical
stress (2%), and heat (1%).

The majority of failures noted in the reports (68%) were detected during operation of the
connector; 16% and 6% of the total mnber of reports were detected during surveillance testing
and maintenance, respectively. Of the failures detected during operation (68%), 67% affected
the required function of the equipment. See Figure 3-4.

314 Total Reports

Hardware (C5)
Insulation (4%)

Other (2%6) A

Contacts/Pins (319%)

Unknown

Figure 34 NPRDS Failure Data for Low-Voltage Connectors
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3.7.2.1.4 Low-Voltage Cables

Of the 173 failure reports covering field cable, 23 were considered maintenance-induced
and excluded from further consideration. The most prevalent failed subcomponents included
insulation (65%) and conductors (19%); 12% of the reports had unidentified failed
subcomponents.

The single most common failure mode for cables was a short to ground (54% of all
reports), followed by open circuit/bigh resistance (23%). Eleven percent of the reports did not
list a failure mode.

Significant failure causes included heat or high tempera (18%) and mechanical stress
such as vibration or tensile stress (15%); 49% of the reports could not be attributed to any
specific cause.

The majority of failures noted in the reports (51%) were detected during operation of the
cable; 12% and 10% of the total number of reports were detected during sureillance testing and
maintenance, respectively. Of the failures detected during operation (51%), all affected the
required function of the circuit. See Figure 3-5.

150 Total Reports

bukd6.1Yu k.Ju)

Shiel

Unknown (12%)

d/Drain Wire (4%)

Conductor (19i)

re 3-5 NPRDS Failure Data for Low-Voltage Cables
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3.7.2.1.5 Low-Voltage Compression and Fusion Fittings

Of the 165 failue reports covering low-voltage compression and fusion fittings, 33 were
considered maintenainduced and excluded from further consideration. The most prevalent
failed subcomponents included the lug itself (83%) and associated hardware such as compression
bolts (15%).

The single most common failure mode for compression/fusion fittings was loosening or
breakage (71% of all reports), followed by high electrical resistance (17%). Only 2% of the 132
reports listed an unidentified failure mode.

Significant failure causes included mechanical stress (16%) and oxidation/corrosion/dirt
contamination (17%); 61% of the reports could not be attributed to any specific cause.

The majority of failures noted in the reports (51%) were detected during operation; 33%
and 9% of the total number of reports were detected during surveillance testing and
minenane, respectively. Of the failures detected during operation, all affected the required
function of the circuit. See Figure 3-6.

132 Total Reports

Compression Lug (83%)

Unknown (2$)

Hardware (15%)

Fge 3-6 NPRDS Failure Data for Low-Voltage Compression and Fusion Fttings
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3.7.2.1.6 Low-Voltage Terminal Blocks

Of the 38 failre reports covering terminal blocks, 2 were considered maintenance-induced
and excluded from further consideration. The most prevalent failed ubcomponents included
terminal postslhardware (54%) and insulating blocks (29%). The single most common failure
mode was broken or loose components (67% of all reports), followed by short circuit to ground
(21%).

The only significant failure cause identified was mechanical stresses (13%); 67% of all
reports were the result of unknown causes. Half of the failures noted were detected during
operation (all affected functionality); 25% and 13 % of the total number of reports were detected
during surveillance testng and maintenance, respectively. See Figure 3-7.

36 Total Reports

Terminal Postlardware (54 *i)

Unkznown (1796)

Insulating Block (2991)

Flgure 3-7 NPRDS Failure Data for Low-Voltage Termlnal Blodks
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3.7.2.1.7 Low-Voltage Splices

Of the 32 failure reports covering low-voltage cable splices, 6 were considered
maintenance-induced and excluded from further consideration. Tbe most common failed
subcomponents were insulation (18%) and conductors (18%); 53% of the applicable reports
listed no failed subcomponent. The most common failure modes for splices were a short circuit
to ground and high electrical resistance/open circuit (29% each). Six of the 26 reports (24%)
listed an unidentified failure mode. See Figure 3-8.

The only significant failure cause noted was mechanical stress (24%); 47% of the reports
could not be attributed to any specific cause. A total of 47% of failures noted in the reports
were detected during operation of the cable (all affected operation); 35% were detected during
surveiLlance testing.

26 Total Reports

Conductors (18Z)

Heat Shrink (69)

Compression Lug

Insulation (18%)

Unknowt (53%)

F`igure -8 NPRDS Failure Data for Low-Voltage Splice Insulation
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3.7.2.2 Medium-Voltage Systems

3.7.2.2.1 Medium-Voltage Component Failure Analysis

A total of 41 events from 12 different nuclear units were recorded for medium-voltage cable
and terminations. Of these 41 events, 6 were considered maintenance-induced and were
discounted from further analysis. Figure 3-9 presents a graphic representation of the failure data
compiled for the remaining 35 reports, and shows that cable failures constituted the highest
single percentage (24 reports/69%), followed by splices (17%), and connectors (11%). The low
number of total reports is consistent with the relatively small fraction of plant cable systems
operating at medium-voltage levels. Due to the small amount of data, no inferences regarding
medium-voltage component reliability can be drawn.

35 Total Reports

Cable (68.6f)

Compression Fittings (2.85)

I
Connectors (1Am)

Splices (1729)

lgure 3-9 NPRDS Failure Data for Medium-Voltage Components
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3.7.2.2.2 Medium-Voltage Cables

Of the 26 failure reports covering medium-voltage field cable, 2 were considered
maintenance-induced and were discounted from further analysis. The most prevalent failed
subcomponent was insulation (92%). The single most common failure mode for cable was a
short circuit or grounding (62% of the 24 applicable reports), followed by cutting, breaking, or
cracking of the insulation (21%); 54% of the failure reports could not be attributed to any
specific cause.

The majority of failures noted in the reports (70%) were detected during operation of the
cable. Two failures were detected during maintenance, and none during surveillance. Of the
failures detected during operation, 79% affected the required function of the equipment; the
remaining 21% had no effect on the circuit's required function.

3.7.2.2.3 Medium-Voltage Splces

Six failure reports were applicable to cable splices. Insulation failure accounted for all six
reports. All six reports included shorting to ground as the failure mode. The failure cause and
method of detection showed no significant trend.

3.7.2.2.4 Medium-Voltage Compression and Fusion Fitfngs

Five failure reports were applicable to medium-voltage compression and fusion fittings, four
of which were maintenance-induced. The remaining failure resulted from breakage of the fitting
due to mechanical stress, and was detected during operation.

3.7.2.2.5 Medium-Voltage Connectors

Four failure reports were applicable to medium-voltage connectors, which appear to be
rarely used in nuclear plant applications. None was considered maintenance-induced. No
subcomponent failure was prevalent. Broken or loose subcomponents accounted for three of the
four failures, which were each detected during operation.

3.7.2.3 Neutron Monitoring Systems

Neutron monitoring systems (including source, intermediate, and power range monitors)
were separated into their own category based on (1) their substantial differences with typical
low- and medium-voltage power, control, and instrumentation circuits, and (2) the relatively
large number of reports related to these devices and identified in the database.

Neutron detectors are frequently energized at what is commonly referred to as high'
voltage, usually between 1 kV and 5 kV. This is not high voltage in the sense of power
transmission voltage, but rather elevated with respect to other portions of the detecting circuit.
The non-detector portions of typical neutron monitoring equipment operate at lower voltages and
reports relating to these devices were included with the low-voltage equipment descnbed in
previous sections. Failure reports relating to the 1 kV to 5 kV neutron detectors are descned
in the following paragraphs.
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3.7.2.3.1 Component Failure Analysis

A total of 443 events from more than 30 different nuclear units were recorded for cable and
terminations associated with neutron detectors. Of these 443 events, 55 were considered
maintenance-induced and were excluded from fuier consideration. Of the remaining 388
reports, connector failures constituted the highest single percentage of failures (321
reports/83%), followed by cable (67 reports/17%).

3.7.2.3.2 Neutron Monitor Connectors

Of the 374 failure reports covering neutron monitor circuit connectors, 53 were considered
maintenance-induced and excluded from further consideration. The most prevalent failed
subcomponents include contacts/pins (19%) and hardware associated with the connector (8%);
66% of the failures did not identify the failed subcomponent.

The single most common failure mode for connectors was high resistance/open circuit (47%
of all reports), followed by bent or deformed components (17%) and shorting to grund (15%).
Ten percent of the reports listed no failure mode.

Significant failure causes included oxidation/corrosion/contamination (34%), unrelated work
in the immediate area (15%), and moisture intrusion (13%); 24% of the reports could not be
attnbuted to any specific cause. It should be noted that an apparenty large percentage"6 of the
reports associated with connectors involved those located under or in proximity to the reactor
pressure vessel; this is consistent with the characteristically severe thermal and radiation
environment, relatively high level of moisture, and limited space available in these areas.

The majority of failures noted (63%) were detected during operation; all of these failures
affected circuit or equipment functionality; 14% and 15% of the total number of reports were
deteced during surveillance testing and maintenance, respectively. See Figure 3-10.

321 Total Reports

Terminsatios WoA Mer 4%) Hardware %)
Dielectrcs (3)

~~vr ~~~Conuacuipins (10%)

Unknown1 (66%)

Fgure 340 NPRDS Failure Data for Neutron Monitor Connectors

1No numerical data regarding locations of failed connectors were recorded during this study.
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3.7.2.3.3 Neutron MIonitor Cables

Of the 69 failure reports covering neutron moDitor cables, 2 were considered maintenance-
induced and were excluded from further consideration. The most prevalent failed
subcomponents included insulation (83%) and conductors (9%).

The single most common failure mode for cable was a short to ground (61 %), followed by
damaged or overheated insulation (18%). Six of the 67 reports (9%) listed an unidentified
failure mode. The most significant cause of failure was exposure to high temperature (18%);
55% of the reports could not be attributed to any specific cause. Thirty percent of the failures
noted in the reports were detected during operation of the cable; all affected the required
funtion of the equipment. The method of detection could not be ascertained for 45% of the
reports. See Figure 3-11.

67 Total Reports

Insulation (84w)

Unknown (5%)

ShieldlDrain (2%)

Conductor (9%)

Figure 3-11 NPRDS Failure Data for Neutron Monltor Cables
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3.7.2.4 Conclusions from NPRDS Review

Low-Voltage Systems

1. Hookup and panel wire and electrical connectors constituted the highest percentage of
the total failures noted (each rougbly one-third of all low-voltage reports). In contrast,
splices and terminal blocks each constituted a very small percentage of the total
failures noted, indicating a comparatively low failure and/or use rate. Cable and
compression/fusion fittings fell roughly between the two groups.

2. The most significant failure mode for cable and wire collectively was a short to ground
(approximately half of all cable and wire failures). It can be inferred that these
failures are the result of failure of the dielectric (insulation). Open circuiting/high
resistance was the second most common mode (roughly one-third of all cable and wire
reports), indicating degradation or breakage of the conductor(s). High temperature
aging and mechanical stresses (such as vibration or tensile stress) were cited most
often as the primary causes for both cable and wire failures.

3. The most common failure mode for low-voltage electrical connectors (approximately
half of the connector-related reports) was high electrical resistance/open-circuiting.
Oxidation, corrosion, and dirt buildup on contact surfaces were the most common
causes of failure (44%).

4. The most common failure mode for low-voltage compression/fusion fittings was
loosening or breakage (71%), and was most often caused by mechanical stress or
oxidation/corrosion.

5. Roughly two-thirds of all low-voltage cable and termination failures noted were
detected during operation, and affected the functionality of the circuitlconnected load.
Percentages of such failures ranged from 47% for splices to 68% for connectors,
thereby indicating some degree of consistency between components. Surveillance
testing and maintenance were the next most common methods of detection,
respectively, accounting for roughly 20% of all reports collectively. Hence,
surveillance testing and maintenance activities may identify only a fraction of incipient
low-voltage cable system component failures or instnces of degradation. However,
the significance of this conclusion must be considered in light of the overall failure rate
of these systems; see Section 5.4.2 for additional information.

6. Hookup and panel wire failures had the highest incidence of maintenance-induced
failure (31% of all reports noted); hence, roughly one-third of all wiring failures are
the result of causes that are not related to aging. This was significantly higher than
that for any other component in any voltage range (next highest was low-voltage
compression fittings at 20%).
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Medium-Voltage Systems

1. Cable failures constituted the highest percentage of the total failures noted for medium-
voltage systems, roughly two-thirds of all reports. Splices and conectors each
constituted substantially smaller percentages. (Note: The overall number of reports
applicable to medium-voltage systems was very low, 35 in total.) Insulation was the
most common failed subcomponent (92%), with the most significant failure mode
being shorting to ground (approximately two-thirs of all medium-voltage cable
failures).

2. Insulation failure resulting in shorting to ground was noted for all six reports
pertaining to medium-voltage splices. Therefore, although the failure rate of these
devices appears comparatively low, there is seeming commonality in their mode of
failure.

Neutron Monitoring Systems

1. Connectors were by far the most problematic component, comprising more than four-
fifths of all failures in this category. The most common failed subcomponent was
contacts/pins, and the most common failure mode was high electrical resistance/open
circuiting. Oxidation, corrosion, and dirt buildup were the most common cause of
failure.

2. Although not as significant as that for connectors, failure of the cabling associated with
detectors was noted. Shorting of the cable from damaged insulation resulting from
exposure to heat and possibly radiation or mechanical stress was most common. This
result is consistent with the type of enviromnent in which these systems typically
operate (i.e., within the drywell near the reactor pressure vessel, and subject to
periodic motion during operation).

3.7.3 Evaluation of LER Data

NRC Licensee Event Reports (LERs) are another source of cable and terminaton failure
and degradation data. LERs are issued by nuclear plant operators when equipment failures and
plant operating events meet the reporting requirements specified in OCFR50.73. As with
NPRDS data, LERs do not directly record data related to component aging. In addition, the
criteria for issuance of an LER do not encompass all component failures (especially those of
little or no consequence to plant safety). Hence, evaluation of LER data provides only a partial
picture of failure information; accordingly, the data may or may not be representative of general
equipment failure behavior. LER data can be used, however, as support for the findings derived
from oder data sources (such as NPRDS and industry studies), as well as for verification of
postulated aging mechanisms.

The LERs used in this analysis covered the period from early 1980 through April 1994.
The abstracts of 2536 LERs were identified through a keyword search of the LER database
maintained by Oak Ridge National Laboratory. The reports generated by this search were
individually reviewed; in cases where the applicability of a given report to a topic could not be
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reliably determined, the report was discarded. Of the 2536 reports reviewed, 640 (25.2%) were
ultimately retained as being applicable to electrical cable and terminations of the type considered
by this AMG; 16 of the reports were considered maintenance-induced and not analyzed further.
The remaining 624 reports were then categorized by voltage range (low, medium, or neutron
monitoring, to be consistent with the NPRDS data), component, subcomponent, failure mode,
failure cause, and method of detection. Categorization by manufacturer was not practical due
to the nearly complete lack of information on component manufacturer.

Of the total 624 applicable reports, 344 (55.1%) were related to connector failures, 136
(21.8%) were related to cable failures, and 88 (14.1%) were related to failures of wire. The
remaining 9% were distributed among terminal blocks, splices, and compression/fusion fittings.
For all components and voltage ranges, the great majority of failures noted were detected during
operation of the component, and affected its functionality. This result is somewhat expected,
in that the criteria specified in OCFR50.73 are primarily concerned with reporting of
operational failures.

3.7.3.1 Low-Voltage Systems

3.7.3.1.1 Component Failure Analysis

The data contained in the LER database described 566 events related to low-voltage
systems. Of these reports, 13 were maintenance-induced. The distribution of the remaining
reports was: connector failures (58%), cable failures (19%), wire failures (14%), terminal
blocks (4%), compression/fusion fittings (3%), and splices (2%). See Figure 3-12.

550 Total Reports

Connectors (58%)

Splices (2S)

Compession Fittings (3%)

Terminal Blocks (496)

Cable (1996)

Figure 3-12 LER Failure Data for Low-Voltage Components
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3.7.3.1.2 Low-Voltage Connectors

Of the 323 failure reports covering electrical connectors, 7 were considered maintenance-
induced and were excluded from further consideration. Most (86%) reports related to
connectors did not specifically identify a failed subcomponent, and the remaining reports
indicated no particular pattern The single most common failure mode for connectors was loose
or broken subcomponents (59% of all reports). Thirty percent of the 319 reports did not list a
failure mode. The most significant failure cause was oxidation/corrosion/dirt (13%); 75% of
the reports did not list any specific cause. The remaining failures (12%) were caused by normal
aging, moisture intrusion, and mechanical stress, in roughly equal proportions.

3.7.3.1.3 Low-Voltage Cables

Of the 102 failure reports covering low-voltage cables, 1 was considered maintenance-
induced. The most prevalent failed subcomponents included insulation (20%) and conductors
(8%). A total of 66% of the reports had unidentified failed subcomponents. The most common
failure mode for cable was a short to ground (16% of all reports), followed by loose or broken
components (10%). Fifty-five percent of the reports did not list a failure mode. The most
significant failure causes included moisture intrusion (10%) and corrosion of conductors (6%);
62% of the reports could not be attributed to any specific cause.

3.7.3.1.4 Hookup and Panel Wire

Eighty failure reports covered hookup and panel wire; none of the failure reports were
considered maintenance-induced. Failed subcomponents included insulation (34%) and
conductors (41 %). A total of 18% of the reports did not identify the failed subcomponent. The
single most common failure mode for hookup and panel wire was breakage (42% of all reports),
followed by short circuits (40%). A total of 18% of the reports listed an unidentified failure
mode. No significant failure causes could be identified; 90% of the reports could not be
attributed to any specific cause.

3.7.3.1.5 Low-Voltage Compression and Fusion Flttings

Twenty-two failure reports covered low-voltage compression fittings; none of the failure
reports were considered maintenance-induced. The most prevalent failed subcomponent was the
lug itself (89%). The single most common failure mode for compression fittings was loosening
or breakage (68% of all reports). A total of 10% of the reports listed an unidentified failure
mode. No significant failure causes were evident; 74% of the reports could not be attributed
to any cause.

3.7.3.1.6 Low-Voltage Terminal Blocks

Of the 25 failure reports covering terminal blocks, 4 were considered maintenance-induced
and were excluded from fther consideration. The most prevalent failed subcomponents
included insulating blocks (38%) and tenninal posts/hardware (24%). The most common failure
mode was broken or loose components (24% of all reports); the remaining reports (16) were
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distributed among several other failure causes such that their numbers were insignificant. No
significant causes of failure were identified (40% were unidentified).

3.7.3.1.7 Low-Voltage Splices

Of the 11 failure reports applicable to low-voltage cable splices, 1 was considered
maintenance-induced. Conductors were cited as the failed subcomponent in 5 of the 10 reports,
yet no trend in failure mode or cause of failure was detected.

3.7.3.2 Medium-Voltage Systems

The LER database contained SO reports related to medium-voltage circuits. A total of 52%
of these reports were related to cable, 40% to connectors, and the remainder to
compression/fusion fittings and splices. See Figure 3-13.

50 Total Reports

Cable (52%)

;-Splices (3%)

Compression Fittin8s (52)

Connectors 40i)

Fgure 3-13 LER Failure Data for Medium-Voltage Components
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3.7.3.2.1 Medium-Voltage Cables

Twenty-six failure reports covered medium-voltage cables; none of the failure reports were
maintenance-induced. The most prevalent failed subcomponents were insulation (27%) and
conductors (19%); 54% were unidentified. The single most common failure mode for cable was
a short circuit or grounding (27% of the 26 applicable reports); 54% of the failure reports could
not be attributed to any specific cause.

3.7.3.2.2 Medium-Voltage Connectors

Twenty failure reports covered medium-voltage connectors; none of the failure reports were
considered maintenance-induced. Significant failed subcomponents included hardware (70%) and
contacts/pins (30%). Broken or loose subcomponents accounted for 55% of the failures. The
majority of medium-voltage connector reports (95%) did not identify a cause.

3.7.3.2.3 Medium-Voltage Compression and Fusion Fittings

Three failure reports covered medium-voltage compression and fusion fittings; none of the
failure reports were considered mintenance-induced. These three failures resulted from
loosening or breakage of the fitting due to mechanical stress.

3.7.3.2.4 Medium-Voltage Splices

Two failure reports covered medium-voltage cable splices; one of which was maintenance-
induced. Inulation failure accounted for the remaining failure, which was caused by moisture
intrusion.

3.7.3.3 Neutron Monitoring Systems

Of the 23 LERs covering neutron monitoring system cable and terminations, 2 were
maintenance-induced. Of the remaining 21 LERs, 76% involved cables and 24% connectors.
No significant failed subcomponents, failure modes, or failure causes could be identified because
the majority of reports did not provide any of this information.

3.7.3.4 Conclusions from LER Review

General observations regarding cable and termination failures as described by the LER
database are summarized in the following paragraphs. It should be noted that the LER data, in
comparison with the NPRDS data, had less information regarding failed subcomponents, failure
modes, and causes. Very high percentages of each category were listed as unknown," thereby
making meaningful observations or inferences difficult.

Low-Voltage Systems

1. Connector failures were the most prominent, accounting for more than half of the low-
voltage reports. The next highest were cables, which were related to 19% of all low-
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voltage failures. The most common failure mode for the connectors. was loose or
broken subcomponents.

2. Conductor breakage and insulation degradation (resulting in short circuit) are the most
likely aging-related failures to occur in hookup and panel wiring.

3. Loosening or breakage of the lug was the most common failure for compression and
fusion fittings.

Medium-Voltage Systems

1. Medium-voltage cable and connector failures were most common. Due to the
comparatively low mmber of reports for both components (26 and 20, respectively)
and the lack of detailed information, no real inferences regarding subcomponent,
mode, or cause can be postulated.

Neutron Monitoring

1. Cables (as opposed to the connectors reflected in the NPRDS data) appeared to result
in the most failures associated with neutron monitoring systems (roughly three-
fourts).

3.7.4 Studies Providing Industry-Wide Operating Experience for Low- and Medium-
Voltage Electrical Cable and Terminations

The following industry reports were reviewed for relevant operating history and other
insights related to cable and tenination aging:

* EPRI TR-103834-P1-2, "Effects of Moistre on the Life of Power Plant Cables'
[3.24]

* EPRI NP-5002, "LWR Plant Life Extension" 3.25]

* NUREG/CR-3122, "Potentially Damaging Failure Modes of High- and Medium-
Voltage Electrical Equipment' [3.26]

* EPRI TR-103841, "Low-Voltage Environmentally-Qualified Cable License Renewal
Industry Report" [3.27]

* NUREG/CR-5461, SAND89-2369, "Aging of Cables, Connections, and Electrical
Penetration Assemblies Used in Nuclear Power Plants' [3.28]

* EPRI EL-3501, "Characterization of Failed Solid-Dielectric Cables:
Phase [3.29] and EPRI EL-5387, Characterization of Failed Solid-Dielectric
Cables: Phase II [3.30]

* EPRI NMAC NP-7485, Power Plant Practices to Ensure Cable Operability" [3.7]
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The reports are discussed individually in the following paragraphs.

EPRI TR-103834-P1-2. Effects of Moisture on the Life of Power Plant Cables" 3.241

Concerns have been expressed that medium- and low-voltage cables may degrade more
rapidly when exposed to water. Two studies were performed by EPRI. One evaluated the
types of failures occurring in medium-voltage cables used in power plants to determine the
types of failures and the need for a condition evaluation technique that would predict
residual life. The second evaluated the available data concerning the effects of wetting and
submergence of low-voltage cable to determine if further research is necessary.

Medium-Voltage Cable

Fossil and nuclear power plant operators were surveyed to determine the number and
types of medium-voltage (4 to 15 kV) cable failures that have occurred and the causes of
failure. Utility personnel were also asked if there is a need to develop a test for evaluating
the condition and estimating the continued service life of medium-voltage in-plant cables.
The types of condition evaluation techniques currently in use were also identified.

Information representing 50 plants was compiled from telephone interviews with 35
persons from 25 utilities. The surveys indicated that the bulk of the failures were related
to wetting in conjunction with manufacturing defects, damage during installation, or
deterioration of terminations. The survey identified only 27 failures in almost 1000 plant-
years of experience. Only one plant continues to use dc high-potential testing for condition
monitoring purposes, but is looking at alternative means of cable evaluation. Some plants
use insulation resistance testing; some do not perform condition monitoring testing. The
consensus from the survey was that there is currently insufficient interest to support
development of a condition evaluation test method for medium-voltage cable used in power
plants.

Low-Voltage Cable

A review of the literature and surveys of utility personnel were used to evaluate the
effects of moisture on the operability and aging of low-voltage cable. The feedback from
operations indicated that moisture-related failures of low-voltage cable are not occurring at
any appreciable rate (see Section 3.7.3.1.2 of this guideline, which indicates approximately
10 moisture-related failures of low-voltage cable in the LER database). Only two isolated
types of failure were identified. The first involved very low insulation resistance values
for old natural rubber cables immersed for a long period in water-filled conduits in fossil
fuel power plants. The second related to degraded noise immunity in certain
instrumentation and closed circuit television circuits that resulted from periodic immersion
in water at nuclear power plants. The second problem related to moisture tolerance of the
jacketing system rather than to insulation capabilities.

The evaluation determined that current electrical test methods could identify the
presence of moisture in insulation systems; however, the tests cannot assess the effects of
moisture on cable longevity. Therefore, while water can be detected to allow it to be
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removed from conduit systems, its effect is not readily assessable. The overall conclusion
of the study was that moisture-related degradation is not a significant concern for general
applications.

EPRI NP-5002. LWR Plant Life Extension" [3.251

EPRI NP-5002 provided inteim results from the pilot plant life extension studies
conducted at Surry Unit 1 (PWR) and Monticello (BWR). These pilot studies were initiated
in 1984 to identify specific research and development needs related to plant life extension
and to serve as a basis for power system aging and life extension guidelines for the nuclear
industry. The study considered many different plant components, including electrical cable
located inside primary containment. The evaluation of the Surry containment cable assessed
the impact of (1) low-voltage power, control, and instrumentation cable; (2) medium-
voltage power cable; and (3) thermocouple extension cable on the possibility of extended
life operation for Surry Unit 1. The cable insulation materials evaluated included EPR,
XLPE, and silicone rubber. The findings and conclusions of the study are as follows:

* Based on Arrhenius analysis of organic materials used in the insulation of these cables,
a 60- to 80-year life is achievable with an insulation operating temperature of 50 to
75°C (122 to 1670 F).

* EQ instrument cable was originally qualified for 40 years based on an ambient
temperatre of 55°C (131°F); requalification would be required for life extension.

* Where accessible, cables inside contaimnent should be visually inspected at regular
intervals to (1) identify signs of bulk insulation degradation and (2) to help ensure that
localized high temperature degradation is not occurming.

* Termination and connector capability should be urther evaluated.

* The effects of jacket aging on instrument cable shield and connected load performance
should be further evaluated.

* A more detailed evaluation of cable for life extension should be made.

The study identified several aging mechanisms for cable insulation and conductors,
including thermal and radiation aging, voltage stress of medium-voltage power cables,
moisture intrusion, and long-term mecharical (tensile) stress. In addition, the study
recommended the following monitoring requirements:

* Comparison of the performance capability of the cables with the actua in-plant
enviromnents over the entire cable length

* Regular measrement and recording of ambient air temperatures within various
portions of the containment

Performance of radiation surveys for background radiation levels
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* Development of current loading history for power cables

* Consideration of replacement of cables that have a history of being moved or flexed

NUREG/CR-3122. Potentially Damaging Failure Modes of High- and Medium-Voltage
Electrical Equipment" [3.261

NUREGICR-3122 considers the effects and circumstances surrounding electrical faults
of cables, connectors, and other electrical components used in both nuclear and nonnuclear
facilities. The scope was limited to equipment with voltage ratings of 4100 Vac and above.
As part of the study, several sources of failure information were consulted. The Nuclear
Safety Information Center (NSIC) database was searched for applicable reports, and the
study also examined proceedings from the Doble Clients Anmual Conference (an industry
forum for issues and technology related to electrical components) for pertinent data. Plant
visits and interviews were also used.'7

The study concludes that cables and connectors will have a predictably long service
life if properly installed and not subject to mechanical forces, moisture, or excessive
temperatures. This lifetime is generally dictated by the aging of the insulation; failures of
cable appear random and generally affect only segments of a cable run. Cables located in
open trays may affect other cables through movement or heating.

EPRI TR-103841. 1Low-Voltage Environmentally-Oualified Cable License Renewal
Industy Report" [3.271

This report (commonly referred to as "the Cable Industry Report") assessed the
viability of low-voltage (i.e., less than 1000 V) environmentally qualified cable for license
renewal. Splices to loads, panel or switchboard wire, connectors, terminal blocks, and
component leads were not included in the scope; digital cicuit cables, Kapton* leads, and
butyl rubber-insulated cable were also not included due to their unique design attributes or
specialized applications. Specifically excluded from consideration were degradations due
to (1) design nonconformances, (2) unitended long-term submergence, (3) unintended
chemical exposure, and (4) improper maintenance. The report indicates that plant-specific
evaluations are required to assess the relevance of the devices, their degradations, and other
aspects of the report.

The general methodology of this report was similar to that of this AMG, in that
relevant components and their service/operating history were descnbed, significant aging
mechanisms were identified, and in cases where current acceptable programs could not be
shown to effectively manage these mechanisms, options for managing component aging
were discussed. An aging mechanism was considered significant if, when allowed to
continue without any additional preventive measures, the continued functionality of the
component could not be demonstrated. To determine relevantoperating history, both LERs
and NRC documentation (Information Notices) were examined. LERs affectig cable both

Doble Clients information is a proprietary source of information, and was therefore not available for use
in this guideline.
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inside and outside of containment were examined for the period 1968 to 1992. After
screening out nonapplicable reports, only 87 LERs were identified. It was concluded
through review of the time to detection that a large fraction of the failures occurred within
the first few years of cable operation, many of which resulted from mechanical damage.
The number of failures decreased significantly after 10 years, with no indications of
significant long-term degradation or age-related failure. The report provided the following
overall conclusions:

* Changes in insulation electrical properties, conductor/shield corrosion, loss of fire
retardants, corona breakdown, and water treeing were not significant aging
mechanisms for low-voltage cable.

* Embrittlement of jacket materials was not significant under certain circumstances. 18

* Embrittlement of insulation is a significant aging mechanism for low-voltage EQ cable.

* All significant component/aging mechanism comnbinations were addressed by current
programs (e.g., EQ and maintenance programs).

NUREG/CR-5461. SAND89-2369. Aging of Cables. Connections. and Electrical
Penetration Assemblies Used in Nuclear Power Plants" r3.281

This Sandia report examined the aging of cables and terminations; specifically,
equipment design and materials were characterized, aging mechanisms and stressors
identified, and current industry maintenance and testing practices were described. This
study also analyzed LERs from mid-1980 through 1988 related to the aging or accident
survivability of cables. Cables installed both inside and outside containment were included.
The study demonstrated that the number of LERs for cable and connections is very small
considering the number of plants and the number of circuits/connections in the typical plant.

The LER search located a total of 151 reports applicable to "cable" and 196 events
related to connections." These tallies are assumed to include cable and connections from
all voltage ranges. More than half of the cable-related reports involved electrical faults
(shorting or grounding), whereas 13 % were the result of open circuits. One quarter of the
reports (38 of the 151 total) were attributed to design errors. Forty-two percent involved
cable located inside containment, whereas 589% involved cables located outside contaimnent.

For connections, 32 % were attributed to loose connections, 28% to "bad" connections
(the term "bad" being used when the type of connection failure was not specified), and 8%
to shorted connections. Twenty-two percent were design related. Almost two-thirds of the
failures were outside containment.

These circumstances include (1) instances where the jacket is not bonded to the insulation (see Section
3.7.1 of this guideline), (2) instances where the jacket is not required to provide beta radiation shielding to
demonstre environmental qualification in accordance with 1OCFRSO.49, (3) electrical shield isolation is
not important, and (4) the jacket's physical integrity is not necessary for qualification of cable connecors
or splices.
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The NUREG/CR-5461 cable failure rates covering a period of 8 years compare very
favorably with 14 years of LER results summarized in Section 3.7.3 of this AMG. The
results for connections show somewhat more disparity, which can be attributed to some
differences in scope, as well as differences in method of categorization (i.e., many reports
attributed to "loose connections" in NUREG/CR-5461 would be attributed to wiring, cable,
or connector components in this AMG). Overall, however, both results indicate a very low
rate of failure relative to the number of devices in operation during the period(s) of
coverage. (See also Reference [3.311, which summarizes the fidings of
NREG/CR-5461.)

EPRI EL-3501. "Characterization of Failed Solid-Dielectric Cables: Phase I" 3.291 and
EPRI EL-5387. 'Characterization of Failed Solid-Dielectric Cables: Phase II" 3.301

The principal objective of this program was to identify and verify factors that affect
the longevity of XLPE- and high molecular weight polyethylene (HMWPE-) insulated
underground medium-voltage cables. This objective was accomplished in two discrete
phases. Phase I consisted of the collection of data and relevant information on medium-
voltage cable insulation failures from a group of 15 individual plant operators. This
information was loaded into a database to facilitate statistical analysis of potential
"predictor" variables for insulation failure. Findings of this analysis indicated that some
statistically significant predictors were identified (namely, operating voltage stress,
volatiles, and the presence of halos [microvoid-containing volatiles]), with a higher level
of statistical significance for HMWPE than for XLPE. Phase I used acual service-aged
HMWPE- and XLPE-insulated cable samples provided by various U.S. utilities to test the
hypotheses formulated in Phase I. Results of this phase showed some consistency with the
Phase I fmdings; perhaps the most significant finding is that the combination of greater age
and thinner insulation walls would produce a higher failure rate. Also, the presence of
peroxides and peroxide decomposition products was found to have some correlation with
the electrical integrity of the insulation.

EPRI NMAC NP-7485. Power Plant Practices to Ensure Cable Oerability" 3.71

This report evaluated the operability criteria for nuclear plant cables, as well as cable
maintenance, surveillance, and installation practices. As part of this evaluation
(Section 7.0), data from the NRC's Nuclear Plant Aging Research (NPAR) program (LERs
through February 1984) were examined. The study concluded that failures during operation
of cable are rare, and that most failures are the result of physical damage during or after
installation, or poorly made terminations. The study also cites a search conducted by Duke
Power of the NPRDS database which indicated that the cable failures noted were related
primarily to installation errors, tennination problems, or misapplication.

In addition, a number of experts (including cable manufacturers, utility personnel, and
govermment/university researchers) were interviewed in order to identify aging mechanisms
of low-voltage cable. The consistent result from these interviews was that low-voltage
cable as a whole has experienced a very low failure rate, and that failures are primarily the
result of external environments outside design limits. Medium-voltage cables are subjected
to elevated electrical stress by virtue of their operating voltage, and small imperfections in
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the insulation may result in cable failures; however, the overall failure rate of medium-
voltage cable has been low as well.

3.7.5 Host Utility Operating Experience and Plant Surveys

As part of the development of this AMG, information relating to cable systems was
obtained from "host" utilities through interviews with plant maintenance and supervisory
personnel and review of plant documents and records. There were three host utilities for this
study, whose units included mid-1970s PWRs, mid-1980s PWRs, and mid-1980s BWRs. Some
of the more notable instances of cable and termination degradation occurring at these host
facilities are discussed in the following paragraphs. These discussions are not intended to
comprehensively recount all cable-related degradation or failures occurring at the host plant; to
the contrary, no effort was made to determine the total numbers of failures of each type.
Rather, the intent was to validate observations noted in the analysis of the NPRDS and LER
data,'9 as well as the aging mechanisms and effects discussed in Section 4.

In general, the plants interviewed indicated that the single most common type of aging
observed was thermal embrittlement of organic cable and termination materials, especially near
hot end devices and/or in high ambient temperature spaces.' Some primarily radiation-induced
effects (such as embrittlement and/or swelling of neutron detector cables in close proximity to
the reactor pressure vessel) were noted at some plants; however, comparatively few effects
attnbutable to radiation were identified. These observations appear to be in agreement with the
NPRDS and LER data discussed above, which cite shorting to ground due to insulation
degradation as the most common low-voltage failure mode (NPRDS and LERS), and high
temperature exposure and mechanical stress as the most frequently listed failure causes
(NPRDS). Note also that instances of low-voltage cable and wire shorting to ground induced
by moisture (as indicated by the LERs) may, in fact, be due to moisture intrusion through
preexisting cracking, an effect of thermal and/or radiation exposure. In some regard, more
confidence can be placed in the host plant observations for identifying relevant root causes
because a very large percentage of both NPRDS reports and LERs describe no failure cause
and/or mode.

Host Utility No. 1 (fMid-1980s BWRs)

Thermal Aging of Low-Voltage Steam Tunnel Cable

Cable runs located at various elevations in steam tunnel spaces were thermally aged
according to (1) their elevation in the space and (2) their proximity to steam piping. Some
thermal stratification within the space was evident for cables not located near steam piping;
cables at low elevations showed less aging than similar runs at high elevations. Cables located
in trays in proximity to steam piping showed degradation and embrittlement according to radiant
energy patterns (i.e., some cables were partially shielded by the trays and other cables). In

19 Very few of the NPRDS reports or LERs discussed the mode and cause of a given failure with sufficient
specificity to validate the existence of some of the aging mechanisms hypothesized in Section 4. For
example, no instances of UV radiaton degradation of nuclear plant cables were found in the data.

20 Few instances of observed degradation on high-ampacity circuits were noted.
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some cases, two cables in the same tray showed dramatically different levels of aging (based on
visual and physical inspection), depending on their position in the tray. No failures of the
affected cable have occurred to date. This type of aging represents a significant exception to
the general observation that localized thermal aging occurs primarily at the end device.

Ultraviolet Degradation of Polyethylene-Insulated Cable

Instrumentation cables located in close proximity to fluorescent indoor lighting have
developed spontaneous circumferential cracks in exposed portions of the insulation. hese
cables are insulated with polyethylene and have a light-colored (white) appearance. The cracking
is believed to be due to the emission of ultraviolet (UV) radiation from the lighting, which is
known to degrade materials that are not UV-stabilized. Similar cables with insulation of
different colors exposed to the same environment showed no signs of such cracking. For some
of the affected cables, the cracking was severe enough to expose the underlying conductor.
However, no operational failures were documented as a result of this degradation.

Host Utility No. 2 (Mid-1980s PWRs)

Failure of 12-kV Circulating Water Pump Cable

Two failures of cables used to supply power to a circulating water pump have occurred.
'he cables supplying the motor were EPR insulated, NeopreneO jacketed with two extuded
semiconducting layers, one taped semiconducting layer, and a copper tape shield. The
NeopreneO jackets of some of the affected cables had softened and completely dissolved due to
(1) the operating temperature of the cable, (2) foreign chemical substances (fatty acids and ethyl
ester compounds) in a nearby sump that inadvertently drained into the cable ducting, and (3) the
presence of salt (chlorides) from ocean water spray in the sump. Once the integrity of the
jackets was lost, the salt/chemical solution rapidly corroded the copper tape shield; the cables
eventually suffered a single-point failure of the EPR insulation. The exact cause of the EPR
failure was unknown; subsequent investigation yielded no indication of cable damage during
installation.

Host Utility No. 3 (id-1970s PWRs)

Aluminum Termination Failures

Cracing of the tang to barrel connections on Thomas and Betts aluminum terminal lugs
used on 10 AWG and larger cables has been observed. This cracking appears to have occurred
primarily on large machines where frequent maintenance involving the termination occurred.
Very few actual circuit failures have occurred as a result of this problem. At present, only
copper lugs are being used by the plant, with the aluminum lugs being replaced as a standard
maintenance activity.
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Tape Splice Failures

Several splice failures also occurred at this host plant as a result of use of a specific tape
product in fabrication of 480-V and 4-kV tape splices. These failures were the result of creeping
and loss of overlap of the tape, thereby reducing the dielectric strength of the insulation systems
and resulting in shorting. Once the problematic tape was identified, its use was discontinued and
the failures ceased.

Plant Surveys

A limited number of mail surveys were received from operating plants (other than host
utilities) as part of the study; these surveys requested information on the types of
cables/terminations installed, common maintenance activities, and types/relative quantities of
aging degradation being experienced. No effort was made to determine the number of a given
type of failure for each plant, as this was felt to be more accurately characterized by the other
failure data (such as NPRDS and LERs).

In general, the surveys showed results which were consistent with the information obtained
from NPRDS, LERs, EPRI NUS database, and the host utilities. Thermal damage appeared to
be the most significant aging effect; several instances of heat damage [to source range monitor
(SRM)/intermediate range monitor (IRM) cables on BWRs, as well as localized degradation of
main steam isolation valves (MSIV) and safety/relief (SRV)] were noted. Loosening and
breakage of low-voltage compression fitting lugs were also listed in several cases. One plant
reported overheating and failure of residual heat removal (RHR) motor lead lugs due to improper
crimping/filling of the oversized lugs. One plant noted two failures of circulating water pump
motor cables resulting from improper manufacuring (insulation compounding); no operational
failures of medium-voltage cable due to water treeing were identified.

3.7.6 Overall Conclusions Regarding Historical Performance of Equipment

Six primary sources of information were used in this AMG to characterize the historical
performance of electrical cables and terminations, namely,

* NRC Information Notices, Bulletins, Circulars, and Generic Letters
* NPRDS data
* LER data
* Industry information provided by previous analyses and reports
* Information obtained from operating nuclear plants acting as host utilities
* Plant surveys

These sources each provide a somewhat different perspective on aging of cables and
terminations. Several limitations are inherent in any comparison of these results, stemming
primarily from the variations in equipment types within the population, the differing scope of
equipment included, classification of failures, and criteria used in the analysis. Accordingly,
no statistical inferences (such as mean-time-between-failure) can be drawn concerning component
failure probability or rate. Despite these limitations, the following generic observations were
made:
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1. The number of cable and termination failures duting normal operating conditions (all
voltage classes) that have occurred throughout the industry is extremely low in
proportion to the amount of cables and terminations (see Section 5.4.2 for analysis of
cable and termination failure rates by class based on NPRDS data).

2. Thermal aging and embrittlement of insulation is one of the most significant aging
mechanisms for low-voltage cable, based on (a) the large percentage of low-voltage
cable reports (both NPRDS and LER) that are attributable to insulation degradation
and shorting,21 (b) the conclusions of other industry studies, and (c) information
obtained from host utilities/surveys. Mechanical stress (including vibration, bending
of wire and manipulation, etc.) was also frequently cited as a cause for failure. As
evidenced from discussions with host utilities (and, to some degree, the empirical data,
for which no formal analysis of failure location was conducted), these aging
mechanisms occur predominantly near the end devices or connected loads. Thermal
aging results largely from localized hotspots; aging due to ambient environment or
ohmic heating may also be present.

3. As evidenced in all of the data sources examined, localized radiolytic degradation
affects low-voltage cables and terminations (as a whole) to a lesser degree. This is
consistent with (a) the comparatively low percentage of the total circuit population that
is installed in high-dose spaces and (b) the high radiation damage thresholds of most
component materials in comparison to typical plant TIDs (see Section 4.1).
Degradation resulting from exposure to external chemical substances appears to occur
very infrequently.

4. Localized thermal, radiolytic, and incidental mechanical damage appear to be the most
significant aging mechanisms for cables located near the reactor pressure vessel,
especially neutron monitor circuits.

5. Comector failures constitute a large percentage of all failures noted for low-voltage
(30% for NPRDS, 58% for LERs) and neutron monitoring systems (83% for NPRDS,
24% for LERs). A large percentage of these failures can be attributed to oxidized,
corroded, or dirty contact surfaces.

6. Failures of hookup or panel wire constitute a substartial percentage (36% for NPRDS,
and 14% for LERs) of the total number of low-voltage circuit component failures. A
large fraction of these failures are not the result of aging influences, but rather stem
from design, installation, maintenance, modification, or testing activities.

21 Only 18% of the NPRDS reports for low-voltage cable were attnbutable to thermal stress; however, this
was the single most significant cause, and nearly half (49%) of the total number of reports did not identify
a cause. Assuming that the same proportion (18151) of these unidentified failures is due to thermal stressors,
about 36% of all NPRDS low-voltage cable failure reports can be attributed to thermal degradation. In
addition, even severely embrittled and cracked low-voltage cable may operate without failure in certain
environments; introduction of other stressors after such degradation has occurred (such as moisture during
operations or LOCA) may ultimately induce the failure.
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7. Wetting concurrent with operating voltage stress appears to produce significant aging
effects on medium-voltage power cable.

8. Loosening and breakage of lugs are the most significant compression fitting failures
by a wide margin, based on both NPRDS and LER data.

9. Damage to cable insulation during or prior to installation may be crucial to a cable's
longevity, particularly for medium-voltage systems.
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4. STRESSORS AND AGING MECHANISMS

This section describes applicable stressors and aging mechanisms, and assesses the potential
significance of these mechanisms for low- and medium-voltage cables and terminations. These
stressors and aging mechanisms were determined by considering the design, applications, and
operating experience of the cables, along with relevant industry research, information, and
reports. Guidelines or criteria are also developed to aid plant personnel in evaluating the
severity of a given stressor or aging mechanism and its effects on aging of cables and
termination components. If the relevant criteria are met (or, in the case of a quantitative
threshold, exceeded), then the effects of the associated aging mechanism may be substantial for
that component; these are referred to as "if-then' criteria. Note that the development of these
criteria is separate from the determination of the significance of a given aging mechanism
(Section 4.2 below); if-then" criteria merely assist a plant operator in determining whether the
environmental and operational stressors present at his/her plant are of a sufficient type and/or
magnitude to result in substantial aging effects on the plant's cable systems. As discussed in
Section 4.2, the significance of an aging mechanism (for the purposes of this document) centers
more around whether loss of component functionality may result, and whether the loss of
functionality has been observed to occur at a comparatively high frequency in relation to other
aging mechanism.

4.1 Stressors Acting on Cables and Terminations

A stressor is an "agent or stimulus that stems from pre-service and service conditions and
can produce immediate or aging degradation of a system, structure, or component" [4.11.
Stressors result in aging mechanisms, which are "specific processes that gradually change the
characteristics of a system or component with time or use" [4.1]. Stressors caused by normal
operation and environmental condiions have a direct effect on the existence and progression of
aging mechanisms. It is therefore important to understand the behavior of materials when
subject to these various stressors in order to design and operate the component satisfactorily and
to develop methods for detecting and mitigating component degradation.

The stressors that are relevant to cables, splices, conmectors, compression/fusion fittings,
and terminal blocks, either individually or in combination, include the following:

* Thermal
* Electrical
* Mechanical
* Radiation
* Chemical and electrochemical'

* Oxygen
* Ozone
* Moisture/humidity

* Dirt, dust, and other contaminants

'Oxygen, ozone and moisture/humidity are all chemical stressors. hey are listed individually because they
ae the most significant chemical stessors for polymers.
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Although not directly producing stress, oxygen, humidity, dust, dirt, and other types of
contamination may intensify the effects of other stressors acting on cable systems and related
components and may result in more rapid deterioration.

It should also be noted that certain types of degradation may result only from the
combination of two or more stressors. For example, voltage stress and moisture may combine
to produce degradation of dielectric materials that would otherwise not occur in the presence of
one stressor alone. Similarly, some stressors act to accelerate the degradation that would
otherwise be experienced from another stressor; the effect of oxygen on thermal- or radiation-
induced degradation is such a case. Hence, both individual stressors and their potential
interactions with other stressors must be considered when evaluating the degradation potential
of cable system components.

Cables are unique compared with other plant equipment in that they are distnbuted
components, and traverse multiple plant locations and environments. Accordingly, individual
sections of a given cable may age or degrade at different rates based primarily on the severity
of their respective enviromnents.

The following sections discuss the effects on cables and terminations of each stressor listed
above and provide insight into the aging mechanisms applicable to each of the cable and
termination components listed in Section 3 of this AMG.

4.1.1 Thermal Stressors and Aging Mechanisms

Thermal stress results from exposure of cable system components to normal and abnormal
environments. Environmental influences that may induce thermal stress on a cable or associated
termination may result from general area ambient temperatures, localized high temperaes (hot
spots), or electrical heating resulting from current flow within the components. Elevated
temperature produces some degree of aging in most organic materials. The effects of thermally
induced degradation of organics may include embritdement, cracking or crazing, discoloration,
melting, and a change in the mechanical and electrical properties of the material(s) that are
essential for the cable or connection to perform its design function. Thermoxidative reactions
(i.e., those occurring in the presence of oxygen) are considered in Section 4.1.5.5.

4.1.1.1 Thermal Degradation of Organic Materials

Thennal energy absorbed by polymers initiates various trpes of cheical reactions within
a polymer. Direct effects of this energy absorption include increased molecular excitation.
Because organic materials are characteristically covalently bonded (electron sharing), damage
to these bonds readily results from such excitation. In solid polymers, free radicals may be
formed which help induce other chemical reactions, the predominant types which have important
effects on mechanical properties are crosslinldng and chain scission. Crosslinking refers to that
process where long chain molecules typically present in polymers are covalently bonded
together. Chain scission, on the contry, is the breaking of these chains into smaUller pieces.
In fact, both scission and crosslinking usually occur during polymer degradation.
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Each of these processes will result in some sort of effect on the macroscopic properties of
the material, depending on their relative importance and the degree of reaction. Crosslinking
will generally result in increased tensile strength and hardening of the material, with some loss
of flexibility and eventual decrease in elongation-at-break. Note that crosslinling may be
induced during the manufacuring process (chemically or via irradiation) to produce desired
properties in certain materials. Scission generally produces reduced tensile strength; however,
elongation may increase, decrease, or remain essentially constant, depending on the type of
polymer and the level of degradation.

Other effects that may occur in polymers include crystallization and chain depolymerization,
where molecules "unzip' in sequential fashion due to the free radicals at the ends of the
scissioned molecule. Crystallization is often the result of exposure to high temperature or rapid
heating/cooling of a material and therefore is generally not considered an aging phenomenon,
although in some instances scission processes can result in enhanced crystallinity. Chain
depolymerization is basically a subset of the chain scission process that occurs during nonnal
aging to varying degrees based on the material type and aging influences.

Thermal degradation effects on cable system materials can be divided into two categories
based on the longevity of exposure and the dominant physical processes: short-term and long-
term. Short-term effects will typically result from relative extremes of temperature and can
occur over a very brief period of exposure. Long-term effects, on the other hand, occur over
a more protracted period and are commonly associated with the concept of component "aging."
Each of these types of degradation is discussed in the following sections.

4.1.1.1.1 Short-Term Thermal Degradation

Exposures of organic materials to comparatively high temperatures (e.g., those well in
excess of normal ambient aging temperatures or cable service ratings) may produce other types
of physical or chemical processes and degradation not normally associated with low-temperature
aging. For example, exposure of thermoplastics to high temperatures can result in reduced
viscosity or meldng, thereby allowing material deformation (flow) under mechanical stress. This
situation can ultimately affect the mechanical and electrical properties of the material (including
reduced thickness, electrical resistance, etc.) and produce shorts, leakage, or other undesirable
effects.2 For other materials, crystallization resulting from thermal exposure can produce
substantial and irreversible changes in physical properties such as tensile strength, compression
set, elongation, and viscosity as well as electrical performance [4.2]. In addition,
differential thermal expansion of materials at low temperature can create substantial mechanical
stress and result in cracking of certain cable or termination components. At high temperatures,
thermal expansion of organic components can place significant stress on nearby components.3

2 Overcurrent testing observed by the authors on small-gauge Tefzel (ETFE) insulated wire caused the
insulation to melt and dissociate from its conductor due to the sustained high conductor temperatures during
the test.

3 For examle, thermal expansion of a polymer grommet constrained inside the connector assembly of a
D. G. O'Brien elecrical penetration assembly caused damage to nearby components, thereby necessitating
redesign. The thermal expansion was attributed to the comparatively large temperature swings experienced
by the containment-side conmector as pimary containment temperature changed. See NRC Information Notice
81-20 for additional information.
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Note that the susceptibility of each component or material to such short-term effects may
depend on several factors, including the type of material, the peak temperature to which it is
exposed, the duration of exposure, ambient environmental conditions (humidity, oxygen
concentration, etc.), and the rate of beat input/component temperature change. A precise
temperature or other criterion that differentiates long-term aging from short-term degradation
may be impractical or impossible to determine for many materials. Rather, knowledge of the
differences in effects of such exposures (if any) can be useful in identifying short- versus long-
tenn degradation mechanisms. Furthermore, modeling of short-term thermal degradation by use
of the Arrhenius equation (described below) is generally not valid, because the fundamental
chemical and physical processes induced by the higher temperatures may be significantly
different from those which occur under more typical low-temperature thermal aging. Hence,
it is often difficult or impossible to assess how much of a material's lifetime has been "lost" as
a result of a brief exposure to high temperature.

4.1.1.1.2 Long-Term Thermal Degradation

Long-term thermal degradation of cable system materials is controlled by the mechanisms
described in Section 4.1.1.1. Multiple models descnbing long-term thermal degradation of
organic materials have been developed, such as the Arrhenius, Eying, and inverse power
models, which are described in detail in EPRI NP-1558 4.3j. The Arrhenius model, which
provides a relationship between material lifetime and thermal stress (that is, temperature), is by
far the most commonly used and recognized, and is described below.

Arrihenius Model

The Arrhenius model relates the rate of degradation (reaction) to temperature through the
following exponential function [4.31:

R = Ae -ky)

where:

R = rate at which the degradation reaction proceeds
A = frequency factor (constant for the material under evaluation)
* = activation energy (eV)
k = Boltzmann's constant (8.617 x 15 eV/K)
T = absolute temperature (K)

The activation energy, , is a measure of the energy required to produce a given type of
endothermic reaction within the material. This parameter can be correlated to the rate of
degradation; that is, materials with higher activation energies will thermally degrade at a slower
rate than those with lower activation energies.

A common form of the Arrhenius equation relates the degradation time for a material at one
temperature to that at another temperaure as follows:
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t = t2 e 1 (lITT - lI 2 )]

where:

t, = time at temperature T,
t2 = time at temperature T2

According to this form of the equation, exposure of a material of activation energy to
temperature T2 for a period of t2 produces degradation equivalent to exposure at T1 for period
t,. Implicit in this relationship is the idea that exposure of a material at higher temperature for
shorter duration will result in degradation equivalent to that resulting from longer exposure at
lower temperature.

This relationship is useful in that:

* the longevity of a given material at a different temperature may be estimated;

long-term, low-temperature aging (similar to that which generally occurs in nuclear
power plant environments) can be approximated through the use of higher temperatures
for shorter durations (i.e., accelerated aging);

* the model can be used to compare basic properties of one material with those of
another during the development of a new cable product.

The Arrhenius model does have several theoretical and practical limitations; for example,
(1) reactions and aging mechanisms at high temperature and normal service temperatures may
be different (i.e., activation energy () may be a function of temperature, rather than constant);
(2) the potential for problems when extrapolation through a material phase transition region
(e.g., crystalline melting point region) is necessary; (3) use of regressed statistical data, which
may generate varying results for activation energy based on the endpoint criterion selected; and
(4) unavailability, in some instances, of activation energy information for specific material
formulations (i.e., generally, activation energies are available for a given class of material)
(4.3], [4.4], 4.5], [4.6]. These limitations stem largely from the relatively
simplistic kinetic model used as the basis for the relationship, and the use of empirical data for
the determination of activation energy. In addition, highly accelerated aging may produce
heterogeneous aging effects within the material, due mostly to the limited opportunity for oxygen
diffusion into all but the surface layers of the material [4.7], [4.8]. Thus, artificial
aging may produce effects on the material (such as changes in macroscopic physical properties)
that are largely an artifact of the accelerated aging process. The Arrhenius relationship should
be used with caution. Although it may be used to provide a generalized description of the
correlation between thermal exposure and degradation, it may produce results that are not
representative of the actual behavior of the material under actual long-term aging conditions.
EPRI NP-1588 [4.3], EPRI TR-100516 [4.41, a book chapter on accelerated aging methods
14.5], and SANDS80754 4.6] discuss the Arrhenius model, its uses, and limitations in greatr
detail.
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Practical Implications of Arrhenius Model

Arrhenius calculations are commonly used as a part of the basis for the enviromnental
qualification of equipment. The general approach is to use this relationship, empirical data from
controlled tests (activation energy and life at test temperature), and enveloping assumptions
regarding the equipment's operating environment to determine a theoretical or qualified" life
for a material. This qualified life is essentially the allowable in-service time for the material
given the assumption that the component must be able to function under accident environments,
even at the end of its qualified life. Even for non-environmentally qualified equipment, the
relationship may be used to estimate the effects of environments on material longevity.

As a result of the exponential Arrhenius relationship, a small change in a material's aging
temperature produces a substantial change in its longevity. As an example, the extrapolated time
for a Neoprene* rubber cable jacket to reach an endpoint of 50% absolute elongation at 40°C
(104°F) is roughly 130 years.4 The time to reach the same endpoint at 500C (122°F) is
approximately 44 years. Hence, reducing the aging temperature from 50 to 40°C increases the
estimated longevity of the material by nearly a factor of three (a difference of 86 years). The
practical outgrowth of this relationship is that reducing an organic material's service temperature
a small amount can result in significant gains in longevity (discounting other potentially life-
limiting influences).

Figure 4-1 illustrates the general relationship between aging temperature and longevity for
various common cable and termination materials. This graph is derived from experimental aging
data obtained from several sources, including manufacturer's aging studies and qualification
testing for general applications [4.91, [4.101, [4.11], [4.12], CSPE and
Neoprenes [4.13], ethylene propylene diene monomer (EPDM) [4.14], EPR
[4.15], ETFE [4.16], PVC [4.17], Silicone [4.18], Viton 14.19],
and XLPE [4.20]. Note that these data are not applicable to all maerial formulations and
p n-specific evaluations are required. Based on the Arrhenius equation, a linear regression
of IT versus log(t) can be performed on thermal aging test data to calculate the activation
energy resulting from the best fit' line for the data. Such aging tests are often conducted at
elevated temperature (on the order of 140°C or above) to permit more rapid completion of the
tests; hence, the resulting curves must be extrapolated to lower temperatures. As previously
discussed, such extrapolation of the linear regression curve may or may not be representative
of the actual behavior of the material in the lower temperature region. A common aging
endpoint was specified for all of the data5 (50% retention of absolute elongation); hence, the
results are comparable in this regard. This endpoint is considered conservative in that bending
and manipulation without cracking has been demonstrated for absolute elongation values below
50%. Note that the curve shown for each material is specific to one manufacturer's formulation;
thus, the results obtained for a specimen of the same generic class of material yet produced by
a different manufacturer may vary substantially. However, the results shown in the figure may
be considered representative of the relative thermal aging characteristics of the generic classes
of material.

4 Based on data contained in 'Comparatve Heat Resistance of Hypalon and Neoprene' 14.13].
5 With the exception of the EPDM, PVC, Silicone and PVC data, for which e, = % data were not
available. See Table G-1.
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As shown in the figure, the thermally superior material is silicone rubber, where the
extrapolated time to 50% absolute elongation is in excess of O4 years at 900C. Clearly, the
common insulation materials [including EPR, EPDM, XLPE, silicone, and ETFE (Tefzele)]
have far superior thermal performance than the common jacket materials (CSPE, PVC, and
Neoprene) 6 . Viton (a common seal material) also shows exceptional thermal capability.

4.1.1.2 Sources of Thermal Stress

For most plant areas, normal (i.e., non-accident) general area temperatures result in slow
degradation of cable materials over the entire length of cable exposed to that environment (i.e.,
bulk aging). Localized heat sources, however, may produce comparatively severe damage in
a small section of the cable within a short period of exposure. Elevated temperatures caused by
thermal stratification in the ambient air volume can age large sections of cable located at higher
elevations within an enclosed space. Aging may also result from ohmic and eddy current heating
of cable conductors and associated components. Each of these mechanisms is described in the
following paragraphs.

Ambient Effects

Normal general area temperatures within various plant spaces result from the interaction
of various influences, such as the types and number of heat-producing equipment in operation
in that space; the number and lineup of heating, ventilating, and air conditioning (HVAC)
systems in operation; the thermal conductivity of the bounding surfaces such as walls and floors;
external (outdoor) temperature; and the temperature of adjacent spaces. These general area
temperatures are controlled to remain within technical specifcations or other established design
limits for that space. Normal general area aging temperatures can be estimated through
(1) examination of the plant's envirownental study, which estimates a maximum value for each
plant zone, or (2) use of installed temperature monitoring equipment. Te maximum
temperature values obtained from the plant environmental study are considered conservative
(i.e., bounding) with regard to actual general area temperatures; hence, estimates of bullc cable
aging based on these values may also be conservative. Temperature monitoring equipment (if
installed) provides direct data for the representative general area temperature of a given space,
assuming the detectors are instaUed in representative locations that are free from localized effects
such as a direct heat source or ventilation air flow.

Locaized Heating

Hot spots are a major concern to cable longevity because severe localized aging resulting
in embrittlement and cracking of the jacket and insulation may occur. Hot spots affect portions
of a given cable run, and the rate of material degradation due to hot spot exposure is generally
significantly higher than that experienced in bulk aging. The rate is dependent on the nature of
the cable materials (some are more heat resistant than others), the intensity of the heat source
and the cable's proximity to it, and the existence of any mitigating factors such as shielding or

6Note that the thermal lifetime of polyimide (Kapton4) is estimated to be nearly 104 years at 90eC and 0%
relative humidity; however, its estimated lifetime at 100% relative humidity (or submerged) is only in the
hundreds of hours [4.25).
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ventilation. Localized aging caused by hot spots is of more immediate concern due to the
potential rapid aging; degradation and possible loss of functionality may occur relatively rapidly
for cables exposed to hot spot conditions. Furthermore, as described above, short-term
degradation effects (such as melting and flowing, crystallization, and thermally induced
mechanical stresses) may result from severe localized heating. It should be noted that most
localized aging or degradation will occur at or near the connected end device, because this
represents the most significant heat source for most circuits. Typical locations where
cables/terminations may be exposed to hot spot conditions include main steam isolation valves
(MSIVs), safety/relief valves (SRVs), pressurizer cubicles (in PWRs only), in the vicinity of
steam piping (radiant heating) or steam leaks, and areas with degraded HVAC.

Ohmic Heating

Another source of thermal stress on cable materials is ohmic (R) heating resulting from
electrical current. This phenomenon generally affects the entire cable run, although localized
effects may occur.7 As current flows through a conductor, heat is generated by the resistance
of the conductor. 2R losses and the rate of heat generation in cable conductors are related to
a number of factors, including the resistance (or conductance) of the constituent conductor
materials, the current being carried, and the presence of magnetic field interactions determined
by the geometry and physical arrangement of the conductor(s) [4.21]. For a given
conductor size, increased current will increase the heat generated by the conductor. The radial
thermal gradient (AT) between the conductor and outer cable surface depends on several factors,
including the thermal conductvity of the insulation and jacket (and any other components in
between), their thicknesses, and the ambient temperature. Accordingly, ampacity limits (e.g.,
the design current carrying capability) for a given cable will vary based on the conductor size
and resistance, cable materials, installation geometry, and ambient temperature in which the
cable operates. Base ampacities are developed to ensure that the maximum temperature rating
of the insulation material is not exceeded under the installed and operating conditions of the
cable (including the use of OCFR50 Appendix R fire wrap materials). Power cables are
selected such that their base ampacity equals the rated full load current of the connected load
multiplied by a "safety' factor (typically 1.15 or 1.25). This safety factor is included to address
potential operation of the load above its rating or during periods of peak distribution system
demand when voltage is reduced [current increases during low voltage conditions (brown out)
since the same power is still required to operate a device (e.g., a motor)].

Relevant ICEA standards assume that all cables located in trays operate at their rated
ampacity. Conduit ampacities are based on the use of the smallest possible conduit in which the
cable(s) will fit; as conduit size is increased, heat transfer is improved and cable operating
temperature lowered. Duct bank ampacities are based on the worst-case seasonal ground
temperatures.

Under most conditions, therefore, the cables can be expected to operate at temperatures well
below the thermal rating of the insulation. Other factors that may contribute to this general

'A second type of ohmic heating may occur due to the presence of leakage currents. In degraded insulation,
leakage current through the dielectric may produce direct ohmic heating of the insulation. In severe cases,
this heating may result in localized degradation of the insulation and eventual breakdown.
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observation include (1) use of over-sized cable due to voltage drop and short circuit
considerations, (2) cables to motors requiring less than their rated horsepower, and (3) margins
applied for future load growth considerations. Exceptions to this general rule may include
electrical faults (the cable may operate at temperatures above the insulation's continuous thermal
rating but below its short circuit thermal rating) and accident conditions [such as loss-of-coolant
accident (LOCA)] where the ambient temperature exceeds that considered in formulating the base
ampacity.

Thermal aging resulting from conductor ohmic heating is potentially significant in power
cable applications where the connected load is operated for a significant percentage of its
installed lifetime and the current during such operation is a substantial percentage of the
ampacity of the cable. Note that ampacity is a function of ambient temperature; therefore, the
ambient environments through which the cable passes must be identified to calculate the cable
operating temperature and associated aging effect. Intermittently operated, low duty factor loads
at high current may result in substantial aging of the associated cable. Loads run continuously
at operating currents that are small relative to the ampacity of the cable will result in little cable
aging. Instrumentation and control circuits characteristically operate at such low currents that
no appreciable ohmic heating occurs. Based on the conservatisms and factors accounted for in
the determination of cable, tray, conduit, and duct bank ampacities, and the large number of
nonpower applications, very few plant circuits are expected to experience any appreciable
amount of ohmic heating-induced aging. Note also that, because the conductor is in direct
physical contact with the insulation, the aging resulting from conductor ohmic heating occurs
"inside-out" and that this aging may be limited by poor oxygen diffusion to the interior portions
of the insulation. Appendix G and EE S-135 [4.22] provide additional guidance on
estimating conductor temperature for a given type of cable under prevailing environmental and
load conditions.

Other circuits in direct proximity to the loaded circuit (e.g., located in the same raceway)
may also be affected by the ohmic heating of the loaded circuit. This effect results from heating
of the nonloaded cable insulation through direct contact and heating of the surrounding airspace
within the conduit. Therefore, the thermal aging of all conductors (loaded or unloaded) in the
same raceway as the suspect cable must also be considered. Section 4.1.1.3 and Appendix G
provide additional information and guidance regarding the evaluation of individual circuits for
potential ohmic heating-induced aging.

In addition to the conductor, ohmic heating of other conductor and termination components
may occur due to a variety of phenomena. Corrosion, oxidation, insufficient contact pressure,
and improper swaging or crimping may result in poor electrical contact (igh resistance
connections/joints) between the cable conductor(s) and terminations, or between individual
components within a termination conducting path. Orgamc components in the vicinity of this
high resistance (such as cable or splice insulation) will undergo premature thermal aging
compared with the rest of the circuit. If the rate of heating/temperature is extreme, more severe
damage to the component(s) may occur.
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Circulating Currents

Circulating currents may be induced in metallic components by virtue of varying magnetic
fields in their vicinity. Magnetic fields are created by current flowing through a conductor;
alternating current circuits will accordingly produce alternating magnetic fields. As the magnetic
flux permeating the component varies, an electromotive force (emf) is established, which creates
circulating current flow within the component. lis circulating current may generate heat
through ohmic losses in the shield [4.21]. For example, shielding installed in cable that is
grounded at both ends may carry significant circulating currents and therefore be subject to
appreciable heat. Cable ampacity tables [such as those in Insulated Power Cable Engineers
Association (IPCEA) P-53-426/NEMA WC50-1976 [4.23]] are often corrected for the
effects of such ciculating current losses.

Seasonal Temperature Effects

Another factor that can affect cable system thermal aging is the variation in ambient
temperature due to daily, seasonal, or operational effects. Throughout a given day, outside air
(and water) temperature may vary significantly; also, solar radiant heat transfer may account for
additional temperature nse in exposed components during daylight hours. Much larger ambient
temperatre variations may occur over the course of a given year; differences in air temperatre
of more than 50°C [900F] are not uncommon for some portions of the country [4.21].
Operational temperature effects stem from significant changes in plant operating status, such as
maintenace or refueling outages.

Minimum and maximum allowable temperatres are usually specified for most major plant
spaces, and HVAC systems are operated so as to maintain these temperatures. However, in
some cases, these temperatre bands are not or cannot always be maintained. Hence, seasonal
or daily variations in temperatre within these spaces may be fairly large. Figure 4-2 illustrates
seasonal temperature variations for various elevations in the primary containment of a typical
U.S. nuclear plant. Note that the magnitude of the change from summer to winter for the plant
shown is on the order of 14 to 17'C [25 to 30°F]. Figure 4-3 shows the variations for one
elevation in a plant reactor building; similar yet smaller changes are evident. Seasonal
temperature changes in other plant areas (such as service water pump houses or other strucres
separate from the reactor/turbine buildings) may have larger variations in ambient temperaue
due to daily or seasonal effects because these spaces may have wider allowable temperature
bands or no HVAC equipment. However, the effects of these latter variations are not considered
of great importance from a cable system aging management perspective because (1) the relative
fraction of the total plant cable population installed at these locations is usually quite low,
(2) few if any EQ or safety-related circuits are located in such spaces, and (3) the maximum
aging tnperatre to which these circuits would be exposed is generally well below that
experienced in hoter aeas of the plant (such as inside primary containent or steam pipmg
tumnels).
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Changes in the ambient temperature in plant spaces are also largely a function of the
operational status of the plant. Figure 4-4 shows variations in one plant's reactor building
temperature as a function of time (and outages). Looking at the figure, a significant fraction of
the lifetime of a given organic cable or termination component installed at this location will be
spent at temperatures below 38°C [OOF]; the thermal aging occurring during these periods will
be minimal, and the longevity of the component extended accordingly.

Thermally induced mechanical stress on cable and termination components may occur due
to variations in component temperature with time. These variations may result from seasonal,
daily, or operational changes in the ambient enviromnent or current loading of an individual
circuit. As the temperature of the cable/termination changes, various stresses can be produced
by the interaction of components with each other or with surrounding equipment or structures.
These stresses are considered mechanical in nature, and are discussed in subsequent sections of
this AMG.
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4.1.1.3 "If-Then" Criteria for Thermal Stressors and Aging Mechanisms

Table 4-1 lists the 'if-then" criteria applicable to Tiermal stressors and aging mechanisms.
Sinilar tables are presented for other stressors and aging mechanisms in subsequent sections of
the AMG. For some of these stressors/aging mechanisms, no specific quantitative guidelines
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can reasonably be formulated; therefore, qualitative criteria are included in these instances. As
a general rule, any quantitative criteria are set with sufficient conservatism that the functionality
of the component will not be affected (based on an assumed 60-year period) if the criteria are
not exceeded. For example, the recommended maximum ambient temperatures for each generic
material type (Table 4-2 and Appendix G of this document) are derived based on an endpoint
of 50% retention of absolute elongation, which is conservative with respect to continued cable
insulation and/or jacket functionality during a design basis event.

It should be emphasized that the thermal aging criteria of Table 4-2 are meant only as a
general guideline, and are not a replacement for more substantive evaluation based on the
underlying stressors applicable to a given plant location and the specific types of materials in
use. The model used to develop these guidelines (e.g., Arrhenius) may not explicitly consider
the effects of radiation, long-term oxygen diffusion, or combined aging environments."
Therefore, caution must be exercised in their application. Accordingly, these criteria should
only be applied in low dose-rate enviromnents (less than about 0.02 Gylhr [2 rad/hr], or roughly
10 kGy 1 Mradl over 60 years) where thermal aging predominates 9 [4.6].

Note that Table 4-1 and similar tables which follow, where applicable, identify other
coincident stressors or environmental conditions that may either be necessary for certain types
of degradations to occur or may accelerate their effects. In this manner, significant
combinations of stressors may be identified. At the end of this section, Tables 4-14 through
4-18 identify aging mechanisms and effects that are considered significant (i.e., that potentially
affect functionality) for each cable and termination subcomponent in Section 3.5.

Table 4-2 differentiates between the maximnum recommended temperaure for the material
based on a 60-year lifetime and the maximum recommended ambient (general area) temperature
for power cable applications where the material is used as conductor insulation. The difference
between the two stems from the additional temperature rise of the enclosed conductor due to
ohmic heating. As discussed in Appendix G, the latter value assumes a continous and high
relative loading (80% of ampacity), and is therefore somewhat conservative. Ratings for each
insulation material were chosen based on ICEA stanrd requirements and/or manufacturer's
product data. Note that these ratings may vary for cables of the same insulation material (e.g.,
three different types of silicone-insulated cables may have continuous ratings of 90°C, 120'C,
and 150 C, respectively). Furthermore, the effects of ohmic heating are only significant for
power cables; therefore, for instumentation or control cables, the maximum recommended
material temperature will be more applicable in evaluating circuit longevity.

'Section 4.1.6 provides additional information on combined them and radiation aging environments.

'As discussed n Section 4.1.A, the radiation damage treshold for most cabletermination materials is on the
order of 10 kGy [1 Mradl. Furthermore, the analyses described in Section 4.1.6 predict that the time to reach
elongation endpoint (TED) is relatively invariant at this dose rate for most materials [4.6].
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Table 4-1 Thermal Aging Summary for Cable and Termination Components

Material Potentially Applicable Relevant
Aging Property Affected "lf-Then" 'lme >

Stressor Mechanisms Changes Aging Effects/lndlcations Materials Crfterlon Period Remarks 

Ambient Thermal and Embrittlement - Hard or brittle jackets, All cable and See Table 4-23 Continuous Thermal aging of each
heating (in thermoxidative / reduced insulation, or other organic termination (60 years) material is a function of the
oxygen degradation elongation2l; components organic applicable activation 
environment) variations in matenials energy. Activation energy
(4.1.1.2) tensile - Spontaneous/bending- (Note: Butyl will vary somewhat within

strength; loss induced cracing of outer rubber may a generic class of material
of antioxidant; jacket or insulation soften with based on differences in
loss of increased formulation. Other factors
plasdcizer - Material discoloration or thermal (including oxygen

crazing exposure) concentration, aging
temperature, etc.) also

Conductor discoloration affect rate of thermal

- Shrink-back at joints degradation.

Ohmic heating Increased compression set See Figure 4-1 Assumes Curves may be adjusted for i
(in oxygen continuous less than continuous
environment) energization energization; see
(4.1.1.2) Appendix G

Localized See See Measured at
heating (in Appendix G Appendix G cable/component surface;
oxygen reduces maximum potential 0
environment) thermal lifetime
(4.1.1.1.1; n;
4.1.1.2) .,.-. - __

Notes:

1. The term "oxygen environment' refers to normal prevailing atmospheric conditions (such as those found outside of primary contaimnent) where the relative oxygen 
concentration is approximately 20%. As discussed in Secdon 4.1.5, as oxygen concentration is teduced, the rate of thermal or radiation-induced oxidative degradation i
is reduced accordingly for most materials. >

2. Note that for certain materials, chain scission effects dominate, and increases in elongation may occur with increased thermal aging. 5

3. Maximum temperature may vary. See Figures 4-2, 4-3, and 4-4.
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As an example of the application of the guidelines contained in Table 4-2 and the Arrhenius
data in Figure 4-1, consider a 90°C rated, Neoprene6-jacketed, XLPE-insulated power cable
installed at a location where the ambient temperature is 45°C (113°F). After 60 years, the
insulation will reach 50% absolute elongation; however, the jacket will have degraded beyond
the 50% absolute elongation threshold well before 60 years of operation. If the integrity of the
jacket is required throughout the 60-year operating period, the lower temperature (14°C [57°F])
associated with NeopreneO must be considered. If jacket integrity is not required, then the less
limiting insulation temperature may be used.

From a plant spaces approach (see Section 6), circuits contained in spaces whose
degradation-weighted average ambient temperature is below the applicable value from Table 4-2
(e.g., 45°C [113'F] for the XLPE-insulated, power cable described above, assuming jacket
longevity is not critical) can be eliminated from further consideration. Note that the application
of the Table 4-2 guidelines will be somewhat over-inclusive. That is, all power cables that
operate in ambient environments greater than or equal to those in the table will not reach the
stated endpoint criterion before the expiration of 60 years, because the assumptions made in the
derivation of these values (i.e., continuous operation at 80% of rated load) may be conservative.
Few if any cables are expected to actually operate near this loading, especially when considering
the effects of plant outages and other interruptions in operation.

However, by knowing the maximum allowable temperature for a given material that equates
to a 60-year estirnated thermal lifetime, the allowable fraction of rated ampacity for a given
ambient temperature can be estimated (see Appendix G). This information can then be used to
identify those circuits that are potentially at risk for reaching the endpoint criterion (50%
absolute elongation) before the end of 60 years. Figure 4-5 illustrates how constant ambient
temperature and constant electrical loading affects cable thermal life for the cable insulation
materials listed in Table 4-1. Because the maximum allowable material temperature for a 60-life
is fixed, the allowable electrical loading for any given material (and thus the 12R heating of the
cable) decreases as the ambient temperature is increased. In the figure, Neoprenee has the least
thermal endurance and silicone rubber and Viton A have the most thermal endurance.'° See
Appendix G for more information on the effect of cable loading on thermal life, including an
analysis of cables that are subject to variable service conditions during their life. The effects
of fire wrap material or other cable configuration effects are not directly considered in this
analysis; however, derated ampacities due to these factors may be substituted into the appropriate
equation in Appendix G to analyze how the curves would change.

'° The silicone rubber actually has greater thermal endurance than the Viton A even though Figure 4-5 appears
to show the opposite. This is because the cable thermal ratings of the two materials are different; the silicone
rubber cable operates at 120°C when at 100% of its rated ampacity, whereas the Viton A is only at 900C.
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Table 4-2 Recommended Maximum Ambient Temperature for a 60-Year Life
Under Purely Thermal Aging Conditions

Power Cable' -
Instrumentation and Recommended Maximul

Control2 Cable Ambient Temperature e Assumed Cable
Recommended Maximum 80% of its 30C jIhermal

Generic Material Type' Ambient Temperature' Ampacity' Rating - Dry

CSPE Hypalon) 66°C 152"F 31*C 88"F 900C

EPDM' 88¢C 190*F 50°C 121PF 90 C

EPR 75C 167°F 39eC 101°F 90°C

ETFE (Tefzelg) 1220C 252°F 57*C 135OF 901C

Neoprene° 47"C 117°F 14°C 57"F 90C

PVC' 760C 168°F 39°C 102F 901C

Silicone Rubber' 133"C 271PF 66'C 150OF 1201C

Viton A 147*C 297"F 77*C 171*F N/A

XLPEIXLPO' 83°C 181°F 45°C 113*F 900C

Notes:
1. Data are formulation specific. Use plant data for plant-specific evaluations.
2. For cables that have no ohmic heating, tabulated ambient temperatures are equal to the

m=ximum recommended material temperature.
3. Based on 50% retention of absolute elongation (see Figure 4-1).
4. See Appendix G for derivation of maximum recommended temperatures for cable

applications. Tabulated temperatures are for copper conductors.
5. See Table G-1 for end-of-life conditions for EPDM, PVC, silicone mbber, and XLPE.
6. The longevity of polyinide-insulated (Kapton*) wire varies greatly with temperature and

humidity. Applying the methodology of Appendix G to the data contained in Table 4-3 of
EPRI NP-7189 [4.25] yields a maximum 60-year equivalent temperature of greater
than 100C for dry cable applications [0% relative humidity (RH)]. However, for 100%
RH conditions, Kaptone-insulated wire may fail well before 60 years at 20°C.

7. If the material is used as a jacket, then the maximum ambient temperature can be exceeded
unless jacket integrity is required (e.g., for beta radiation shielding, to protect the cable
insulation from moisture). Generally, the cable jaclet is only required for physical
protection of the insulation during cable installation and the insulation's properties would
be used to determine the cable's lifetime.
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As an example of this methodology, consider an XLPE-insulated power cable located in a
60°C [1400F] ambient environment. Per Table 4-2, 600C would exceed the maximum
recommended ambient temperature for a 60-year lifetime (450C at 80% of its 30°C ampacity),
thereby making this cable a candidate for further evaluation. From Figure 4-5, the cable could
be operated continuously at up to -60% ampacity over a 60-year period and the XLPE
insulation would still exceed the 50% retained absolute elongation criteria. Therefore, if the
circuit is determined to operate below approximately 60% of its 30°C ampacity, the insulation
may be eliminated from further consideration.

For cable or termination components that are not exposed to appreciable ohmic heating
(e.g., seals used in instrumentation circuit connectors), the I&C cable maximum recommended
ambient temperature value from Table 4-2 can be used to determine whether the component is
a candidate for further evaluation. Note that for seals and similar components, the compression
set of the material is another useful measure of remaining life. Compression set data (such as
that contained in Du Pont Report E-46315 [4.261) can be used in place of the elongation
endpoint data described above to generate an analogous estimate of the maximum recommended
temperature for the compression set endpoint chosen.

4.1.2 Electrical Stressors and Aging Mechanisms

Stressors associated with the electrical functions of cable and terdmnation components may
also lead to age-related degradation. Electrical stresses on cable system components are caused
by continuous energization at normal voltage and current levels, and by extreme voltage
gradients from over-voltage tsients, spikes, and fault interruption. The following topics
associated with electrical stresses and aging are discussed in the succeeding paragraphs:

* Energization at normal voltage levels
* Transient conditions
* Partal discharge
* Effects of moisture and conaminants
* Water treeing
* Idications of electrical degradation
* Effects of high potential testing on XLPE-insulated cables

4.1.2.1 Energization at Normal Voltage Levels

Energization at normal design voltage levels can electrically stress cable insulation over the
long term; the amount and severity of this stress is determined primarily by the dielectric
strength and thickness of the isulating material used, and the operating voltage and
frequency. 1 In general, an inverse relationship between the time to fallure reakdown) of an
insulating system and the voltage (stress) has been observed. Two mathematical models
commonly used to express this relationship are the exponenial and inverse power models
[4.27].

" Cables are designed to specific voltage rtings that always exceed the cable operating voltage (e.g., cables
used in 4160-V systems are rated at 5 or 8 kV).
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The exponential model is described by the equation:

L = C e(V - V,), d > vt

where:

L = lifetime, time to failure at voltage V.
Vt = threshold voltage, a constant
V = operating voltage, a constant
C = time to failure at an operating voltage equal to Vt, a constant

Note that a threshold voltage (V) is used such that breakdown may only occur when the applied
voltage is greater than the threshold.

The inverse power model is described by the equation:

L = N

where, L is the time to breakdown at constant voltage V, and N and k are constants. A
threshold voltage may also be incorporated in the inverse power model.

As with the Arrhenius thermal aging model described previously, several limitations are
inherent in the application of the exponential and inverse power models. Constants used in each
model are experimentally determined and material specific, and extrapolation beyond the
experimental conditions may produce non-representative results (e.g., if a discontinuity in the
relationship exists due to the effects of another physical process). Furthermore, the time to
breakdown at a specific voltage stress level may vary significantly for several seemingly identical
samples; this relationship often may be represented by a probability distribution (such as
Gaussian or Weibull). Hence, caution must be exercised in attempting to estimate the longevity
of a given application based solely on voltage stress. The literature 14.27] and 4.28]
provides additional information on accelerated testing and the evaluation of electrical aging
effects on various insulation systems. Additionally, the data [4.271 would tend to indicate that
insulation breakdown due to energization at normal operating voltages is of much less concern
for low-voltage cable, based on the comparatively low applied voltage stress 2.

Another consideration relates to the presence of impurities in the insulation. For a potential
gradient across a stack of equal thickness layers of differing materials, the voltage drop across
each of the layers varies inversely with the material's dielectric constant; the highest fraction of
voltage drop will occur across the material of lowest dielectric constant. Thus, materials with

u For example, Figure B3 of IEC Report 727-I, Part 2 4.27] shows an estimated voltage endurance in excess
of 100 years at a voltage stress of approximately 5 kV/mm (roughly 127 VImil), which is well in excess of
typical operating voltage stress levels for low-voltage cable.
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lower dielectric constants will usually be limiting in terms of the overall effective dielectric
strength of the insulation system. The dielectric constant of gas or other impurities entrained
in the insulation may be low in relation to the surrounding insulation; hence, a larger voltage
drop occurs across the impurity, causing a large stress. This can cause localized ionization and
breakdown at the inclusion site, which may rapidly degrade the insulating material [4.21],
[4.29], [4.30], [4.31]. This effect is generally significant only for medium-
voltage cable insulation due to the higher voltage stress present at normal operating voltages.

4.1.2.2 Transient Conditions

Voltage and current surges are characterized by rapid magnetic field generation and collapse
and the production of large potentials in the insulation, which can place substantial stress on the
dielectrics of the cable and associated terminations. Inductive surges and other electrical
transients resulting in high potentials can cause stressors that contribute to breakdown of
insulation and other dielectric materials. When an electrical pulse or surge is applied to a cable,
the voltage does not distribute uniformly throughout the length of the cable instantaneously and
some portions of the inslation may be stressed more severely than others. These stressors can
ultimately result in localized degradation or breakdown of the insulation, causing shorts or
flashover to ground [4.21].

Voltage or inductive surges may affect both low- and medium-voltage systems. Loads such
as dc motors and large solenoids can produce significant inductive voltages on low-voltage
systems. If preexisting degradation or defects in the insulation are present, these defects may
be significantly exacerbated by exposure to large voltage spikes or surges, so that failure of the
cable occurs much earlier than would otherwise be the case [4.32], [4.33]. This is
paricularly true of medium-voltage systems, which are exposed to a higher normal operating
voltage level.

Voltage and current surges occurring in electrical cable systems and their connected loads
may be produced through a variety of mechanisms, including electrical switching (bus transfers),
fault interruption, blowixbg of current-limiting fuses, or lightning [4.31]. In such cases, higher
dielectric stress is imposed on insulating materials, and greater obmic heating of the conductor,
surrounding insulation, and associated terminations can result. Bus transfers may be either
manual or automatic; automatic bus tansfers are fast or slow. Manual-or operator-induced bus
tansfers occur on a regular basis for various circuits. This switching is usually conducted in
a controlled manner; loads (current) are minimized and phases synchronized so that the severity
of the resulting electical transient is minimized. Simlarly, slow automatic bus transfers do not
generaly create large voltage surges. Fast automatic bus transfers, on the other hand, can create
significant voltages because the bus and source voltage may be out of phase. Bus transfers are
normally accomplished via medium-voltage circuits and switchgear, thereby insulating" low-
voltage systems from the surge. In addition, transients experienced in low-voltage systems (such
as those resulting from load starting/stopping, etc.) are less severe and small in comparison with
the rating of the cable and associated termination. However, medium-voltage systems may be
directly xposed to comparatively high voltages created by bus uansfers or other voltage
tansients. Furthermore, some medium-voltage switchgear (such as vacuum breakers) have the
potential to produce significant transient voltages.
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Transient voltages are also influenced by the grounding scheme (if any) on a particular
distribution system. Systems that are ungrounded or grounded via high-impedance pathways can
experience higher transient voltages.

Electrical faults may produce extremely high currents in both low- and medium-voltage
cable systems. These transients are considered in the design and selection of electrical system
components (such as electrical cable, terminations, and switchgear); nonetheless, aging of cable
insulation occurs through voltage stress 3 [4.21]. Voltage stress results from the near-
instantaneous interruption of current flow through the conductor upon termination or clearance
of the fault, and can peac at levels well in excess of normal operating voltages. Repeated
exposure to fault curent or electrical surges may reduce the longevity of the insulation (as well
as other cable and termination components) due to cumulative voltage stress.

Lightning strikes may create severe overvoltage conditions; voltages in excess of 500,000
volts and currents greater than 200,000 amperes are possible. In addition, the current may build
up at rates as high as 10,000 amperes per microsecond 14.31]. Lighting-induced surges have
steep wave fronts that travel along the conductors away from the strike location in both
dirctions. ghting or surge arresters are typically installed so that they mitigate the effects
of the voltage/current surge (see, for example, ANSI/IEEE Standard 142-1982 [4.34]).
Most power plant cable is not subject to lightning-induced surges; however, most cables are
designed with sufficient basic impulse insulation level (BIL) capability to withstand the voltage
stress resulting from most of these events. This capability is tpicafly expressed in terms of
voltage withstand capability Q.e., 1 10-kV BEL for a 15-kV power cable) and is somewhat higher
for cable than that of other electrical distribution equipment. Terminations are generally
matched to the performance of the cable system (see, for example, IEEE Standard 48-1975
[4.351).

4.1.2.3 Partial Discharge

Another phenomenon that can degrade electrical cable insulation is internal partial
discharge. Also known as corona, this effect results from large potential gradients between
materials separated by air or similar media. A high voltage gradient results in ionization of the
air between the materials, which permits the air to act as an electrical conductor. If the gradient
is sufficiently large and the separation sufficiently small, complete dielectric breakdown may
occur. Partal discharge can occur between conductng components internal to the cable
strure or between insulators separated by a gaseous medium. Partial discharges are usually
extinguished when the large voltage difference inducing its formation is reduced; however, the
dielectic quality of organic materials may be reduced during each subsequent discharge. As a
result, subsequent discharges will occur at progressively lower voltage levels. This process can
continue until the discharge extinction voltage level is less than the normal operating level, in
which case the discharge will not extinguish and faulting will ultimately occur. If a conductive
inclusion is in the insulation wall, the wall thickness will effectively be reduced and the localized
stress increased, causing higher voltages across the remaining insulation.

"3No significant thermal aging caused by ohmic heating is generay eperiened due to the extremely short
clearing tims for most faults.
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Partial discharge effect is generally of little concern for low-voltage electrical cables
because the requisite voltage gradient necessary to ionize the interposing medium is not present.
However, in medium-voltage applications, it may result in degradation of the cable material due
to the higher voltage gradient [4.21], [4.30], 14.361, [4.37]. Medium-voltage cable
insulation removed from service that has inclusions and voids often identifies the possibility of
long-term partal discharge breakdown. The damage patterns identified in the insulation look
like trees, thus the term electrical treeing."

4.1.2.4 Effects of Moisture and Contaminants

In some cable applications, the combination of voltage and moisture can affect insulation
that is dirty or deteriorated, resulting in surface tracking paths between conductor and ground,
or conductor to conductor. Moisture allows leakage currents to flow across the insulation
surface when a potential gadient exists. The leakage current flow will cause some of the
moistre in portions of the tracking path to evaporate; however, the leakage current will tend
to remain constant which increases the current density in the remaining tracking path. This can
rsult in localized burning of the insulation and carbonization at the ends of the tracking paths
and uldimately in insulation failure.

Water penetration into electrcal cable insulation may also result in decreased dielectric
strength. As water" permeates the insulation, the conductivity of the dielectric is increased
due to the increased ion mobility and concentration. Increased conductivity results in an
increased leakage current flowing either throgh or on the surface of the insulation; this current
flow eventually produces insulation with a permanently degaded dielectric strength. Some
insulation and jacket materials have extremely limited water absorption and permeation, and are
therefore relatively unaffected. PVC is an example of a jacketing material commonly used in
high moisture applications to help prevent radial ingress of moisture to the underlying insulation.
Similarly, Tefzel (ETFE), Hypalon, and some other forms of polyethylene are highly resistant
to moisture. Note, however, that water may penetrate the cable in a longitudinal fashion (such
as at terminations) and propagate along the conductor, thereby rendering the moisture resistance
of the outer jacket or insulation materials of little consequence.

As used in this guideline, the term wetfing refers to a significant amount of moisture in
contact with the cable/termination components, such as would beproduced by repeated instances
of standing water, system leakage/spray, or flooding. Note, however, that even minor andlor
intermittent surface condensation, in conjunction with voltage stress and contaminants, may
create an environment where surface tracking may occur. Furthermore, some evidence exists
to indicate that the rate of diffusion of water through a polymer is relatively independent of form
14.38]. Therefore, the water diffusion ate for a dxy" material in a 100% RH atmosphere
may not be much different than hat for the same material completely submerged in water.
Also, as temperature increases, the diffusion rate generally increases as well [4.38]. ence,
water diffusion through a material would seem to be worst in a bot, wet (or humid)
environment.

u Pure water is a good insulator. However, most water soces contain sufficien impurites to be conductive.
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Table 4-3 shows the results of ICEA EM-60 water resistance testing of various cable and
termination materials as specified in applicable ICEA cable standards such as ICEA S-66-524
[4.39]. This test involves the submergence of an insulated conductor in high temperature
(75°C or 90 0C) water for several days while the capacitance and power factor of the insulation
are measured. Although these results may not be useful in directly predicting the longevity of
a given insulation material in wet environments, they do provide some indication of relative
performance. Data for other materials (such as CSPE, PVC, and Neoprene 0) are contained in
EPRI TR-103834-P1-2 [4.38].

Table 4-3 Insulation Life at 90°C During ICEA
EM-60 Testing [4.381

Moistre may also result in corrosion or oxidation of cable or termination components. The
effects of moisture on metallic cable/termination materials are analyzed in Section 4.1.5.3.

Contamination of the cable/termination may also occur during the manufacturing process.
This is particularly critical for cable insulation, especially that used on medium-voltage power
cable, due to the comparatively high voltage stress that this insulation experiences. Inclusions
or voids within the isulation tend to increase the dielectric stress across the void or inclusion,
so that the insulation immediately surrounding the problem area is more rapidly degraded via
the effects of partial discharge. Failures of medium-voltage cable have occurred at some
utilities, and have been taced to manufacturing defects and/or insulation contamination
exacerbated by moisture intrusion [4.381, [4.40], [4.41], [4-421.

4.1.2.5 Water Treeing

Water treeing is a degradation and long-term failure phenomenon that has been documented
for medium-voltage electrical cable with certain extruded polyethylene insulations and EPR
insulations. Water trees occur in hydrophobic polymers used as insulating materials when the
materials are exposed to electrical stress and moisture; these trees eventually result in breakdown
of the dielectric and ultimate failure. Water trees are a degradation mechanism distinct from
electrical treeing, which requires no water to proceed (see partial discharge discussion in Section
4.1.2.3). Despite the distinction, electrical trees are mistaken by many to constitute the fimal
stage of water treeing.
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Water treeing may occur in several insulation materials; however, it appears to be
associated most often with XLPE or HMWPE insulation. The growth and propagation of water
trees in medium-voltage cable insulation is somewhat unpredictable and erratic; hence, the
longevity of affected cables is often indeterminate. Water treeing has historically been more
prevalent in higher voltage cables; proportionately few occurrences have been noted for cables
operated below 15 kV. This is likely due to the comparatively high electric field density and
voltage gradient required for significant treeing to occur. However, water treeing in medium-
voltage cable operated below 15 kV has been documented 4.38] and investigations are under
way regarding EPR (e.g., [4.43]) and tree-retardant XLPE.

Chemical reactions induced by an electrical field cause water treeing. Electrochemical
reactions are initiated at the surface of voids or inclusions where the polymer exhibits
hydrophilic behavior (i.e., the moisture is condensed out of the polymer matrix). Initiation sites
are located in certain regions of the polymer that result from inclusions/impurities, oxidation
during compounding, or cable manufacturing. Ionic contaminants attract water to the region;
an applied electric field stimulates reduction-oxidation reactions that deteriorate the polymer,
thereby creating more polar sites near the polymer/water boundary. Some studies indicate that
the purity of the water in the tree region is very high, ftereby indicating a high dielectric
strength [4.44].

Oxidation theories of water treeing hypothesize that water tree growth results from the
electrical oxidation of the insuation polymer in polar amorphous regions and in the direction of
the local electric field. As the oxidation occurs, polymer chain scission occurs and a tree' is
formed. As the process progresses, the polymer in the tree region is made hydrophilic, so that
water is condensed from the polymer matrix. This water promotes the transport of ions to the
tip of the tree, which further promotes oxidation in this region; hence, the water tree is self-
propagating. Due to the relatively slow rate of propagation for this process, the effects of
exposure to moisture may take several years to manifest themselves; by this time, the cable has
usually degrded to the point of requiring replacement 4.45], [4.46], [4.47],
and [4.48]. Figure 4-6 shows a medium-voltage power cable cross section with a typical
water tree formation.

Figure 4-6 Water Tree Formation in Medium-Voltage Cable Insulation
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In general, the following observations may be made regarding the growth and prevention
of water trees:

* The formation and growth of trees varies directly with operating voltage; treeing is
much less severe in 4-kV cables than those operated at 13 or 33 kV. Due to the low
dielectric stress, water trees do not occur in low-voltage cables.

* Tree formation and growth is often related to both the void and impurity content of the
insulation.

* Drying field-aged cables with inert gas and subsequent conductor impregnation with
insulating liquids (such as Dodecanol or Acetophenone) may significantly extend cable
life [4.471.

* No evidence that continued operation results in drying of the insulation/tree site, or
that operation reduces the rate of treeing, was located in the literature. However,
substantial evidence indicates that the operation of a submerged cable may create a
"thermal barrier" and actually force water out of the insulation [4.38]. Recall,
however, that increased temperature may also accelerate diffusion of water through
various media (such as the outer jacket).

* Tree growth appears to be more prevalent in insulation materials that are subject to
mechanical tension (as opposed to compression).

* Improved surge protection may extend the life of in-service cable [4.47].

* Water tree formation is generally negligible in low-moistre enviromnents (i.e., it
rquires ingress of moisture/ions to the insulation). Accordingly, wetting or
submergence of insulation that is susceptible to water trees for a sustained period
should be avoided.

* Several water-tree retardant polymers [such as tree-retardant XLPE (R-XLPE)] are
currently available. In addition, longitudinally and radially water-blocked
constructions are available to combat the ingress of water in the insulation material
[4.491.

* The effects of temperature and oxygen concentration on tree initiation and formation
are not well understood [4.47].

* Jackets and semiconducting shields may substantially reduce the ingress of moisture
and ion migration, thereby reducing the rate of tree formation and propagation. New
materials using ion scavengers may be effective at further reducing water tree growth.
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4.1.2.6 Indications of Electrical Degradation

Evidence of electrical damage or continuing degradation due to the stressor/aging
mechanism combinations descnbed in Sections 4.1.2.1 to 4.1.2.5 may include one or more of
the following [4.50]:

* Indications of tracking on surfaces near terminations
* Noise (ionization of air due to partial discharge; medium-voltage only)
* Thermal damage to insulation, jacketing, or other organic components in the vicinity

of conductors or terminations
* Corroded, tarnished, or discolored inorganic (metallic) components such as cable

conductors or terminations.

4.1.2.7 Effects of High-Potential Testing on XLPE-Insulated Cables

EPRI TR-101245 [4.331 documents EPRI research to determine the effects of dc high-
potential (hi-pot) testing on the longevity of extruded XLPE-insulated medium-voltage cables.
Direct current hi-pot testing is commonly performed on cables subsequent to manufacturing, for
proof or acceptance testing after installation, or for maintenance/troubleshooting during service.

The results of this study indicate that dc hi-pot testing did not adversely influence the ac
breakdown strength of unaged or artificially aged XLPE-insulated cables. The study did
indicate, however, that hi-pot testing of artificially aged cables with reduced dielectric strength
resulted in more rapid degradation than in similar cables not subjected to this testing. The study
indicated that the effects of dc testing were most apparent on specimens that contained a new
section of cable, a splice, and an aged section of cable. Also observed was an increased failure
rate with multiple hi-pot test applications. Water treeing was also identified in most of the
failure sites (note that the testing was performed with the cables submerged in water).

Thus, the report indicates that satisfactory ac breakdown strength is not necessarily
indicative of the integrity of an aged cable's XLPE insulation. Furthermore, because the results
indicate that dc hi-pot testing reduces the longevity of aged XLPE-insulated cables in wet
environments, dc maintenance testing of such cables should be discontinued where feasible.
However, acceptance testing of new or unaged cables may be performed without adverse effects.

Alternating current hi-pot exposes the dielectric medium to an alternating current at voltage
levels that are substantially reduced over those used in dc hi-pot testing for a given duration
(typically min). This type of testing more closely approximates the stresses applied to the
dielectric during normal operation. Cable insulation can sustain application of dc potentials at
basic impulse insulation level (BIL) for extended periods without damage [4.3 1]; however, most
insulating materials will sustain damage from ac overvoltage testing as a function of the
overvoltage, time, and frequency of the ac signal. Accordingly, ac hi-pot is generally
considered to be more likely to damage cable insulation and exacerbate existing defects than dc
hi-pot testing [4.31]. Direct current hi-pot is therefore recommended for any repetitive
post-factory testing application.
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4.1.2.8 "If-Then" Criteria for Electrical Stressors and Aging Mechanisms

Table 4-4 summarizes the electrical stressors, aging mechanisms, and if-then' criteria
applicable to cable and termination components. Note that for many electrical aging mechanisms
and effects, no quantitative or specific criteria can readily be developed. For example, the
initiation and propagation of water trees in cable insulation depends on many factors, including
water and ion concentration, voltage stress, temperature, electrical surges/transients, etc.; no
"formula" for water treeing exists. Therefore, only the general environments or conditions that
have historically produced this type of degradation are highlighted to alert the plant operator to
the potential for treeing.

4.1.3 Mechanical Stressors and Aging Mechanisms

Mechanical stressors and aging mechanisms can be caused by a variety of conditions that
occur during cable operation and installation. These stressors include vibration (including
fatigue stress), thermal/gravity-induced mechanical stress, installation stresses, and external
mechanical influences (such as incidental bending, cutting, or abrasion during maintenance or
normal equipment operation).

4.1.3.1 Vibration

Vibration may result in fatigue of comection components, as well as cutting, wear, and
abrasion of components. Vibration is generally induced by operation of external equipment,
which can affect the cable connection, the equipment (such as a power lead connected to a
running motor), or components or structures otherwise mechanically connected to the cable (such
as cable trays or conduits that are vibrated by an external source). Vibration resulting from the
direct connection of a cable/termination to the operating load may produce fatigue damage of
the metallic cable or termination components in the immediate vicinity of the connection point.
Vibration may also loosen the connection between the temination and cable conductor, resulting
in high electrical resistance or separation of the termination from the conductor. Abrasion or
cutting of the cable jacket and insulation (e.g., on sharp edges) by the motion of the connected
load, nearby structures or components may occur over time, eventually reducing the mechanical
(and electrical) integrity of the material and ultimately resulting in short circuits or moisture
intrusion.

4.1.3.2 Gravity-Induced Cable "Creep" and Tensile Stress

Mechanical stress on cable and termination components may also result from the installed
physical arrangement of these components and the effects of temperature variation and gravity.
Due to the weight per unit length of electrical cable (often several pounds per foot for high
ampacity cables) and various environmental influences, adequate support for the cable must exist
in order to reduce the effects of tensile stress and elongation over time.
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Table 4-4 Eectrical Aging Summary for Cable and Termination Components

l Material | 1 Potentlafly l

Aging Propery Aging Affected Applikable "If-Then" Relevant Time >
Stressor Mechanisms Changes Effeeb/IndIcatIons Materials Criterion Period Remarks i

Moisture Water treeing Tree formation; - Pew if any Susceptible Medium-voltage cable Generally a long- Treeing in aged
(wetting); reduced apparent materials subject to (1) regular term phenomenon XLPE cables may be @

voltage dielectric indications; including nontree submergence/wetting/ aggravated by dc i;
(4.1.2.4, strength and may ultimately retardant XLPE high humidity, and (2) hi-pot testing
4.1.2.5) eventual result in cable and HMWPE operational voltage

breakdown failure stress; jacketed cables
at lower risk

Moisture Reduced - Reduced Moisture- Moisture-permeable Long- or short- Generally of little
intrusion dielectric insulation permeable materials located in term concern for low-

strength resistance; materialst wet/humid voltage cable
flashover environments and a

exposed to voltage
stress

Voltage (no Partial Incteased - Reduced All organic Medium-voltage Continuous Periodic discharges "

moisture) discharge leakage insulation insulating applications with discharges may may gradually
(4.1.2.1, leading to currents; resistance materials voids or air gaps in rapidly create degrade insulating
4.1.2.3) dielectric reduced areas of high voltage local degradation properties of material i:

breakdown; dielectric * Visible or stress (such as In insulating
electrical strength audible insulation/shield materials 'i

treeing ionization voids, between
adjacent termination

- Fashover components, etc.) t:

Voltage Surface Localized Formation of All organic Areas of high voltage May result in
stress, taacking damage to visible tracking insulating stress with alternating rapid degradation
moistute, insulation paths or materials wet/dry or continually Z
contaminants surface: carbonization wet conditions and >
(4.1.2.4) reduced substantial dust or dirt

dielectric - Localized contamination; near
strength tnaterial terminations or

discoloration electrical stress risers
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Table 44 ElectIcal Aging Smmary for Cable and Termination Components (contd)

Material Potentl y
Aging Property Aging Affected Applicable "It-Then" Relevant Time >

or Mechanisms ChAnges Et?ect/llndlcatlons Materials Crfterio Period Remarks

Dielectric Redu1ced - Reduced All organic Circuits exposed to May result from Switching transients 3

ress breakdown dielectric insulation insulating aults, repeated one or numerous generally small in
strength resistance; materials switching transients, transients relation to lightning i

flashover to lightning strikes or electrical faults
ground __

Moisture-permeable or absorptive materials may include acetals, polyimide {Kapton), some acrylic resins, polyacrylic rubber, and some butyl and natural rubbers. r
Typical formulations of EPR/EPDM, SR. PE, XLPE, CSPE, and PVC all absorb very little water by weight, yet may be water permeable (see Secdon 4.1.2). Q

i

I

Transient
voltage t
(4.1.2.2)

Notes

1.

t~6
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In vertical runs of power cable, the cable may "creep" with time as a result of the combined
effects of the weight of the unsupported vertical cable run (gravity), thermal cycles resulting in
expansion/contraction of the cable materials, and routing over a hard or sharp edge at the top
of the run. Changes in cable operating temperature are the result of ambient temperature and
loading changes. During periods of comparatively high cable temperatre, the cable will
elongate, permitting the cable to creep over the edge of the vertical drop (i.e., the upper
horizontal portion of the cable will thermally expand, thereby permitting the weight of the
vertical section to drag the additional length over the edge). During periods of relatively low
temperature, the horizontal (and vertical) portions of the cable will contract, thereby attempting
to drag the cable back over the edge; however, due to the weight of the vertical portion of the
cable and the friction created by the edge over which the cable passes, the cable will not return
completely to its original position. Accordingly, increased stress is placed on the portion of the
cable at the top of the vertical drop as it contracts, as well as any terminations or splices in that
segment of the cable. Repetitive thermal cycles may result in increasing creep and stress at the
top of the cable segments/terminations. Ultimately, this stress can result in significant cable wall
damage at the top of the run or tensile failure of the upper termination. Indications of this
phenomenon include cutting and chafing of the cable jacket/insulation in the vicinity of overhang
edge, increased tension on the terminations associated with the horizontal cable run, and pile-up
of cable in the bottom of the vertical run. Figure 4-7 is a pictorial representation of this
process.

Termination
Horizontal Section Under Tension

Corner

Cable Pile-Up
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A related aging mechanism occurs in right-angled conduit fittings (condulets) interfacing
between a horizontal and vertical cable run. The weight of the vertical cable run combined with
thermal expansion/contraction tends to pull the cable outer surface across the metallic inner edge
of the condulet, thereby resulting in chafing and/or cutting of the cable. In addition, high tensile
stress is placed on the horizontal sections of the cable inside the conduit..

To preclude this type of damage, an appropriate system to support the vertical segments and
minimize the movement of the cable under thermal expansion/contraction may be used.

4.1.3.3 Compression

Organic materials placed in compression for extended periods may exhibit an effect known
as compression set; this is based on the amount that a material fails to return to its original
dimension or shape after compressive load is removed15 [4.511. This quantity is of
primary interest for 0-rings, seals, gaskets, and grommets (such as those used in sealed
electrical connectors), because it can be related to the ability of the 0-ring/seal to perform its
design function, especially under situations where the device is disassembled and subsequently
rassembled using the same 0-ring. Exposure to heat, radiation, chemicals, oxygen, ozone, etc.
can produce significant changes in the compression set of a given material. For most
elastomers, compression set increases (indicating a loss of resiliency) with increased thermal and
radiation exposure. It should be noted, however, that most plants replace such components each
time maintenance or testing is performed, thereby obviating the need for further consideration
of aging management. Specific information regarding the compression set of a particular
material can be obtained from the component manufacturer; compression set properties for a
typical seal material (Viton) are shown below [4.26].

Compression set is defined as:

to - t
set = -

to - tc

where:

to = original, uncompressed thickness
t. = compressed thickness
t = thickness after material recovery
0% set = total recovery
100% set no recovery

I Compression set is defined in ASTM test D 395 as the residual decrease in thickness of a test specimen
which is observed 30 minutes after the removal of a specified compressive load applied under established time
and temperatire conditions.
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Percent Compression Set of Viton at Various Temperatures 4.26]

At Room At 300°F At 392°F
Time (hours) Temperature (149°C) (2{0 0 C)

1000 12% 50%

2000 -- 16% 65%

4000 21% 22% 79%

8000 21% 32% 98%

4.1.3.4 Instaation-Related Degradation

4.1.3.4.1 Cables

Degradation during cable installation is not an aging mechanism, but it can adversely affect
the longevity of both low- and medium-voltage cable systems. Installation degradation is
normally controUed or prevented through use of approved procedures, controls, and standards
during cable installation. EPRI EL-5036 [4.29], Cablec's Cable Installation Manual
[4.52], EPRI E3333 [4.53], and applicable EE standards provide guidance on
the proper installation of cables in various applications. Installation damage usually occurs as
a result of failure to use or properly implement such guidance.

Installation Damae Mechanisms

The pulling or bending of cables exerts either a tensile or compressive stress on many cable
components; such bending or pulling normally occurs during the instalation of the cable.
Damage to the cable insulation resulting from cutting, chafing, or excessive stress during pulling
cuts or tears the dielectri so that increased voltage stress ocmrs at the location of the damage;
over tme high stress accelerates the breakdown of the dielectric and may eventually result in
cable failure (electrical fault). This effect may be aggravated by the presence of weting, where
water can permeate the damaged area in the dielectric and increase its conductivity. Indications
of installation damage include elongation or twisting, cuts, rips, tears, abrasions, or "shrink
back' (i.e., apparent shrinkage of the jacket near its terminations so that portions of the
underlying components are exposed), Although visual indications will occur primarily on the
jacket, they may also affect any underlying components such as shielding, wraps, or insulation.
Note that instalation-related degradation may exist with no external indications.

Sidewall Beanng Pressure

Sidewall bearing pressure is that compressive force applied to the side of the cable at the
point of contact with the conduit or bend through which the cable is being pulled. Excessive
sidewall bearing pressure may result in over-compression of, or damage to, the
insulation/jacketing by the conductor or conduit. This is significant in that the primary source
of sidewall bearing pressure is pulling tension during installation. The longer the cable and the
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more tortuous the pulling path, the greater the likelihood for cable damage due to excessive
sidewall bearing pressure. To avoid damage, cable installation procedures must establish
controls for pulling tension. Two tension calculations are generally used: maximum allowable
tension and the estimated pulling tension. Difficult pulls should be controlled by means of a
tension-limiting device such as a dynamometer.

The minimum bend radius of the cable must also be considered during routing and
installation. The larger the radius, the less tensile stress on components in the outer radius of
the bend, and the less compressive stress on those in the inner portion. Shielded power cable
generally requires special conduit due to its large minimum bend radius 4.29], [4.52], [4.53].

Pull-Bys

A pull-by is the installation of a cable in a conduit or duct where other cables are already
installed. This process is potentially damaging to the existing cable in the conduit by virtue of
the pulling mechanisms employed for the new cable being installed (such as ropes and swivels).
Although pull-bys may be performed successfully by following strict guidelines, incorrectly
performed pull-bys can result in damage to either the cable being installed or the existng cable
in the conduit. Pull-by damage most frequently occurs at bends in the conduit system where a
surface of an installed cable must bear the loadig of the pulled cable. The resulting friction and
cutting, generally by the pull rope, cuts through the installed cable. Also, the pull rope or cable
being pulled can wrap around installed cables, resulting in a knot that will tear the installed
cable's insulation if the pulling continues [4.29], [4.521, 14.53].

Janing

Jamming is a condition under which three similarly sized cables pulled into a conduit
experience a dramatic increase in the pulling tension required. The increase is the result of
friction or binding between the outer surfaces of two of the cables with the conduit; this friction
results from the third cable being forced between the other two so that the total diameter of the
the cables is roughly equivalent to that of the conduit interior. Jamming may tear or crush the
cable insulation due to the increased pulling tension. Jamming is of greater concem for larger
power cables [4.29], [4.52], [4.53].

Incidental Cable Damage

In addition to the mechanisms descnbed above, incidental damage to the cable may occur
during, but not as a direct result of, the istalltion process. For example, cable may be
degraded by abrasion, cuting, or similar mechanisms before acualy being installed. This is
especially true for softer insulations, such as silicone rubber, or those which are unjacketed.
One utility contacted as part of this study indicated that it had experienced damage to braided
silicone-inslated cable after the cable was removed from the reel (but before installation) due
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to an apparent mechanical trauma (such as having a heavy object dropped on top of it while it
was laid out). 6

Effects of Installation Damage

Low-Voltage Cables

The effects of installation damage are generally less severe for low-voltage cable than for
medium-voltage cable. Low-voltage cables experiencing almost complete insulation cut-through
may not have a significantly reduced life (even in the presence of moisture) due to the low-
voltage stress in relation to the dielectric strength (volt per mil) of their insulation. Even a few
mils of insulation on a 600-V system are sufficient to provide the necessary dielectric strengti
to prevent significant leakage current through the dielectric (see, for example, the testing
descnbed in NUREG/CR-6095 [4.54]). In addition, the electric field strength intensity
at any given point is not sufficient to create partial discharge across areas of locally high stress
(such as voids or inclusions) in the insulation.

Medium-Voltage Cables

The stressor combination of installation damage and moisture appears to have a far greater
impact on medium-voltage cables [4.38]. Failure data [4.381 indicate that a substantially higher
rate of failure results in medium-voltage cables that have been damaged by being pulled through
a raceway during installation and which operate in high moisture environments. Mediun-voltage
cable has voltage stress one or more orders of magnitude higher than that for low-voltage cable.
Installation damage sites, voids, or inclusions may experience sufficient dielectic stress to create
ionization (and its resulting degradation) within that area. Moisture present in this region will
only increase the conductivity of the surrounding insulation, and eventually produce a failure at
this site [4.55].

Damage to the cable jacketing, although not directly affecting the dielectric strength of the
medium-voltage cable, may nonetheless affect its longevity. Once the integrity of the jacket has
been violated, any moisture present on the jacket may permeate into the insulation via absorption
or damage created coincident with the jacket damage [4.29], [4.52], 4.53], 14.56].

4.1.3.4.2 Terminations

As with cables, termination components may be degraded or damaged during installation.
This degradation may result from inproper assembly or installation practices and/or incidental
damage. Types of degadation or damage potentially occuring during installation of
terminations include (but are not limd to):

* Galling or stripping of connector treads

16 Me damage mechanism was determined by subsequent analysis of the insulation, which indicated that the
interior surface of the insulation on several cables in a common conduit had been damaged by their conductors
at nearly the same point along each cable's length (Section 3.7.1).
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* Bending and/or pushback of connector pins/contacts

* Improper crimping pressure and/or tool (compression fittings)

* Heat damage to conductor or surrounding insulation (fusion fittings)

* Improper solder joints

* Improper tape splice or stress cone fabrication

* Improper heat shrink insulation (over- or underheated during curing with heat gun)

* Abrasion, cutting, or chafing of organic seals or gaskets

* Overtightening of terminal block hardware (and cracking of the insulating base)

* Cold flow (creep) of conductors due to tensile stress

A number of sources (14.29], 4.31], 4.51], and [4.57]) provide additional guidance
on the proper selection and installation of various types of terminations. Manufacturer's
guidance should also be consulted, because the configurations of terminations and materials used
may vary widely, and standardized installation practices may not be available for certain
termination types.

4.1.3.5 Maintenance/Operation-Related Degradation

Component Manipulation

Degradation of cable system components results largely from manipulation of the
component during maintenance or testing. Because the greater part of cable is not disturbed or
moved subsequent to its installation, little or no degradation of cable components (such as
abrasion of exposed jacketing/insulation resulting from movement of the cable") is expected.
Manipulation of cables can result in cracking and possibly exposure of bare conductors in those
cables with embrittled insulation or jacketing. Generally, the cable insulation and/or jacketing
must be sufficiently aged and embrittled so that its elongation-at-break is very low. As the cable
is bent, the outer radius of the jacket/insulation is placed in tension; if the bend is of sufficiently
small radius, the elongation capability of the aged material can be exceeded and cracking can
occur. For jacketed cables, the jacket will often age more rapidly than the underlying insulation,
thereby cracking much more readily under sufficient bending stress. This is usually of little
concern for the insulation, because cracking of the jacket will tend to release the stress on the
insulation. However, in some bonded jacket/insulation systems, cracking of the jacket may
localize the stress at the site of the insulation/jacket interface (within the newly formed crack)
and precipitate a rupture of the underlying insulation. Section 3.7 discusses potential issues

'This type of wear is to be distinguished from incidental mechanical damage (such as that resulting from
work in the immediate vicinity or personnel traffic).
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related to bonded jacket/insulation interactions. Thermal criteria set forth in Tables 4-1 and 4-2
help limit the reduction in elongation so that cracking during manipulation is avoided.

For some terminations such as multi-pin or threaded connectors, wear may represent a
significant aging mechanism. As a result of maintenance, inspection, or periodic surveillance
testing activities, these connectors may be disconnected and reconnected at an appreciable
frequency, so that their hardware or mating components may eventually wear out from friction
or fatigue. The same may be true of terminal block hardware or any other termination
component that is both moveable and manipulated frequently.

Work- Hardening

In extreme cases, work hardening of the cable conductor or metallic termination components
may occur due to manipulation and bending, thereby resulting in embrittlement and possible
breakage. Work hardening (or cold working) occurs in metals that are worked at low
temperatures. As the yield strength of the metal is exceeded, progressively higher amounts of
stress are required to continue plastic deformation (strain) of the material. This increase in
stress correlates to an increase in hardness and a corresponding loss in ductility. his process
is illustrated through the bending of a new conductor; the first bend occurs with relative ease,
whereas subsequent bends at the same location require more and more stress until finally
embnttlement and breakage occur. Work hardening may occur in components that are
frequently moved or manipulated (such as a wire that is routinely bent or moved out of the way
during maintenance, or a contact pin in a multi-pin connector that is bent during engagement/
disengagement of the connector) [4.58], [4.591. The severity of the work hardening
effect depends primarily on the frequency of manipulation, the range of motion/stress applied,
and the type of material being stressed. In most power plant applications, the fequency of
manipulation is sufficiently low that work hardening is of minimal concem.

Physical Damage

Cables outside of raceways are also susceptible to physical damage from incidental contact
during maintenance, and from personnel traffic. This is especially true where cables are routed
at or near ground level, across passageways, or in space-restricted locations where contact or
abrasion is likely. Armored cables may be afforded more protection, but these cables are not
immune from such damage. Furthennore, cables in open trays, flexible conduits, and even rigid
conduits are susceptible to physical damage when used in a manner inconsistent with their design
(e.g., as hand- or footholds). Damaged raceways and cables are usually identified promptly and
repaired as necessary.

Terminations are also subject to a variety of different types of physical damage. As with
cables/conduit, connectors may also be improperly used as hand- or footholds by plant
personnel. Connectors and similar plug-in type terminations are especiaIly susceptible to
incidental impact, tension, or shear stresses because the connector is often rigidly mounted to
some structure, thereby reducing its ability to move when stressed. In addition, stress may be
focused on a termination when a connected cable run is moved, pulled, or allowed to hang freely
without support.
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Electrical Faults

Mechanical stress on cable system components may also be induced by fault currents. Due
to the large electric and magnetic fields generated by cable conductors during fault conditions,
substantial mechanical forces may result which can move or stress the cable. This is especially
true where the cable is unrestrained or not fully supported. Although the duration of the fault
conditions is usually very short, the currents and resulting forces may be sufficient to cause the
unrestined portions of the cable to thrash so that large stresses are imposed on restrained
portions or nearby terminatons. These forces are usually only of concern in larger sizes of
cables because of their higher current and greater weight. In general, cable and raceway
installation practices and standards account for fault-induced stress through proper support and
restraint of susceptible circuits.

Thermal Cycling

Circuits exposed to appreciable ohmic or ambient heating during operation may experience
loosening related to the repeated cycling of connected loads or of the ambient temperature
environment. Differing materials used in various cable system components can produce
situations where stresses existing between these components change with repeated thermal
cycling. For example, under loaded conditions, appreciable ohmic heating may raise the
temperature of a compression termination and cable conductor well above the ambient
tenperatu, thereby causing thermal expansion of both components. Differing thermal
expansion coefficients may alter mechanical stresses between the components so that the
termination may tighten on the conductor. When the load or cunent is reduced, the affected
components cool and contract. Repeated cycling in this fashion can produce loosening of the
termination under ambient conditions, and may lead to high electrical resistance joints or
evenmal separation of the termination from the conductor. Note that this effect is not
necessarily limited to compression-type terminations; threaded connectors, splices, and terminal
blocks may loosen if subjected to significant thermally induced stress and cycling.

Because most plant environments do not routinely experience the magnitude of temperature
changes necessary to induce these effects, heavily loaded power circuits (i.e., those loaded to
a high enough fraction of their rated ampacity to produce significant ohmic heating) that are
routinely cycled are the most likely to experience such effects. Despite consideration of such
stresses during component design, selection, and installation, instances of terminations loosening
were identified by several plants contacted during preparation of this guideline, and are
evidenced in the empirical data presented in Section 3.

4.1.3.6 "If-Then" Criteria for Mechanical Stressors and Aging Mechanism

Table 4-5 summarizes the mechanical stressors, aging mechanisms, and "if-then" criteria
applicable to cable and tennination components.
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Table 4-5 Mechanical Aging Sumary for Cable and Termination Components'

A AgIng MaterIal I Affected Applicable "If- Relevant

Streor Me an; Cbanga Agng Emeetdbtlons Mntetls Ten" Criterion Fm Perod |Remarks

Vibration; Cutting/ Reduced - Visible cuts, All Cables or Rate of
external chafing of dielectric chafing, or othet Insulation terminations degradation
mechanical organic trengtk damage to Insulation and attached to vibrating depends on
Influences materials exposed jaceng component and in type of >
(4.1.3.1; conductors - Exposed conductors, materials contactwith nearby material and .
4.1.3.5) shielding, etc. equipment; routed stressor

across sharp edges,
in high tratffic 
areas, etc. 9

Metal Reduced - Broken conductors Metals Conductors/metallic Generally Restraint and/or rerouting of
fatigue (see ductility; or other metal components subject long-term; cable can significantly reduce 
also Worik embrittlement components to vibration by however, effects
Hardening) nearby equipment may occur

- Significant force or end device rapidly
tequired to bend (based on
conductors frequency/a p

mplitude of
- Discolotation vibration,

etc.) I

Bending Work- Reduced - Broken conductors Metals Conductors or Generally Severity depends on maintenance :
during hardening/ ductility; or other metal metallic termination long-term frequency, material, and stress
maintenance fatigue of embrittlement components components that are applied
(4.1.3.5) metallic routinely

components - Significant force terminated/
required to bend determinated or
conductors otherwise bent

Discoloration. 

Cracking of Reduced - Surfce or thogh- All organic Heat or taditadon- Occurs Absolute elongation greater than
embrittled dielectric cracking of insulating/ damaged cables during 50% generally allows sufficient e

insulation/ strength; insulation jacketing with embrittled maintenance flexibility for all typical
jacketing exposed materials organic components or movement maintenance actiVides. 2 As a Z

conductors - Shattered or flaking bent so that residual of cable in rule of thumb, avoid bending
jacket elongation is tray or insulation of noticeably hardened

exceeded conduit cable more than a few degrees.
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Table 4-5 Mechanleal Aging Summary for Cable and Ternination Components' (cont'd)

- ' - I' Y = F....... sTS W -

Aging Material Affected Applicable "If. Relevant
Stresor Mechanisms Changes Aging EffectslIndicatlons Materials Then" Criterion Time Period Remarks

Gravity; Cable creep; Elongation, - Tearing of jackets Organic and Cables Vith Generally May be accompanied by cutting
temperature tensile stress deformation, and/or insulation inorganic significant long-term or chafing of cable jacket or
variations on tearing materials unsupported vertical phenomenon insulation at overbang point
(ambient or components - Deformed or high- hangs
ohmie) resistance
(4.1.3.2) terminations

* Exposed conductors
near terminations

- Stretched or twistd
appearance of cable
outer jacket

______ _ _ (including labels)

Compressive Material Compression - Reduced seal All organic Organics seals Percent Routine replacement should be
load (4.1.3.3) defornation/ set thickness or other materials placed In compression considered as measurement or

relaxation dimensional changes compressive stress set increases trending of compression set not
(such as in as a function practical for small seals

- Seal leakage assembled electrical of time;
connectors) depends on

- Hardening/loss of material
flexibility

I ~- =l = _ ,, 

Notes:

1. Installation stressors are not considered an aging mechanism, and are not included in this table.
2. This is only a guideline, and may not be true for certain cable configurations (such as those with bonded jacket/insulation systems).
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4.1.4 Radiation Stressors and Aging Mechanisms

The types of radiation that may be expected in nuclear power plants may be classified as
either a particle or electromagnetic wave. Four primary types of radiation exist: alpha, beta,
gamma, and neutron [4.601, [4.611. Although all four types are present in the
typical nuclear power plant, the significance of each varies greatly with respect to cable and
termination aging. Other types of radiation to be considered include Bremsstrahlung (a by-
product of beta radiation interaction) and ultraviolet radiation (electromagnetic radiation of
energy or frequency lower than that of gamma or X-rays).

In most plant areas, nonal radiation dose rates (all sources) are roughly commensurate
with natural background levels (i.e., <0.01 mGy/hr [ < 1 mrad/hr]). In some spaces, however,
the dose rate during normal operation is significantly higher; this is especially true of the
primary reactor containment, in which normal radiation dose rates may range from about 0.1
to 1000 Gy/hr [0.01 to 100 rad/hr], depending on plant type [4.62]. Because electrical
cable and terminations are routed through these higher-dose spaces, the aging of these
components resulting from exposure to radiation must be considered.

Alpha

Alpha (a) radiation is helium atom nuclei emitted at high speed during the disintegration
of unstable nuclei. Alpha radiation is highly damaging to some organic materials; however, due
to its electric charge and relatively large mass, alpha radiation is easily shielded. Alpha emitters
have short half-lives, and the range of alpha particles in free air is extremely limited 4.601,
[4.61], [4.63]. No appreciable alpha dose is anticipated for any cable or connection in the
plant under normal conditions, and any alpha dose incident upon cable system components would
be attenuated within the first few mils of material; thus, no degradation of the underlying
material would result. Alpha radiation is not considered further in this AMG.

Beta

Beta (j) radiation is an electron emitted from a nucleus when a proton changes to a neutron,
or vice versa; it can be produced from a number of sources and varies in its energy level
(expressed in million electron volts, or MeV). Beta penetration is proportional to the density
of the absorbing material, and is more penetrating than alpha particles 14.60], [4.63]. Under
certain accident scenarios, significant beta radiation may be produced from sources liberated
during the accident (i.e., leaking reactor coolant/steam). This dose must be considered in the
environmental qualification of the cables and terminations; however, under normal conditions,
beta-emitting sources are not present in the ambient enviromnent.

Gamma

Gamma (y) radiation is electromagnetic in nature, and is emitted from a broad variety of
nuclear species. Gamma energy varies in relation to its frequency and wavelength, so that
higher frequency radiation is more energetic [4.60], [4.63]. Gamma sources exist in the reactor
core and are created as a result of the fssion process. Gamma radiation is highly penetrating
in comparison with alpha and beta radiation. The gamma dose rate attributable to natural
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sources is extremely low ( < < 0.01 mGy/hr < < 1 mrad/hrl) and for the most part, invariant
with time. The gamma dose rate attributable to reactor plant operation varies widely as a
function of location within the plant and reactor power level, and may range up to 2 Gy/hr
[200 rad/hr] inside primary containment. Therefore, gamma dose must be considered in the
aging of some cables and ternination insulations and jacket materials. Because individual
electrical circuits may span multiple plant locations, a single cable may be exposed to varying
dose rates and, therefore, different radiation aging effects along the length of its run.

Bremsstrahlung

A related form of radiation known as Bremsstrahlung (braking radiation) results from the
interaction of a beta particle with an inorganic material. Photon (gamma or X-ray) radiation is
produced from the deceleration of an incident beta particle upon striking the absorber.
Accordingly, the dose rate arising from Bremsstrahlung interaction is related to the incident beta
dose rate. As a general rule, the Bremsstrahlung dose is conservatively estimated at about 3 %
to 5% of the incident beta dose 14.60], [4.63]. Because Bremsstrahlung is electromagnetic
radiation, its effect on organic cable materials is comparable to that of gamma rays.
Bremsstrahlung radiation of an intensity sufficient to result in significant degradation of organic
materials in cables or terminations is created only during accident conditions (i.e., when high
concentrations of beta-producing nuclides are released to the atmosphere)"; accordingly,
Bremsstrablung radiation is not significant with respect to cable aging, but rather is considered
only in the context of equipment qualification during accident conditions.

Ultraviolet

Ultraviolet (UV) radiation is a form of electromagnetic energy with a lower frequency than
that of gamma or X-rays 14.63]. Due to its reduced energy, it is far less penetrating; however,
W may affect certain organic materials through an interactive process known as photolysis. 1

Photolysis operates thrugh the excitation of electons witiin specific molecular functional
groups in a polymer. Some polymers, including polyester, PVC, and polyurethane, contain
these functional groups as part of their basic molecular stucture. Hydrocarbon polymers (such
as polyethylene/polyolefm, polypropylene, and EPR), although ideally not containing the
functional groups necessary for photolysis, may exibit some degree of photolytic behavior due
to aging or because the polymer formulation includes photosensitive materials (fillers or
impurities containing ketones or hydroperoxide groups) 4.64].

For photolysis to occur, a quantity of energy at a particular wavelength must be absorbed
so as to initiate the dissociation of the molecules into their constituent radicals, thereby

' The only beta radiation sources with potentiaI aging effects on cable and termination systems (during normal
operation) identified as part of this study were hose associated with refueling and spent fuel storage systems.
However, ihese were not considered significant because () the resulting Bremsstrablung dose is estimated at
approximately 3 % to 5% of the incident beta dose, and (2) the fuel pool water has a shielding effct. Note
also that as indicated in a typical FSAR for a late 980s BWR, the typical design basis criteria for spent fel
storage facilities is to maintain radiation levels at or below those for continuous occupational exposure during
normal operations.

19 UV radiation may also interact with free oxygen to produce ozone (Section 4.1.5).
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ultimately affecting the overall physical properties of the polymer. Indications of UV photolysis
include embrittlement, discoloration, and spontaneous crackiing.

UV stabilization is generally accomplished through the use of UV absorbers, quenchers,
and hindered amines. More than one of the UV stabilization methods may be employed in a
single material; synergistic effects have often been noted when stabilizers are used in this manner
[4.65].

Many polymers commonly used in cables can exhibit photolytic behavior if they are not
stabilized. Polyethylene and polypropylene are subject to rapid embrittlement and crazing under
exposure to UV, whereas PVC is subject to darkening, cracking, and embrittlement.
Fluorocarbons (such as Teflone and TefzelO) are extremely resistant to UV radiation. Polyimide
(Kaptone) may undergo some minor loss of tensile strength after prolonged UV exposure.
Thermosets (such as epoxies and phenolics) exhibit generally good UV resistance, with some
discoloration and minor cracking often occurring with long-term exposure. Elastomers such as
Hypalon, EPR/EPDM, Neoprenee, butyl, and silicone rubber are all generally resistant to the
effects of UV radiation, with some minor effects noted. Table 4-6 generally describes the
effects of UV radiation on various materials, when there is no photolytic stabilization.

Table 4-6 Effect of Ultraviolet Radiation on Polymer
Stability (No Photolytic Stabilization) [4.66]

Polymer

Plastics
Mylar
Polyamide (nylon)
Polymedyl methacrylate
Polyethylene
Polypropylene
Polyimide
Polystyrene
Plasticized polyvinyl chloride
Tefion

Elastomers
Butyl
Hypalon° (chlorosulfonated

polyethylene)
Neopreneg
Nitrile
Styrene-butadiene (SBR)
Silicone
Viton A

Effect of Ultraviolet Energy

Decreases tensile strength and elongation
No significant effect
Surface discoloration and crazing
Embrittlement
Embrittlement
No significant effect
Yelows
Develops tacky and discolored surface
No significant effect

Increases tensile strength and elongation
No significant effect

Increases tensile strength, decreases elongation
Dccreases tensile strength and elongation
Decreases tensile strength and elongation
Surface crazing
No significant effect

Note: Results are for relative comparison only;
spectral distnbution or dose not specified.
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It should be noted that most commercially available cables using polymers susceptible to
UV damage have stabilizers added to preclude this effect. For example, carbon black is a
typical additive to cable polymer formulations; even a few percent of this material greatly
enhances UV stabilization in polyolefms through absorption 14.65]. One notable exception that
has been identified is PVC insulation containing less than 3% carbon black; at least one nuclear
plant has experienced degradation of this material in cables located in close proximity to
overhead fluorescent lights. Although not a definitive test, UV-sensitive polymers may
sometimes be identified by a white or very light color, which results from the lack of any carbon
black or similar stabilizer.

UV radiation sources at nuclear plants include solar radiation and ultraviolet or fluorescent
lamps [4.21]. UV radiation is readily shielded by even a thin layer of opaque material; hence,
only materials directly exposed to these sources may be degraded. Electrical cables and
terminations may be routed outdoors above-grade (primarily mediun-voltage cable) or in
proximity to fluorescent sources indoors so that comparatively intense UV exposure results.
Cable used in certain plant applications (such as closed-circuit television, meteorological, or
telephone circuits) may be routed almost completely outdoors.

Degradation of cable installed outdoors will vary with a umber of factors such as the
duration of exposure, ambient and cable temperature, annual solar intensity, and the type of
material used on the exposed surfaces of the cable. Most cables suitable for outdoor use are
purposely formulated to resist degradation caused by solar UV exposure. An additional
consideration relates to nonstabilized cable stored on reels in outdoor locations. Cable stored
in this fashion may sit undisturbed for several years; in areas of significant solar exposure,
susceptible cable materials may degrade rapidly under such conditions if left uncovered. Some
of the cable stored outdoors may not be intended for outdoor use; hence, its UV resistance may
be comparatively low.

Indoor cable may be exposed to UV radiation from fluorescent lamps installed in the plant.
A significant fraction (roughly 20%) of the total energy emitted from a fluorescent lamp can be
UV radiation of varying wavelengths [4,211. Although this radiation is not known to be
particularly harmful to humans, it may nonetheless degrade certain polymeric cable and
termination components. Factors affecting the rate of degradation include the type of material
used, the proximity of the cable/component to the fluorescent source, the presence of any
attenuating media (such as plastic lenses or coverings), and the duration of exposure. Symptoms
of UV cracking in such applications are similar to those for outdoor cable, and may include
discoloration and cracking, especially in the immediate vicimity of the fluorescent source (such
as cables run near overhead fluorescent lamps in a plant control rooms) [4.641, [4.65].

In addition to the aging mechanisms already described, UV radiation may produce ozone
through interaction with diatomic oxygen. Section 4.1.5 discusses potential effects of ozone on
cable and termination materials.

Neutron

Neutron (n) radiation emanates from the reactor core during operation (and to a greatly
reduced degree during shutdown). Neutrons are relatively massive subatomic particles that vary
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in energy level (fast/thermal) and penetration capability. Energetic neutrons may be destructive
to both inorganic and organic materials [4.601; however, the neutron reflectors, moderators, and
radial shielding installed around the reactor core and vessel ensure that the net neutron flux (and
hence dose rate) out of the vessel shielding is extremely low in comparison to that of gamma
radiation. Thus, virtually no cable within primary containment is exposed to significant neutron
dose, with the possible exception of any cables located inside the neutron shielding or directly
adjacent to the reactor pressure vessel in areas of high relative neutron flux. Cables used in
such applications generally contain inorganic or metallic materials with a high damage threshold
for neutron radiation.

Effects of Radiation Exposure

Radiation interacts with matter in two principal ways: ionization/excitation of atoms in the
material (radiolysis), and displacement of atoms or subatomic particles, thereby altering the
molecular structure of the material. Both processes are applicable to radiation-induced
degradation; however, displacement effects are usually not significant for organics because of
their less rigid structure and covalent bonding. Similarly, ionization effects are of little
significance to inorganic materials because of their ionic bonding and rigid structure. In general,
radiation effects are much more severe on organic than on inorganic materials [4.60], [4.61].

Ionization and excitation within organic materis result in accelerated chemical reactions;
the type of reaction is determined by the material. Their magnitude or extent is determined by
the total energy deposited into the material. In most cases, the effects of radiation type and
energy spectrum on the total energy deposited are minimal; thus, equal doses of various types
of radiation will produce roughly equal damage in an organic material. This relationship does
not generally hold for inorganic materials. Accordingly, the specific type of radiation dose
applied to an inorganic as well as the type of material irradiated must be carefully considered.
Of the types of radiation produced by a nuclear reactor, neutron radiation is clearly of most
concern to inorganics and metals for the reasons stated above [4.66].

Radiation incident on cable and termination organic components produces aging/degradation
through scission, oxidation, or crosslinking of polymer chains; this process is generally known
as radiolysis [4.64]. (Note that radiation-induced oxidation is considered separately in
Section 4.1.5.5 of this AMG.) As with thermal exposure, the tolerance of an individual material
to various types of radiation will vary according to the general type of material (i.e., elastomer,
fluoropolymer, etc.) and its individual chemical structure and formulation. Organic materials
commonly used in nuclear plant cable and termination applications vary widely in their
susceptibility to radiation. Changes in the material's overall mechanical properties (such as
elongation-at-break, tensile strength, and hardness) and electrical properties (such as dielectric
strength and conductivity) may result from exposure to radiation. As a general rule, cable
system organic materials exposed to total gamma doses less than about 1 kGy [100 krad]
(corresponding to a dose rate of -2 mGy/hr 1-0.2 rad/hr] over 60 years) will experience little
or no aging from radiation exposure [4.601. Above this level, however, progressive changes in
physical properties begin to occur as dose is increased. The threshold' is unique for each

20 Defined by EPRI NP-2129 [4.60] as ... the first detectable change in a property of a material due to the
effect of radiation.'
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material, and can be affected by environmental conditions such as temperature 4.67]. For
a given dose2 ', radiation-induced damage to polymers in oxygen environments may depend on
the dose rate of the exposure [4.5], [4,6], [4.9], [4.681, [4.69], and [4.70].
Table 4-7 lists approximate radiation threshold values for generic cable and termination
materials. For many of the polymers used in fabricating cables and terminations, the radiation
threshold is roughly 10 kGy [1 Mradl. References [4.60] and [4.61] provide additional
information on the degradation of specific materials with radiation and other environmental
influences. Section 4.1.5 discusses the effects of radiation exposure on the loss of fire retardants
within cable materials.

Macroscopic effects of radiation-induced degradation of organics may include
embrittlement, cracking or crazing, swelling, discoloration, and melting, as well as a change in
the mechanical or electical properties of the affected material (such as reduction in elongation-
at-break, insulation resistance, or change in tensile strength). Radiation damage to cable
jacketing and inslation may make them difficult to handle or terminate due to brittleness. In
addition, severe radiation exposure may induce swelling (due to increased moisture absorption)
for certain materials 4.711. This effect generally occurs at high radiation levels where
coresponding mechanical properties of the material are significantly degraded 14.60]. One plant
contacted during the preparation of this guideline indicated that some swelling of jacket material
had been experienced in cables located in immediate proximity to the reactor vessel and subject
to high humidity. Similarly, other organic cable and termination components (such as 0-rings
or seals) may swell, thereby producing increased tension or pressure on other components in
direct proxnimity.

For inorganic materials, a rough estimate of the threshold kvel of concern can be made.
Figure C-6 of Reference [4.3] (reproduced here as Figure 4-8) shows approximate levels of
radiation damage for various inorganic insulating materials based upon changes in their physical
properties. Note that a neutron fluence of roughly 1 x lOt n/cm2 (equivalent to a gamma dose
of about 3 x 101 Gy [3 x 109 rad]) results in no significant damage or change in material
properties for the materials listed (with the exception of glass). Metals generally have
comparable or higher damage thresholds, on the order of 1 x 1019 n/cm2 (approximately
2.5 x 10' Gy 12.5 x 101 rad]) [4.66]. The predomint effects on metals are increased hardness
and reduced creep rate. Fatigue properties and electrical resistance are among the least affected
[4.66]. Accordingly, a conservative threshold dose of 1 x 17 n/cm2 , or 3 MGy 300 MradJ
gamma, can be set for mineral insulations and metals used in cable and termination components.
Below this dose, little or no aging effects should be noted in such materials. Note that few
locations within primary containment could experience tis level of exposure?

21 ASTM E 1027-1984 gives generalized procedures an preparing and exposing test samples to ionizing
radiation, and rporting test results.

21 Te neutron nux calculaed at the nner ractor pressure vessel betlinewaII of a late 1980s BWR is roughly.
I x 109 n/cm-sec (all neutron nergies >0.1 MV) at 100% power (per the FSAR). Assuming 60 years of
operation at 80% of capacity, the total neutron fluenc for this location would be approximately 1.5 x 10"
n/cm2. Per Regnlatoxy Guide 1.99 14.69], the neutron fluence is a function of depth in the reactor vessel;
accordingly, the expected neuton fluence at the outer (non-wetted) surface of the typical vessel is rougly
209% of that at the inner surface (suming a beltline vessel thicness of 16.5 cm 16.5 in]. Hence, inorganic
or metalic cabte components located immediately adjacent to the outer urface of the reactor vessel teltline
would be exposed to a maximum 60-year neutron dose on the order of 3.0 x 10" n/cm2 .
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Table 4-7 Representative Radiation Dose Thresholds for Common Cable and
Termination Organic Materials [4.60, 4.61]

Lowest Reported
Threshold or Applicable Estimated

Threshold Range for Applicable
'y Radiation Threshold

Range;
Material Neutron Property
Category Materi Name (Gray) (Rad) (n/cm) Measured

Elastomers EPRIEPDM 104 106 4 x 104 Compression Set

Neoprene* 104 106 4 x 1014 Compression Set

CSPE 5 x 103 5 x 10' 2 x 101" Elongation

Nitrile (Buna N) 10 10' 4 x 10" Compression Set

Butyl 7 x 10' 7 x 10' 2.8 x 1014 Tensile Strength

Viton 103 10 4 x 101" Elongation

Silicone 104 106 4 x 104 Tcnsile Strength,

Compression Set

Thermo- XLPE/XLPO 10 106 4 x 1014 Elongation,
plastics Tensile Strength

PVC 103 10' 4 x 10"3 Unstated

Polyethylene 3.8 x 10' 3.8 x 10' 1.5 10 Elongation

ETFE (Tefel) Note 3 Note 3 Note 3

Thermosets Epoxy Resins 2 x 10' 2 x 10' 8 x 1016 Varies

Polyimide 10' lo, 4 10" Tensile Strength,
(pton') Elongation

Phenolic Resins 3 x 10s to 3 x 10' to 1.2 x 1014 to Elongation
3.9 x 10' 3.9 x 10' 1.6 x 10"

Furanic Resins 3 x 10 3 x 10' 1.2 x 107 Tensile Strengt,
. ____________ Elongation

Polyester Resins 10' to 10$ to 4 x 10" to Elongation
7.9 x 105 7.9 x107 3.2 x 101

Melamine 6.7 x 10' 6.7 x 106 2.7 x 10" Impact Strength
Formaldehyde

Notes:

1. All data are formulation specific. See the referenced reports.
2. Based on approximate conversion factor of 4 x 10 n/cm2 = 1 rad (see Figure 4-8).
3. No radiation threshold data were located for ETFE; however, based on manufacturer's data

and elongation data at 75% and 50% retention of elongation in Reference [4.601, the
radiation teshold may be conservatively estimated at 104 Gy [106 radl.
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Darnage Utility of Inorganic

Incipient to mild Nearly always usable
Mild lo moderate Often satisfactory
Moderate to svere Urnited use

Magnesium oxide
Aluminum oxide
Ouartz
Glass #utrdX< 10"ntcm')(0
Glass (boron free)
Sapphire
Foruterile
Spinel

Beryllium oxide

I I I . I

107 10" 101" 1O"
Neutron Fluence, rncmE>O.1 MeV)

I .

1 10l's 10"1 l0F2 1013

Gamma Dose, rads(C)(b)
(at Unsatisfactory at 10 rcma
(b Approximate gamma dose (4 x 10' n1cm 2 = 1 rad(C))
{c) Varies greatly with temperature

Figure 4-8 Relative Radiation Resistance(') of Inorganic Insulating Materials Based
Upon Changes in Physical Properties

[NOTE: A rad(C) is a rad deposited in the element carbon (C)]

4.1.4.1 Radiation Dose-Rate Effects

In nuclear plants, a variety of polymeric materials are exposed to radiation at relatively low
dose-rates for long periods. To estimate the long-term degradation that occurs, many accelerated
aging studies have been performed by increasing the radiation dose-rate based on the assumption
that the amount of degradation will depend only on the integrted dose. However, evidence
exists to indicate that, in air envirownents, certain polymeric materials can show significant
dose-rate effects. A dose-rate effect may be defined as an effect on a material that differs in
magnitude or type (for the same total dose) according to the irradiation rate 4.601. These
effects may be transient or permanent. Dose-rate effects are very common in radiation aging
of polymeric materials, and can range from very large to insignificant, depending upon such
factors as polymer type, aging conditions, sample geometry, and degradation parameter being
monitored [4.81.

Dose-rate effects typically involve oxidation mechanisms. When aged at high radiation dose
rates, a large fraction of polymeric materials has been found to have physical dose-rate effects
caused by diffusion-limited oxidation degradation. A much smaller fraction has chemical dose-
rate effects. No evidence exists for dose-rate effects in a nitrogen environment 4.8]. In
materials found to have dose-rate effects, usually there was more mechanical degradation for a
given dose as the dose rate was reduced [4.8]. Dose-rate effects for PE and PVC were
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determined at low dose rates of 87 and 44 Gylhr [8700 ad 4400 radlhrl, respectively. A
difference in the mechanical properties of these materials irradiated at low dose rates could be
identified only after a total dose greater than -20 kGy [ - 2 MradJ had been absorbed, and the
difference did not become significant (i.e., > 10%) until the total dose exceeded - 100 kGy
[- 10 Mrad) [4.8]. For other common cable and termination materials (such as XLPE, EPR,
and ETFE), synergistic effects were either not noted or occurred at dose rates above those for
PE and PVC. There was no evidence in the literature of dose-rate effects occurring at exposure
rates less than those indicated above.

Dose-rate effects must be considered from both aging and environmental qualification
perspectives for realistic simulation of normal operating and predicted accident conditions. From
an aging perspective, the use of test and laboratory data obtained under high dose-rates may
result in an underestimate of the degradation of a material for a given dose under normal (low
dose-rate) operating conditions. Thus, the aging portion of an EQ test might underestimate the
pre-LOCA degradation that occurs under natural aging conditions. From an accident simulation
perspective, the degradation resulting from exposure at a comparatively low qualification test
dose rate and that resulting from the higher postulated accident dose rate may differ.

Environmental qualification tesing does not typically include a segment that addresses the
actual radiation dose rate during the component's design life. To do so would require a test
program that lasts 40 years or more. As stated previously, the highest anticipated dose rate
during normal operating conditions is on the order of 2 Gy/hr 1200 rad/hr] inside primary
containment. The lowest dose rates discussed in the literatre for any material at which dose-
rate effects have been observed (more than 10 Gy/hr 11000 rad/hr]) greatly exceed those for the
typical plant under normal operating conditions. Although the maximum 60-year total dose
inside a typical primary containment is anticipated to be on the order of 0.1 to 1 MGy 10 to
100 Mradl, most of the areas should receive a lower total dose [4.621. If the dose rate during
accelerated testing is more than 10 Gy/hr 1000 rad/hr], the aging results might not be
representative of the effects that would actually occur.

For equipment located outside primary containment, the dose rate and TID for most plant
areas during normal operations is low (typically less than 1 mGy/hr [0.1 rad/br3 and 500 Gy
[50 krad] over 60 years). These dose rates and doses are much lower than the minimum dose
rates and doses at which dose-rate effects (and radiation degradation) have been observed. Note,
'however, that a few areas outside primary containment (e.g., in the proximity of radwaste or
BWR main steam systems) may be subject to higher dose rates.

Atypical qualification test also does not match the actual radiation dose rate during accident
conditions. The maximum accident dose rate for a plant may exceed 100 kGy/hr 10 Mrad/hr]
14.8], whereas the maximum dose rate used during qualification testing is 10 kGy/hr [1 Mrad/hr]
and usually is only 40% to 80% of that value, The accident dose rate used for qualification
testing is far in excess of the dose rate at which dose-rate effects have been observed, but these
effects are considered in the applicable stards and regulations. Exposure at a maxnimum dose
rate of 10 kGy/hr [1 Mrad/hr] is recommended in IEEE 383-1974 [4.721, which has been
accepted by the NRC in Regulatory Guide 1.131 [4.73] to establish qualification.
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To determine the significance of a potential dose-rate 8ynergism, the analysis or test report
used to establish qualification may be reviewed to compare the dose-rate and total dose used in
the test with those actually occurring at the installed location. If the dose-rate and total dose at
the installed location are not in the same range as values for nown synergistic effects for the
material or component in question, then the test/analysis dose-rate and total dose may be
considered acceptable to establish qualification. Note that components that contain no Teflon*
and are subjected to a total dose of less than 1 kGy [0.1 Mrad} may be excluded from further
analysis for dose-rate synergisms. At these levels, there is no significant degradation of
mechanical or permanent electrical properties, and no indications of significant synergistic effects
of radiation combined with either environmental stresses or sensitization to subsequently imposed
stresses 4.60].

It should be noted that aging dose-rate effects are also generally of little potential
significance for components qualified for accident doses, because the fraction of the total dose
applied that is potentially subject to non-conservative dose-rate effects (i.e., the aging dose) is
comparatively small.23

4.1.4.2 Radiation Aging Sequence Effects

The chemical composition of a polymer determines its possible reaction mechanisms.
Environmental conditions generally determine which of these possible reactions will occur and
at what rates. This implies that changes in a material subjected simultaneously to radiation and
another environmental stress could be different from the changes that would occur in the material
if the material were subjected to the stresses separately and sequentially. A 'synergistic' effect
could occur [4.60].

If some type of reaction occurs in a material because of two environmental stressors, the
best approach would be the use of appropriate combined-environment accelerated sinulation.
On the other hand, if synergistic effects were not nportant, sequential exposure to the two
environments might adequately simulate the ambient aging conditions. The possibility also exists
that sequental exposure to the two environments might adequately simulate cases where
synergistic effects are important, thereby eliminating the necessity for more complex and
expensive exposure to combined environments 14.8].

Important synergisms of low-temperature radiation and elevated thermal environments and
important ordering effects in sequential aging experiments can occur, and these are
meanrtiy related to radiatio dose-rate effects. NUREG/CR4301 [4.8] and NUREG-0237 [4.74]
concluded that significant evidence existed for the possible presence of important synergistic
effects in combined radiation-thermal environments. If a material was detrmined to have
important synergistic effects in combined radiation-thermal environments, it was probable that
sequential aging simulations would give different material degradation results. These results led
to an important conclusion, namely, the normal sequential exposure of thermal aging followed
by ambient-temperature, radiation aging can result in an underestimate of material damage when
strong synergistic effects related to radiation and temperatre exist for a material 4.8].

13 A typical qualification radiation exposure might include O:5 MGy [50 Mradl to simulate the pre-LOCA
aging dose and 1.5 MGy 150 MradJ to simulate the accident dose.
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The aging response of many materials to sequential exposure (radiation followed by thermal
or thermal followed by radiation) is similar to their response to a combined radiation plus
thermal exposure. In materials where significant differences do occur, the radiation followed
by thermal sequence is usually more severe than the thermal followed by radiation sequence, and
the radiation followed by thermal sequence more closely matches simultaneous exposure
conditions. This indicates that the most conservative approach to sequential aging simulations
should use the radiation followed by thermal sequence. Significant sequential ordering effects
usually occur in materials that also have large synergisms related to radiation and temperature
and large radiation dose-rate effects [4.8]. In sequential aging experiments, the thermal
exposure can bring about rapid degradation for certain polymeric materials that have been
presensitized by previous radiation exposure [4.75].

NUREGICR-3629 [4.76], which examined the effects of aging sequence, concluded
the following:

* For several materials, tensile properties at completion of aging were only slightly
affected by both the temperature during irradiation and the order of the sequential
aging environmental exposures.

* In general, the choice of temperature during irradiation was secondary to the choice
of aging sequence in its effect on polymer properties.

* If the sequential order of irradiation and thermal exposure was important to the aging
degradation of tensile properties, usually irradiation followed by thermal exposure was
most severe [4.81.

Section 6.3.2 of IEEE Standard 323-1974 [4.77] provides a test sequence to be used
for qualification testing, namely that the equipment shall be aged to a simulated end-of-qualified-
life condition prior to being exposed to a simulated design basis event. While IEEE 323-1974
also states that 'the sequence shall be justified as the most severe for the item being tested,"
this does ot mean that the simulated accident might be performed prior to the simulated aging.
Istead, it means that the various components of a sequential aging exposure (radiation and
themal) shall be performed in the order that is the most severe for the item being tested, and
similarly, the various components of a sequential accident exposure (LOCA radiation and LOCA
steamchemical-spray exposure) shall be performed in the order that is the most severe.
Common sense would indicate that the most realistic method of performing qualification testing
is to utilize a simultaneous radiation and thermal aging exposure followed by a simultaneous
LOCA radiation and LOCA steam/chemical-spray exposure. However, most test facilities are
not capable of performing such simultaneous testing and, therefore, the test sequence usually
consists of sequential aging followed by a sequential LOCA.

While cetain sequences are not representative of what could actually happen in a plant (e.g.,
DBE radiation followed by thermal aging), IEEE 323-1974 requires that the test sequence be the
most severe. NRC approval should be obtained for any test sequence other than the most
severe, and approval should be documented in the licensing basis. A possible basis for
justification of an alternate sequence might be that the alternate sequence more realistically
simulates the real aging environment.
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Various tests performed during the past 20 years have shown that certain properties of some
materials vary significantly depending on the sequence of radiation and thermal aging. More
damage can occur in some materials if radiation aging is performed before thermal aging.
However, test results do not demonstrate that this is always the case, even for the same generic
material (that is, different compounds of EPR can give different or contradictory results).
Although test data are limited, the results seem to be somewhat dependent on the temperature
used for thermal aging. Many of the research reports cited used a temperature that was much
lower than the typical range of 121 0C to 150°C [250°F to 3020F] used in qualification test
programs. When the accelerated aging temperature was closer to those typically used in
qualification tests, the results concerning sequence were not conclusive. Consequently, caution
must be used when attempting to relate the results of the research tests with those of
qualification tests and with actual plant environments.

4.1.4.3 "If-Then" Criteria for Radiation Stressors and Aging Mechanisms

Table 4-8 summarizes radiation stressors, aging mechanisms, and if-then" criteria
applicable to cable and termination components.

4.1.5 ChemicallElectrocheniical Stressors and Aging Mechanisms

Chemical stressors result from the exposure of cable and termination components to
moisture, solvents, fuel oils, lubricants, or other substances. Chemical stressors can affect the
structure and properties of both organic and inorganic materials. Because electrical cable is
present in most every space in a nuclear plant, and a single circuit may be present in many of
the spaces, cable and termination components may be exposed to a wide variety of chemical
stressors. In general, chemical stressors are highly local and typically affect only very small
portions of the plant cable inventory. The degradation of inorganic (metallic) cable materials
is generally electrochemical compared with the purely chemical processes primarily associated
with organic material degadation. Each of these degradation mechanisms is descnbed in the
following sections.

4.1.5.1 Chemical Attack of Organics

Chemical attack of organic materials used in cables and terminations may occur following
exposure to acids, alcohols, alkalines, esters, ketones, oils, oxidizers, salts, solvents, or water.
These agents may reach the material through a number of different mechanisms such as
accidental or intentional application, airborne transport (atomization), splash or spray, leaching,
or direct contact with another material. Chemical attack of polymers may result in dissolution,
sweling, or breaking of chemical bonds within the polymer, ultimately affecting its mechanical
and/or electrical properties [4.2].
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Table 4-8 Radiation Aging Smmnary for Cable and Termination Components
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Significant differences in the chemical resistance of substances exist between categories of
polymers (thermoplastics and thermosets) and between individual families within those
categories. Furthermore, individual formulations of a particular polymer can have significantly
different chemical resistance based on the ratios and pes of constituents included in the
formulation. The chemical properties of common cable materials are summarized in Table 4-9;
these properties are only generalizations and may not be representative of a material's
performance upon exposure to specific chemical compounds. In addition, other environmental
influences (such as heat, humidity, and radiation) may substantially alter the effect of any
chemical interacdon so that it is more or less severe. Table 4-9 is meant only as a general
guide; manufacturer's literature or other comparable sources should be used to determine the
resistance of a particular material to a specific chemical agent under prevailing environmental
conditions.

Changes in the appearance of chemically affected organics will vary with the specific
material and the chemical to which it has been exposed. For example, changes in color may
indicate contact with a strong solvent (often producing a bright or vivid color) or oxidizer
(lightened or white color). Changes in the texture of the material (such as surface roughness,
cracking, or oily residue) may also result. Also, changes in the mechanical properties of the
compound, such as swelling or softness, may occur [4.50]. Table 4-9 shows some common
organic materials used in electrical cable and termination construction and their relative
susceptibility to certain chemicals [4.2], [4.25], 4.261, [4.50], 4.78], [4.79].

4.1.5.2 Chemical Decomposition of Cable Materials

In addition to exposure from foreign or external chemical substances, cable and termination
components may be exposed to chemical by-products of the iermal or radiolytic decomposition
of cable jacketing, insulation, fire-resistant coatings, or other organic components. Many
materials commonly used in cable construction either contain or are manufactured using
potentially corrosive chemicals such as chlorides, peroxides, or sulfurous compounds. Chemical
by-products originating from decomposition of cable components may result in several
degradation mechanisms, including corrosion of metallic components (conductor, shield, drain
wire, or terminations), and softening, swelling, or decomposition of other organics within the
cable structare. Plasticizer migration in PVC materials can also result in swelling of adjacent
elastomers.

For example, Neoprenee rubber (chloroprene), PVC, CSPE, and CPE all may produce
chlorine ions (and hydrochloric acid) upon decomposition. In addition, EPR, EPDM, and other
elastomers are cured using peroxide or sulfur compounds that may be leached from the material
as it ages or is subjected to certain environmental conditions (such as heat or wetting).
Copolymers such as ethylene vinyl acetate (a semiconducting shield material) may also
decompose to produce by-products such as weak acids 14.501.
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Table 4-9 Chemical Compatibility of Common Cable and Termination Organic Materials
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Degradation resulting from copper-catalyzed oxidatioh reactions may occur in certain
polymers [4.13], [4.80]. A catalyst is defined as a substance that affects the rate or the
direction of a chemical reaction, but is not appreciably consumed in the process [4.81].
Because of its proximity to the insulation, ions from copper-based conductors may act as
catalysts for oxidation reactions within the insulation, thereby accelerating its degradation
[4.82]. This will occur primarily in areas where the insulation is in direct contact with
the conductor. Note that often little (if any) degradation of the conductor will occur as a result
of this catalysis. Also note that tinning a copper conductor will not prevent this type of reaction
because small amounts of copper will migrate through the tin coating.

By-products are also generated from chemically crosslinked XLPE as a result of the high
temperature/pressure curing process. By-products such as acetophenone, cumene, and alpha
methyl styrene are produced as the chemical crosslinking agent (dicumyl peroxide) decomposes.
The results of testing aimed at defining the effect of these chemicals on electrical aging (ac and
impulse breakdown strength) indicate that some effect does exist&; however, this effect is
complex in natre, relatively small in magnitude, and depends not only on the concentration of
the by-products but also on their mixture. Hence, no clear-cut rule can be formulated regarding
the effects of these chemicals on aging of XLPE insulation [4.83].

Another potential aging mechanism is hydrolytic?5 degradation of Mylar (polyethylene
terephthalate) shield film under exposure to high temperatre and moisture. In this mechanism,
water increasingly reacts with the Mylar polymer as temperature is increased26 [4.84].
Normally, the Mylar shield in an electrical cable is contained completely within an overall
jacket; however, moisture may ingress to the shield through the ends of the cable (which may
be loosely wrapped, such as in twisted shielded pair configurations) or through cuts or other
damage to the jacket.

It should be noted that, in general, the effects of the chemical decomposition processes on
the overall cable inventory appear to be negligible because the fraction producing such by-
products is small and the severity of the effects of these by-products is limited.

4.1.5.3 Electrochemical Attack of Metals

Corrosion is a destructive process that is characterized by either chemical or electrochemical
attack on metals. Direct chemical corrosion occurs in instances of highly corrosive
envirownents, high temperatures, or both. More common is electrochemical corrosion, which
accounts for most degradation experienced by metals exposed to moisture or atnosphere.
Electrochemical corrosion can occur at a junction between two dissimilar metals (galvanic
reaction) or within one homogeneous metal, Homogeneous metals corrode as a sult of
variations in electrostatic potential between various regions of the metal (caused by anodic and

24 The ac breakdown stength of compression-molded XLPE is increased, whereas the impulse breakdown
strength is reduced.

25 Hydrolysis refers to a reaction with water; in this case, a reaction of the ester group linking the polymer
chain with water.
2 6Figure 3 of "Electrical Insulation Deterioration' [4.84] indicates less than 100 hr average life at 100% RH
at I 10°C, approximately 1 year at 70°C, and roughly 20 yeus at 50'C.
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cathodic areas, inclusions, residual stress, etc.); this potential results in electron flow from
anodic to cathodic areas, eventually producing pitting and wastage.

Numerous different types of corrosion may occur, depending on the types of metal involved
and the environment. A discussion of each type of metal and its applicable corrosion(s) is
beyond the scope of this guideline; however, several common factors can be identified. These
include the presence of an electrolyte (such as water), soluble ions in the electrolyte (such as
chlorides), elevated temperature, and high oxygen concentration. In addition, some forms of
corrosion depend upon the presence of other factors (such as tensile stress). The occurrence and
rate of corrosion is affected by a number of factors, including the type of metal, the type and
properties of the fluid (electrolyte) in contact with the metal, the presence of other influences
(such as stress), and the concentration of oxygen and ions present. Corrosion of cable systems
may be enhanced by the presence of stray dc currents from open ground circuits or strong fields.

A related phenomenon is the oxidation of metals to metal oxides. In this case, dissolved
oxygen combines with the metal at the surface of the component to form an insoluble metal
oxide [such as ferric oxide (rust)]. These oxide layers may have significantly different electrical
and physical properties than the underlying parent metal. For example, metallic electrical
contacts that oxidize with a less conductive species may experience higher electrical resistance
and therefore result in overheating of electrical junctions or interference with circuit operation.
In some cases (e.g., passivated metals such as Inconel), the formation of an oxide layer can
actually protect the metal and subsequently reduce the rate of certain types of corrosion.

Corrosion of metallic components is important because the electrical and mechanical
properties of the component may be affected. Corrosion can attack the surface of conductive
components such as electrical contacts, thereby increasing their resistance and reducing their
electrical conductivity. Also, if left unimpeded, corrosion may result in loss of the mechanical
integrity of a component; this property loss may be significant if the component is under
mechanical stress (either during normal or transient conditions) so that mechanical failure occurs.

Cable and termination components are generally fabricated from noncorroding or corrosion-
resistant materials, or have nonoxidizing compounds applied to them during assembly. Metals
used in cables and terminations vary somewhat, based on their application. Cable conductors
are typically copper or aluminum alloys, both of which are somewhat resistant to corrosion
under normal power plant environments. However, both materials will oxidize so that a surface
oxide layer forms. Termination materials may be fabricated from a variety of different
conductive materials (ferrous or nonferrous), and therefore may experience varying rates of
corrosion/oxidation [4.21], [4.58]. As previously stated, various chemical by-products may also
leach from organic cable and termination components under certain circumstances; these
chemicals may result in premature corrosion or oxidation of nearby metallic components.

4.1.5.4 Loss of Fire Retardants

Fire retardants contained in common nuclear plant cable and termination insulating materials
volatize under thermal exposure [4.85]. As the cable is thennally aged, increased
volatization of certain flammable polymer constituents also occurs, resulting in no increase or
even a decrease in flammability. Reference [4.86] documents flammability testing of aged
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and unaged EPR and XLPE (BIW Bostrad and Rockbestos Firewall) cables which exhibited
reductions of flammability with increased thernal aging for both cable types.

Radiation aging has been observed to have a substantially smaller effect on fire-retardant
volatization for some materials, and a broad aray of irradiated insulation/jacket combinations
(including EPR/Neoprene6, EPR/CPE, and CSPE) passed vertical flame tray testing
[4.87]. Therefore, flammability testing of new cable is considered to be conservative in
demonstrating the fire retardancy of thermally aged or irradiated materials.

The loss of fire-retardant compounds in cable insulation and jacketing due to thermal aging
or irradiation is considered insignificant' in that it has been demonstrated that the actual
flammability of the most common materials (including XLPE, EPR, and CSPE) either decreases,
remains roughly constant, or only increases slightly. This occurs because flammable volatiles
within the chemical formulation are lost at nearly the same rate as the fire-retardant [4.881,
[4.891, and [4.90].

4.1.5.5 Effects of Oxygen

Another consideration in aging and degradation of organic material relates to the
concentration of oxygen in the local atmosphere. As previously discussed, dose rate and
synergistic effects all require oxygen. Many aging studies of polymers to date have been
conducted in inert or low-oxygen environments; comparatively few stldies have been performed
in air (roughly 20% oxygen) [4.8]. In addition, many stadies focus on analysis of the pure base
polymer and not on the more complicated formulations often found in commercial cable and
termation materials. However, the great majonty of cable systems installed in the typical
nuclear plant possess both of these attrbutes (e.g., operate in a relatively high oxygen
concentration and are composed of more complex formulations).

Oxygen effects can be divided into two major categories: physical effects and chemical
effects 14.8]. Physical effects are concemed primarily with diffusion-limited oxidation, whereas
chemical effects involve oxygen reactions. Substantial evidence indicates that the dominant
aging processes for some materials may be quite different in oxidative and non-oxidative (inert)
conditions.2 ' Oxygen is also generally required for dose-rate effects to occur.29

The thermal and radiation-induced degadation described in previous secions may proceed
without the presence of oxygen; however, oxidative degradation processes initiated by heat or
radiation (thermoxidative or radiation-induced oxidation) within polymers are often dominant
over these mechanisms. Accordingly, although a few polymers actually age slower in oxygen
(as opposed to nitrogen or other inert gases), the presence of oxygen increases the aging rate of

n Note that this aging mechanism is considered 'significant but not observed* in that functionality may be
affected, yet no indications of occurrence/effccts exist.

2 NUREG/CR-4301 14.S] (citing NUREGICR-3643) describes the aging of Yiton floroelastomer, which
becomes hard and brittle under high dosc-rate exposure (limited oxygen permeation), and soft and stretchy
at low dose-rates (high permeation).

'9 Note also that NUREG/CR-4301 [4.81 identified no evidence of the existence of dose-rate effects in a
nitrogen environment.
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most common cable polymers [4.60], 4.621, [4.64]. Higher concentrations of oxygen often
result in a greater oxidation reaction rate and hence, more rapid degradation of the physical
properties of the material. The aging may also affect the material in nonuniform fashion; if
oxygen diffusion occurs slowly with respect to the rate of reaction, sections of the polymer
unexposed to oxygen will experience less deterioration (e.g., diffusion-limited degradation) [4.5],
[4.60], [4.91], [4.92]. The mechanical properties of the outer surface of the cable
polymer will sometimes dictate those of the polymer as a whole. For example, reduced
elongation or cracking at the surface of a cable's insulation may result in a crack or tear
propagating through the thickness when the cable is bent or pulled. In natural aging (i.e., low
temperature, low dose rate) environments, oxidation processes normally dominate [4.8], and
oxygen permeation is more complete, thereby resulting in more uniform aging. If cracks in a
diffusion-limited material quickly propagate from the hardened outer surface through the
thickness, proper simulation of natural aging can result.

For most cable and termination polymers, environments with reduced oxygen concentration
will produce reduced rates of aging. Accordingly, organic cable and termination components
located inside nitrogen-purged primary containments (typically a few percent oxygen) may
experience a somewhat lower aging rate than they would in more heavily oxygenated
environment. Although the rate of degradation is also coupled to several other factors (including
temperature, ohmic heating, radiation dose/dose rate, and cable configuration/construction), and
the effects are difficult to quantify, the presence of oxygen is often a very significant determinant
of the aging rate for these materials.

4.1.5.6 Effects of Ozone

In addition to the effects of oxygen described above, the degradation of certain organic
insulation and jacketing materials may be affected by ozone (03) in the surrounding media.
Ozone is generated in air as a result of the interaction of ionizing radiation with oxygen, or by
corona discharge ionization. Applicable cable standards (e.g., ICEA S-19-81 [4.93])
discuss ozone performance and testing requirements for ozone-resistant cables.

Reference [4.7] documents an investigation of the effects of ozone on styrene-butadiene
rubber (SBR) and Buna-N rubber under gamma irradiation. This study concludes that the
heterogeneous degradation of these materials due to irradiation is the result of two processes:
(1) radiation-induced oxidation coupled with oxygen diffusion effects, and (2) ozone effects in
the surface regions of the sample. The study also suggests that ozone and ionizing radiation may
be synergistic in their effect on these materials.

References [4.94] and [4.95] indicate that, in the absence of ionizing radiation,
tensile stress on elastomers tends to increase the likelihood of ozone-induced damage in the form
of macroscopic surface cracks that propagate progressively through the thickness of the material.
The testing described in Reference [4.7] subjected SBR specimens to irradiation under tension
(15% elongation), resulting in the formation of substantial cracks at a dose of 0.3 kGy
[30 Mrad].

There was no mention in the literature of the applicability of these observations to other
commonly used cable and termination organic materials; however, elastomers with double bonds
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are most susceptible to ozone effects. Note that Buna-N and SBR account for only a very small
percentage of organic cable and termination components currently in use (see, for example,
Table 3-4 of this AMG). It can be postulated that the effects of ozone are implicitly considered
in the material-specific radiation threshold and degradation data referenced in Section 4.1.4,
because a good number of these studies were conducted in oxygenated environments. However,
it should be noted that (1) many studies were conducted in inert environments (nitrogen, argon,
or vacuum), and (2) some studies performed in air were conducted with limited volumes of
oxygen that may have been largely consumed during testing (p. 2.6-1 of [4.8]). It cannot be
said with surety, therefore, that all radiation threshold values set forth in Section 4.1.4 include
the effects of ozone degradation. Examination of the chemical properties of common cable and
termination organics, however, does indicate a good resistance to ozone. For example,
EPR/EPDM, CSPE, PVC, silicone rubber, and Viton are al quite ozone resistant ([4.2], p. 474
of [4.3 1]).

4.1.5.7 "If-Then" Criteria for Chemical Stressors and Aging Mechanisms

Table 4-10 summarizes the chemical stressors, aging mechanisms, and "if-then" criteria
applicable to cable and termination components.

4.1.6 Combined Aging Environments

4.1.6.1 Synergisms

Combinations of stressors acting on a given cable or termination component may produce
synergistic degradation effects. A synergistic effect is defined as an effect caused by two or
more stresses applied simultaneously, which is different in magnitude or qpe than the summed
effects of the same stresses applied separately [4.60]. Two commonly acknowledged synergisms
applicable to components covered under IOCFR50.49, namely, dose-rate effects and sequence
effects, are discussed in Section 4.1.4.1. Appendix H provides additional information on the
regulatory requirements related to these two effects. Other potential synergistic stressor
combinations that may affect cable and termination aging are discussed in Section 4.1 and
include (1) voltage stress in the presence of moisture (medium-voltage cable insulation);
(2) bending stress (tensile elongation) of thermal aged and/or irradiated organic cable materials;
(3) thermal cycling and gravity (vertical-horizontal cable runs); (4) thermal aging/irradiation of
organic materials in oxygenated environment; and (5) exposure of susceptible metallic
cable/termination components to oxygen, moisture, and ionic species.

4.1.6.2 Sandia Research on Combined Thermal-Radiation Aging Environments

Investigations performed by Sandia National Laboratories into combined thermal and
radiation aging environments are documented in References [4.5], [4.6], 14.9], [4.70]. As
discussed in Section 4.1.4.2, aging of most materials under a sequential aging regimen is
comparable to that of a combined (simultaneous) environment. However, for some materials
under certain conditions, this may not be the case. Hence, the properties of several common
cable insulation and jacket materials under combined thermal/radiation environments were
studied in an attempt to better understand the behavior of these materials under "normal' plant
aging conditions.
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Table 4-10 Chemical Aglng Summary for Cable and Terminttion Components

l ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 1 - .- S -s-- -

Relevant
Aging Material Property Aging Effeetf Potentially Applicable "It- Rlme

Stressor Meebansms Changes Indicatfons Affected Materials Then" Criterion Period Remarks

External Chemical Variations in -Softening All cable and Cable jackets, Varies with See Table 4-9
chemical reaction with elongation, temile termination organic insulation, or other duration
agents organics strength, density -Material discoloration materials organic components
(.1.5,1) exposed to direct

-Swelling chemical contact

Internal Corrosion of Reduced strength Pitting, wastage, Chemically None readily Generally Copper-catalyzed
chemical metals; and ntegrity of breakage, corrosion by- X-linked XLPE; determinable long-term reactions may affect
by- chemical metals; variations in product firmation; high chlorinated all elastomers
products reacdon with elongation, tensile electrical resistance elastomers (CSPE,
(4.1.S.2) organics strength, density (metals); softening, Neoprene°, etc.)

(organics) material discoloration, and
swelling (organics)

Heat Loss of fire Increased None evident All materials with None readily Generally Flammability may
and/or retardants flammability fire-retardant determinable long-term increase, decrease or
radiation additives remain constant with
(4.1.5.4) aging, yet magnitude

of overall effect is
small. Most modern
materials contain fire
retardants.

Moisture, Hydrolytic Changes in density, Reduced shield integrity, Mylar Cable shielding Varies with Significant moisture
heat degradation tensile strength noise (polyethylene exposed to high temperature ingress or shield
(4.1.5.2) terephthalate) temperature (above and exposure required

roughly 50) and humidity
high humidityt
moisture



Table 4-10 Chemical Aging Summary for Cable and Termination Components contd)

, ., w __. . , ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~Relevot .
Aging Materal Property Aging Effects/ Potentialy Applicable It- lT

Stressor Mechanisms cges Indicatlons Affected Materials Then" Crfteron Period Remarks

Oxygen, Electro- Reduced tensile and Pitting, wastage, Primarily ferous Metal components in Generally May afect
moisture, chemical fatigue strength; breakage, corrosion by- metals, although wet, oxygenated long-term conductors,
heat, corrosion reduced electrical product formation; high cuprous and environments shield/drain, and
soluble conductivity electrical resistance aluminum alloys terminations
ions may be affected
(4.1.5.3) . _

Oxygen, Oxidation of Electrical High electrical resistance; Metals Low-current Generally a Gold-plated contacts
moistre netals conductivity ditcoloration instrument long- term used in many
(4.1.5.3) applications where effect; applications to

contact electrical however, minimize oxidation
resistance is critical may occur

reatively
rapidly
under
certaint
conditions

Oxygen Thernoxida- Elongation, tensile Surface hardening, Most organics Susceptible materials Varies
(4.1.5.5) tive, strength embrittlement in oxygenated

radiation- environments subject
induced to ionizing radiation
oxidation of
organics

Ozone Oxidation of Elongation, tensile Surface hardening, SBR, Buna-N Susceptible materials Varies
(4.1.50) organics strength embritlement In oxygenated

envitonments subject
to ionizing radiaton

_- - . -. I. . ..

Notes:

1. May also affect other materials; see discussion in Section 4.1.5.6 of text.
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The approach used in the Sandia investigations was to expand upon existing time-
temperature superposition methodology (commonly embodied by the Arrhenius relationship)
through development of functional relationships using isothermal dose for a given amount of
damage versus dose-rate curves for various materials. These relationships were then
extrapolated to predict the time to equivalent damage (TED) as a function of dose rate for
various aging temperatures. In this manner, the time to achieve a given damage (in this case,
degradation of material tensile elongation to a predetermined value) can be predicted for a given
aging temperature, thereby providing an estimate of material longevity under combined thermal
and radiation environments.

Figure 4-9 shows a plot of TED versus radiation dose rate for an EPR material, as
predicted by the time-temperature-dose rate superposition model.

Results of the Sandia model predictions for very low dose rates show generally good
consistency to those of the standard time-temperature (Arrhenius) model. For example, as
shown in Figure 4-9, the curve for the 65°C aging temperature indicates a time to reach 100%
absolute elongation in excess of 100 years for a dose rate of 0.1 Gy/hr [10 rad/hr3, or 53 kGy
[5.3 Mrad] over 60 years. Therefore, at dose rates much lower than 0.1 Gylhr, the predicted
life (TED) is far in excess of 100 years. The Arrhenius model (Figure 4-1) predicts a time to
reach 50% absolute elongation of several hundred years at 65°C; hence, the results of both
models are seemingly consistent. Other materials show similarly consistent results at low dose
rates. One significant inconsistency is evidenced by the data for silicone rubber; the Sandia
model indicates a lifetime between O3 and 104 years at 65°C and low dose (<0.01 Gy/hr),
whereas the Arrhenius projection of lifetime in Figure 4-1 is in excess of 106 years at the same
tewmperature. Closer examination of the activation energies used, however, shows a great
disparity between the Sandia value (21 kcallmole, or 0.91 eV) and the value derived from a
manufacturer's qualification report (1.80 eV)"'; this disparity explains the large difference in
results, and underscores the sensitivity of Arrhenius lifetime predictions to the use of
formulation-specific activation energy.

As part of the Sandia studies, the concept of approximate life' is used to facilitate
compansons between materials. Approximate life is defmed as the time required for the
elongation of a material to decrease to 100% absolute under "normal" plant conditions of 45°C
[1130F] and 0.1 Gylhr [10 rad/hr]. Note that this concept is completely distinct from that of
qualified life previously described. Approximate life simply provides an esfimate of the
longevity of a material under the assumed plant conditions, based on the time-temperature-dose
rate superposition model. Table 4-11 lists some of the approximate life values predicted by the
Sandia model for various materials in combined thennal-radiation aging environments.

30 Note that Rockbestos was both the manufacturer of the silicone able used by Sandia and the source of the
test report containing the thennal aging data used to develop Figure 4-1.
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Fgure 4-9 rime to Equivalent Damage (IED) versus Radiation Dose for Anaconda
EPR (FR-EP) Insulation Material

It should be noted that part of the basis for the approximate life values listed in Table 4-11
was a radiation dose rate of 0.1 Gy/hr (10 ad/hr), which equates to a total dose of
approximately S3 Gy [5.3 Mrad] over 60 years. This is roughly the same order of magnitude
as the damage threshold radiation value for many cable system polymers (see Table 4-7), and
equates to doses found only in locations witiin primary contamment. A dose rate of 10 rad/hr
is substantially above the dose rate for most areas outside primary containment (in which the
bulk of plant cable is located); hence, the lifetimes predicted for these areas under the Sandia
model in References [4.5], 14.6], [4.9], and 4.70] would necessarily be longer, and would
approximate thermal-only (e.g., time-temperature superposition) aging as the dose rate
approaches zero. Ts, the approximate life values listed in Table 4-11 would seem to be
primarily applicable to cable system components located inside of primary containment, where
radiation degradation becomes significant. Also, the end of life criterion used in determining
the Table 4-11 values is 100% absolute elongation, which is more conservative than the criteria
to be proposed in Section 5.2.2.1.1, and used in Table 4-2 and Figures 4-1 and 4-5.
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Table 4-11 Approximate LIfe Values for Cable Inslation and Jacket Materials

Notes:
1. Derived from SAND90-2009 [4.91 and SAND91-0822 [4.70].

4.1.7 Discussion of Material Similarity

Although it is common to describe conductor insulations using the name of the base
polymer (such as EPR or XLPE), the constituents used to make electric cable insulation include
materials other than the base polymer in order to obtain specific performance characteristics that
cannot be obtained from the base polymer alone. Typical of an actual cable insulation
composition are the following: base polymer, clay, fire retardants, anti-oxidants, coloring
agents, and anti-radiation compounds. Table 4-12 shows the chemical composition of a typical
EPR formulation for nuclear plant cable 4.70].

In general, the larger the fraction of nonbase polymer additives, the more widely the
physical characteristcs and performance of the compound may vary from those of the base.
Additives often consitute more than half of the formulation. Because the additives are
proportioned on a weight basis and usually have higher densities than the base polymer, the base
polymer still may account for a large percentage of the volume of the insulation. Manufacturers
have their own proprietary formulations for each type of application of an insulation identified
by the base polymer. Some manufacturers often do not even identify the base polymer, choosing
to maintain this information as proprietary. However, because all insulations must meet
common requirements of the standard issued by ICEA, the basic characteristics of an insulation
are the same regardless of the manufacturer. Some of the performance requirements that any
insulation must meet are the followmg:

* minimum tensile trength
* minimum elongation unaged and aged
* minimum fire resistance
* minimum dielectric strength
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Material Application | Approximate Life (Years)

CSPE (Hypalon¢) Jacket -90

EPR Insulation > 100

ETFE (Tefzel') Insulation -100

LDPE Insulation -10

Neoprene Jacket -5

PVC Jacket -60

Silicone Rubber Insulation -50

XLPE (including XLPO) Insulation >100
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* temperature rating
* water resistance measured by specific inductive capacitance (SIC) or specific inswlation

resistance (SIR)
* thickness tolerances

Table 4-12 Chemical Formulation of a
Cable Material [4.701

"Typical" EPR

The specific composition of a material may play an inportant role in the longevity or
performance of a particular cable or termination organic material with respect to thermal,
radiation, or other aging influences. Thermal or radiation aging evaluations such as those
previously discussed ideally should be based on material aging data perdnent to the specific
formulation in use at the plant as opposed to data for a generically similar material. This is
particularly true of environmentally qualified components, because the demonstration of post-
accident functionality is dependent on the properties of the specific materials used during
qualification test. For non-EQ components or those qualified by analysis, use of generic
aging data may be the only viable alternative for the reasons stated in the next paragraph. While
there is substantial generic behavior of matrials, examintion of laboratory test data for various
cable system materials during preparation of this guideline [4.61, [4.8], [4.9], [4.60], [4.61],
[4.66], and [4.70] bas idicated that the performance of two ostensibly similar materials (e.g.,
belonging to the same generic class) may vary widely based on differences in chemical
formulation.
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Relative
Amounts

(by
Constituent weight)

EPDM 90
Low density polyethylene 20
Zinc oxide 5
90% Red lead dispersion 5
Paraffin wax 5
Zinc salt of mercaptobenzimidazole 2
Low temperature reaction product

of acetone and diphenylamine 1
Treated calcined clay 60
Vinylsilane 1
SRF black 2
Diadduct of hexachlorocyclopentadiene

and cyclooctadiene 33
Antimony oxide 12
Dicumyl peroxide 3
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At present, the exact chemical compounding of many organic cable system components
cannot be readily determined because (1) manufacturers will often maintain the formula of their
material as proprietary, (2) variations in the product may occur within a given production period
in the manufacturing facility, (3) the manufacturer may not keep records of adequate specificity
for the require historical time period, and (4) many manufacurers of cable installed in nuclear
plants are no longer in business, or the product lines have been sold and marketed under
different trade names and formulations. Furthermore, the cable/termination manufacturer's
source for the base polymer or other constituents of a given material may have changed over
time. 1OCFR5O, Appendix B quality assurance requirements are applicable only to safety-related
components; hence, manufacturer traceability for chemical formulation is more likely to exist
for such components. For nonsafety-related components (especially those manufactured many
years ago), information on precise formulation may be lost altogether. Note, however, that
many plants use the same type of cable for both safety- and nonsafety-related applications in an
effort to maintain uniformity and reduce the number of different cable products used in the plant
and maintained in stores.

Generally, cable system components produced by a given manufacturer can be differentiated
in terms of their production date/lot number. The specific cable lot or production date may be
obtabied through examination of plant or carrier records (including delivery tickets, purchase
orders/specifications, and receipts) or, in lieu of this information, contacting the manufacturer
dily (if still in business). However, knowledge that a cable reel purchased by the plant is
from one lot as opposed to another, or is of one formulation rather than another, is of little
practical value unless these differences can be correlated to differences in material aging
performance or qualification. For example, one formulation of a generic polymer may have
advantageous thermal aging properties; if it can be demonstrated that cable manufacured with
that polymer is installed, the estimated (and actual) life of that cable may be extended
accordingly.

With regard to EQ components, 1OCFR5.49(f) indicates that electrical equipment
important to safety may be qualified through testing or analysis of identical or 'similar" items.
No additional regulatory guidance as to what constitutes an adequate demonstration of material
similarity was located during the preparation of this guideline. ANSI/IEEE 323-1983
[4.96] discusses material similarity and indicates that the construction materials of the item
to be qualified should be the same or equivalent to those tested; any differences identified should
be shown not to affect safety function.

Note that a certificate of conformance (C of C) is typically issued by the component
manufacurer to indicate that a particular component was certified to a particular qualification
test report. It is the utility's responsibility to ensure that the materials, configuration, service
environment, etc. of the installed component are comparable to the parameters m the
qualification test report.

4.2 Determination of Applicable Aging Mechanisms and Effects

This section defines fte applicable aging mechanisms resulting from stressors identified in
Section 4.1. Stressors acting on cables and terminations and their components include:
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* Thermal
* Electrical
* Mechanical
• Radiation
* Chemical and Electrochemical
* Oxygen

Generic aging mechanisms associated with these stressors include the following:

Thermal

* Thermal degradation of organic materials

Electrical

* Voltage-induced degradation (including electrical treeing)
* Partial discharge
* Moistre-induced degradation
* Loss of urface insulating properties (including surface trackdng)
* Water treeing

Mechanical (Conductor and Metalic Termination Components)

* Vibration-induced fatigue
- Tensile elongation due to creep
* Maintenance handling wear (including work hardening)
* Incidental physical damage
* Electrical fault-induced tensile damage

Mechanical (Insulation, Jacket, and other Organic Components)

* Vibamtion-iduced cutting or abrasion
* Elongation and cutting/abrasion due to creep
* Incidental physical damage
* Electrical fault-induced tensile elongation
* Compression set
* (Note: instllation damage is not considered an aging mechanism.)

Radiation

* Radiolysis of organics
* Photolysis of organics

Chemical and Electrochenical

* Direct chemical attack of organics
* Chemical decomposition of organic materials
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* Electrochemical attack of metals (including oxidation and corrosion)
* Loss of fire retardants

Oxygen

* Tbermoxidative degradation
* Radiation-induced oxidation

Aging mechanisms for each cable and termination subcomponent considered to be
significant are discussed in Section 4.2.1; however, the applicability of some aging mechanisms
to actual cable systems may be very limited or the frequency of their occurrence may be
extremely low. For example, conductor corrosion is expected to affect only an extremely small
fraction of the cable population. For most cables, this aging mechanism will be of no
consequence. Similarly, UV-induced degradation of organics is significant only for circuits that
use components which are both susceptible to UV and exposed to subsantial UV sources (a very
small fraction of the total population). Hence, Section 4.2.2 identifies that subset of significant
aging mechaisms which is considered most important to continued cable and termination
functtonality. Those aging mechanisms considered nonsignificant (i.e., which have no
identifiable effect on functionality if left unmitigated) are discussed in Section 4.2.3.

4.2.1 Significant Aging M ns

An aging mechanism is considerd to be significant when it may result in the loss of
functionality of a component or structure during the license renewal period if it is allowed to
continue without mitigation. Loss of cable or termination functionality resulting from an aging
mechanism is determined through examination of the design function of each subcomponent and
the potential effect of the aging mechanisn on that function. In the following tables, these aging
mechanisms have been substantiated where possible through evaluation of operating history.
Tables 4-13 through 4-17 summarize significant stressors, aging mechanisms, associated
degradations, and potential effects of these degradations for each cable and termination
subcomponent.

4.2.2 Significant and "Observed" Aging M anism

Significant and observed' aging mechanisms are those significant aging mechanisms that
have been shown to occur with a relatively higher fequency than background within the
applicable voltage category. Classification of an aging mechanism as significant and observed
is based upon analysis of operating and maintenance experience. Those aging mechanisms that
are reflected in substantial proportions of the NPRDS and/or LER failure reports for a given
voltage category, are evidenced in information provided by host utilities or in surveys, or are
otherwise cited as significant in industry sources or studies, may be designated as significant and
observed mechanisms. This empirical approach is used because it descrbes an aging mechanism
and provides information on the frequency of occurrence in relation to other aging mechanisms.
Ihis approach also implicitly identifies only those aging maechanisms applicable to appreciable
portions of the total cable population (within a given voltage category) because such mechanisms
will, in generAl, result in greater numbers of faiures. Furthermore, it helps eliminate purely
hypothetical' aging mechanism and effects.
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Table 4-13 Summary of Cable Subcomponent Stressors, Significant Aging Mechanisms,
Degradations, and Potential Effects

| Cable Appleablell
Subeompoet Stressors Aging Meehanisms Degradation Potential Effects Remarks

Conductor Electro- Corrosion and oxidation of metals Corrosion/oxidation of Increased resistance and Generally requires severe damage to
chemical stess external surfaces heating at terminations jacket/insulation wall coupled with moist
(moisture, environment; more of a concern for fine
oygen, etc.) stranded conductors or high current

applications

Vibration, Fatigue; work hardening Embrittlement of Broken or weak Usually at or near terminations; rare
manipulation conductor conductor; high condition

resistance

Tensile stress Creep; tensile elongation; cold Elongation of conductor; High connecton Rare; most often associated with
now loosening of termination resistance/heating; improperly instaled and/or supported

reduced strength cables. Cold flow of aluminum conductors
only

Insulation Heat Thermal degradation of organics Embrittlement, cracking, Reduced IR; electrical
(including (environmental and ohic/induced melting, discoloration failure; noise; changes in
semi-conducting currents); loss of fire retardants flammability
shield) Radiation Radiolysis and photolysis of Embrittlement, cracking, Reduced IR; electrical Photolysis only applicable to sensitive

organics; loss of fire retardants discoloradon, swelling failure; changes in materials exposed to significant UV
___________ ________________________ __________________ flam m ability sources

Chemical Chemical degradation of organics Softening, swelling, Reduced IR; electrical Material specific; limited number of cables
agents flowing, cracking, failure exposed

discoloration

Moisture; Moisture Intrusion; water treeing; Pormation of water Reduced IR; electrical Water treeing for medium-voltage cable
contaminants contamination with dirt or foreign trees; contamination by failure only

material olublellnoluble ions
Voltage Voltage-induced degradation Tracidng path formation; Reduced R electrical Slow, long-term mechanism applicable to

(Including patial discharge); loss dielectric breakdown hiture medium-voltage cable operating at or
of surface insulating properties above 4 kV
(Including surfee tracking) _

Copper ions Copper-catalyzed oxidation Embrittlement, cracking, Reduced IR, electrical Identified in both radiation and tiermal
from conductor discoloration failure enviromnents for polyolefin materials

(EPR. LDPE, XLPE, XLPO).
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Table 4-13 Sumnary of Cable Subeomponent Stressors, Significant Aging Mechanism,
Degradations, and Potential Effects (cont'd)

Cable Applicable l

Subcomponent Stresors Aging Mechanfss j DegrdatIon Potenffal Effects Retearks

Oxygen Ihermoxidative and radiatiol- Embrittlement, cracidng, Reduced ER; electrical In oxygen environments, this is usually the
induced oxidation discoloration failre doninant stressor.

External Wear or ow-ycle fatigue Cuts, cracking, abrasion, Reduced R Work in area; personnel traffic; poor
mechanical tearing electrical failure support practices
œresses .

Conductor Heat Thermal degradation of organics; Embrittlement, cracing. Note 1; changes in
Jacket loss of fire retardant discoloration flammability

Radiation Radiolysis of organics; loss of fire Embrittlemett, cracking, Note 1; changes in
retirdants discoloration, swelling flannability

Chenical Chemical degradation of organics Softening, flowing, Note 1 Material specific; affects few cables.
agents cracldng, discoloration

Oxygen Thermoxidative, radiation-induced Embrittlement, cracing, Reduced IR, electrical In oxygen environments, this is usually the
oxidation discoloration failure dominant stressor

External Wear or low-cycle fatigue Cuts, cracking, abrasion, Note More common in panels or covers where
mechanical tearing wiring could be subject to tight bends,
stresses sharp edges, or pinching in covers during

reassembly. Work in confined space may
__aravate this type of aging.

Shielding Heat Tbermal degradation of organics Embrittlement, cracing, Reduced shield Applicable only to organic portions of
(including drain melting, discoloration effectiveness (increased shield (such as mylar) if any
wire, shielding noise or leakage) 
wraps, and Radiation Radiolysis of organics Embrittlement, cracking, Reduced shield Applicable only to organic portions of

raid) discoloration effectiveness (increased shield (such as mylar) if any. No
noise or leakage) photolysis

Chemical Chemical degradadon of organics Softening, flowing, Reduced shield Material specific; assumes penetration
agents cracking, discoloration effectivene (increased through outer jacket

signal noise or leakage
currents)
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Table 4.13 Summary of Cable Subcomponent Stressors, Significant Aging Mechanisms,
Degradations, and Potential Effects (cont'd)

Cable Applicable
Subcomponent Streors_ Aging Mechanisms Degradation Potential Effects Remarks

Tensile or Creep, tensile elongation Elongation/breakage of Reduced shield Usually associated with improper
other drain wire effectiveness; Installation or support of cable
mechanical accumulation of charge
stress . ._._.

Electro- Corrosion and oxidaton of metals Cortosion of shield and Reduced shield
chemical drain wire effectiveness;
(moisture, accumulation of charge
oxygen, etc.) . .

Oxygen Thermoxidative, radiation-induced Embrittlement, cracking. Reduced TR; electrical In oxygen environments, this is usually the
oxidation discoloration failures dominant stressor

Heat and Hydrolytic degradation Loss of shield integrity Reduced shield Rate of degradation proportional to both
humidity/ effectiveness fincreased moisture (humidity) and temperature
moisture noise/leakage)

Outer Jacket Heat Thermal degradation of organics Embrittlement, cracking, Reduced mechanical
meling, discoloration integrity and protection

from environment

Radiation Radiolysis; photolysis (of UV Embrittlement, cracking, Reduced mechanical Swelling of jacket may make re-
sensitive materials only) discoloration, swelling integrity and protection termination difficult

from environment 

Chemical Chemical degradation of organics Softening, flowing, Reduced mechanical Material specific
agents cracking, discoloration Integrity and protection

from environment

Oxygen Thermoxidative, radiation-induced Embrittdement, cracking, Reduced IR electrical In oxygen environments, this is usually the
oxidation discoloration failure dominant stressor

External Wear or low-cycle fatigue Cuts, cracking, abrasion, Reduced mechanical Work in area; personnel traffic
mechanical tearing integrity and protection
influences . from environment

Armor/Sheath External Work hardening or deformation of Bending or crimping; Reduced mechanical
mechanical metallic sheath reduced flexibility in integritylprotection from
Influences localized areas environment
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Table 4-13 SummarY of Cable Subcomponent Stressors, Significant Aging Mechanisms,
Degradations, and Potential Effects (con'd)

1. Degadtion of the conductor jackets of some bonded insulationrjacket systens may produce damage to the underlying insulation. This generally occurs only in cases
where the aging of the jacket is substantial, and substantial tensile stress (such as that during bending of the conductor) is applied. See Section 4.1.3.4 of this guideline
for forther information.
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Cable Applkb IRm k

S blompoe A c StreAe Aft Mechanisms Degradation Potential Eteek Remrks

Electo- Corrosion and oxidation of metals Corrosion of metal Reduced sheath integrity;
echemical sheath moisture/chemical
(moisture, intrusion
oxygen. etc.)

Chemical Corrosion and oxidation of Direct corrosion or Reduced mechanical Material specific; most materials
agents mtais; chemical degradation or chemical attack integrity/protection from specifically used to resist corrosive

organics (where installed) environent environments

Notes,
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Table 4-14 Svmmary of Connector Subcomponent Stressors, Significant Aging Mechanisms,
Degradations, and Potential Effects

Connector | Applicable |
Subeomponent Stressrs Aging Meethnisims Degradation Potential Effects jRemarks

Electrical Electo-chemical Corrosion and oxidation of Corrosion/oxidadon of Increased resistance and
contacts stresses (moisture, metals external contact surfaces heating; loss of circuit

oxygen, etc.) continuity

Mechanical stess: Wear; fatigue; work Bending/breakage of contacts; Increased circuit resistance May result from frequent
manipulation hardening wear of contact surfaces and heating; loss of asstmbly/disassembly of

.______________________ .______________________ contnuity connection

Dirt/ contaminants; Contamination with dirt or Foulingtcontamination of Increased resistance; loss of
moisture foreign material contact sutfaces continuity

Electrical Tensile/ Creep; tensile elongation; Embrittlement/breakage of Increased resistance/heating;
terminations/ fatigue stress; fatigue; work hardening solder joints; loosening of loss of continuity
solder joints manipulation compression fittings . .

Dielectrik Heat Thermal degradation of Embrittlement, cracking, Reduced IR; electical
materials _organics discoloration failure
(organic) Radiation Radiolysis and photolysis of Embrittlement, cracking, Reduced R; electrical Photolysis only for exposed WV-

organics discoloration failure sensitive organic materials

Oxygen Thermoxidadve, radiation- Embrhtement, cracking, Reduced IR; electrical In oxygen environments, this is
induced oxidation discoloration failure usually the dominant stressor.

Voltage, Partial discharge; loss of Tracking path formation; Reduced IR; electrical High voltage stress required
contaminants surface and/or volumetric dielectric breakdown failure

insulatig properties

0-Rings/seals Heat Thermal degradation of Embrittlement, cracking, Leakage or moisture May be agravated by
____ __ organics swelling, or discolotation Intrusion assembly/disassembly of connector

Radiation Radlolysis of organics Embrittlement, cracking, Leakage or moisture May be aggravated by
swelling, or discoloraion Intrusion assembly/disassembly of connector

Oxygen Thermoxidstive, radiation- Embrittiement, Seal failure In oxygen environments, this is
induced oxidation cracking,discolora on usually the dominant stressor

Chemical agents Chemical degradation of Softening, flowing, cracidng, Leakage or moisture Material specific; may be
organics swelling, or discoloradon intrusion aggravated by

assembly/disassembly of connector

~m

0:

0

0)
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Table 4-14 Summary of Connector Subcomponent Stressors, Significant Aging Mechanisms,
Degradations, and Potential Effects (cont'd)

Connector Applicable
Subeomponent Stressors Agng Mechmnfs Deadatlon Potential Effects Remarks

Compressive Wear Cuting, chafing, abrasion, or Reduced integrity; leakage
stress; adhesion during connector
manipulation aembty/disassenbly 

Stress relaxation Increased compression set Leakage Varies as function of material and
._______________________ ._______________________ aging environment

Hardware Electro-chemical Corrosion and oxidation of Corrosion, oxidation Loss of mechanical Occurs mostly in connectors
(coupling stress; moisture metals integrity; loose electrical located in moist or wet
mechanism, connections; increased stress environments
cable clamp, on cable or wire components
and backshell) Mechanical stress; Wear; fatigue; work Deformation/breakage of Loss of mechanical Overtightening; repeated

manipulation hardening components integrity; loose electrical assembly/disassembly (for
connections; Increased tress maintenance or surveillance); work
on cable or wire components in area/personnel traffic; stress

from attached cable-J
LA



Table 4-15 Summary of Compression and Fusion Fitting Subcomponent Stressors, Significant
Aging Mechanisms, Degradations, and Potential Effects

CoTnmaln 
Fitting Applicable I

Snbcomponent Stresors Agng Mechnfsms I Degradation Potential Effects Remarks Q

Crimped fitting Electro-chemical Corrosion and oxidation of Corrosion/oxidation of Increased resistance and
metals external surfaces heating; loosening of >

crimp; breakage of lug

Mechanical stress; Fatigue; work hardening Embrittlement or deformation Poor electrical contact Crimp may loosen with time due to
manipulation; of lug; loosening of crimp on (high resistance) thermal expansion, vibration, or other

insufficient crimp conductor effects (see cold flow of aluminum
l____.____.____.___ conductors; Table 4-13)

Mechanical Electro-chemical Corrosion and oxidation of Corrosion/oxidation of Increased resistance and i
clamp assembly metals external surfaces and clamp heating; failure of
(boltthardware) mechanism mechanism/loosening of

conductor

Mechanical stress; Fatigue; work hardening Embrittlement or deformation Poor electrical contact Clamp may loosen with time due to
manipulation of clamp mechanism and lug; (high resistance) thermal expansion, vibration, or other

loosening of lug on conductor effects; may be tightened

Fusion fitting Electro-chemical Corrosion and oxidation of Corrosiontoxidation of Increased resistance and Corrosion of weld depends on type of
metals external surfaces of lug and headng; failure of fusion process and materials used

weld fusion weld/loosening
._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . .of conductor

Mechanical stress; Fatigue; work hardening Embrittlement or deformation Poor electrical contact Fusion welds typicaly highly resistant
manipulation of lug; loosening of lug on (high resistance) to mechanical stresses

conductorI ., ,,__ . _ ,, . _ _.S .. . d~~~~~~~~~~
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Table 4-16 Sunnnmary of Splice Insulation Subcomponent Stressors, Significant Aging Mechanism,
Degradatons, and Potential Eftects

SpHece I I 
Insulaion Applicable |

Subeomponent Stresors | Aging Mechanisms Degadatiofn Potential Effects Remarks

Insuladon/ Heat Thermal degradation of organics Embrittlement; Reduced R;
sealing system (environmental and ohmic/induced) cracking; electrical failure
(including heat melting;
shrink and tape discoloration

wrap) Radiation Radiolysis and photolysis of organics Embrittlement; Reduced IR, Photolysis applicable only to exposed
cracking; electrical failure W-sensitive materials
discoloration

Chemical Chemical degradation of organics Softening; Reduced IR; Material specific
agents flowing; electrical failure

ctacking;
discoloration

Moisture; Moisture intrusion Comnamination by soluble/ Reduced IR;
contaminams insoluble ions electrical failure

Voltage Parial discharge1 loss of surface and/or Tracking path formation; Reduced IR; Slow, long-term mechanism applicable
volumetric insulating properties dielectric breakdown electrical failure to medium-voltage systems operating

at or above 4 kV

Oxygen Thermoxidative, radiation-induced Embrittlement; Reduced IR: In oxygen environments, this is
oxidation cracking; electrical failure usually the dominant stressor

discoloration

External Wear or low-cycle fatigue Cutfing; Reduced IR; Work in area; personnel traffic
mechanical cracking; electrical failure
influences abrasion;

tearing

-4
-4
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Table 4-17 Sumnmary of Ternnal Block Subeomponent Stressors, Significant Aging Mechanisms,
Degradations, and Potential Effects

Termnal1
Block Applicable

Subeomponsenlt Stressors Aging Meehsnbms Degrdaton Potentl ffeds Reors

Terminal Electo-chemical Corrosion and oxidation of metals Corrosonoxidation of Increased resistance and
hardware and (moisture, tenninab/lugs heating; C 
accessories oxygen, etc.) loss of continuity;

failure of hardware ___

Mechanical Wear. fadgue Loosening; Increased resistance or loss Wearldamage during landing of
srsses/ deformation or breakage of circuit continuity terninations
manipulation of hardware __P

Terminal block Heat Thermal degradation of organics Enbrittlement; Reduced IR;
(dielectric) cracking; electrical failure

discoloration . ___

Radiation Radiolysis or photolysis of Embrttement; Reduced IR; Photolysis applicable only to exposed tn
organks crcdng; electrical failure UV-sensitive materials

discoloration:l
swelling ____.__ _Z

Chemical agents Chemical degradation of organics Softening; Reduced IR; Material specific
cracking; electrical failure
discoloration

Moisture; Loss of surface imulating Contamination by dirt or Reduced IR; Failure more likely with combination
contaminants; properdes; contamination with other particulates; tracking; of dirt followed by condensation.
voltage foreign materhals formation of tracking eventual electrical failure

paths __

_ , ,, ,.i . ... _ . . .. _ §~~~~~~~~~~
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AGING MANAGEMENT GUIDELINE FOR ELECTRICAL CABLE AND TERMINATIONS

Although the total or absolute rate of occurrence for a specific aging mechanism or effect
cannot be reliably determined from the information sources used in this study, a good estimation
of the relative frequency of occurrence can be made. For example, it was determined from the
NPRDS data in Section 3.7 that thermal degradation of low-voltage cable insulation accounted
for a much higher percentage of failure reports than conductor corrosion. Therefore, it may be
inferred that the rate of occurrence of thermal degradation is much higher than that of conductor
corrosion. It should be remembered that because the data and industry information indicate that
the overall failure rate for cable and terminations of all voltage classes is extremely low (see
Section 5.4.2 of this guideline), even these principal' aging mechanisms are often of little
consequence to the continued functionality of the plant cable systems as a whole. Accordingly,
no truly significant aging mechanism/component combinations will be excluded through
consideration of only the significant and observed" aging mechanisms and effects. Finally, as
noted in Section 3, current operating experience does not include accident reliability data and
normal operating condition data may not be useful for predicting accident reliability.

An additional consideration relates to possible changes in the rate of aging or failures
identified in industry/plant data (such as NPRDS or LERs). Specifically, aging mechanisms or
effects that may not be observed at one point in time may later become more significant.
Therefore, the list of significant and observed aging mechanisms is not necessarily limited to
those described here; subsequent indications of increased failure rate/degradation in the data,
especially as more plants reach the end of their current operating period, may dictate
consideration of additional mechanisms and effects not currently included as significant and
observed."

It should be noted, however, that data from plants of ages ranging from a few years to more
than 30 years were used as the basis for the determination of significance, and no aging
mechanisms or effects occurring solely during the license renewal period (previously referred
to as age-related degradation unique to license renewal," or ARDUTLR) were identified as part
of this study. Furthermore, no appreciable enhancement or acceleration of aging stressors is
anticipated for most plants (for example, the mean ambient temperature or dose rate for cables/
terminations located in a given plant space is not expected to increase significantly as the plant
ages). Therefore, the likelbhood of substandally increased effects or failure rate resulting from
aging mechanisms cuently categorized only as significant' is considered low.

Section 3.7.6 identified the following aging mechanisms as occurring at a relatively high
frequency in comparison to other mechanisms:'

Low-Voltage Cables {icluding Panel and Hookup Wire)

* Localized thermal/thermoxidative aging and mbrittlement of insulation and
jacketinge

* Bulk thermallthermoxidative aging of insulation/jacketing due to ambient and ohmic
effects

31 Based on review of the operating history (NPRDS and LER) and other available industry sources.

32 Wherc required for environmental qualification considerations.
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AGING MANAGEMENT GUIDELINE FOR ELECICAL CABLE AND TERMINATIONS

* Localized radiolytic degradation of insulationljacketing

* Localized degradation of insulation/jacketing due to extemal mechanical stressors

Terminations

* Oxidized, corroded, or dirty connector contact surfaces

* Loosening or breakage of compression fitting lugs

Medium-Voltage Cables

* Wet aging of voltage-stressed insulation

Neutron Monitoring Cables

* Oxidized, corroded, or dirty connector contact surfaces

* Localized thermal, radiolytic, and incidental mechanical damage to neutron detector
circuit cables located in proximity to the reactor vessel

Based on the above considerations, these mechanisms were designated as the most
significant aging mechanisns for electrical cable and terminations used in low- and medium-
voltage and neutron monitoring systems. These mechanisms are summarized in Table 4-18.

In addition, one other related consideration regarding cable/termination aging was identified
in Section 3.7.6:

* Damage to medium-voltage cable insulation during installation

Cable installation damage is discussed further in Section 6 of this guideline.

4.2.3 Nonsignificant Aging Mechanism

Those aging mechanisms identified in Section 4.1 but that did not meet the cdteria for
significance are descrbed in the following three subsections.

4.2.3.1 Aging of Fller Material

Filler material is used to fill the interstices between individual conductors and maintain the
mechanical rigidity in some cables. Degradation of this material does not affect the aging or
functionality of the cable as a whole; fte only potential results are wicldng" of moistue along
conductors (if the ends are open and wet), loss of mechanical rigidity, or possible release of
chemical by-products from the decomposition of the filler.
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Table 4-18 Summary of Cable and Ternination Stressors, Significant and Observed Aging Mechanisms, Degradations, and
Potential Effects

Voltgge |Applicable Agingl
Category Component Subcomponent(s) Stressors Mechanisms Degradation Potential Effects Remarks

Low Cable Ins_ation and jaceing Heat, oxygen Themalthernioxida- Embritdement Reduced IR dlectrical
tive degradation of cracking, failure; increased
organics melting, discoloration vulnerability to
(environmental and failure in harsh
ohmicimduced environments
curre n,ts)_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

Radiation, Radiolysis and Embrittlement, Reduced IR; Photolysis only
oxygen photolysis of cracking, electrical failure applicable to

organics; radiation- discoloration, exposed UV
induced oxidation swelling sensitive materials

External Wear or low-cycle Cuts, Reduced IR; Work in area;
mechanical fadgue crackdng, electrical failure personnel traffic;
stresses abrasion, poor support

tearing practices

Connector Contact surfaces Electrochemical Corrosion and Corrosion and Increased resistance
stresses oxidadon of metals oxidation of external and beating; loss of
(moisture, surfaces of contacts circuit continuityoxygen, etc.) . . ,_.

Compression Lug Vibration, tensile Deformation and Loosening of lug on Loss of circuit
fitting stress fatigue of metals conductor; breakage continuity; high

of lug resistance

Medium Cable Insulation Moisture and Moisture intrusion; Formation of water Electrical failure
voltage stress water treeing trees; localized (breakdown of

.__ _ _ _ _ _ __ damage insulation)

.o
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Table 4-18 Summ of Cable and Ternnation Stressors, Signiflcant and Observed Aging Mechanisms, Degradations, and
Potential Effects (cont'd)

Voltage |||Applicable | Aging
Category Component Subcomponent(s) Strssors Mechanisms Degradation Potential Efrects Remarks

Neutron Cable Insulation Heat, oxygen Thermal/thermoxida- Embrittlement, Reduced IR; Typically occurs
detecting five degradation of cracldng, electrical failure near heat source

organics melting, discoloration such as reactor
___________ |(environnental) vessel

Radiation, Radiolysis of Embrittlement, Reduced IR; Typically occurs.
oxygen organics; radiation- cracking, electrical failure near or under

induced oxidation discoloration, reactor vessel
._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ sw elingI

External Wear or low-cycle Cuts, Reduced IR; Incidental contact,
mechanical fatigue cracking, electrical failure work in area
messes abrasion,

.__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ .__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ .__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ .tearin g 11

Connectors Contact surfaces Electrochelical Comosion and Corrosion and Increased resistance
stresses oxidation of metals oxidation of external and heating; loss of
(moisture, surfaces of contacts circuit continuity
ogen, etc.) I_I ______
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4.2.3.2 Electrical Fault-Induced Mechanical and Thermal Stress

Faults occurring in power circuits may induce significant forces and mechanical stresses on
cable and termination components.33 However, in most plants, (1) the total number of faults
occuring on an annual basis in relation to the number of power circuits in the plant is extremely
small, (2) the number of faults occurring on any one circuit during its lifetime (if any) is also
extremely small, (3) the fault clearing time is extremely short so that significant forces are
experienced by the cable for only a brief period, and (4) many cable runs are in conduits, duct
banks, or otherwise constrained so that damaging forces on cable and termination components
due to acceleration of the cable cannot be developed. Thermal stresses resulting from these
events, although potentiaUy large in magnitude, usually last only for very short durations and
occur so infrequently as to be an insignificant contributor to the thermal aging degradation of
organic cable and termination components.'

4.2.3.3 Aging of Tape Wrap

Mechanical tape wrap is used to maintain the mechanical rigidity of some electrical cables
during its fabrication. Degradation of purely mechanical tape wraps poses no threat to cable
functionality in that these wraps serve no real function after manufacture of the cable. However,
degradation of aluminized Mylar or other similar wraps used for shielding is considered a
significant aging mechanism.

33 Faults do not clude clectrical overload conditions for the purposes of this discussion.
34Note, however, that thermal degradation (such as insulation melting) may occur under extreme conditions
of conductor temperature.
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5. EVALUATION OF AGING MECHANISMS AND EFFECTS

5.1 Aging Management Review

The amended version of IOCFR54 [5.11 discusses the concept of an "aging
management review"; specifically, the Integrated Plant Assessment (IPA) described in
Section 2.4 of this AMG must list those structures and components subject to an aging
management review, and must demonstrate that the effects of aging on the functionality of such
structures and components will be managed to maintain the current licensing basis so that there
is an acceptable level of safety during the period of extended operation. Furthermore, the time-
limited aging analyses required by 10CFR54.21 for some SSCs,1 which form the basis of a
plant operator's conclusion regarding the capability of those SSCs, must consider the effects of
aging and be based on explicit assumptions defined by the current operating term of the plant.
The specific methods to be used by the plant operator in meeting these requirements are not
mandated; each operator can select the most appropriate method(s) or technique(s) for the plant's
aging management review.

Section 5.2 of this guideline discusses maintenance, surveillance, and condition monitoring
techniques applicable to electrical cable and terminations. Section 5.3 identifies those practices
and programs that are currently being used by plant operators to maintain these systems.
Section 5.4 evaluates the effectiveness of these systems in mitigating the significant and observed
aging mechanisms identified in Section 4.2. Section 6.3 discusses proposed methodologies for
performing an aging management review.

5.2 Maintenance, Surveillance, and Condition Monitoring Techniques for Evaluation of
Electrical Cable and Terminations

Maintenance, surveillance, and condition monitoring are performed to ensure that the
characteristics or attributes of components that are essential for operation are maintained. The
following generic activities may be performed during the operation, maintenance, testing, and
condition monitoring of cable systems:

* Visual or physical inspection

* Measurement of component or circuit properties

* Operability testing

* Cleaning

* Component repair or replacement

'The most notable example of a time-limited aging analysis (TLAA) for electrical cable and tenninations
is that pertaining to the qualified life of environmentally qualified components pursuant to 1OCFR50.49.
1OCFR54.21(c) requires such analyses to remain valid for the license renewal term; the analysis must be
updated or the effects of aging otherwise demonstrated to be adequately managed during the extended
operating period.
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* Thermographic inspection

* Monitoring of temperature or other enviromnental conditions

* Analysis of circuit .oading and operating time

* Arrhenius analysis and use of accelerated aging data

Each of these maintenance, testing, and condition monitoring activities is discussed in the
following subsections. Note that despite the apparent quantity of industry standards applicable
to electrical cable and terminations (Appendix C), little specific guidance is available for in situ
tests to evaluate the component condition or remaining qualified life. The great majority of
these standards do not address anticipated modes of failure. One notable exception is IEEE
1205-1993 [5.2], which provides useful information on identifying, assessing, and
mitigating the effects of aging degradation in Class E equipment. Although not specifically
oriented toward cables and terminations, much of the guidance is generically applicable to these
devices.

5.2.1 Physical Properties by Inspection

One of the most powerful techniques for evaluating the aging of cable systems is periodic
visual and mechanical inspection, because the effects of many degradation stressors (including
heat, chemicals, radiation, mechanical stress, moisture, and contaminants) are readily detectable
in this fashion. By simply observing physical changes in cable system components, their relative
condition can often be ascertained. For example, a cable that shows cracking or whitening and
is brittle is likely to have been exposed to heat and/or radiation. Similarly, a cable that has
softened and discolored may have suffered external chemical damage. However, the
effectiveness of this technique at detecting degradation may be limited in certain circumstances;
depending on the type of degradation mechanisms at work, a cable or component that exhibits
no outward indications of degradation may nonetheless be degrading at a significant rate.2

Physical properties to consider when inspecting components include:

* Surface condition (including cracking, crazing, texture)

* Color

* Size (swelling, shrinkage, deformation, or compression set)

* Physical integrity (tight or loose)

* Flexibility or embrittlement (requires manipulation in accordance with an inspection
procedure)

2 This limitation is also true of many other techniques, as discussed later.
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In addition, the presente of one or more of the followihg may indicate degradation:

* Dirt, dust, contamination

* Moisture/humidity

* Chemicals

* Corrosion by-products

* Wear products

When inspecting a cable or termintion component, several qualitative measures may be
used. These include a relative determination of cable flexibility (as opposed to that of a new or
significantly aged specimen); inspection of the scope, configuration, and depth of cracking
evident in a material upon bending; and evaluation of material hardness (for example, by
pressing a fingernail into the material). Much information can often be gained simply by
comparing the cable under evaluation with another of the same ype installed at another plant
location. However, unless the component will be replaced, care must be exercised to ensure that
any existing degradation is not aggravated by this inspection.

Physical access, adequate lighting, etc. are required to perform an inspection.
Consequently, it may not be possible to ispect some cables, for example, armored cable, cable
routed in conduit, and cable inside fire barriers. Focused periodic inspection of cable segments
at end devices, terminations, or near 'hot spots" will likely be the most beneficial, because most
cable and termination degradation appears to be localized. Bulk runs of cable may also be
inspected; however, experience has tended to indicate a much lower incidence of significant bulk
run aging compared to that occurring near end devices due to the typically higher incidence of
localized stressors (such as heat, radiation, and chemicals) near the end devices.

Degradation affecting internal termination components (such as 0-rings, contact surfaces,
etc.) can only be visually assessed through disassembly of the termination; hence, maintenance
activities that involve such disassembly provide a good opportunity to perform these inspections.
Some components can be inspected during non-maintenance periods or without disassembly. For
example, terminal blocks can be visually inspected during operation for signs of surface
tracking, insulator cracking, or other degradation. Similarly, corrosion of metallic components
can often be directly observed. Looseness of a connector or lug can often be identified by
moving the attached cable or graspmg the termination when it is deenergized.

One additional factor sh ould be considered when performing visual/physical inspections.
Based on the data presented in Section 3, much of the degradation noted in cable and
terminations (especially low-voltage systems) appears to occur at or near the end device.
Therefore, unless the entire run of cable is to be inspected, these efforts should be conducted
preferentially in the vicinity of end devices or near high stress areas, with bulk cable runs
inspected on a sampling basis. Because most plant maintenance activities are also focused on
these end devices, maintenance provides a good opportunity to conduct coincident inspections
of nearby cable and terminations. Accordingly, credit may be taken for those cases where cable
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system inspections are performed during maintenance. Note, however, that to take credit,
records containing evidence of performing inspections or inspection results must be retained.

Table 5-1 correlates various degradation mechanisms to their applicable inspection
techniques and indications. Note that these techniques are meant only as a guide and may not
be a suitable substitute for a more detailed evaluation and/or root cause analysis. Furthermore,
if some signs of degradation are noted through inspection, plant operators may wish to employ
more quantitative methods for assessing component condition.

S.2.2 Measurenent of Component or Circuit Properties

Diagnostic techniques to assist in assessment of the functionality and condition of power
plant cables and terminations are described in this section. Some of these techniques are useful
for evaluating installed cables, whereas others are destructive tests that must be conducted with
samples of cable materials removed from service. Some of these methods are useful for
predicting the long-term performance of cables, and others are useful primarily for
troubleshooting. The remainder consist of laboratory tests for characterizing the properties and
performance of specific cable materials. A limited number of these techniques are at a stage of
development to permit practical application, whereas others require further investigation and
evaluation to determine their usefulness as a condition monitoring, troubleshooting, or laboratory
evaluation tool. Currently available techniques are described in Section 5.2.2.1; those still under
development are discussed in Section 5.2.2.2.

The diagnostic techniques described below may also be categorized in terms of the type of
degradation they address. Localized degradation, as the name indicates, refers to aging effects
that are spatially localized within small areas or to one portion of a circuit. Bulk degradation
refers to aging that affects a relatively large portion of one or more circuits. For example,
thermal exposure of a termination and cable end connected to a motor would constitute localized
aging. Conversely, thermal aging of a number of circuits in an area with a high ambient
temperature would be considered bulk aging. With respect to diagnostic techniques, the
distinction is significant, because bulk degradation cannot necessarily be inferred from
measurement of a localized component area, and vice versa.

Significant changes in mechanical and physical properties (such as elongation-at-break and
density) occur as a result of thermal- and radiation-induced aging. For low-voltage cables, these
changes precede changes to the electical performance of the dielectric. Essentially, the
mechanical properties must change to the point of embrittlement and cracking before significant
electrical changes are observed. For medium-voltage cables, however, changes in mechanical
properties may or may not precede electrical failure. Accordingly, ffie test and diagnostic
techniques applicable to low-voltage systems may differ substantially from those used for
medium-voltage systems.
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Table 5-1 Inspection Techniques Applicable to Various Degradation Mechanisms - Cables and Terminations

Stremsor Aging IndIcatIous/ftects Detectable Appffcable Inspection Aecelergting
Categery Mehanism Tlrough Inspection Potential Cases TechWiqes Factors/Remarks

Themal Thernal Hardening, embrittlement, cracking, Ambient or localized themal Visutal Inspection Oxygen, radiation may
thermoxidative disoloration, surface crazing, exposure; ohmic heating - Flexibility determination accelerate

shrink-back, melting (n extreme - Evaluation of hardness
cases for thermoplastics) l

Radiation Radiolysis, Hardening, embrittlement, cracking, Ambient or localized - Visual inspection Oxygen, thennal aging may
oxidation discoloration, surface crazing, radiation exposure - Flexibility determination accelerate

swelling (with moisture) - Evaluation of hardness I

Photolysis Crazing, surface cracking, or UV exposure (indoor or - Visual inspection of surface Comparatively few organics
discoloration of UV-sensitive outdoor) - Flexibility determination are UV sensitive
materials - Identification of UV source

Displacement Embrittlement, discoloration, or Neutron exposure - Visual inspection Requires very high neutron
hardening of metals - Evaluation of dose

hardness/flexibility

Mechanical Bending/ Cracking of embrittled organics Bending or handling during - Visual inspection Frequently handled
manipulation maintenance or inspection - Flexibility determination components most susceptible

- Evatuation of hardness

Wear Fricdon; wear products Assembly/disassembly; - Visual Inspection Frequently maintained
(tetminttions inadequate lubrication - Feel during components most susceptible
only) assembly/disassembly l

Cable creep Piling of cable; cuts, abrasions, or lhermal cycling of cable in - Visual inspection Sharp edges/corners at point
other external damage to cable vertical-horizontal runs; of cable contact can increase
jacketinsulation; broken or improper support or likelihood of occurrence
defbmed terminations fairleader

Work hardening Hardening, discoloration, and Bending or handling during . Visual Inspection Frequently handled or
ultimate failure of metals maintenance - Evaluation of maintained components most

hardness/flexibility likely

Damage from External cuts, tears, chips, or Peronnel trafic; equipment - Visual inspection High maintenance or traffic
external abrasions (Note 1) vibration; incidental contact; areas, restricted spaces,
infhences poor maintenance or exposed sharp corners or

installation practices edges, manholes
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Table 5-1 Inspection Techniques Applicable to Various Degradation Mechanisms - Cables and Terminations (cont'd)

Stressor Aging Indications/Effects Detectable Applicable Inspection Acceleraffng
Category Mechanism Through Inspection Potential Causes Techniques Factors/Remarks

Electrical Water treeing No external indications of Exposure of susceptible - Visual inspection for Medium-voltage cable only
(cable only) degradation insulation materials to submergence/wetting

submergence/wetting while
energized

Partial Visible or audible ionization; Degraded insulation; nearby - Visualaudible inspection May produce rapid localized
discharge/ flashover metallic objects/edges degradation of insulation
ionization _

Surface tracking Formation of visible tracking paths; Degraded insulation in - Visual inspection May produce rapid localized
discoloration alternatively wet/dry location degradation of insulation

w contaminants

Moisture Visible moisture, discoloration, Submergence/wetting of - Visual inspection Most common insulation
intrusion corroded metallic components susceptible material and jacket materials

nearby, damaged cable impermeable to water
jacket/insuladon

Chemical Chemical Discoloration, softening, swelling, Spill, spray, or other contact - Visual inspection See Table 4-7 for
reacdon with odors with chemical agent; - Evaluation of material compatibility of materials
organics decomposition of hardness with various substances

jacket/insulator

Oxidation of Discoloration; formation of surface Oxidation of nonprotected - Visual inspection Accelerated by oxygen and
metals layer metals susceptible material

Electro- Cotrosion of Discoloration; formation of Exposure of susceptible - Visual inspection
Chemical metals corrosion byproducts such as iron metals to moisture and

oxides or cuprous chloride; pitting; oxygen
wastage

N:

1. Damage may occur internally for softer materials such as silicone ubber.
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S.2.2.1 Currently Available Cable Condition Monitoring, Testing,
and Troubleshooting Techniques for Cables

Currently available condition monitoring, testing, and troubleshooting techniques are listed
in Table 5-2. These techniques can be classified as either destructive, nondestructive, or
essentially nondestructive. Destmctive techniques, as the name implies, result in destruction of
all or part of the specimen under evaluation. Nondestructive techniques have no deleterious
effect on the specimen. Essentially nondestructive techniques generally use small specimens for
destructive testing; however, these specimens are so small that they may be removed from an
active cable or termination with little or no repair required.

The following paragraphs describe the basic heory of each identified technique as well as
its potential uses related to cable systems and terminations. These descriptions are not meant
to be exhaustive analyses of each technique, but rather an overview from an aging management
perspective.? Experimental results related to specific cable materials are included where
available. Note that the list of references presented under the "implementation" section of each
discussion is not necessarily comprehensive; other relevant guidance or research may be
available, potentially in the form of internal plant procedures or proprietary data. IEEE
943-1986 5.3] also provides some general guidance in selecting tests for power cable
condition evaluation.

Currently available maintenance, testing, and condition monitoring techniques are
summarized in Tables 5-3 through 5-5.

5.2.2.1.1 Destructive Techniques

Two measurements from a destructive techmique known as ultimate tensile testing are
discussed in this section:

* Elongation-at-break
* Tensile strength

Elongation-at-Break

General Description

Elongation-at-break (elongation) is a mechanical property that evaluates a material's ability
to elongate under tensile stress without cracking or rupture. Elongation testing is performed by
tking a dumbbell- or tube-shaped sample of the material and pulling it in an apparatus that
applies tensile stress by elongating (stretching) the specimen at a fixed velocity.

3 A CEA Report (Project No. 139DS75) cvaluating many of the techniques discussed below is expected to
be published in 1996. The EPRI Cable Diagnostic Matrix is expected to be pubished in 1996 as well.
This latter document will provide a step-by-step methodology for te evalion and analysis of various
types of cable and termination applications based on information supplied by the plant engineer.
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Table 5-2 Destructive, Nondestructive, and Essentially Nondestructive
Condition Monitoring Tecihiques

Trouble-
Degradation Test Test Fleld/Lab shooting

Ty T d Typ T ec qe C______ ___ategory Tet (TS) or CM

Destructive Tensile Testing, Localized2 Hands-on Mechanical Lab CM
Elongation-at-Break . .

Tensile Testing, Tensile Localized2 Hands-on Mechanical Lab CM
Strength .

Non- Compressive Modulus Localized2 Hands-on Mechanical Field CM
destructive High Potential (E-pot) Bulk Remote Electrical Field TS

Insulation Resistance Bulk Remote Electrical Field CM, TS
(IR)
Insulation Power Factor Bulk Remote Electrical Field CM

Polarization Index (PI) ullk Remote Electrical Field CM

Capacitance Bulk Remote Electrical Field TS

Partial Discharge Fairly Remote Ekctical Lab CM, TS
Localized

Time Domain Buk Remote Electrical Field TS
Reflectometry .

Tan Delta/Low Bulk Remote Electrical Field CM
Frequency Tan Delta

Density [Computed Localized2 Hands-on Physical LAb CM
Tomography (CT)]

Essendally Density (gradient Localized Hands-on Physical lAb CM
Non- columns)
destructive Oxidation Induction Locaized2 Hands-on chemical Lab CM

Time (01W)

Oxidation Induction Localized2 Hands-on Chemical Lab CM
Temperature
Fourier Transform Localized' Hands-on Chemical Lab CM
Infrared (FIR)
UV Spectroscopy Localized2 Hands-on Chemical lAb CM

Gel Content Localized2 Hands-on Chemical Lab CM

Plasdcizer Content Localized Hands-on Chemical Lab CM

Electron Spin Localized2 Hands-on Chemical Lab CM
Resonance
(ESR)INuclear
Magnetic Resonance

Notes:

1. Field echniqwes may also generally be used in the laboratory.
2. Test Is performed on localized sample of material; properties of bulk of material can be inferred.
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Table 5-3 Currently Available Destructive Condition Monitoring and Test Methods for Electrical Cable and Termdnations

1. Variation of elongation with aging Is material specific; however, elongation for most materials is inversely related to embrittlement.
2. Variation in tensile strngth with aging is highly material specific; some materials show increase in tensile strength with aging, some decrease. Many do not change

monotoinically.

r | | ~Applicable|r -- --.
DestrcSte Voltage Parnmeters Aging Mehniums Inslatlon/Jacket
Irechn1que 11YPe Categry |_Measured Physical Priniple Addressed Types Umitations Remarks

ltimate Lab All Elongation-at- Measurement of Thermal, radiolytlc. All (Note ) DestructIve; requires Industry standard
Tensile break (%. changes In mechanical, and specially prepared for measuring
Testing relative or elongation of cable chemical samples effects of aging

absolute) insulation/acket degradation of
specimens with insulation/jacket

._________ ____________ aging

Lab AU Tensile Measurement of Thermal, radiolytic, All (Note 2) Desuctive; requires Infrequently used
strength changes in tensile mechanical, and specially prepared but easily measured
(MPa or psi) strength of cable chemical samples; generally at the same ime as

Insulation/jacket degradation of poor correlation with elongation-at-break
specimens with insulation/jacket aging for most
aging materials

. . - . __ ._._
LA
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Table 5-4 Currently Available Nondestructive Condition Monitoring and Test Methods for Electrical Cable and Termdnations

-~ - _ _ _

- _ Appflsbbke

Technie T Cate M d 'lkd Plnipbe Aft Med bmS Ad dresed nsuatlon/Jackel yp LntUtlom R ar_otatstv Vola- , entr .. __ _ _ .___ _ __ ____..___'-I

Ctrestwe Field or CmpeivC Estiucni of Insulation and leul. roy wd chemical CSI. Heopree Outer wueae etst hardn or Effetive at ident
Modulus Lab -moduis jket ting; d fet son d degradation of insuboncket PVC,. SR, or EPR- scft with ain: decveness both locared and bulk
(indene (NImm or profiing of ltae Cable coites on XLP limited (eny gIng

.blin) _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ un.er .nvestigation) _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __unde _ _g

Hi-pot Vld Medium Lake Deion of mediwvolage Tlenl, rdo votage, All Effecive on shielded cable only; Affected by
currnt, votap cable Insuladon degradation via chemical, or mechanical dage ny not relc bulk dlect configuration

q,pied hig potena to Insulain aging

Insuladon Fid, LOW, Restan Decion ogoss cabe , tc, vo e. AN may not refM ata dielectrk Mot effecive on
Resistc La Medium (ohm1) Iusublao degradation via cemia, or mchn ia dmap propertisf 'utiona dfectd shieded cabk may na

mu of bulk dielectrk to insuln by tepn. humidity, and alwaa be dfetie |
Nd cimk resisnce cable lnh _

AC Impce Field. Low, Insation Detecon of bnlion Tfenraldiolytic, volte, AD Often nt refi diletrk
LJb Medium pwa factor dga ton via dielecrc ls chenk,al or meanial damae ging; AC stms limited by

a. capaitance to insulatio _mximum leakae Clrt_

Polriaton Index Fild, Medium Rtio of Detction of nulain Thermd, ioHYtic. volta, Note 2 Not genetaly effective on low-
Lab ristlaes degrdato vh tme-ependent chemical or mechanical d ge vote or extruded inultion

behavior of Insu1tion rtsisa to Insulation

Cacitance Fld, Low, Capactance Detect presence of moitre or Moure bin nl; inlslaioD AU Galy not flecdve o Most effective on|
(aidetr Lab Medium degdd isuato deradation dielcric aging; aielded cable

Pantal Disd e Lb Medium D e Ddedion of degradatn or Thernl, emia, or vtage. All Lare ac soc emidve to Shielded cable ondy
voids In cable imulton idced degio of hint surfac contamlns huldlty

Mem .. water treeing; oistu hsion

Dissilp Factor Field. Medbm Tangent of Mesuremnnt of dieectric ls Dqest of diectrk AU Bffeie on sheld cab only;
Lab phse ngie of latioe materials iroIturi hitsion may not rf diectic a __

1DR Fi Low, Iredn Detection of da in Oxldtlncorson or All Signaure affected by com d Precise signar
Lab Medium componentclcit Impdane tamFnisl; degradation of cempnerta; requir requid to detect agWing

inslatich interpretion. May nd reflect trens &
__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ .__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ dielectric agIng

Cnpetd Lab All Den"t Spatil pofili of po Te l. ther Idtive, Al Complx; nost prely
Tomography dersy rafation-induced agn amnerubi to I sfts elsution

Notes:
1. Compressive modulus of some PVC compounds may not be sensitive to irradiation.
2. Polarization Index is not effective on many extruded polymer insulations due to their short dielectric time constants.
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Table 5-5 Currently Available Essentially Nondestructive Condition Monitoring and Test Methods for
Electrical Cable and Terminations

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ * =5 .

ase"Itay Appiabe
Nondesrve Voltge Paaet r | C b t n Ab Im loW rke

Trchniq Tye Cto Meaured I ll be Addd Tre slsedbns R |

De y Lab A Denity We. or Masumnt of d ge in cable Themwxidaliv ad CSPE, EPR. Note I Desiy cium Nd

Opeolfc) bw jaebtlt t densty whh ain rTdlation-lduced oxition Neoprehe, PE. Azhimede princi
degration of PVC, some
iuulioWjacket XLPEa

Oxidation Lab AU Time to Estmai of emaining d1ru life Themoxave and EPR. PE. XLPE Note 1 Uses differential scunning

Induclon rme enemk of polymer tough an-oxidant radiation-induced eaorimet (DSC)

(OM readi (OM concertitlo degradon of insuuiion

Fourier Lab Al Infrwed Detetion of oxidaton (arbonyl Thernoxidative EPR, PE, XLPE Note 1; results somtimes difficuk

T sfom Trminncs goup) wihi polymr; coa degdation of hbultion; to interpret

Infraret (FrIlI) versus wave aging with d In pdymer radlation.blueed oxidation
mber chemil stcre a fbr some

naterils

UV Speusp Lab All UV Detecon of pbenyt gru ad Thermoxidt ad HMWPc Note ; results sometim difficul
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The length of a given portion of the specimen is measured to determine the elongated length
at which the specimen breaks, Results of this test can be expressed either as a percentage of the
initial length (absolute elongation) or as a percentage of the initial elongation-at-break (relative
elongation). Relative elongation is more commonly used.

Elongation can be correlated to the ability of the insulation to undergo localized tensile
strain, such as that produced during cable flexing or thermal transients. For low-voltage cables,
embrittlement of the insulation and jacket may result in insulation failure during operation.

Scission (bond breaking) generally produces reduced tensile strength; however, elongation
may increase, decrease, or remain essentially constant, depending on the type of polymer and
the level of degradation. Crosslinking (formation of bonds) primarily results in reduced
elongation and increased hardening and tensile strength [5.41, [5.5].

Advantages/Disadvantages

Elongation-at-break corresponds well with the level of thermal and radiation aging for most
materials, decreasing smoothly and monotonically as aging increases. This technique is
especially useful for low-voltage applications, where the electrical properties of the cable are
directly coupled to the mechanical properties of the insulation. However, XLPE and other
polyethylenes often show a less smooth correlation between elongation and thermal aging; for
some polyethylenes, a long induction period of little change in elongation is followed by a more
rapid decrease and embrittlement [5.6], [5.71. Other materials (such as CSPE and
butyl rubber) are somewhat different, with an initial drop followed by a smooth, slower decline.

On the other hand, quantitative generic acceptance criteria for elongation are difficult to
formulate due to variations in material properties, uncertainty associated with the elongation
measurements, and varying flexural requirements of cable installed in various applications
[5.8]. As the ratio of the bend radius to diameter for a given cable decreases, the strain
on the outer radius of the bend increases and the insulation (or jacket) will eventually rupture.
For most extruded rubber or crosslrked polymer materials, long molecular chains within the
material will stretch' under stress, thereby resultng in some relaxation of the stress at the outer
radius shortly after bending. In addition, the rate of application of strain is important in that
some specimens with significant remaining elongation may rupture if bent rapidly enough.
While it is possible for a cable with 0% remaining elongation to remain functional during a
design basis event, the 0% elongation condition is too fragile to be qalified for continued
service. Jacket and insulation materials on cables that are manipulated frequently or subject to
mechanical loading may crack and fault when the residual absolute elongation is low (S - 25%).
Reference [5.91 indicates that a "reasonable" range for an absolute elongation acceptance
criterion would be 50 to 100% (e,g., for e of 250%, this is equivalent to 20 to 40% relative
elongation). Okonite NQRN-lA, Appendix 2 [5.10] indicates that 40% relative elongation
is highly conservative. Reference [5.111 (page 12-5) indicates that 1) the common
assumption that 50% relative elongation is a very conservative criterion for embrittlement is
supported by EPR and Hypalon test results and (2) absolute elongation, e, should be used as
the degraded property of importance. Note that, although a large volume of data on the
elongation of cable materials has been compiled to date, reliable acceptance criteria have not yet
been formulated.
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A specimen several inches in length must be cut from a portion of the component to
perform elongation testing. This requirement has significant drawbacks for condition monitoring
of installed components. The removal of sections of cable is unrealistic for all but a few plants
that either have a significant number of cables abandoned in place or have preexisting spares.

For condition monitoring of artificially aged test specimens (i.e., specimens that are not
naturally aged), the effects of diffusion-limited oxidation (DLO) must be addressed.
Non-uniform aging through the thickness of a material can occur in specimens subjected to
accelerated temperature and/or radiation conditions. Elongation measurements of artificially
aged test specimens can be correlated with naturally aged materials by accounting for the effects
of DLO.

Implementation

Elongation testing is performed in accordance with ASTM D638 [5.12], D 412
[5.13], and Section 6 of the ICEA standard applicable to the tested material e.g., the
applicable standard for EPR materials is ICEA S-68-516 (NEMA WC8)]. Material elongation
may also be evaluated using mandrel bending or similar techniques; however, test acceptance
criteria are not available for mandrel bending and other techniques. Criteria for evaluating cable
materials based on their mandrel bend characteristics are not difficult to develop (e.g., the
absence of cracking in either insulation or jacket materials after wrapping a cable on a mandrel
could be used as acceptance criteria because elongation is directly dependent on mandrel radius.
Alternatively, Reference [5.14] describes the use of fractional strain (a product of
elongation and tensile strength) as a measure of polymer degradation. This latter technique tends
to display somewhat different results for certain materials (as opposed to standard elongation
tesing) by virte of the tensile strength component.

Tensile Strength

General Descq)7tion

Tensile strength measures the actual stress (force per unit area) required to rupture a sample
of the material under evaluation. Because the geometry of the sample specimen can affect the
results, test specimens are specially prepared and a precision test apparatus is used to accurately
measure the ultimate stress at failure. Specimens are pulled at a predetermined rate at a given
temperature in accordance with ASTM Standards.

Variations in tensile sength with aging generally result from changes in the molecular
stucture of the polymer. As molecular scission occurs, tensile strength is generally reduced due
to the breaking of long-chain molecules. Crosslinking, on the contrary, produces additional
molecular bonding between these chains and therefore an increase in tensile strength
[5.15]. Depending on the predominant aging mechanism for a particular type of material
at a given point in life (as well as other factors), tensile strength will vary accordingly.
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Advantages/Disadvantages

For many cable and termination polymers, tensile strength has little correlation to, and
changes little with aging 15.9]. A decrease in material elongation is closely related to the level
of embrittlement; tensile strength, however, is not nearly as sensitive to embrittlement as
elongation [5.81. As polymers age, tensile strength generally increases while elongation
decreases [5.5]. However, for some materials, tensile strength can increase and then decrease
with aging. In addition, a few materials (such as butyl rubber) have been identified in which
tensile strength decreases gradually with thermal aging [5.61. This behavior makes tensile
strength data more difficult to interpret. Also, tensile strength testing is destructive and
potentially affected by DLO; therefore, it suffers from the same limitations as elongation testing.

Implementation

ASTM Standards D638 [5.121 and D412 5.13] , and the applicable ICEA standard [e.g.,
the applicable standard for EPR materials is ICEA S-68-516 (NEMA WC8)], provide the
methodology for performing tensile strength testing.

5.2.2.1.2 Nondestructive Techniques

The nondestructive techniques discussed in this section are:

* Compressive modulus
* High potential (Hi-pot)
* Insulation resistance (IR)
* Polarization index (PI)
* Insulation power factor
* Capacitance
* Tan delta/low frequency tan delta
* Partial discharge (PD)
* Time-domain reflectometry (DR)

Compressive Modulus

General Description

Compressive modulus, a mechanical property of insulation and jacket materials, may be
used to monitor the aging of electrical cables and other polymer applications. 4 The concept
behind compressive modulus testing is simple; an anvil, moving at a fixed velocity, is pressed
into the side wall of a cable while the force is monitored. A load cell or similar force-measuring
device connected to the anvil monitors the force applied. Once the anvil touches the material,
its total travel is on the order of a fraction of a millimeter (a few hundredths of an inch). The

' The term modulus' typically refers to the modulus of elasticity. The Standard Handbook for
Mechanical Engineers definition is the ratio of the increment of unit stress to increment of unit
deformation, and is expressed in lbfi 2. However. the term has been used in relation to the Indenter
system for describing the ratio of the change in applied force to material deformation (brin).
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compressive modulus is calculated by dividing the change in force by the change in position
during inward travel.

Figure 5-1 depicts the relationship between compressive modulus, elongation, and aging for
a specific cable type. The data in Figure 5-1 was extracted from Ogden's indenter development
testing files for a material designated "TR," and is representative of a number of materials. The
legend abbreviations for material (TR) are:

Th(TR): Thermal (only) aging, indenter reading
Rad(TR): Thermal and radiation aging, indenter reading
Th(TR)R: Thermal (only) aging, relative elongation (e/eo) reading
Rad(TR)R: Thermal and radiation aging, relative elongation (e/eo) reading
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Figure 5-1 Relationship Between Compressive Modulus and Aging

Advantages/Disadvatages

Compressive modulus is an effective technique for insulation or jacket material that exhibits
an orderly change in properties as it ages.5 Certain rubber and rubber-like materials (some
types of EPR, silicone rubber, Neoprene0 , PVC, and CSPE) can be monitored in this manner.
The effectiveness of this technique for measuring the aging of crosslinked polyethylene is
currently under investigation; early results of one testing program indicate that XLPE which has
been considerably aged may exhibit trendable changes in compressive modulus, particularly at
advanced levels of aging [5.16]. See also Reference [5.17], which indicates that
degradation of XLPE can be tracked using compressive modulus. Other programs have
indicated no correlation between modulus and aging for XLPO/XLPE. In addition, if Neoprene8

5 Note that direct measurement of tie compressive modulus of the insulation is not possible for jacketed
specimens unless portions of the underlying insulation are exposed. However, in some instances, the
condition of the insulation may be correlated to the changes observed in the outer jacket modulus through
knowledge of the aging characteristics of both materials.
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or CSPE jackets have been used on cables with crosslinked polyethylene insulation, the jackets
may be used as indirect aging indicators for the insulation.

Comparison of elongation with compressive modulus by Sandia National Laboratories
showed a good degree of correlation; elongation was found to be a more sensitive aging
indicator at lower doses, whereas compressive modulus was the more sensitive aging indicator
at higher doses [5.9]. Data from one cable aging research program currently under way indicate
that for certain materials, the sensitivity of the compressive modulus technique (i.e., the change
in modulus for a given change in elongation) is relatively low until jacket/insulation elongation
has declined significantly. Accordingly, the technique may not be wholly effective at detecting
early changes in elongation for these materials. Other limitations associated with the use of
compressive modulus include the requirement to develop a correlation between outer jacket and
insulation aging for jacketed cables, and physical configuration effects (e.g., larger variations
in modulus due to variations in the number of conductors or the presence of shielding material)
for certain of types of cable.

Inplementation

The Indenter (Figure 5-2) is an example of a currently available test device using the
compressive modulus concept. The system is self-contained and portable, and may be used for
both in situ and laboratory evaluation [5.181, 5.19]. Laboratory and field test
programs have evaluated the efficacy of the Indenter system at monitoring component polymer
aging. Results of these programs indicate that compressive modulus and elongation both showed
good correlation with aging for jacket materials, except for XLPO and other polyethylenes [5.9],
[5.20]. In addition to the test programs, actal field use of the system for evaluation of
cable aging has also indicated good correlation between thermal aging and modulus, and the
system has been proven effective at evaluating and profiling cable damage reswlting from
localized beat and radiation sources (i.e., hot spots) [5.18], [5.21]. An EPRI report details
initial laboratory and in-plant trials with the Indenter system [5.22]. In parallel with the
EPRI program descbed above, a French utility has recently completed an evaluation of the
Indenter system for use in their plants, indicating satisfactory results [5.23],

One method of estimng the agig of environmentally qualified cable is through
companson of the compressive modulus measured for cable samples of the same type artificially
aged to the thermal and radiation levels in the original environmental qualification program(s)
with those measured on installed cables. Modulus readings less than those obtained from the
artificially aged specimens would be indicative of comparatively less aging. From this method,
the inference may also be made that so long as the modulus of the installed cable remains less
than that of artificially aged specimens that survive accident testing, accident performance will
be maintained. Note, however, that most qualification test specimens were thermally aged and
irradiated to comparatively low elongation values; therefore, use of the qualified condition as
the aging endpoint may not be practical or desirable for cable that is required to maintain
significant elongation (e.g., that which is routinely bent or manipulated). In such cases,
limitations on bending may be imposed, or such cables periodically inspected for cracking.
Furthermore, potential effects of nataral (i.e., low-temperature, low-dose rate) aging may not
be fully accounted for using this model. Several utility test programs are under way to correlate
compressive modulus and elongation under both accelerated and natural aging conditions.
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Figure S-2 Indenter Polymer Aging Monitor

High Potential

General Description

Two primar types of high-potential (hi-pot) testing may be used: breabdown and withstand.
Hi-pot breakdown testing involves the application of either an ac or dc signal to a cable to
determne the voltage at which breakdown of the dielectric occurs (breakdown voltage). Hi-pot
withstand testing is used to demonstrate that insulation can wifistand a given over-voltage
condition, and to detect weak spots in the insulation that could later result in in-service failures.
Hi-pot breakdown teting may be considered destuctive, whereas withstand testig is not.
Accordingly, bi-pot breakdown is generally not applied to installed cable. In addition, the use
of alternating current during over-voltage testing may be more damaging to cable insulation
integrity; therefore dc is preferred for post-factory testing. 15.24] (see p. 125). However,
some operators consider ac hi-pot testing to be more sensitive to locating minute flaws or
damage; see Reference [5.25] for a discussion of ac hi-pot and partial discharge testing.

Factory hi-pot tests are generally performed at comparatively high voltage levels (typically
300 Vdc/mil or 125 Vac/mil) or to the customer's specifications. In addition, cables are
acceptance tested immediately after installation to detect gross damage, usually at voltage levels
on the order of 80% of the factory tests [5.26].
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Post-acceptance, dc hi-pot withstand testing is normally performed only on shielded
medium-voltage power cable, 6 using one of two methods: go/no-go, or stepped or incremented
voltage application. In the first method, the voltage applied to the cable is raised rapidly in one
step to the desired dc value; if breakdown of the dielectric occurs (as indicated by increasing or
stable, non-zero test current), the test is failed. In the second method, a dc voltage is applied
and then raised in increments (five or more are recommended). At each increment, exponential
decay of the current is expected (based on polarization of the dipoles in the material, and
dissipation of the capacitive and absorptive currents). If the current continues to increase after
a new voltage step, the dielectric is approaching breakdown and the test is halted. Caution must
be used to ensure breakdown is not reached and the insulation potentially damaged. So long as
the instability falls sufficiently above the normal operating voltage of the circuit, the cable may
be returned to service until the next evaluation or replacement [5.27]. Note that maximum
withstand voltages used in post-acceptance testing may vary significantly based on the industry
standard and manufacturer of the cable.

Even if no post-acceptance testing of the cable systems is perforned directly, many plants
will perform high-voltage testing of loads or end devices through the connected power cable and
terminations. For example, testing of motor winding insulation is commonly performed via the
load center or switchgear. However, the voltage levels associated with such testing are typically
far below those that would be imposed upon dc hi-pot testing of the cable itself.

Another high potental test that may be used to locate cable faults after installation is known
as thumping"; this process involves subjecting the faulted cable to high voltage dc until the
voltage collapses (fault arcing). The test is often performed several times successively in order
to localize the fault; hence, multiple voltage transients and reflected high-voltage waves may be
imposed on a given section of cable insulation during the process [5.281.

Advantages/Disadvantages

Hi-pot breakdown testing may be of more use to older insulation systems (such as oil/paper,
butyl, and natural rubbers)' and early types of EPR and XLPE; it is effectively useless on new,
relatively unaged EPR or XLPE. This stems primarily from the inability to positively relate
breakdown voltage and material condition. XLPE has higher initial dielectric strength than EPR
of similar rating. Evidence indicates, however, that the dielectric strength of wet-aged XLPE
insulation decreases initially and then stabilizes at a value somewhat below that of EPR [5.26],
[5.291. For either material, however, hi-pot breakdown testing is not effective as an aging
measurement tool because the variation in breakdown voltage is not constant or predictable, and
the possibility of insulation damage is high as breakdown is approached. Withstand testing, on
the contrary, is useful at demonstrating continued cable functionality at a given over-voltage
level without jeopardizing insulation integrity, although no correlation to aging has been shown.

Use of ac hi-pot and partial discharge testing on newly installed cable has been shown to
be effective at identifying gross defects in shielded cable. For unshielded cable, however, two

6 Although commonly used as production acceptance tests, hi-pot testing is not normally perfonned on
low-voltage cable after installation.

7 These types of insulations were not characteristically used in nuclear power plants.
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problems exist: (1) since a uniform ground plane is not defined, some of the sites of defects or
damage on the insulation may not be exposed to sufficieiit voltage stress to be identified, and
(2) some sites may be exposed to very high stress and actually be damaged during testing.
Further research is being conducted in this area 15.30]. In addition, ac hi-pot test
equipment is larger and more unwieldy than comparable dc sets.

As discussed in Section 4.1.2 of this guideline, one EPRI study [5.31] indicates that
dc hi-pot testing did not adversely influence the ac breakdown strength of unaged or artificially
aged XLPE insulated cables. However, the study did indicate that hi-pot testing of artificially
aged cables with reduced dielectric strength resulted in more rapid degradation than similar
cables not subjected to this testing, and that the effects of dc testing were most apparent on
specimens that contained a new section of cable, a splice, and an aged section of cable. Also
observed was an increased failure rate with multiple hi-pot test applications.

Reference [5.32] documents dc hi-pot testing of virgin specimens of three low-voltage
cable types' at 240 Vdc/mil. Each specimen was subjected to 20 test cycles (5 min energized,
5 min deenergized, designed to simulate actual testing) while submerged in water and then
subsequently energized to determine breakdown voltage. The breakdown voltages of the cycled
specimens were then compared with those of specimens not exposed to testing to determine the
effects (if any) of the hi-pot exposure. The study concluded that testing at 240 Vdc/mil did not
degrade the cables.

Implementation

A number of standards (e.g., IEEE Standard 400 [5.33]; IEEE Standard 141, Chapter
11 [5.24]; IEEE 943 15.31; ICEA S-68-516/S-66-524 [5.34]; and AEIC CS5 and CS6
[5.351 and (5.361) provide guidance for the performance of dc high potential testing,
including recommended test voltages. Note that IEEE Standard 400 specifies voltages that are,
in general, much higher than those zecommended by the ICEA and AEIC standards.9 ASTM
Standards D149 [5.37] and D3755 [5.38] give practical information concerning ac
and dc hi-pot testing of materials.

Substantial concern exists that hi-pot testing may adversely affect the life of medium-voltage
cable [5.31], [5.28]. Many cable manufacturers provide guidance on hi-pot testing of their
cables for periods up to 5 years after instllation; beyond this age, the effects of environment
on the cable with spect to potential damage from hi-pot testing should be evaluated
[5.39], 5,40]. If testing is to be performed on shielded medium-voltage power
cable, the guidance of IEEE 400 [5.33], IEEE 690 5.41], AEIC Standards, and ICEA
Standards should be considered. Unshielded medium-voltage cables should not be hi-pot tested;
rather, the insulation resistance should be measured.

'Okonite Okolon, Brand Rex XLPE, and Rockbestos silicone rubber.

'AEIC cable standards (including CS6-87 EPRI [5.35] and CS5-87 XLPE) 15.361) are oriented toward
purchase specifications and manufacturing. Several specifications for medium- and high-voltage cables
specify the hi-pot testing to tabulated values when manufactured, to 75% of tabulated values during
instllaion, to 80% of tabulated values after installadion but before service, to 65 % of tabulated values for
the fisst 5 years of scrvice, and to 40% of tabated values after 5 years of service. No discussion of the
rationale for this schedule or limitations of the test's value was located.
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Insulation Resistance (IR)

General Description

Insulation resistance (IR) testing typically uses a direct current to measure the electrical
resistance of a dielectric such as cable insulation to provide an indication of its overall dielectric
capability. The measured resistance of an insulation material depends on several factors,
including the geometry of the system being measured and the dielectric resistivity of the
material. Due to the arrangement of the conductor in a typical cable with respect to the
insulation, the section of the insulation with the lowest dielectric resistivity will generally
determine the characteristics of the entire cable (parallel resistor concept). The resistance of
dielectrics is usually both time and frequency dependent; this behavior results from the
polarization or charge displacement within the material. Accordingly, current flowing through
the dielectric can be broken down into conductive, capacitive, and absorptive components.
Charge displacement within the material generally occurs within various time frames, ranging
from a few nanoseconds to several seconds or even minutes, depending on the atomic and
molecular processes being considered. Accordingly, one or more time constants'" based on
exponential decline of the polarization current (i.e., transient capacitive and absorptive
components) can be empirically determined for each material. Insulation resistance is typically
measured using commercially available equipment (megohmmeters) with diffenng dc voltage
levels to measure resistance [5.42]. Voltages of 500 Vdc, 1000 Vdc, and 2500 Vdc are
common, although higher voltages may be used.

Advantages/Disadvantages

IR may give some indication of the aging of connections; however, it is generally
considered of little use in predicting the aging of a cable 15.41. IR properties of dielectrics may
change little until severe degradation of mechanical properties occurs. These measurements
display some gradual changes with aging, but are generally nowhere near as sensitive to aging
as techniques based on mechanical properties (such as elongation or compressive modulus) [5.61,
[5A3], [5.44], [5.45]. Conversely, even gross insulation damage may not be
evidenced by changes in IR; for example, an insulation cut-thogh surrounded by dry air may
not significantly affect IR readings. Acceptance criteria are difficult to determine due to the
many factors that affect IR, including temperature along the cable, humidity, and the condition
of the terminations. Testing is usually conducted as a pass/fail and values may not be recorded.
Data from one utility indicate some variation in IR as a fumction of voltage on low-voltage cables
[5.26).

IR is insensitive to thermally imduced degradation for SBR, PVC, butyl rubber (BR). PE,
and EPR [5.46]. Therefore, this technique may be insensitive to advanced thermal
degradation before the onset of significant craceking. Once cracking of the insulator occurs,
other techniques (such as partial discharge) may be effective at detecting these defects [5.46].
The use of computerized R testng with multiple sampling over time may allow further
refmement of this method.

'(Multiple time constants result from he use of more han one material in he chemical formulation.
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The dc insulation resistance of unshielded cables (i.e. those with no metallic shield in
proximity to the outer surface of the insulation) tends to be somewhat erratic due to the absence
of a well-defied ground path; IR, therefore, depends primarily on the surface conditions of the
insulation. Because variations in the surface condition at different locations on the same cable
may exist, it is very difficult to formulate any conclusions regarding aging trends based on the
IR obtained from these types of cables. IR can be useful for detecting shorts in insulation that
has been wetted or exposed to steam (even in localized areas) due to the increase in ion mobility
[5.45], [5.471, [5.48]. Surface R may also be measured on terminal blocks and
similar components as an indication of the presence of degradation or tracking paths.

Plant operators have used a high-voltage IR test on medium-voltage cable to differentiate
between gross water-aged/damaged rubber insulation (which should be replaced in the short-
term), and comparatively unaged or undamaged cable that may be operated for a longer period
15.49].

Implementation

lnstalled cables are tested for IR per EEE Standards 422-1986 [5.50], 690-1984
[5.41], and 43-1974 [5.511. IEEE Standard 422 testing is performed to determine whether
any damage has occurred to the cable during storage or installation. The standard explicitly
states that these tests may not detect damage that may eventually result in cable failure. IR is
measured between any possible combination of conductors in the same cable, and between any
conductor and station ground (with all other conductors grounded). In acceptance testing, IR
is used to detect gross installation problems prior to energization. Detection of such problems
can prevent catastophic damage at first energization. See also the general guidance contained
in IEEE Standard 141 [5.24] and ASTM D257 5.52] concerning the measurement of
insulation resistance in materials.

Polarization Index (PI)

General Description

Insulation resistance varies as a function of time proportional to the polarization current
through the dielectric as described above. The polarizaton index (PI) is the ratio of the
polarization current at two different times. PI is traditionally measured using the polarization
currents at times of 1 min and 10 min after application; however, because the rate of change of
the polarization current may vary with temperature, materials, or equipment configurations,
these times may be varied as required to obtain a meaningful result for a specific application.
The basic theory of this test is to compare the initial capacitive, conductive, and absorptive
currents in the dielectric material with the conductive current at a later time. The ratio is
indicative of the state of the dielectric; the higher the ratio, the better the condition of the
insulation. A low polarization index, where conductive currents dominate capacitive and
absorptive currents, may indicate electrically degraded insulation [5.42]. A value of less than
one can indicate high volumetric leakage [5.15]. The conductive current through the insulation
is generally related to ion mobility; polymers generally have high dielectric resistivity because
their ion mobility is low. The intduction of water into the material can be especially effective
at reducing dielectric resistivity, as water facilitates ion mobility within the material and also
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generally contains ions of its own. Resistivity generally decreases with increasing temperature.
Also, resistivity increases with increasing electrical frequency due to the inability of the
polarizing charges to react to the rapid changes in electric field induced by the test signal [5.42],
[5.43].

Advantages/Disadvantages

PI measurements are subject to many of the same limitations as IR, as they are based on
common measurements. Caution must be exercised in interpretation of PI test results, because
trending of the ratio over time may provide more insight into insulation condition than the results
of an individual test (which does not appear to be sensitive to aging effects).

PI is insensitive to thermally induced degradation for SBR, PVC, BR, PE, and EPR [5.46].
Therefore, advanced thermal degradation before the onset of significant cracking may not be
readily detected. Once such cracking of the insulator occurs, other techniques (such as partial
discharge) may be effective. The effectiveness of PI for other degradation mechanisms (i.e.,
wet cables) has yet to be assessed [5.46].

Implementation

See previous discussion of insulation resistance.

Insulation Power Factor

General Description

Insulation power factor testing (or Doble testing) is a means by which the condition of cable
insulation may be assessed. The basic premise of this testing is the detection of changes in the
dielectric properties of the insulation, which can be associated with the effects of thermal,
radiation-induced, voltage (partial discharge), or mechanical damage or wetting. The power
factor of an insulation is defined as the cosine of the angle between the charging current and
voltage vectors [5.531. In simple terms, insulation power factor is a measure of the stored
energy of the charging current.

When a dc potential is initially applied to insulation, charging current will vary as a
function of time; a finite period of time is required for the insulation to charge," after which
the charging current will stabilize. This effect stems from the energy required to realign dipoles
within the insulation, commonly known as the dielectric absorption loss. However, when an
alternating current is applied to the same insulation, the dielectric field (and therefore alignment
of the dipoles) is never fully accomplished due to the alternating fields; hence, the charging
current remains relatively high, and the dielectric losses roughly constant with time.

An insulation power factor test apparatus measures the charging current and dielectric loss
from which the power factor, capacitance, and ac resistance may be determined. As the length
of insulation being tested increases, the charging current and dielectric loss (in watts) at a given
voltage also increases. However, the ratio of the charging current and dielectric loss is a
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constant, independent of length, for a given cable. This ratio will change if insulation properties
change or material defects are present.

Insulation power factor tests are generally applicable only to shielded medium-voltage cable,
and are made with the circuit out of service [5.26], [5.53], [5.54]. Normal test voltages
used for power factor testing are on the order of 1 to 10 kVac. Typical power factor values for
cables having metallic armor or grounded shield are 3 to 5% at 20°C; power factors for
ungrounded or unshielded cables may be higher. Increases in power factor with temperature are
relatively small for most modem cable types [5.54].

Advantages/Disadvantages

Insulation power factor testing is generally more effecdve at locating insulation defects or
deterioration than dc tests such as IR. It provides a measure of the overall condition of the
insulation, which is independent of the amount of insulation being tested; however, the greater
the amount of insulation tested, the less any defects can be localized 15.541. Therefore, isolation
of susect cable runs or components during testing is beneficial. Because the technique uses an
ac signal, it more accurately simulates operating conditions for ac systems (the majority of cable
systems in the typical plant). In addition, because dielectric absorption losses in an insulation
are related to the moistre content and the presence of other impurities, small changes in the
moisture content of an insulation may result in significant changes in the dielectric losses and
therefore the required charging current. These changes may be eadily detected through
measurement of the charging current and comparison with previous values.

Note that the physical limitations of the test set (in terms of producing the required charging
current) may limit the length of cable that may be tested at one time. Maximum testable cable
lengths are typically on the order of 500 to 1000 feet (152 to 304 m).

Inpementation

NEMA WC-54 1990 (ICEA T-26-465) [5.551, ASIM D150 [5.56], and
References [5.53] and [5.54] provide information and guidance on power factor testing of
electrical cables and materials. Additional information may be found in the minutes of the Doble
Client Conference, available only to Doble Engineering Co. clients. Figure 5-3 shows a
simplified schematic of a test circuit.
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METER

Fige 5-3 Simplified Schematic of Insulation Power Factor Test Circuit
(Courtesy of Doble Engineering Co.)

Capacitance

General Descrption

Capacitance measurements are used to detect moisture in cable insulaton, and in adjacent
conduit and duct bans. Moisture present in the insulation or jacketing may substantially
increase the measured capacitance. In shielded cables, the meared capacitance depends only
on the interposing dielectric (in this case, the insulation between the conductor and the shield).
In unshielded cable applications, the capacitance measurement will reflect the capacitance of both
the cable and the space sounding the cable. Therefore, moisture located either in the
jacketfmsulation or mmediately surrounding the cable will affect the capacitance.

AdvantagesIDisadvantages

Because the capacitance of a cable or termination may or may not be affected by aging-
related degradation of dielectric materials, its use as an aging measurement tool is limited. Wet
insulation may reflect a change in capacite; however, this cbange cannot be coupled to the
condition of the insuation. Because the presence of (or changes in) the ground plane may affect
the capacitanc reading taken on an unshielded cable, comparison of capacitance readings to
detect moisture intrusion may be better suited to shielded applications; however, submersion of
unshielded cable is readily detected as well. The capacitance of dry inslation is generally
affected little by increases in temperatre; however, the capacitance of wetted insulation may
increase significantly [5.261, [5.53], [5-571.
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Implementation

Capacitance measurements may be made through a variety of commercially available
equipment such as a capacitance bridge or one of the integrated electrical measuring systems
such as ECAD0 or CHAR' described later. Reference [5.57] provides some discussion of the
use of capacitance measurements on power cable. See also Section 6 of the applicable ICEA
standard [e.g., the applicable standard for EPR material is S-68-516 (NEMA WC8) [5.34], see
the portion of Section 6 addressing EM-60 testing] and ASTM D150 [5.56], D470 [5.58],
and D4566 [5.59].

Tan Delta/Low Frequency Tan Delta

General Description

Tan delta (dissipation factor) is an electrical test technique that measures the tangent of the
loss angle at a single ac frequency. Tan delta indicates the variation of the circuit's dielectric
impedance; this variation is primarily the result of bulk cable conductance and capacitance. The
loss angle between the real and imaginary components of the signal is indicative of the dielectric
losses of the insulation at that frequency. Low-frequency dissipation factor testing is similar to
dissipation factor testing yet is measured at lower signal frequencies in order to take advantage
of differing dielectric properties as a function of frequency [5.60]. [Note: Time-domam
spectroscopy (TDS), a related technique, is discussed later in the next subsection.]

One researcher noted that increases in Tan delta with aging for XLPE were very noticeable,
but the overall magnitude of these changes was much smaller than that for PVC. This was
thought to be consistent with low molecular loss features that characterize XLPE. For PVC,
a rapid initial decrease in Tan delta with thennal aging, followed by relative stability, was noted.
This behavior can be correlated with observed canges in plasticizer content of the material
[5.46].

AdvantagesIDisadvantages

The most significant limitation with this technique is that it is difficult to apply in the field
to unshielded cables [5.46]. Other limitations are that (1) the system can only measure an
t average' of the insulation, (2) a shield (ground reference) is required to avoid significant
environmental interference, and (3) the test must be performed with the end devices
disconnected.

Implementation

Tan delta is measured using currently available electrical equipment (such as a waveform
generator and spectrum analyzer). ASTM D150 [5.56] and D470 15.58] and References [5.57]
and [5.112] provide some guidance on Tan delta measurement.
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Partial Discharge (PD)

General Description

Partial discharge testing involves the application of an ac high voltage to a cable insulation
system to detect high frequency discharges at sites of insulation degradation. In nondegraded
isulation, partial discharging becomes significant only when voltages well in excess of normal
are applied. In degraded cable (such as that with insulation cracks, cuts, inclusions, voids, or
damaged shielding), the voltage required to induce discharging may decrease substantially,
thereby indicating degradation [5.26] and [5.47]. Figure 54 shows a typical partial discharge
pulse (partial discharge voltage as a function of time).
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Figure 54 Partial Discharge Pulse for Defect in XLPE Cable Inslation
(Courtesy of Ontario Hydro)

Advantages/Disadvantages

Limitations associated with partial discharge testing include the requirement that cables be
disconnected from their loads for testing (to avoid noise interference and potential damage to the
load), and a large and heavy test set (ac power supply). In addition, partial discharge testing
is best suited to testing of shielded cables, although some work has been done on testing of
unshielded cables. Test data indicate that partial discharge is effective at determining the
presence of certain defects in the cable's insulation or shield. Partial discharge was detected on
unshielded 5-kV cables in which adjacent conductors were grounded. Attempts to perfonn PD
testing on 600-V cables did not have similar success in one program 15.30]; however, anoffier
test program indicated that PD holds some promise for detection of low-voltage incipient defects
[5.661. A further difficulty in testing either shielded or unshielded cables is attenuation of the
PD signal as it propagates from the discharge site to the measurement locations.
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Implementation

IEEE Standard 454-1973 [5.611, ASTM D470 [5.58] and D2633 5.62], and
References [5.30], [5.48], and [5.46], [5.631, [5.641, [5.65], [5.66],
[5.67], [5.68] provide additional information and guidance on partial discharge
testing.

Ime-Domain Reflectometry (TDR)

General Description

Time-domain reflectometry (TDR) testing is used to characterize the impedance of an
electrical circuit [5.4], [5.69], [5.70]. TDR is a technique that applies an electrical
radio frequency (RF) pulse into an out-of-service circuit to determine the impedance
characteristics of that circuit. Reflection of the pulse occurs at those points in the circuit where
the electrical impedance changes. The electrical impedance of a circuit is determined by both
real (resistive) and complex (inductive or capacitive) components within the circuit. When the
pulse encounters a change in inpedance, a portion of the signal is reflected from the impedance
change interface back toward the point of origin. The magnitude of this reflection is a function
of the relationship between the change in impedance at the interface and the characteristic
impedance of the circuit. Small changes or discontinuities in impedance result in accordingly
small reflections, whereas large variations in impedance produce large changes. TDR equipment
generally plots the reflection coefficient as a fction of time (which can be directly related to
distance through knowledge of the signal propagation speed) to identify and locate changes in
circuit impedance. If a baseline plot of the circuit has been previously obtained, direct
comparison of the two TDR signatures can be made to identify changes in characteristics.
Generally, these identifiable changes are from gross variations in condition such as wetting of
a once-dry circuit, or increased resistance at a connector interface.

Advantages/Disadvantages

The prinary function of TDR testing is diagnosis or troubleshooting, and TDR has been
demonstrated to be effective at detecting and locating degraded components. However, its
effectiveness as a predictive aging measurement or condition monitoring tool is quite limited in
that very precise baseline signatures of each circuit would be required to distinguish the small
changes in cable and termination properties induced by aging. This is especially true for cable
insulation degradation, because changes in circuit impedance resulting from changes in cable
capacitance due to aging are negligible with respect to test method capabilities. For other circuit
components such as connectors, splices, and terminations, more readily apparent changes in the
TDR signatre due to corrosion or loose connections may be noted [5.4], [5,30], 15.691. Some
data indicate that TDR is capable of detecting small changes in voltage stress in both shielded
and unshielded cables [5.261. However, the data also indicate that isolation of the cable from
external effects may be required to detect such changes in unshielded cables.
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Implementation

See discussion of integrated measurement techniques that follow.

Integrated Measurement Techniques (ECAD@ and CHAR75

General Description

The ECAD" (Electronic Characterization and Diagnostics, CM Technologies Corp.) and
CHAR' (Automatic Characterization System, CHAR Services, Inc.) systems are used for
condition monitoring and troubleshooting of de-energized plant circuits, including components
such as penetrations, terminal boards, and splices. Development of these systems began after the
need for in-contaiment testing of circuits was identified at Three Mile Island. The system
applies dc, low frequency ac, and radio-frequency (RF) test signals to a circuit to monitor its
electrical characteristics. These low-voltage dc and ac measurements provide lumped values of
circuit loop resistance, inductance, insulation resistance, capacitance, and dissipation factor.
Figmre 5-5 shows a typical ECADe system.

Figure 5-5 ECADe Integrated Tesfting Suite

Advantages/Disadvantages

Measurements of these parameters can provide information relating to degradation of circuit
components such as deterioration of insulation, intrusion of moisture (wetting), or corrosion, as
wel as other circuit problems (opens, faults, improper grounding, noise, and development of
shunt ground paths). Both system callbration and testing are computer-driven, thereby enhancing
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accuracy and test repeatability. Data obtained during testing are automatically stored to facilitate
rapid testing and subsequent retrieval.

The ECAD" and CHAR"Ksystems are effective primarily for troubleshooting; although they
do provide trendable data, no defmitive correlation between measurement of such electrical
parameters and cable/ternination longevity has been established. Also, temperatre and
humidity measurements are required to allow compensation of some readings (such as insulation
resistance) [5.70], [5.71], [5.72].

Implementation

ECADt and CHAR' testing are performed in accordance with manufacturer's guidance and
applicable plant procedures (see, for example, Reference [5.701).

5.2.2.1.3 Essentially Nondestructive Techniques

The eight essentialy nondestructive techniques discussed in this section mclude:

* Density
* Oxidation induction time (OIT)
* Oxidation induction temperature
* Fourier transform ia (FrIR)
* UV spectroscopy
* Gel content
* Plasticizer content
* Electron spin and nuclear magnetic resonance

Density

General Description

The density of a material is defined as the mass per unit volume. Exposure of many
common cable polymers in air over time has been shown to result in measurable changes in the
material's density; accordingly, these changes may be used to estimate the degree of aging
experienced by the specimen [5.731, [5.741. See Figure 5-6. Although generally
small in magnitude (usually less than a few percent), these readily measurable changes may
result from the effects of termal, chemical, and radiation exposure either alone or in
combination. Mechanically induced changes in density can also occur, such as those resulting
from long-term compression of the material, changes in its physical structre, or residual stress
from the formation process 5.9], 15.75], [5.76], [5.77].

Scission, crosslinking, and oxidation of polymers can affect their molecular structure and
thereby their physical properties mcluding density) 15.151, [5.75]. Changes in density resulting
from these processes are not uniform; in general, they vary as a function of exposure to
temperature and adiation, and spatially within a given material.
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Several techniques for measuring density may be employed. One method extracts a small
sample (< 1 mg) of the material for measurement in a density gradient column. The sample
required is small and this method is considered essentially nondestructive. As with any other
technique that removes a small sample of material from the cable, the results obtained from the
analysis may be highly site specific (localized), and may not be directly applicable to the bulk
of the material. Somewhat larger samples (-5 mg) can be measured using the Archimedes
approach in which density is calculated from the difference in the sample's mass when weighed
in air and in a liquid.
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Figure _-6 Density versus Aging for XLPE Insulation (Courtesy of Ontario Hgdro)

Another technique for measuing polymer density uses computed X-ray tomography (CT)
to profile the density of fte matrial while it is still installed on the cable. This method scans
the cable in "slices," measuring X-ray absorption (Houndsfeld CT number); density is almost
directly proportional to the absorption for most polymers [5.78]. Absorption data obtained
from all the slices are convolved by computer to form a three-dimensional representation of the
density of the cable.

Advantages/Disadvantages

The CT density measurement technique is potentially capable (with additional development)
of some in situ monitoring of both the cable jacket and insulation with no material sampling
required, and would more effectively capture the three-dimensional density variations within the
material being examined [5.78]. This is in contrast to the sampling methods, Archimedes and
density gradient columns, which require removal of samples. Note, however, that access to
many installed cables may be sufficiently limited to preclude the use of currently bulky CT
equipment.
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Screening data from dne test program indicate that for some insulation and jacket materials,
bulk density changes consistently with aging (generally increasing). For other materials,
however, density did not appear to change significantly or unidirectionally, although the expected
density changes were of the same magnitude as the scatter in the data (i.e., the test protocol was
not implemented carefully) [5.9]. Density measurement could be an effective CM technique for
certain materials; however, additional, more comprehensive evaluation must be performed to
identify those materials susceptible to the technique and to establish acceptance criteria for those
materials. Further development of test methodology is being pursued at Sandia; very promising,
preliminary results were released in Summer 1996.

Implementation

ASTM Standard D792 [5.79] descnbes density and specific gravity measurements.
ASTM D1505 [5.80] discusses density measurement via the density-gradient technique.
Computed tomography (CT) is discussed in ASTM Standards E1441 [5.81] and E1570
[5.82].

Oxidation Induction Time (OI)

General Description

Oxidation induction time (11) is a means of evaluating aging by measuring the period of
time before a small sample of insulation experiences rapid oxidation when subjected to a
continuous elevated temperature in an oxygen environment. The test evaluates the amount of
antioxidants remaining in an insulation material. As long as the antioxidants are not entirely
depleted in the material, the mechanical and electrical properties for many materials remain
relatively stable. Even a few percent of the initial antioxidant is often sufficient to prevent
mechanical degradation of a polymer. When the antioxidants are depleted, the material
properties will begin to degrade, in some cases relatively rapidly.

OIT testing is currently being developed for use in monitoring the condition of insulation
and jacket materials of cables in nuclear power plant service. To perform an OIT test, a smal
sample of insulation or jacket (-8 mg) must be removed from the cable. OT testing is
performed using a differential scanning calorimeter (DSC), in which the material is heated to
approximately 2151C (4190F) in oxygen and held at this temperature (the exact temperature
depends on the material being studied). The energy required to sustain the temperature is
monitored. When the energy required to maintain temperature begins to decrease, the material
has begun an exothermic reaction, indicating that the antioxidants have been depleted and that
rapid oxidation is occurring. The period from the start of the test until the point of rapid
oxidation is the oxidation iduction time. For experimental convenience, the test temperature
is selected so that the OrT of an unaged sample is approximately 45 to 60 mn; aging leads to
reductions in the OIT. OTs of less than I min often indicate that the insulation has reached
embridtlement; at values greater than 1 minute, significant elongation is often, but not always,
present for polyolefm materials [5.46], 5.83J, 5.841.

Figure 5-7 provides examples of OIT results for an MLPE insulation aged at various
temperatures. OIT changes in an orderly mamer in proporion to the degree of aging.
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Promising results have also been noted relating OrT to elongation. Comparison of OIT with
elongation indicates that OIT is an early indicator of oxidative aging (decreases rapidly with
increased aging) [5.461. For certain materials, physical parameters such as elongation or tensile
strength can be misleading if taken alone, and OIT may be more useful as a life prediction
technique [5.73]-
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iIgure 5-7 Oxidation Induction Time at 2001C 392OJF1 after Aging at 1200C [248 1ll
130°C 2660 'F, and 140°C 2840 Fj for XLPE (Courtesy of Ontario Hydro)

Advantages/Disvantages

OIT results for many XLPE formulations are relatively easy to evaluate in that there is a
clear change in the OIT plot when the eaction transition occurs. Figure 5-8 shows a clean'
OIT profile for a XLPE. The intersection of the slope of the stable heat flow region and that
of the decreasing heat flow region is used to determine the Off. Some materials, such as highly
flled EPRs, have plots that are more difficult to interpret in that there are smaller amounts of
polymers in the material and they are mixes of polymers that react in a less orderly fashion than
single polymers do. An OIT proflle may require substantial interpretation due to its complexity.

The test can be considered to be essentially nondestructive; although samples have to be
removed, they are generally small enough that cables do not have to be destroyed or removed
to obtain them. Samples are expected to be taken by removal of terminal lugs, stripping a small
segment of insulation (0.5 cm or less) and re-lugging the conductor. If information is requhred
about the cable at some point other than the termination, scrapings of the jacket or insulation can
be taken, and the scrapings may be shallow enough that repairs to the insulation are not
necessary. As with any other technique that removes a small sample of material from the cable,
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the results obtained from the analysis may be highly site specific (localized), and may not be
directly applicable to the bulk of the material.

Tim imtea)

Figure 5-8 Differential Power Curve and OIT Extrapolation for XLPE Material Aged
to 0.1 MGy [10 Mradsj (DSC Temperature of 215°C [419-Fj)

(Courtesy of Dr. A. Reynolds, University of Virginia)

Implementation

oIT testing is an established test methodology. Efforts currently under way (sponsored by
the Electric Power Research Institute) will provide a standard methodology and acceptance
criteria for nuclear power plant cable. Acceptance criteria for OIT may be developed by a
number of methods, including (1) repeating the aging" portion of the EQ program and
measuring the corresponding O1f values (as previously described for compressive modulus) or
(2) by correlating OIT values at various levels of aging to elongation or some other physical
parameter. An EPRI report detailing OIT developmental efforts is expected to be published in
1996.

ASTM Standards D2633 5.62], D3895 [5.85], and D4565 [5.86] discuss
procedures and methodology for performing oxidation induction time testing and specimen
preparation. References [5.6], [5.46], [5.731, and [5.87], [5.88], [5.89],
[5.901, [5.911, [5.92], [5.93], [5.94] provide additional
information.

" Diffusion-limited oxidation during aging would make this approach conservative. This approach could
be implemented for other methodologies, with similar results.
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Oxidation Induction Temperature

Oxidation induction temperature is similar to the OT testing described above, but uses a
constant rate of temperature increase (as opposed to a constant temperature) to measure the aging
of a given sample. The objective of the testing is to determine the temperature at which an
exothermic (or endothermic) reaction occurs; this temperature is representative of the loss of
antioxidants and therefore the degree of aging of the specimen. For less severely aged material,
the length of the test is shorter than that for OIT. Other attributes of the process (such as
required equipment and specimen size) are identical to OT testing described above.

Fourier Transform Infrared (TIR)

General Description

Fourier transform infrared (FTIR) spectroscopy uses changes in the infrared absorption
spectrum of a polymer to detect chemical changes resulting from various aging influences. It
is useful in studies of oxidative processes, because chemical functional groups that contain
oxygen (such as ketones and ethers) are easily detected by this technique. As infrared radiation
impinges upon the subject material, chemical bonds of these groups are stretched, bent, or
rotated, thereby absorbing some of the incident energy. Due to the physical characteristics of
these molecules, absorption information is present at wave numbers12 between 650 and
4000 cm!. Fourier transformation is a technique by which multiple spectra for a sample are
obtained and mathematically added" to reduce the effects of random noise and interference
[5.95].

Two primary methods are used in basic infrared spectroscopy: transmittance and multiple
intenal reflectance (MIR). Transmittance is useful for thin films where degradation has likely
occurred throughout most of the material. However, for thicker materials tat have experienced
only surface degradation, MIR is useful for identifying the effects of the degradation for the
surface layers only. Figure 5-9 shows an absorbance (inverse of transmittance) spectrum for an
XLPE insulation as a function of therml aging.

FTIR spectroscopy may be performed using a comparatively small sample of the material
under analysis; however, the size of the sample is somewhat determined by the type of material
being tested. For example, many EPRfEPDM compounds contain significant percentages of clay
fillers, which dictate the use of different operating modes 3 (and therefore sample sizes) in
some equipment. In addition, he type of sample preparation required may be different; grinding
of the material may be required to permit a representative reading to be obtained. Accordingly,
characterization of the technique as essentially nondestructive may be misleading in cases where
larger samples are required.

Experimental data indicate that aged and oxidized polyolefins exhbit a carbonyl band at a
wave number of roughly 1730 cmr' 5.46]. The behavior of XLPE, PE, and EPR is similar in
that absorption peaks occur after a lengthy induction aging period. The presence of the carbonyl

12 Wave number = Iwavelength

13 Such as acoustic sensing (PAS) or attenuated reflectance (ATR).
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band also indicates the oxidation of irradiated XLPE; however, this technique has proven less
successful for EPR, SBR, and PVC. In one experiment, carbonyl formation preceded sharp
declines in elongation for XLPE and HDPE in every case. For EPR, carbonyl formation was
coincident with the decline in elongation. For most cable insulating materials, the carbonyl peak
may be detected in advance of embrittlement [5.46].

.
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Figure 5-9 FTIR Spectra of Filled XLPE Insulations for (a) unaged material, and
thermally aged at 130°C [266FJ (b) for 99 days, (c) for 235 days, (d) for 330 days, and

(e) for 425 days (Courtesy of Ontario Hydro)

Advantages/Disadvantages

Some limitations are present for FlIR spectroscopy, including the relatively expensive,
complex test apparatus and the requirement for prepared samples; hence this technique is
currently suited for laboratory measurements, but not measurement of installed cables. Note
also that FTIR spectra are highly material specific, thereby often requiring significant
interpretation. Results may also be applicable only to the localized area from which the
specimen was drawn. In addition, the appropriate test methodology and mode (i.e.,
transmittance, reflectance, etc.) largely depends on the type of material being tested and the
information sought (e.g., antioxidant type/concentration versus level of aging/depletion).

Implementation

ASTM Standard D2140 [5.96] provides guidance on performance of FIR
spectroscopy on some materials. As previously indicated, the test methodology is highly
material specific. No other relevant standards were identified in the literature.
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UV Spectroscopy

UV (ultraviolet) spectroscopy uses UV radiation for the detection of phenyl groups of
antioxidants in non-crosslinked HMWPE. This technique is similar in principle to infrared
spectroscopy, but addresses different polymer chemical constituents, due to differences in the
wavelength of the incident radiation 5.97]. See the previous discussion of the FTIR
technique. ASTM Standards E275 [5.98], D1416 15.99], and E169 [5.100]
provide information on UV spectroscopy.

Gel Content

General Description

When a polymer is dissolved' 4 in a solvent, the amount of polymer that is nonsoluble is
refered to as the gel content. The weight of solvent picked up by the gel at equiibrium
determines the weight swelling ratio. Laboratory measurements of gel content and swelling ratio
can give an indication of whether a polymer has undergone scission or crosslindng reactions.
In general, when a polymer undergoes crosslinking, the gel content increases and the swelling
ratio decreases. Chain scission causes the opposite effects. In a non-crosslinked polymer,
solubility decreases as crosslinking increases. The solvents xylene and toluene are commonly
used for measuring solubility for XLPE and EPR, and SBR and butyl rubber, respectively.

For some XLPEs and EPRs, gel content and swell ratio remain relatively constant until just
before material embrittlement; however, this behavior appears to be formulation specific. See
Figure 5-10 for PVC (left) and butyl rubber (right) materials. PVC exhibits a long induction
period of thermalrTadiation aging before becoming insoluble due to crosslng as indicated
by the step increase in the gel content curve. For butyl rubber, the insoluble fraction decreases
dramatically as the material undergoes chain scission resultg from thermal aging/irradiation
15.46].
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Figure 5-10 Gel Content, Elongation, and Tensile Strength vs. Aging at 120'C [248 l]
for PVC and Butyl Rubber (Courtesy of Ontario Hydro)

u 'Me trm 'extractedo is used to descnbe a situation where a polymer is dissolved in a solvent.
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Advantages/Disadvantages

Samples used for analyzing gel content are significantly larger than those used for OIT
testing (typically on the order of a few grams versus - 10 mg for OIT). This is still a relatively
small amount of material and the analysis may be performed without removing large quantities
of cable material. However, gel content is highly material specific, with some materials
exhibiting little correlation to aging during the initial induction period. By the nature of the
sampling procedure, the results are also localized.

Inplementation

See ASTM Standard D2765 [5.101] for guidance on performing gel content and
swelling ratio analyses.

Plasticizer Content

General Description

Plasticizers are organic liquids or solids added to hard or tough resins to impart flexibility
or other desired mechanical qualities [5.102]. Common materials most likely to contain
plasticizers include PVC and CSPE; whereas PE, EPR/EPDM, and SR generally do not contain
plasticizers. Plasticizer content is a measure of the remaining fraction of plasticizer within cable
and termination materialsand is determined using a chemical extraction process. During the
early stages of aging, plasticizer content tends to decrease fairly rapidly and is related to
elongation-at-break. At later stages, plasticizer content is relatively stable while elongation
continues to decrease (Figure 5-11). Degradation in the earlier stages appears to be controlled
by plasticizer content, whereas in the later stages, it seems to be controlled by oxidation and
other aging processes. It may be inferred that a minimum plasticizer content is required to
prevent embrittlement of PVC, and that the volatility of the plasticizer governs PVC's overall
longevity (Figure 5-11) [5.103]. No relationship between plasticizer content and radiation
aging has been identified for PVC [5.461. No data pertaining to plasticizer content as a function
of aging for other materials were identified in the literature.

Advantages/Disadvantages

As with all sampling methods, analysis of plasticizer content indicates the aging of only a
localized portion of the component from which the sample was drawn. Measurements require
only a small sample of the material under analysis.

Implementation

See ASTM Standard D2765 [5.101].
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Figure 5-11 Plasticizer Content and Elongation vs. Aging at 1200C [248E for PVC
(Courtesy of Ontario Hydro)

Electron Spin and Nuclear Magnetic Resonance

General Descrintion

Electron spm resonance ESR) provides information about the structure and concentration
of free radicals in polymers based on the magnetic alignment of free (unpaired) electrons in these
materials. Energy in the form of microwaves (at the resonant frequency for the free radical of
concern) is applied in a direction perpendicular to an applied magnetic field, the strength of
which is varied. At certain levels of magnetic field intensity, the microwave energy will be
absorbed by the specimen and an absorption peak will result. The concentration of a given
radical is proportional to the amount of incident energy absorbed. Because the concentration of
certain radicals may vary as a fnction of aging of the material, the aging of the material can
be tracked based on the concentrations of radicals detected. ESR is somewhat similar in
application to FTIR described previously, because the absorbance maximum is related to the
concentration of a given radical (i.e., the intensity of the absorbance peak will vary with aging).

Nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) spectroscopy is a technique which records transitions
between the energy levels of magnetic nuclei in an external magnetic field. NMR spectroscopy
involves absorption of the energy of electromagnedc radiation in the radio-frequency region by
a samplc placed in an external magnetic field. NMR is more widely used as a method for
determining the chemical strucure of organic compounds [5.95]. It has historically been
evaluated for use in the characterization of the water-polymer reaction occurring during water
tree growth in polyethylene insulations; however, its sensitivity and usefulness in this application
appears low [5.97].
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Advantages/Disadvantages

Both NMR and ESR are laboratory techniques that require a specimen of material for
analysis; thus, neither are suitable for in situ testing. The test equipment is comparatively
sophisticated, costly, and requires significant operator training and skill. Furthermore,
interpretation of ESR and NMR data is not always obvious. Subtle variations in the chemical
composition of a material with aging may not be immediately detectable using these techniques.
The response spectra for different materials are often highly specific as well. Therefore, from
a practical standpoint, these techniques have limited use in evaluating the aging of polymers in
nuclear plant cables and terminations.

Implementation

NMR and ESR laboratory testing equipment is currently available from commercial
suppliers. ASTM E386 [5.104] and D5292 [5.105) provide some guidance on
NMR spectroscopy. ASTM E1607 [5.106] provides information on ESR spectroscopy.

5.2.2.2 Condition Monitoring, Testing, and Troubleshooting Techniques Under
Development

Numerous maintenance, testing, and condition monitoring techniques for electrical cable
and terminations have been explored and evaluated in recent years. In addition to the methods
described in the preceding section of this AMG, five other techniques are currently under
investigation and/or development to determine how accurately they characterize cable and circuit
component aging. These include:

* Ionized gas
* Time domain spectroscopy
* Near infrared reflectance (NIR)
* Sonic velocity
* Torque tester.

Ionized Gas

General Description

Ionized gas testing results from the desire to develop a nondestructive electrical means of
testing unshielded cable (i.e., most of the low-voltage cable used in nuclear plants). The basic
principle of this technique is based on injecting an easily ionizable gas into the conduit
surrounding a cable. The ionized gas moves the ground plane closer to the surface of the cable
which makes breakdowns in the cable dielectric easier to detect.

For cable located within conduit, one technique for developing a ground plane at the surface
of the insulation is to fill the conduits with water and perform a high potential test between each
of the conductors and the water. However, filling conduits with water is problematic in that
conduits are not tightly sealed and water can leak onto surrounding energized electrical
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equipment, causing the potential for fault or flashover. Removal of the water at the end of the
test is also difficult, and definitions of acceptable test voltages are not available for such testing.

To provide an alternative to the use of water as the ground plane and to determine
acceptable test voltages, the use of ionizable gas for providing in-conduit ground planes during
high-potential testing is being developed as are acceptance criteria based on as-low-as-possible
test voltages. Although the cables are called low-voltage cables with 600- to 1000-Vac ratings,
the thicknesses of the insulation are capable of withstanding very high voltages. Data from the
program indicate that 30-mil-thick insulation can withstand voltages on the order of 22 to
26 kVac, which is much higher than the manufacturing proof tests, and much higher than
desirable for in-plant testing. High-potential tests are go/no-go in natre. If the insulation
successfully withstands the test voltage, a statement can be made that at least the amount of
insulation thickness associated with the test voltage acceptance criteria remains in place (i.e.,
even though one cannot state that no damage has taken place, an indication of the minimum
possible remaining wall can be made). Similarly, if a large enough number of plant circuits are
tested without failure, the absence of gross installation damage may be inferred.

Advantages/Disadvantages

Research has determined that high-potential testing of cables in ionized helium yields high-
potential test results similar to those when the ground plane is provided by water, as described
in EPRI TR-104025 [5.1071 (see Figure 5-12). In the associated tests, specimens of
cable with a 30-mil insulation thickness with varying depths of insulation damage from 0 to
30 mils were tested to breakdown. The tests showed a significant reduction in breakdown
voltage between testing with conduit flled with air and the conduit filled with water, Argon has
shown a reduction in breakdown voltage of toughly a factor of 3 over air [5.108]. When
testing in air, identification of complete through-wall damage required nearly 14 kVac, whereas
only 1 to 2 kVac were required with water and helium. The slight difference in results with
water and helium is predominantly related to the voltage at which the helium ionizes. Once the
helium ionizes, the stress across the insulation under test increases significanty with most of the
test voltage across the insulation under test. The research to date has shown the method to be
viable and not to be destructive to cables surrounding the cable under test. In addition, dilution
of the helium rapidly decreases its ability to ionize; therefore, if helium escapes from fte
conduits under test, there will be no possibility of causing flashovers in surrounding clectrical
equipment that uses air as an insulation medium (e.g., circuit breakers and switches).

i2mitations associated with ftis technique include the ability to test cables in conduit or
sealed raceways only, the cost and difficulty in filling the raceway with inert gas, and the
relative difficulty in interpreting the results. Furthermore, no correlation with test results to the
level of thermal/radiation aging has been demonstrated.
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Implementation

A test methodology is currently available for in-plant tests; however, to date, no such
testing has been performed at a plant, and further development of the process is under way
[5.1071, [5.108], [5.109].

Time-Domain Spectroscopy

General Description

Time-domain spectoscopy (TDS) is a nondestructive technique that measures the dissipation
factor (tan delta) as a function of frequency; it determines the frequency spectrum of the
dielectric loss of a material from its time domain behavior upon various voltage excitations.
Under prolonged exposure to a power plant environment, polymers in cable insulation undergo
oxidation. As a result of these chemical changes, fee radicals (ions) are released and polar
molecules formed. The tan delta spectrum of these aged materials is expected to vary (increase)
as the frequency falls below approximately 1 Hz (see Figure 5-13). Alternating current (AC)
excitation voltage results in changes in the orientation of the polarized molecules, which lags the
application of the electric field. This results in a permittivity with both complex and real
components, and the energy required to reorient the dipoles/charges becomes a function of
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frequency. The energy expended is defined as the diclectric loss, or tan delta [5.110],
[5.111], 5.112].
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Figre 5-13 Dissipation Factor (Tan Delta) versus Frequency for Typical Cable Insulation

The time-domain curent signature is converted to the frequency domain in order to
determine the frequency spectrum. The technique is not concerned with particular features along
the cable, but rather with the insulation as a whole. It is anticipated that environmentally
induced changes m the cable insulation would alter the relaxation of the material; these changes
may be useful in determining future problems with the insulation, such as embrittlement. The
changes are considered to be highly material specific, and would need to be deternined on a
case-by-ase basis.

One study indicates that after thermal aging of cable insulating systems containing EPR and
EPDM compounds (resulting in embrittlement/reduced elongation), TDS spectra showed
systematic changes at the low frequency end of the spectrum and occasionally in the 3- to 6-Hz
range. Aging in oil or wet environments produced more significant cbanges in DS than in
elongation. The electrical properties of the cable materials are probably affected to a greater
extent than the corresponding mechanical properties when aging is conducted under these
conditions [5.110]. Another study showed promising laboratory results in that both low- and
high-frequency tan delta varied significantly between wet- and dry-aged EPDMICSPE specimens
[5.26].
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Advantages/Disadvantages

Limitations of TDS for installed cables include the capability of the system to measure only
an "average" of the insulation, the requirement for a shield (ground reference) to avoid
significant environmental interference, and the need to perform the test with the end devices
disconnected. In addition, cable length will limit the maximum frequency that can be attained
[5.113]. However, with further development, this technique could prove useful in
evaluating not only thermally aged and embrittled cable, but also cable aged in a moist or wet
environment.

Implementation

A prototype of a portable field test instrument has been produced. However, as of this
writing, the device has undergone only limited laboratory testing [5.110], [5.111], [5.112].

Near-Infrared Reflectance (NIR)

General Description

Near-infrared reflectance (NIR) uses near-infrared radiation in an attempt to track the aging
of organic cable materials. Strong NIR absorbers are formed as cable insulation and jacket
polymers age. NIR radiation impinging upon the cable material provides a transmittance
spectrum; this spectum is converted to an absorption spectrum (first derivative) to eliminate
baseline shift. Major absorption spectrum features seen in the NIR region result from
combinations/overtones of fundamental vibrations in the mid-IR region. Changes in molecular
side groups can give better insight into changes in material physical properties than variations
seen in the mid-IR. The concentration of these groups increases with aging [5.74].

Results on actual specimens from one program indicate that NIR can indicate the extent of
PVC jacket aging with relative accuracy [5.74].

Advantages/Disadvantages

Many of the limitations associated with FlIR analysis described previously also apply to
NIR. However, portable NIR equipment for in-situ measurement is considered feasible [5.74].
For NIR to be effective, a set of well-characterized calibration samples whose aging is precisely
known must be used. During experimentation, various regions of the NIR spectrum were found
to correlate well with aging of some materials. The decrease in the derivative of absorbance
correlates with observed decreases in elongation with aging. Regression analysis of the
derivative and aging time provides a slope and intercept of the calibration curve.

Inplementation

Near-infrared reflectance equipment is commercially available [5.74]. Reference
[5.114] provides additional guidance on the use of NIR for polymer characterization.
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Sonic Velocity

General Descriphion

Changes in density occur in various polymers (especially PVC) as they age. The velocity
of sound through a polymer is related to both its density and modulus. Sonic velocity is a means
of detecting polymer aging through variations in the propagation velocity of sound; this
technique uses an acoustic signal to measure the velocity of propagation through cable materials
and thus to estimate their aging.

Advantages/Disadvantages

Experimental data show that sonic velocity techniques are capable of detecting small
changes in density, thereby indicating some degree of sensitivity to aging (Figure 5-14). Testing
has been performed on samples of various cable materials, and results appear to correlate well
with corresponding values of elongation, jacket density, and elastic modulus. Sonic velocity
curves obtained for jacket formulations displayed a similar result (a rapid initial increase in
velocity as jacket aging increased). Variations within specimens of the same general material
(PVC) were attributed to differences in chemical formulation rather han construction or
geometry. However, the correlation between changes in sonic velocity and density, and aging
appears to depend on the type of cable tested. One implication of this observation is that a
separate curve must be developed for each different cable or jacket type; accordingly, this
technique may be better suited to condition monitoring (i.e., periodic monitoring of same cable)
rather than use as a quantitative measurement of cable material aging [5.74].
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Figure 5-14 Sonic Velocity versus Thermal Aging for XLPEIPVC Medium-Voltage Cable
(Courtesy of Ontario Hydro)
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Implementation

Equipment for measuring sonic velocity is currently available (see, for example, Reference
[5.74], which describes use of a commercial dynamic modulus tester and oscilloscope for
performing sonic velocity measurements).

Torque Tester

General Description

The torque tester is a mechanism that imparts a torsional stress to cable insulation and/or
jacketing to estimate aging. The magnitude of this stress for a given torsional displacement can
be related to the age of the cable. The torque tester is similar in concept to other devices that
correlate mechanical properties such as elongation-at-break to aging of cable materials and
electrical performance. This device is undergoing development in Japan.

Advantages/Disadvantages

Since the torque tester measures mechanical properties of the outer jacket or insulation, it
is expected to have attributes comparable to those of similar mechanical techniques (such as
compressive modulus); however, this has not been substantiated.

Implementation

A prototype test instrument has been produced. However, as of this writing, the device has
undergone only limited laboratory testing [5.115].

5.2.2.3 Natural Versus Artificial Aging Programs

In an attempt to more completely understand the long-term aging behavior and performance
of electrical components (including cables and terminations), investigation into the relationship
between natural aging and artificial aging is continuing. Under high. acceleration factor aging
programs (such as those performed during environmental qualification), components are
normally thermally aged and irradiated within the space of a few weeks or months, often at
acceleration, factors of 1000 or more, to simulate long-term exposures (e.g., 40 years). A
commonly held view is that such methodology results in conservative life estimates (see, for
example, Appendix 2 of Reference [5.101). One potential problem with this approach is the
possibility that such accelerated aging is not completely representative of the aging that would
occur under actual plant conditions (i.e., aging effects or mechanisms that may be present under
highly accelerated conditions may not be present under natural aging conditions, and vice versa).
Hence, the accuracy or applicability of the results obtained by highly accelerated aging may be
somewhat compromised in return for obtaining the information in a compressed time frame.

At the other end of the aging spectrum is condition monitoring and assessment of naturally
aged specimens, which proceeds under nonaccelerated conditions. Under this approach, the
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components are permitted to age naturally (i.e., as they would under normal operating
environments), and their condition is monitored periodically to determine the types and
magnitude of degradation. The advantage of this approach is that it is completely representative
of aging under actual plant conditions; however, for components located in relatively benign
environments, the end result is not obtained until significant time (several decades) has elapsed.
Plants implementing periodic condition monitoring and assessment will therefore have little
predictive capability with respect to their cable systems.

Accordingly, "low acceleration factor' aging programs attempt to bridge the two ends of
the spectrun by placing cable specimens and other components in plant environments resulting
in aging acceleration factors on the order of 5 to 10 times that of normal plant ambient
conditions, thereby producing results within a reasonable period of time (roughly 5 to 10 years).
The acceleration factors in these programs are considered low enough so that any effects
associated with highly accelerated aging are minimized, thereby (in theory) providing useful
results before the end of the plant lifetime. This concept has substantial implications for the
evaluation of cable and termination longevity, because it may provide plant operators with
information useful in accurately predicting the long-term behavior of their cables. In instances
where highly accelerated aging has generated an ectremely conservative result (i.e. a useful
lifetime much shorter than the actual lifetime under a given set of plant conditions), plant
operators may be able to use such information to adjust their monitoring and/or replacement
intervals, thereby resulting in reduced cost and effort over time.

Programs of this type are currently under way both domestically and abroad. Several such
programs are more completely descnbed in References [5.75] and [5.116], and in
Section 5.2.2.4.

5.2.2.4 Cable Aging Research Programs

EPRI Cable Aging Research Program

The EPRI Cable Aging Research Program was instituted to provide data and methodology
for use by utilities in resolving cable-related problems and in making aropriate decisions
concerning testing, continued use, and replacement of cables. Findings from this program may
also be useful in responding to increased regulatory interest related to issues such as synergisms
and dose rate effects as the industry's cable systems grow older.

The EPRI Cable Aging Research projects under way or planned consist of the following;
existing EPRI reports are noted where applicable:

1. Artificial versus Natual Aging Program, EPRI NP-4997 [5.75]
2. In-plant Trials and Development of Indenter Polymer Aging Monitor, EPRI

TR-104075 [5.22]
3. Cable Diagnostics Matrix
4. Detection of Localized Cable Damage Using Pre-ionized Gas, High Potential Testing,

EPRI TR-101273 [5.108] and EPRI TR-104025 [5.107]
5. Oxidation Induction Time Methodology Development
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6. Cable Life Database
7. Improved Conventional Testing of Power Plant Cables, EPRI TR-105581 [5.103]

Appendix J of this report discusses these projects in greater detail.

NRC EQ Task Action Plan (TAP)

In mid-1993, the U.S. NRC Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation (NRR) initiated an EQ
task action plan (EQ TAP) which sets forth specific activities of the Office of Nuclear
Regulatory Research (RES) and NRR relating to the qualification of electrical components.
Potential safety issues addressed by the EQ TAP include equipment preaging techniques,
conservatisms in the qualification process, variations in cable manufacturing, effects of operating
conditions/environments, and condition monitoring methods. One of the primary focal points
of this effort relates to low-voltage cables. 5 Reference [5.1171 discusses the status of
the EQ TAP as of October 1995.

Specific activities under the EQ TAP include a programmatic review of environmental
qualification, data collection and analysis, research on condition monitoring techniques and aging
methods, an assessment of the risk associated with EQ equipment, and meetings with various
industry representatives and experts. A NRC-sponsored workshop [5.118] was held in
late 1993 to assist in focusing the cable research program; one of the major conclusions being
that significant research and testing had already been performed in this area, and such work
should be reviewed prior to continuing. Accordingly, a literature review was initiated to
consolidate and assess existing information, and identify those issues (if any) which could be
resolved based on past or ongoing work. NUREG/CR-6384 5.119] and earlier papers [5.120]
discuss the results of the literature review conducted by Brookhaven National Laboratories.
These results indicate that several topics are at present unresolved and warrant additional
research, including: (1) natural aging versus artificial aging, (2) the effects of environment and
installed cable configuration, (3) the effects of cable construction on longevity (including the
bonded jacket issue), and (4) the effectiveness of various condition monitoring techniques
(including FTIR, OIT, Indenter, TDR, IR thermography, insulation resistance, ac impedance,
and visual/physical inspeetion).

JAERI Cable Aging Research Program

The cable aging program conducted by JAERI (Japan Atomic Energy Research Institute)
has three primary components; (1) life prediction of cables installed in operating nuclear plant
environments, (2) detection of cable degradation using non-destructive means, and (3) aging
database compilation.

As part of the life prediction effort, various types of cables were aged in a simultaneous
thermal/radiation/oxygen environment, and analyzed to determine the effects of acceleration
factor and various combinations of aging stressors. JAERI research in this area is nearing
completion.

I These cables were selected since they are not routinely replaced, and may adversely impact plant safety
through loss of intended function.
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Additionally, various methods of non-destructive evaluation are being considered, including
the torque tester (see Section 5.2.2.2), and thermal decomposition (OIT). Results indicate that
each of the methods are useful for some cable types tested, but no method is universally
applicable. This portion of the program is scheduled for completion in 1998.

Finally, cable aging and degradation data obtained from JAERI, cable manufacturers, and
universities within Japan will eventually be evaluated and summuarized in a database. Completion
date of this project is unknown [5.121].

5.2.3 Survelllance or Other In-Service Testing

Surveillance testing is defined as the "observation or measurement of condition or functional
indicators to verify that an SSC can function within acceptance criteria" [5.122].
Surveillance testing of cable systems is rarely if ever performed; however, surveillances
(operation) of connected loads are frequently performed. Testing of cable systems is generally
limited to troubleshooting or problem localization. 6 Hi-pot and insulation resistance testing
are methods typically used by plant operators to confirm or localize suspected or known
problems; however, these tests may not detect insulation damage or other circuit degradation
prior to severe deterioration, thereby limiting their effectiveness for condition monitoring. For
low-voltage cables, even a small thickness of undamaged insulation may provide sufficient
dielectric strength to prevent detection of degradation by these tests [5.261. Also, repeated
hi-pot testing may have deleterious effects on insulation integrity, and the test voltages required
for the cable insulation may greatly exceed those allowable for connected loads, thereby
requiring disconnection of the load.

Despite these considerations, some plant operators do periodically test some or all of their
medium-voltage (5 kV) circuits. One such program identified uses 25 kV dc hi-pot and 5 kV
ac power factor testing of safety-related, non-safety related, and important to operations cables.
Lower voltages are employed when end devices are not disconnected to stay within the
manufacturer's ratings for the end device. Cable testing is generally performed at intervals of
every two or three refueling outages on a rotating basis, and encompasses a large percentage of
the 5 kV cables installed. The testing schedules may be modified based on maintenance or other
plant activities.

5.2.4 Preventive and Corrective Maintenance

Cleaning

Because the low overall failure rate of cable system components due to dirt and
contaminants does not justify the burden of routine and periodic preventive' cleaning, none is
typically performed. Cleaning of cable and ternination components is usually limited to that
performed concurrent with other maintenance or testing or in response to indications of
anomalous behavior or failure. As indicated in Section 4, dirt and contaminants will have little
effect on the longevity of the bulk of the cable and termination population; however, in certain

16 With the exception of periodic hi-pot testing of connected loads via the load center (and cable) at
comparatively low voltages.
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cases, the their presence may reduce the longevity of certain components (such as terminal
blocks exposed to wetting and voltage stress, which may develop surface tracking paths). In
addition, contact surfaces used in high-sensitivity low-impedance circuits such as neutron
detecting system connectors may oxidize; periodic cleaning of these surfaces is one of the most
effective ways of preventing oxidation from affecting circuit operation.

Repair

Cables and terminations are repaired in those instances where the aging or degradation of
the cable is such that its functionality may be restored without total replacement. For cables,
repair is usually limited to splicing in new sections of cable and/or retermination. For example,
a cable end that has been heat damaged by exposure to a process device may be cut back a short
distance from the end device, and a junction box installed at a convenient location. This
precludes having to replace the entire run of cable from its source. For terminations, repair may
take the form of subcomponent replacement (for example, replacement of 0-ring seals in leak-
tight connectors) or retaping of taped splice insulation. However, in most cases, the entire
defective component assembly is replaced to minimize the possibility of future problems,
especially if the stressors affecting the degraded subcomponent may also affect other
subcomponents.

Some plant operators advocate repair of failed segnents of medium-voltage power cable (via
removal of the failed segment and splicing of a new segment) based on the idea that those
sections that have not failed during operation are now proven to be somewhat more reliable than
the newer untested" cable. No data as to the validity or effectiveness of this approach were
located in the literature. See, however, Section 4.1.2.7 of this guideline, regarding the effects
of dc testing on specimens that contained a new section of cable, a splice, and an aged section
of cable.

Replacement

In general, no preventive replacement of cable system components occurs with the exception
of environmentally qualified components that are approaching the end of their qualified lives.'7
However, in instances where the continued longevity of the cable or termination is in question,
it will usually be replaced. This is especially true in situations such as maintenance or refueling
outages, where the replacement of the component may only be practical during a limited time
frame, and failure of the component may have a significant impact on plant operations and/or
safety. Another factor weighing in the replacement decision is cost; replacement of circuit
components (especially long runs of cable located in conduit) is often extremely expensive and
time-consuming. See Reference [5.123], which discusses the cost effectiveness of
preserving the qualification of selected EQ components (including cables and tennination)
compared with replacement or refurbishment for one nuclear plant.

It should be noted that components that are replaced at periods of less than 40 years are
exempt from the aging management review requirements of 10CFR54. Similarly, components

17 Environmentally qualified components are managed under a separate plant program pursuant to
IOCFR50.49.
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that are routinely replaced through periodic or planned maintenance may be eliminated from an
aging assessment (as described in IEEE Standard 1205 [5.21) so long as the replacement interval
is short enough to ensure no loss of functionality due to aging.

5.2.5 Temperature and Radiation Monitoring

Infrared Thermography

All materials radiate infrared energy. The hotter the component, the more energy radiated.
Infrared thermography is a nondestructive maintenance and surveillance technique used to detect
and evaluate component heating. Infrared detectors can sense infrared radiant energy and
produce electrical signals proportional to the temperature of the targeted component.
Thermography is not a condition monitoring technique itself; rather, it can be used to identify
and describe thermal aging influences on cable systems. The instruments use optics to gather
and focus energy from the targets onto infrared detectors. Infrared detectors are available in two
basic types, namely, spot measuring and scanning, and have sensitivities on the order of ±0.1 IC
(±0.20 F) with rapid response times. Reference [5.124] provides a detailed description
of the systems.

Due to the large amounts of cable (linear footage) in the average power plant circuit, spot
measuring devices would be of limited use in that manual scanning of components and tedious
recording of individual component temperatures would be required. Scanning systems with
recording capability are much easier to use in that exposed cable runs or components with
elevated temperatures can be readily compared with surrounding components and sections of the
system. If thermographic scans had been performed, then comparisons could be made and
variations in thermal images could be evaluated to determine if these hotter areas are developing
or changing. In cable runs, abnormally hot electrical connections and terminations could be
indicative of problems in the conductor coupling. For example, an excessively hot splice might
indicate a high resistance connection. The overheating could degrade the surrounding organic
materials and cause eventual electrical failure. Identifying such high-temperature components
could allow correction of the condition before significant degradation occurred. At a minimum,
more frequent observation of the suspect component could be performed to determine if the
condition was stable or worsening.

Environmental Monitoring

Environmental monitoring is a general term for methods by which nuclear plant operators
may more accurately characterize the environment(s) in which their cable systems operate. The
aging of cable and termination components is related to the thermal, radiation, mechanical,
electrical, and chemical environment in which they operate. Although the operating
environments for many circuits cannot be significantly altered to reduce thermal or radiolytic
degradation," more complete understanding of these environments may be useful for extending
the lives of both environmentally qualified and nonqualified cables and their associated
terminations. In the environmental qualification context, assumptions made regarding the service

iS Some cables may be rerouted or shielded to minimize localized thermal effects; however, this is not
applicable to most plant cable.
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enviromnent of cable system components may be overly conservative or not representative of
actual thermal or radiation exposure. By more accurately characterizing the exposure of bulk
cable systems in various plant areas (especially those where heat or radiation exposure currently
limit the qualified life of these components), increases in qualified life may be realized. This
technique may also have applicability to nonqualified applications, in that estimates of cable and
termination longevity based on thermal or integrated radiation dose analyses may vary
significantly with use of actual versus estimated temperature or radiation exposure data.

Appendix G discusses use of a degradation-weighted average temperature technique to more
accurately characterize thermal environments for environmentally qualified components. Note,
however, that use of the equivalent degradation weighted temperature will always predict less
degradation than that by use of maximum temperature. Hence, use of the degradation-weighted
methodology should be considered when evaluating thermal degradation of cable system
components, since (1) use of an arithmetic average may be non-conservative, and (2) additional
life may be predicted in those applications whose existing degradation predictions are based on
maximum temperatre.

Current methods used in monitoring plant enviromnents include real-time data collection,
use of passive monitoring devices and data loggers, and extrapolation of known environments
to other plant locations. Real-time systems involve the use of portable or installed
instrumertation that directly indicates the parameter being measured (such as a thermocouple or
area radiation monitor). Passive devices, such as film dosimeters and lifetime monitors, are
installed in various areas of the plant for a predetermined period to estimate the integrated
exposure at that location. Data or bit loggers are similar; however, these devices generally
record information historically (e.g., as a finction of tine), and are periodically removed and
their information downloaded for analysis. Etapolation involves the modeling of enviromnents
in areas that are not well characterized or instrunented using data from other plant areas and
factors such as equipment heat loading, heating, ventilating and air conditioning (HVAC) system
performance, heat flux through walls and floors, and meteorological conditions. Note that these
methods may be employed in parallel to provide a more comprehensive description of plant
environmental conditions than is possible with one method alone. Reference 5.1251
discusses environmental monitoring in detail, including programs employed by various utilities.

Standard 1205-1993, Annex B [5.2] provides additional guidance on this topic.

Determination of Circuit Loading and Operating Tne

In addition to environmental monitoring, determination of circuit loading can be important
to the evaluation of cable system longevity. Thermal degradation of installed cable and
terminations may result from either enviromnental conditions (i.e., those external to the
equipment) or ohmic heating. Temperatue rise due to ohmic heating of the conductor should
be considered in those instances where e effect on insulation or jacket aging is appreciable.
For most plant cables (both low- and medium-voltage), ohmic heating is of little concern.
Cables used in nonsafety-related circuits tend to run warmer than those used in safety-related
circuits (due to their increased use and often higher loading); however, conservatisms included
during the design of these cables adequately account for such conditions. For both safety-related
and nonsafety-related crcuits, a quick evaluation can be performed for specific insulation and
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jacket materials to confirm that ohmic heating is not a concern. See Appendix G for additional
information.

Initially, low- or medium-voltage power loads operated for substantial fractions of the
installed cable life and high ampacity circuits should be considered for further evaluation. Those
loads that are operated continuously or near continuously may be readily identified through
understanding of plant operations, examination of plant operating or run-time logs, and
discussions with plant personnel responsible for the operation of the equipment. High ampacity
circuits can be identified from cable loading calculations and tabulations. Infrared thermography
could be used to identify hot" cables and confirm that the appropriate cables were identified by
the screening processes described above.

Other circuits installed in the same tray, conduit, or duct bank as the heavily loaded cable(s)
should also be evaluated because these may suffer premature thermal aging as well. Ampacities
specified for power cable (such as those in the National Electrical Code [5.126}) are
derated based on the number of conductors installed, the type of raceway, and the separation
maintained between cables (see, for example, ICEA P-54-440 [5.127] for cable in open-
top trays, and "grouping factors" described in Reference [5.128]). However, because
the derating merely ensures acceptable conductor temperature in relation to the thermal rating
of the insulation, premature thermal aging similar to that experienced by the heavily loaded
conductors may in theory occur for both the heavily loaded cable(s) and those in the same
raceway, regardless of the latter's operating current.

Another consideration for nuclear plant cable systems relates to the use of fire barrier
material. Based on 1OCFR50, Appendix R requirements, portions of certain plant circuits/
raceways are wrapped or encased in fireproof materials (the most notable variety being
"Thermo-Lag 330") [5.129]. These materials act as thermal insulators for the circuits
they surround, thereby reducing the rate of heat dissipation from an enclosed cable.
Accordingly, the maximum allowed conductor temperature will be reached at a lower current
(for the same size conductor), and the ampacity of these installations must be reduced. An
ampacity derating factor for each fireproofed configuration (e.g., horizontal cable tray, vertical
conduit) is therefore specified by the manufacturer or calculated. Note that in some cases the
need for fire barriers was included in the cable design and selection process, whereas in others
the need for a fire barrier may have been identified well after cable installation. A fireproofed
raceway segment can be evaluated for potential thermal aging concerns through use of the
ampacity formulas described in Appendix G and knowledge of the load current at which the
circuit in question operates.

Load center and transformer feeder cables can also be considered for possible ohmic
temperature rise effects. This equipment is unique in that it supplies power to a number of
loads; feeder cables/terminations usually operate in closer proximity to their rated ampacities for
this reason. In general, feeder cables for these load centers/transformers constitute a small
fraction of the total plant cable inventory.

It should also be noted that due to high electrical resistance (resulting from poor contact,
oxidation, etc.), some power circuit terminations may operate at temperatures well above
ambient. Such heating can result in premature aging of organic termination components, as well
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as cable materials in proximity to the termination. Infrared thermography can be effective at
identifying such terminations.

S.2.6 Use of Enviromnental Qualification Test and Aging Data

In addition to the activities previously described, test and aging data derived from
enviromnental qualification (EQ) programs and manufacturer's testing may be used as an aging
management tool. This information has obvious importance for EQ cables and terminations in
terms of determining qualified life, and it may be just as readily applied to nonqualified
equipment to assist in the evaluation of their lifetime. Use of EQ aging and test data is
particularly powerful because many of the cables and terminations used in non-EQ circuits are
similar or identical to those used in qualified circuits. In those instances where identical
materials are not used in both types of applications, knowledge of the aging behavior of a similar
material can be used (with appropriate caution) to infer the behavior of the generic class of
material. Although the ultimate endpoint or lifetime criteria may be different for the two
classifications of equipment, the data are nonetheless relevant.

Section 4.1 of this guideline presents background information on the use of thermal aging
data and the Arrhenius relationship for such evaluations. Furthermore, discussions of radiation
threshold and combined aging enviromnents are presented to assist the reader in evaluating
materials used in non-EQ cables and terminations for longevity.

5.3 Commonly Used Maintenance, Surveilance, and Condition Monitoring Techniques

Vendor and utility maintenance procedures from a number of sources were reviewed to
identify those maintenance and surveillance techniques listed in the preceding section that are
commonly used to maintain electrical cables and terminations. In addition, personnel from
appropriate maintenance organizations at several nuclear plants were contacted for further insight
on maintenance practices employed for each class of equipment. Industry sources and reports
were also reviewed for applicable data and information. Based on this review, the following
cable maintenance and troubleshooting techniques were identified as currently in common use:

• Measurement of insulation resistance (IR)
* AC and DC high potential-testing (hi-pot)
* Measurement of capacitance, inductance, and polarization index
* Visual observation of cable and terminations
* Cleaning of connector contacts at time of associated equipment maintenance.

Low-Voltage Cables and Terminations

Little maintenance or testing of low-voltage cables or terminations is conducted in most
nuclear plants. This is due to a number of factors, including their relative reliability, the large
number of circuits involved, the lack of practical maintenance attributes (i.e., a cable cannot be
"disassembled and cleaned" as with other equipment), and the relative ineffectiveness of
currently available techniques for detecting incipient failure. Maintenance of low-voltage
systems is therefore primarily corrective in nature, with repairs and visual inspection only being
conducted as required or during maintenance of connected loads or nearby equipment.
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Neutron Monitoring Cables and Terminations

As with the low-voltage circuits described above, little maintenance or testing of neutron
monitoring systems routinely occurs. Although the functionality of the circuit as a whole is
periodically verified, little cable- or termination-specific preventive maintenance is conducted.
Many of these circuits are located inside primary containment and in proximity to the reactor
vessel, thereby making routine maintenance during operations impractical. However, some
neutron monitoring system manufacturers do require periodic IR measurement and evaluation
of the detector cable systems, which can be performed from outside primary containment.

Medium-Voltage Cables and Terminations

Reference [5.26] indicates that testing of 4-kV and 13.8-kV (i.e., medium-voltage) cables
is commonly performed at three different times: after fabrication and prior to shipping of the
cable by the manufacturer, prior to use (post-installation) by the plant operator, and during the
service life of the cable. Factory testing typically includes ac and dc hi-pot (at 125 and
300 volts/mil, respectively), partial discharge, and water absorption. Acceptance tests include
hi-pot (ac or dc, usually at some fraction of factory test voltage) and insulation resistance (R).
As previously indicated, in-service tests are generally only performed in the event of problems
with the circuit. Hi-pot and insulation resistance testing are typically used by plant operators
to confirm or localize suspected or known problems; however, these tests may not detect
insulation damage or other circuit degradation prior to severe deterioration. One plant operator
was found who periodically tests medium-voltage (5-kV) power circuits. Furthermore, many
plant operators, although not directly testing the cable itself, will test the end device of a circuit
at the switchgear or load center. For example, a motor may be hi-pot tested at levels
commensurate with the turn-to-turn voltage of the motor winding, thereby indirectly testing the
cable and terminations interposed between the motor winding and the load center. IR and PI
tests are also often performed from the applicable load center.

Table 5-6 summarizes the common corrective and preventive maintenance, surveillance, and
condition monitoring techniques, currently used by nuclear plant operators to maintain their cable
systems, and the intervals at which they are carried out.
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Industry Testing of Field-Aged or Failed Cables

In addition to the tests discussed above, the cable industry has used the following
destructive tests on specimens taken from the field after being in service to characterize aging
of cable materials and evaluate failures:

1. Tensile strength and elongation
2. Moisture absorption

a. Specific inductive capacity (SIC) or dielectric constant
b. Power factor (PF)
c. Insulation resiste (IR)

3. ac or dc high voltage test 15.130]

These tests are most often used to analyze installed cables that have failed in order to
determine the root cause of failure. Segments of the failed cable are shipped to the manufacturer
(or other test facility) for evaluation after the cable is removed from the plant; its mechanical
and electrical properties may then be evaluated and compared with those of new cable of a
similar type.

5.4 Programs and Techniques Applied to Components

5.4.1 Evaluation of Current Practices

1OCFR54 [5.1] requires that the Integrated Plant Assessment (IPA) list those structures and
components subject to an aging management review (AMR), and demonstrate that the effects of
aging on the functionality of such structures and components will be managed to maintain the
current licensing basis so that there is an acceptable level of safety during the period of extended
operation. Furthermore, the time-limited aging analyses required by OCFR54.21, which form
the basis of a licensee's conclusion regarding the capability of SSCs, must consider the effects
of aging and be based on explicit assumptions defined by the current operating term of the plant.

The methods by which the licensee meets these requirements may vary; each licensee can
select the method(s) or technique(s) most appropriate for their individual AMR. The
methodology employed by this AMG for determiing the effects of aging on cable and
termination components was to identify maintenance or srveillance pmctices currently in use,
and compare them with the significant aging mechanisms to determine which mechanisms are
not currently addressed.

Table 5-6 shows the principal aging mechanism for cables and terminations, and lists the
preventive and corrective maintenance and surveillance techniques currently used to address
these mechanisms. As evidenced by the table, relatively little preventive maintenae or
condition monitoring specific to these components is performed. Experience indicates that most
cable runs do not degrade significantly, which may be largely attributed to the hardiness of cable
constructions, iheir relatively benign environments, and their protection by conduit or other
raceways [5.18], [5.21]. Most of the damage or degradation to low-voltage cable systems
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results from exposure to external stresses such as localized high temperature (either ambient or
resulting from connection to a hot component), or radiation, or mechanical damage such as
cutting or chafing. Many times such damage occurs at or near the end device. For medium-
voltage cable, the primary concern is wetting coupled with applied voltage stress. For both low-
and medium-voltage bulk cable systems, use of preventive maintenance or testing is more
difficult to justify, because the ability of currently available techniques to detect or monitor these
types of degradation is limited at best, and the overall failure rate of both low- and medium-
voltage systems is very low to begin with (see Section 5.4). Hence, the greatest part of current
maintenance and testing activity related to nuclear pla cable systems is corrective or reactive;
visual and physical inspection, replacement, and cleaning are essentially the only preventive
maintenance activities performed on cable or terminations, and these are usually performed only
during maintenance on related equipment. In those cases where known or identified problem
areas exist, increased preventive maintenance and monitoring may be employed, or the degraded
component simply replaced as required.

Table 5-6 also shows additional techniques that may be used in controlling and monitoring
the aging of cable systems. As opposed to the predominatly corrective measures currently
employed, other techniques (including thermography, environmental monitoring, measurement
of compressive modulus or OIT, and analysis of circuit loading/duty cycle) may be effective for
(1) identifying individual circuits or groups of circuits undergoing significant aging,
(2) monitoring component aging, or (3) controlling their rate of aging. For example, analysis
of circuit loading/duty cycle may help identify those circuits at risk for premature thermal aging
due to ohmic heating. Environmental monitoring and Arrhenius analysis may be useful for
extending the qualified lives of environmentally qualified cable. Measurement of compressive
modulus or OIT may be useful in monitoring the aging of installed circuits through correlation
of their physical condition to predetermined criteria. Identification and management of aging
of cable system components is discussed futher in Section 6 of this guideline.

In addition to individual maintenance, surveillance, and condition monitoring techniques,
programs that have the result of managing aging effects on cable and termination components
were considered. For example, maintaining compliance with OCFR5O.49 can be considered
an aging mnagement program for EQ circuits'9 because the net effect is to maintain adequate
post-accident component functionality through establishment of a qualified life. All plants have
existing environmental qalification programs that include some portion of the total cable/
termination inventory within their scope. Similarly, a structred circuit inspection program
based on plant-specific operating experience and coupled with root-cause analysis and
appropriate corrective action could be considered an aging manageme program. Many of the
plants contacted as part of this study have similar programs i place. It is also important to note
that many existing plant activities not specifically focused on cable and termination aging
management may often be credited with addressing aging effects. Incidental inspection of cable
ends and termintions during end-device maintenance provides a good illustration of such
activities; these are often formalized, occur routinely (based on the maintenance cycle for the
end device), and include a means for implementing corrective action if degradation is observed.

9 Note that the techniques used in determining qualified life (such as Arrhenius and environmental
analysis) are often directly applicable to non-EQ circuits; see Section 4.1 for additional information on
application of these techniques.
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Hence, despite the limited number of cable- and termination-specific monitoring or preventive
maintenance activities identified above, aging management is often provided by other plant
programs and activities.

S.42 Potentially Significant Component/AgingMechanism Combinations Not Addressed
By Current Programs

A comparison of the currently employed maintenance and surveillance techniques and the
principal aging mechanisms (Table 5-6) demonstrates the following:

1. Not all of the aging effects resulting from significant and observed aging mechanisms
are being detected by methods currently employed by plant operators or fully managed
by existing programs

2. Not all of these aging mechanisms are fully detectable by currently existing techniques.

In effect, Table 5-6 shows that the aging of cable system components is often left
unmitigated until some sort of problem or failure is detected. However, these conclusions must
be considered in light of the overall significance of this aging in terms of cable system
performance.

Figure 5-15 shows faihlres for low-voltage cable, panel/hookup wire, and tmitions for
the years 1974 through 1993. The total mnmber of failures for each category was divided by the
number of nuclear plants in operatio during each year to estimate the number of failures per
plant per year. As shown in the figure, the peak failure rates recorded were approximately 0.7
failures per plant per year for low-voltage terminations (all), 0.7 for panel/hookup wire, and 0.3
for cable. Average cable faihur rates are also substantially lower ftan those for the other low-
voltage components. Note that those failures not affecting functionality are also included in this
number, so that the aca number of failures affecting function would likely be somewhat less.

Figure 5-16 shows failures for medium-voltage cable and terminations for the years 1974
through 1993. The peak failure rates recorded were 0.12 termination failures per plant per year
(1975), and roughly 0.04 cable failures per plant per year (1983). Based on extrapolation of the
worst-case observed failure rate data, each plant would experience a medium-voltage termination
failure roughly every 8 years on average, and a medium-voltage cable failure every 25 years.
Figure 5-17 illustrates similar data for neutron monitoring systems, which show that the peak
and average failure rates for terminations are greater than those for the associated cables, yet
hob are stiJ puite JOW ffewer than 0.6 failuresper plant per year).

These data were obtained from the American Nuclear Society's annual list of wodd mclear power
plants published in Nuclear News. The Institute of Nuclear Power Operations was contacted to attempt to
determine the number of plants reporting to NPRDS by year, however, data covering he entire period
were not available.
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The failure rates detennined above may somewbat underestimate actual failure rates because
(1) not all plants in operation in a given year report their failures to Nuclear Plant Reliability
Data System (NPRDS) and (2) plants that do report to NPRDS may not report all of their
failures. However, even if the number of failures for any voltage category is quadrupled (e.g.,
assuming only half of the operating plants report, and only half of the actual failures experienced
by these plants are reported), the total number of failures per plant per year is still extremely
low in light of the large number of circuits in the typical plant.? When considering the
number of low-voltage circuits and terminations at the typical nuclear plant (several thousand),
the mnmber of low-voltage failures for all components is extremely small (rougly one tenth of
1% of the total number of cables and circuits per plant per year). There are far fewer medium-
voltage circuits in a typical plant (estimated at roughly 100 or less), and the number of
failures/circuit is similar to the results for low-voltage circuits. The failure rate for neutron
monitoring systems (1 to 2% per year, assuming approximately 100 circuits per plan) is
significantly geater than the failure rate for low- and medium-voltage circuits.

The cause(s) of the apparent rise in failure rate for both low-voltage and neutron monitoring
circuits beginning in about 1980 is unknown; numerous possible explanations (including an
increase in the percentage of operating plants reporting to NPRDS, increased plant management
sensitivity resulting from events at TMI-2, or an actual increase in the component falure rate)

21 One plant (PWR) contated as part of the study indicated that the plant bas more han 50,000 individual
circuits installed in wo units.
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exist. Note also that analysis of the component age at failure yielded no clear trend or
distribution for any of the equipment categories.

The low failure rate for cable and terminations indicated by the NPRDS data is also
evidenced through review of other failure data sources, including the available literature, NRC
documentation, Licensee Event Reports, surveys, and discussions with host utility personnel.
As discussed, these sources tend to indicate that cable systems experience an extremely low rate
of failure during normal plant operating conditions, and aging of bulk cable systems is generally
not a concern. The failure rates extrapolated from the data are considered to be conservative
with respect to the cable inventory as a whole for the following reasons: (1) the NPRDS and
LER databases contain reports relating to both bulk and localized cable and termination aging,
and (2) a large number of circuits installed in the typical nuclear plant will not be subject to
localized aging influences.

NPRDS reports were also analyzed based on the their age at the time of failure (assuming
installation coincident with plant startup). No real trends were apparent for any voltage
category. However, some indication of a declining failure rate for low-voltage components was
noted over the time period of the analysis (roughly 25 years), thereby suggesting that these
components may become more reliable as they age (at least for some period)22 Note that the
data for medium-voltage systems was considered numerically insufficient to make any similar
inference.

Coupled with the low failure rate for cable systems and their components is the concept that
known and identified problem areas in such systems are subject to increased attention by plant
maintenance personnel. For example, a cable routed near process piping, which is known to
degrade more rapidly than other portions of the run, will typically be examined and replaced
more frequently than nonaffected portions. Similarly, connectors located in high moisture or
corrosive enviromnents will generally be inspected more frequently for signs of corrosion than
those installed in unaffected circuits. Maintenance personnel also routinely identify and replace
severely aged electrical cable.

In summary, the overall hardiness of electrical cables and terminations and the relatively
benign service environments for most circuits have resulted in little significant degradation for
most circuit components. This is evidenced by failure data evaluated during this study and by
a variety of different industry literature and analyses. Many of the problems that do occur are
highly localized and are often corrected during maintenance on connected or adjacent equipment.
However, consistent with the observations noted at the beginning of this section, the following
aging mechanism/component combinations should be considered for further aging management
activities:

Localized thermal, radiolytic, or mechanical degradation of low- or medium-voltage
cable insulation and jacketing (where jacketing is required for enviromnental
qualification)

22 This behavior may be a manifestation of the frequently observed 'bathtub" curve; the failure rate
decreases initially, remains essentially stable for a period, and then increases with increasing age.
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* Localized thermal, radiolytic, or mechanical degradation of neutron-detecting circuits
or other cable insulation in proximity to or under the reactor vessel

* Thermal degradation of low- and medium-voltage power cable insulation for circuits
subject to continuous or near-continuous loading at high currents

* Degradation of medium-voltage power cable insulation routinely exposed to
appreciable wetting

* Oxidation and/or corrosion of connector contact surfaces associated with low-voltage
and neutron detecting circuits (and similar low-current/hinpedance-sensitive
applications)

* Loosening of compression ittings on cable/wire conductors.

The following aging considerations are also identified:

* Damage to medium-voltage cable insulation, jacketing, and shielding Tesulting from
inadequate installation practices

* Damage to low-voltage panel and hookup wire resulting from maintenance activities.

* Damage to aged low-voltage cable resulting from movement or maintenane activities.

* Potential failure of bonded jacket/insulation systems on environmentally qualified cable
during accident exposure.

It should be noted that no significant increase in the failure rate of low-voltage cables and
tenninations considered as part of this AMG is anticipated as the end of either the original or
the license renewal periods is approached. This conclusion for normal plant operating conditions
is based on the following:

* No aging mechanisms other than those identified in this AMG are known or expected
to occur during this period (i.e., no mechanisms 'unique' to the license renewal period
have been identified).

* No change in the character of existing aging mechanisms or rate of degradation
induced by these mechaniisms is anticipated.

* Significant conservatism (via design, qualification, and other analyses) often exists with
respect to component longevity.

For low-voltage cable insulation, the primary failure mechanism of concern (loss of
dielectric properties) has been shown to be coupled primarily to the mechanical properties of the
insulation. Specifically, cracks or breaches in the insulation's integrity are generally required
for failure to occur. Although such degradation may occur in a localized fashion for a limited
number of cables (especially those subject to manipulation in an embrittled state), no such
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problem is anticipated for the bulk of low-voltage cable runs in the typical plant, due to the
relatively benign environments. Cable located in more severe general area environments (such
as inside primary containment) is generally constructed of materials that, even under these
environments, have shown substantial longevity.23

One potential consideration relates to the use of bonded jacket/insulation systems on low-
voltage EQ cables (see Section 3.7.1). NUREG/CR-6095 [pp.12-13, 5.321 (citing results from
NUREG/CR-5772 [5.9] as well) suggests that exposure at aging temperatures above
approximately 54°C [129°F] over a 40-year period with simultaneous irradiation increases the
probability of producing the bonded jacket failure mechanism observed for Okonite conductors
during LOCA testing, and that failure is almost certain (during LOCA exposure) after exposure
at 72 0C (162°0F) with simultaneous irradiation for 40 years. As discussed in NRC Information
Notice 92-81 [5.131], further evaluation or monitoring of bonded construction EQ cables
located in spaces that are exposed to long-term aging temperatures in excess of about 54°C
[129°F] should be considered. The results of any follow-on analysis and/or testing addressing
this issue should also be factored into the evaluation of longevity for the license renewal period.

For medium-voltage cables, the primary aging and failure mechanisms appear to be related
to the types of materials employed, the presence of moisture, and the presence of significant
voltage stress. Resistance to embrittlement is not a major determinant in the longevity of such
cables, and the rate of degradation or proximity to failure is not readily determinable. Hence,
the ability to estimate the future performance of these systems is far more limited than that for
low-voltage cables. Accordingly, the failure rate for medium-voltage systems may increase,
remain constant, or decrease as time in service progresses. Note that some plants are actively
replacing medium-voltage cables potentially at risk for failure with new cables specifically
designed to combat the effects of water treeing (one of the more significant causes of failure);
this may also result in a lower overall failure rate with time.

D For example, environmentally qualified cable is thermally aged and iradiated (consistent with the 40-
year initial licensing period) and subsequently subjected to a postulated LOCA environment that can be
construed to demonstrate substantial additional longevity for such cables used in nonqualified applications.
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6. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

This AMG has presented a comprehensive examination of currently available information
regarding cable and termination construction and materials, the stressors that cause aging,
applicable aging mechanisms and effects, and the currently available methods that can be used
to monitor and control aging. Section 6.1 presents both general and specific conclusions relating
to the aging of cable and terminations drawn from an analysis of the information presented in
preceding sections. Section 6.2 presents several recommendations for managing aging of cables
and terminations, based on the conclusions of Section 6.1. Section 6.3 presents a proposed
methodology for performing an aging management review of cable systems pursuant to OCFR54
[6.1].

6.1 Conclusions on Aging of Cables and Terminations

General

The following general conclusions are applicable to aging of electrical cables and
terminations:

1. Nearly all cables and terminations that are included within the scope of this AMG have
been highly reliable (see conclusion 3 below). They are expected to perform their
safety function and meet all regulatory requirements during the current licensing term.

2. The greater part of cables and terminations currently installed in operating plants can
be expected to continue to perform their safety function(s) and meet all regulatory
requirements during an extended period of operation after the expiration of the current
licensing period.

3. The number of cable and termination failures (all voltage classes) that have occurred
throughout the industry is extremely low in proportion to the amount of installed cable.
However, the data which supports this conclusion is limited in two ways: (1) there is
little or no data to quantify performance under accident conditions, and (2) only a few
plants have operated for more than twenty years, which is only about one-third of the
total expected period of operation for these systems (i.e., 60 years).

4. The stressors and aging mechanisms affecting cables and terminations are generally
well understood and characterized; however, knowledge of some areas (including
combined and natural aging environments) is more limited.

5. Cable and ternination aging can be evaluated on a continuing basis, using theoretical
techniques, measurement of physical properties, and periodic inspection.
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Specific

In addition to these general conclusions, the following specific conclusions were reached:

Type and Location of Degradation

1. Additional aging management will be required for only a relatively small fraction
of the total amount of plant cables and terminations. Specifically, cables and
terminations may warrant more careful consideration if they are:

* located near high heat and/or radiation sources,

* subject to continuous or near-continuous loading at a significant percentage
of their ampacity limits,

* exposed to submergence/wetting (for medium-voltage cables) or adverse
chemical environments,

* subject to repeated or continuous damaging mechanical stress, or

* used in impedance-sensitive applications (such as neutron monitoring
equipment).

(See Section 4.1 for specific guidance on applying these criteria.)

2. The mechanical properties of low-voltage cable insulation must generally degrade
significantly (such as embrittlement and cracking, or cut-through damage) before
any significant effect is seen in the electrical properties. This condition is not
generally true, however, for medium-voltage power cable.

3. Most degradation of installed cable (and terminations) appears to occur at or near
the end devices/connected loads, as opposed to affecting the bulk runs.

4. Failures of connectors (a subset of terminations) constitute a substantial
percentage of all failures noted for low-voltage and neutron monitoring systems.
A large percentage of all connector failures can be attributed to oxidized contact
surfaces.

5. A large fraction (more than a third) of all low-voltage component failures are
related to panel and hookup wire; however, the estimated peak failure rate for
wire is low considering the size of the population. A large fraction of panel and
hookup wire failures (roughly a third) are not the result of aging influences, but
rather stem from design, installation, maintenance, modification, or testing
activities.
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Plant Activities

1. Current maintenance, surveillance, or testing activities may be partially or wholly
ineffective at identifying certain types of incipient cable or termination aging
degradation (such as electrical or water treeing, loss of fire retardants, or thermal
aging of bulk cable runs in inaccessible areas/raceways). Simple periodic visual/
physical inspection is a highly effective means of assessing the condition of low-
voltage cable insulation and jacketing as well as some organic termination
components.

2. Installation practices can be a significant determinant in the aging and longevity
of medium-voltage power cable systems. Low-voltage cable longevity may also
be affected by damage incurred during installation, but to a more limited extent,
as addressed in Section 4.1.3.4.

Environmental Qualification

1. Existing environmental qualification practices (such as qualification
conservatisms) coupled with design and application conservatisms provide
assurance that aging mechanisms and effects will not keep EQ cables from
performing their required function(s) during their qualified life. Note that
non-EQ components are frequently identical or similar to their EQ counterparts,
thereby allowing conclusions and information related to EQ components to be
applied to non-EQ equipment.

2. The potential for failure under accident conditions exists for cable with
embrittled/cracked insulation. Moisture ingress through cracks may result in
failure of the dielectric.

3. The potential for failure under accident conditions exists for certain bonded
jacket/insulation systems due to interaction between the conductor insulation and
jacket when aged under certain conditions. The laboratory aging conditions under
which these failures were observed are not typically experienced in nuclear plant
applications; however, the response of these cable systems to accident exposure
following aging under simultaneous low temperature/low dose-rate conditions is
not well understood at present. Therefore, additional evaluation for suitability
during the license renewal period (specifically for those EQ cables located in
environments where aging temperature exceeds approximately 50°C [1221FJ for
60 years) may be warranted.

4. Generally, the main function of a cable jacket is to protect the insulation during
installation. If this is the only function of the jacket, no credit is taken for the
jacket during environmental qualification testing.

Cable jacket integrity may be significant with respect to (a) the possibility of
interactive jacket/insulation failures of bonded systems during accident exposure
(see Item 3 above), (b) beta radiation shielding, (c) retention of electrical shield
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integrity in shielded cables, and (d) environmental qualification of associated
splices or connectors.

Condition Monitoring Technigues

1. The objectives of condition monitoring are to assess a cable's ability to perform
its safety function and obtain an indication or measure of a cable's remaining life.
Substantial progress has been made in the past few years in developing methods
for evaluating the aging of low-voltage cable. Of these, tests that measure
physical properties of the cable insulation/jacket appear most promising at
present. In particular, the oxidation induction time (OIT) and compressive
modulus (indenter) methodologies appear to have significant potential within
certain constraints. Time-domain reflectometry (DR) is also useful in
identifying degraded (i.e., high impedance) terminations or connectors in certain
instances.

Industry and the NRC have prioritized activities to develop and implement new
condition monitoring methods which show as much or more promise than the
techniques discussed above. An EPRI Cable Condition Monitoring Working
Group was recently established to coordinate industry activities. OT, indenter,
TDR, and other subsequently developed methods may be a viable approach to
managing the aging of cable system components not otherwise managed by
existing practices.

2. No currently available technique was identified as being effective at monitoring
the electrical aging of medium-voltage power cable. Some methods may be
effective at detecting severe electrical degradation or monitoring certain types of
degradation (such as thermal aging); however, correlation of these measurements
with the expended or remaining life of these cables has not been demonstrated.

6.2 Recommendations

As indicated in Section 6. 1, cables and terminations of the types considered in this guideline
are generally very reliable; additional aging management activities appear warranted for only a
small fraction of the total cable population. Existing programs, although in some cases not
specifically aimed at cable and termination aging, appear effective at managing most of the
significant aging effects for these components. This is underscored by the low historical failure
rates observed in the empirical data to date. However, existing practices can be improved; such
improvements may include better focus of present programs on areas/applications potentially
subject to more rapid degradation and identifying and managing those aging effects not
completely addressed. Accordingly, the following recommendations regarding cable and
termination aging management are presented:

1. Aging management activities should consider specific cable types used in aging
susceptible applications, and address the degradation mechanisms of most significance.
For low-voltage systems, instances of earlier vintage or more aging-susceptible
materials used on cables (such as PVC, butyl, or Neoprenet rubber) that are connected
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to heavy continuous loads or routed through "hot spot" areas should be considered.
Particular attention should be paid to components or cable segments located near the
end device. Similarly, medium-voltage power cables routinely' subject to wetting or
submersion, and oxidation of connectors used in neutron monitoring circuits should be
addressed. Maintenance programs should be examined to determine their effectiveness
at identifying and addressing degradation of air-insulated terminations subject to
regular vibration, mechanical stress, or condensing moisture/wetting, as well as
connections that are routinely manipulated or disconnected/connected. Design changes
to such equipment may also be considered.

2. Significant aging management efforts are generally not warranted for cables located
in "benign" areas. Accordingly, aging management activities should be focused on
cables and terminations installed in more environmentally challenging areas, and the
limited number of applications installed in benign areas which are subject to localized
stressors.

3. Accurate characterization of plant environments (especially those in more severe areas
such as prnay containment) is important to effective management of the aging of
certain cable systems. Such characterization should be conducted to assist in
establishing representative qualified lives for environmentally qualified components,
identifying circuits and components that may age faster than the rest of the population
(and therefore may warrant additional aging management activities), and used to
extend the qualified life of cables in regions with operating environments that are less
damaging than the design basis environment.

4. Based on the similarity between many EQ and non-EQ cables and terminations,
existing information and analyses related to the aging of EQ components should be
considered for use with non-EQ components to assist in management of their aging.

5. Condition monitoring is not currently warranted for all applications of medium-voltage
cable. Because no technique is currently developed to a sufficient degree to permit
effective monitoring of dielectric aging without the threat of inducing further
degradation, preventive measures (such as prevention from submergence) should be
considered as means of extending the longevity of medium-voltage cables.

6. In cases where condition monitoring is deemed appropriate (such as where aging
effects cannot otherwise be adequately managed by existing practices), a program to
determine the baseline aging condition of affected components using a nondestructive
test or evaluation method should be considered.

7. If cables are to be replaced for any reason, then plant cable installation practices and
procedures should be reviewed to ensure hat they prevent cable damage during
installation.

'That is, other than on an intermittent or periodic basis, so that the cable is not permitted to dry out.
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8. Infomation derived from natural or low-acceleration factor aging programs currently
under way may yield a better understanding of degradation resulting from combined
environments and natural aging conditions, and should be used to supplement present
knowledge regarding the aging of cable and termination materials. In addition, input
from ongoing qualification activities (such as follow-on analyses, testing, condition
monitoring, and maintenance) should be incorporated into existing programs as
appropriate.

9. Environmentally qualified cable potentially susceptible to bonded jacket/insulation
failure (such as Okonite EPRIOkolon individual conductors) should be further
evaluated for adequacy during the license renewal period. Recent experimental data
suggest that the probability of post-accident failure may increase substantially for
cables simultaneously exposed to radiation and aging temperatures above 54°C over
40 years (or above 50°C over 60 years).' Accordingly, only those circuits subject to
such aging enviromnents need be considered.

63 Aging Management Review Under 10CFR54

6.3.1 General Approaches to Aging Management Review

Reference 6.21 descnbes a general famework for performing an aging management
review (AMR) that includes (1) identifying SSCs within the scope of the nle, (2) identifying
applicable aging effects and their impact on SSC intended function, and (3) determining the
ability of applicable plant programs to identify and mitigate these effects. Where aging effects
are not completely managed for the period of extended operation by existing programs,
appropriate actions must be taken to address these effects.

Several different methodologies can be used in evaluating the aging management of plant
cables as part of an AMR. These methodologies relate to how adequate aging management of
plant circuits can be demonstrated, or conversely, how circuits potentially requiring additional
aging management can be ideniified.

One possible method involves explicit identification of all or most plant circuits. Initially,
all circuits associated with each plant system could be identified; those that are within the scope
of the license renewal rule (LRR) and not periodically replaced could then be individually
evaluated to demonstrate adequate management of aging effects. This process would then be
repeated for each applicable plant system. Altematively, al circuits within the scope of the LRR
could be identified directly (i.e., by examinations of Q-lists, EQ documentation, engineering
analyses, etc.) regardless of system, eliminating those that are periodically replaced. The
remaining circuits would then be individually evaluated. The major drawback to these sorts of
approaches is the requirement to identify and evaluate (to some degree) almost every circuit in
the plant, which may munber in the tens of thousands. This is extremely laborious and time
consuming, especially for plants with limited existing database capability. Accordingly, such
approaches are not recommended.

2 Based on Arfhenius extapolation using activation energy of 1.04 eV.
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A second (preferred) method seeks to "group" circuits based on common stressors,
locations, and/or applicatiosi. It was previously noted thai aging degradation which may affect
intended function is generally confined to a substantially reduced subset of plant circuits (e.g.,
only a small fraction of circuits are exposed to stressors/combinations that produce any
meaningful degradation, and much of this degradation is physically localized in nature). The
group methodology uses these observations to identify circuits for which no significant aging
stressors (and therefore effects) exist and conclude that no additional evaluation is required.
Various approaches to grouping circuits for aging management review are discussed in Step 1
of Section 6.3.3.

6.3.2 Determination of Scope of Equipment Subject to an Aging Management Review

Section 54.21 of the LRR requires an AMR for certain "passive" plant systems, including
electrical cables and terminations. Little practical guidance is provided in the LRR on the
methodology for performing an AMR. The following paragraphs describe information contained
in the Statement of Considerations (SOC) for the rule:

1. Scope of License Renewal - Nonsafety-related SSCs whose failure would prevent
accomplishment of an intended function of a safety-related system, structure, or component
are intended to be included in the category of nonsafety equipment described in
Section 54.4(a)(2). The plant's current licensing basis (CLB), plant-specific experience or
operating history, industry-wide operating experience, and engineering evaluations should
be relied upon to determine those nonsafety-related SSCs that are the focus of the review.

2. Integrated Plant Assessment (IPA) - A list of equipment (from those SSCs within the
scope of license renewal, as described above) that a licensee determines to be subject to an
AMR for the period of extended operation is required. The licensee has the flexibility to
determine the equipment for which the review is performed, so long as those structures and
components that are (i) not subject to replacement prior to expiration of the original license
period, and (ii) passive (e.g., perform an intended function without moving parts or change
of configuration/properties) are included. Furthermore, the IPA must contain a description
of the methodology used in selecting equipment subject to the review, and a demonstration
that the effects of aging on this equipment will be managed so that the intended function
is maintained during the extended operating period.

Accordingly, all cables and terminations within the scope of the LRR and which are not
replaced based on qualified life or some other specified time period are subject to an AMR.
Note that most cables and termination components will not be subject to replacement prior to
the expiration of the original license period.3 As previously stated, plant operators may also
choose to include cable systems outside the scope of the rule in the AMR process based on
economic considerations or continuity of power production. Thus, the cables included by a plant
in its AMR may range from literally all plant cables to something considerably less than those
considered to be within the scope of the LRR.

3 Examples of possible exceptions include certain neutron monitoring cables/connectors and motor operated
valve/solenoid operated valve (MOV/SOV) terminations.
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EQ components comprise a relatively small fraction of the total circuit inventory of the
typical plant. All safety-related SSCs (of which EQ conionents are a subset) are included
within the scope of the LRR. Per item 2 above, all passive EQ equipment that is not replaced
prior to the expiration of the original operating period is subject to an AMR. Any component
that is designated EQ already has a qualified life established based on significant aging
mechanisms. In many cases, the qualifiable life exceeds the combined original 40-year design
life and a license renewal period of up to 20 more years. All such cables may ultimately be
demonstrated to be covered by the existing aging management (i.e., EQ) program for these
circuits. There are some cases, however, in which the qualifiable life is less than the combined
current and license renewal periods, yet greater than the current license term (i.e., greater than
40 but less 60 years). In such cases, the plant will have to demonstrate both qualification and
aging management [per the requirements in the LRR regarding time-limited aging analyses
(TLAAs)] for the extended period of license renewal. Thus, the plant will have to either replace
the cable or extend the qualified life via reanalysis or retesting.' Establishment of the new
qualified life will have to be performed prior to the end of the existing qualified life.
Furthermore, if subsequent information (such as new research data) indicates that the original
qualification did not adequately address all relevant factors, then the original qualification should
be reevaluated to take into account such previously unidentified considerations.

The requirement contained in 1OCFR54.21 to "identify and list' those structures and
components subject to an AMR must also be considered. Due to their large inumbers,
identifying every plant circuit potentially subject to an AMR at the onset of the AMR process
(via Q-lists, plant diagrams, etc.) largely negates the benefits provided by the "grouping"
approaches, especially for those plants without existing comprehensive cable databases. The
apparent intent of the LRR is to ensure adequate management of aging effects for passive, long-
lived components within the scope of the rule; hence, if it can be demonstrated that all such
circuits have been evaluated for aging effects and addressed under an AMR, such a
demonstration arguably satisfies the mle requirements (in lieu of a strict listing of all circuits
considered). One possible approach would be to include all plant circuits within the chosen
group methodology, thereby ensuring inclusion of all circuits subject to an AMR. Whatever
approach is followed, interpretation of the requirement to "identify and list" may largely depend
on an individual plant's ability to demonstrate that all circuits subject to an AMR have been
included in the evaluation process.

6.3.3 Generic Methodology for Aging Management Review

A proposed methodology for performing an AMR for electrical cable and terminations is
described below. This methodology is based in part on the generic guidance set forth in
Reference [6.2], yet is adapted to more specifically address issues unique to cable systems. By
implementing this methodology, a reasonable assurance of continued operation in accordance
with the current licensing basis (CLB) can be maintained for the equipment within the scope of
this guideline. A plant-specific version of such an analysis may be used by plants in their
license renewal applications to assist in providing an acceptable basis for demonstrating adequate
management of aging effects for cable and termination components pursuant to 1OCFR54.29.

4 Condition monitoring and input from maintenancetesting programs are also permissible as ongoing
qualification for extending the qualified life of EQ components.
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Note that substntial flexibility exists in choosing which type of approach is employed for
demonstrating aging management. No specific method for performing an AMR is described or
advocated in 10CFR54. Hence, the following methodology may be modified as necessary by
each individual plant based on its individual circumstances. Figure 6-1 illustrates the basic
process.

Steps 1 and 2 of the proposed methodology are aimed at idenifying that subset of the plant
circuit population that potentially requires additional aging mangement. Step 3 examines plant-
specific historical data to further refine this subset. Step 4 identifies existig aging management
activities applicable to these circwts, and Step 5 assesses their effectiveness at detecting and
mitigating the aging effects of concern. Finally, Step 6 recommends any additional activities
that may be required based on the review of Step 5. Note that this approach can be applied in
iterative fashion if desired; that is, individual groups of circuits can be completely evaluated
prior to beginning evaluation of other groups.

This methodology is not only potentially useful in AMRs under the LRR, but the techniques
described below may also be used in structuring cable and termination aging management
programs5 aimed at the current license term. Along these lines, some utilities contacted during
this study have developed separate programs focused specifically on cable and termination
management from an operations perspective, somewhat independent of license renewal
considertions. Other plants have no such dedicated programs, but rely solely on the aging
management afforded by existing programs and maintenance activities to help ensure tontinued
functionality of cable systems. The decision to develop or implement such an aging management
program for cable systems is discretionary.

Step 1: Identification of Equipment Potentially Requiring Additional Aging Management
Activities

The first step of the proposed methodology seeks to identify those circuits for which
adequate aging management can be readily demonstrated; these cicuits do not need to be
evaluated and the circuits that remain will potentially require additional aging management. One
of the grouping approaches descnbed below is used to elininate from further consideration those
circuits not exposed to significant aging stressors. Depending on the specific approach employed
in this step, the fraction of circuits potentially requiring additional aging management activities
can be substantially reduced with comparatively little effort.6

A Aging management 'programs' are referred to only in aplicble regatory documentation with rspect
to certain environmentally qualified rcuits; however, such programs may be used to coordinate aging
management activities for other categories of circuits as wel.

' Application of the plant spaces approach by the authors during development of a proprietary cable 
management program for one nuclcar utility rsulted in the dimination of several thousand circuits from
further consideration.
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One variant of the group method is to treat cable systems as a "commodity"; the initial
grouping of circuits is performed [based on the primary stressor(s) of concern] without regard
to circuit location or whether the circuit is within the scope of the LRR. For example, a
service-limiting temperature for cable insulation/jacketing material could be calculated and used
as the primary screening tool. Ambient temperatures (and ohmic heating effects) would then be
considered to identify the cable population subset of concern. Consideration of other aging
stressors (such as radiation or wetting) could also result in more focused reviews of limited
numbers of circuits. This approach is greatly simplified in companson with those previously
described; however, caution must be exercised to ensure that all significant stressors are properly
addressed during the screening process.

Another approach is to demonstrate aging management for groups of components through
analysis or evaluation of the "worst-case" environment or installation. That is, groups of circuits
can be evaluated based on their physical similarity to the worst-case application and a showing
that the aging stressors of concern are enveloped. For example, consider the application of
information and analyses relevant to EQ circuits to non-EQ circits. As previously noted, many
non-EQ components are similar or identical to those used in EQ applications. Furthermore,
qualification must be demonstrated for aging environments that are often substantially more
barsh than those in which non-EQ circuits are located. Accordingly, an effective demonstration
of aging management for these similar/identical non-EQ cables can be made via the existing EQ
analyses. Note, however, that the EQ application(s) should be shown to envelope alU significant
stressors for the non-EQ components. In addition, caution should be used in attempting to apply
such EQ data and analyses on a generic basis (e.g., apply data for one specific formulation of
EPR-based insulation to all EPR-based insulations used in the plant); similarity of material
performance (especially with regard to the cntical properties of the component) should be
positively demonstrated.7

A third alternative of the group method involves use of what is caled a "plnt spaces"
approach. Under the plant spaces approach, a structure that does not use or house cable systems
within the scope of license renewal may be eliminated from further consideration. For example,
an auxiliary pumphouse or switchyard enclosure may contain no ciruits that fall withinthe
scope of the LRR. After any such structures are eliminated, a space-by-space evaluation of the
environments in the remaining structures is performed tadng into account such factors as
ambient temperature and localized heat sources, radiation, and moisture.' In many cases, these
spaces may be coincident or closely parallel established EQ environmental zones. Specifically,
the effects of aging for all low-voltage instrument and control cables/terminations and all
medium-voltage cables/terminations that are installed in areas having all of the following
characteristics can be demonstrated to be adequately managed:

7 As previously noted, cven small variations in chemical formulation of some compounds can significtly
affect their physical properties, including resistance to various aging stressors.

X Data from plant operating logs, environmental monitoring programs, and similar sources can be used to
evaluate individual spaces.
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* The room ambient temperature never exceeds the 60-year service-limiting temperature
applicable to the material(s) of concern.9

* The threshold radiation dose for the material(s) under consideration is greater than the
60-year normal total integrated dose (TID) for all areas in the room.1 0

* There are no cables or connections that must be moved or manipulated frequently
(more than once or twice per refueling cycle).

* The area is free from significant wetting or submergence, and cables are not located
below flood levels.

* There is no salt or other corrosive or chemical environments.
* There are no hot process lines or end devices.'"

The only type of circuit within such "benign" spaces that must be analyzed furher is any
low-voltage power circuit that is energized for long periods and loaded with currents that are a
significant percentage of the conductor ampacity (see Section 4.1 and Appendix G).12 Heavy
loads that operate for long periods (e.g., fan and pump motors) constitute a very small group
of equipment at any plant, and can be identified rapidly on plant drawings along with the
connected cable.

In the case of circuits that run through several plant spaces (and enviromnents), the most
severe environment is used as the basis for decision. For example, a cable runmning through both
a benign and severe environment would be retamed for evaluation and revew consistent with
the more severe area. Hence, only those circuits completely contained within benign areas
would be shown to have their aging effects managed as part of this step of the AMR process.

Step 2: Identify Circuits Potentially Subject to Premature Aging or Degradation

After using one of the group" approaches in Step 1 to identify the subset of circuits for
which aging management can be initially demonstrated, the operating and enviromnental
conditions applicable to the remaining circuits are examined. By selecting only those circuits
(or grops of circuits) that axe exposed to signi.ant environmental, operational, or installation
stressors, the number potentially requiring additional aging management activities may be further

'9 The application of a broad criteria like a service-limiting temperat is not practical to implement unless
al relevant mrias of constuction for the plant circuit components of interest (i.e., those components
whose thermal degradation will adversely affect functionality, such as cable insulation) ar considered.
For the materials of interest, an evaluation of an appropriate materdal property (such as elongation-at-
break) is performed to establish a time duration (e.g., 60 years) and temperatur endpoint, or
service-limiting temperature. In lieu of such a plant-specific analysis, 310C 188°F1 may be used as a
conservative 60-year service-limitmg temperature for all materals, except certain neoprene jacket
materials. As shown in Figure 4-1, typical cable insulation and jacket formulations can be exposed to
temperatures up to about 50C for 60 years with an endpoint condition of 50% absolute elongation.

to Material-specific analyses can be performed to establish TID limits. in lieu of material-specific
analyses, a conservative 60-year TID value of I kGy [0.1 Mrad] can be used for materials listed in Table
4-6 of this guideline.

" Note that if hot spots exist, affected circuits may be identified and managed on an individual basis. In
this fashion, additional flebility is afforded the plant in eliminating from consideration spaces that have
hot spots, but meet all of the other screcning criteria.

n The effects of heavily loaded cables within trays or conduits are considered as part of the ICEA design
sndards for each ype of insulation.
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reduced. Specific guidelines for this selection process by voltage category/function (based on
the observations and conclusions set forti above) are as follows:

a. Medium-Voltage Power Circuits. Medium-voltage power circuit components
generally degrade due to either environmental influences (including wetting/
submergence, high ambient temperature, or chemicallelectrochemical interactions) or
operational influences (circuit loading/percent of time energized). Under certain
circunstances, these components may also degrade as a result of damage incurred
during installation. Therefore, if individual medium-voltage circuits are subjected to
one or more of these influences, then they should be considered for further aging
management. Likely candidates would include those circuits:

* routed near or connected to high-temperatre equipment,

* located in areas of high general area (ambient) temperate,

* routinely or continuously operated with high currents relative to their ampacity
limits (thereby resulting in significant ohmic beating),

* routinely wetted or submerged,

* subject to salt or other corrosive or chemical environments, or

* suspected of suffering damage as a result of installation.

b. Low-Voltage Power Cicuts. Low-voltage power circuit components generally
degrade due to either enviromnental influences (including ambient temperature,
radiation, or chemical/electrochemical interactions) or operational influences (circuit
loading/percent of time energized). Moisture or wetting does not characteristically
bave any significant effect on low-voltage circuit insulation; however, it may adversely
affect metallic cable or termination components. bIstallation damage is of little
concern for low-voltage cable due to comparatively low-voltage stress. Therefore,
low-voltage power circuits that meet the following criteria should be considered for
further aging management:

* routed near or connected to high-temperature/high-radiation equipment,

* located in areas of high general area (ambient) temperature or radiation,

* frequently or continuously operated at current values in proximity to their
ampacity limits (power circuits only), or

* subject to salt or other corrosive or chemical envirownents, especially at their
terminations.

c. Low-Voltage Control and Ibstrumentation Circuits. Low-voltage control and
instrumentation circuit components degrade primarily as a result of enviromnental
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influences such as ambient temperature, radiation, or chemical/electrochemical
interactions. Circuit electrical loading is not an aging concern in these applications
due to extremely low currents. Moisture or wetting may adversely affect metallic
cable or termination components. Oxidation of connector or termination contacts may
have a significant impact on impedance-sensitive circuits. Therefore, low-voltage
instrumentation or control circuits that meet the following criteria should be considered
for further aging management:

* routed near or connected to high-temperature/high-radiation equipment,

* located in areas of high general area (ambient) temperature or radiation,

* subject to salt or other corrosive or chemical environments, or

* operate at extremely low currents or are otherwise sensitive to small variations
in impedance.

d. Terminations. In addition to the criteria set forth in items (a) through (c) above,
certain other enviromnental/operational conditions may significantly accelerate the
degradation of termination components in particular. Tese include:

* frequent manipulation (such as determination and retermination during
maintenance)

* attachment to vibrating end devices or components

* thermal cycling due to circuit loading variations (power).

Step 3: Examination of Plant-Specific Historical Data

Another highly valuable mechanism for identifying circuits possibly requiring further aging
management activities is the plant's maintenance history. By examining maintenance records,
operating history, plant-specific failure data, and canvassing plant electrical and maintenance
personnel for input, circuits routinely experiencing degradation of the t described above may
be readily identified. Additional information can be gained by investigating the potential effects
of any plant leakage or chemical spills, walking through plant spaces where cable is installed
during plant operation, and identifying potential high-temperature/radiation areas within the plant
through discussions with knowledgeable heating, ventilating, and air conditioning (HVAC)
system engineers or health physics personnel.

This step is important from at least two standpoints. Fst, any additional circuits for which
aging management is not demonstrated, and which were not included as part of the evaluation
under Steps 1 and 2, can be identified. In this fashion, a plant's experience derived from
operating and maintaining the equipment can be incoiporated as a "safety net" to identify high-
stress environments and applications that may not always be readily apparent. Second, the aging
and degradation of many circuits selected for inclusion under these steps can be validated. (Note
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that at the completion of thi's step, the subset of the plant circuit population potentially requiring
additional aging management activities should be completely identified.)

Another component of the historical review should include evaluation of root-cause
analyses. Such analyses are important in identifying common environmental or operational
stressors that msult in component failure. Circuits exposed to these stressors that were not
previously identified should be considered for further aging management.

Step 4: Identification of Existing Aging Management Activities

Next, existing plant aging management activities are identified; this information will be used
in Step 5 to support the ultimate determination of aging management effectiveness for the subset
of the cable/termination population identified by the end of Step 3. A generic list of activities
that potentially detect and/or mitigate the effects of aging is compiled for each separate
classification of component based on voltage category and the specific application under
consideration. 3 For example, a general list of potentially applicable activities for medium-
voltage power cable may include the following:

* periodic visual/physical inspection of cable jacketing, terminations, or splices (during
maintenance or otherwise)

* surveillance or operability testing of end devices which demonstrates cable system
functionality

* periodic hi-pot testing of the cable or end devices

* periodic thermographic inspection of circuits and their terminations

* routine monitoring and pumpmg of spaces where water accumulates and medium-
voltage circuits are located.

Hi-pot testing is not performed for low-voltage systems; however, Arrhenius analysis
(pursuant to OCFR50.49 6.3]) and environmental monitoring may be used. Similar lists
may be developed for the other categones of equipment. Once these lists are developed, they
may be applied to the circuits (or groups of circuits) identified at the completion of Step 3 to
determine which activities are applicable to which circits.

Step 5: Evaluation of Aging Management Effectiveness

After a list of potentially applicable activities is generated, these activities are evaluated
against the aging stressors and effects previously identified for a specific circuit or group of
circuits. This evaluation is based on the stressors and effects that were used to initially select
the circuit/group for further consideration. For example, adequate aging management for low-

13Note that other methods of categorization may be used; voltage category was chosen as the basis for this
illustration because both the types of aging degradation effects and fte aging management thniques used
are often different for different voltage categories.
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voltage circuits located in a high ambient temperature enviromnent (such as primary
contaimnent) would be evaluated with regard to the ability of the listed activities to identify and
mitigate thermal aging effects such as jacket/insulation embrittlement and cracking. Similarly,
adequate aging management for low-voltage, impedance-sensitive instnumentation circuits such
as neutron monitors would be judged in terms of detection or prevention of oxidation or
corrosion of connector contacts.

Criteria that can be used in determining whether aging effects are managed by such
programs include:

1. detection and mitigation of aging effects before loss of intended function (i.e., the
failure of the component is progressive, the periodicity of monitoring is such that
detection occurs before loss of function, and the environmental conditions during
normal operation and design basis events are similar and/or the CM technique has the
ability to detect indications during normal conditions that could result in fault
conditions during a design basis event)

2. the ability to monitor parameters of the component that can be correlated to aging
effects,

3. the existence of specific acceptance criteria, alert, or action values for determining the
need for corrective action,

4. specific inclusion of the equipment under evaluation within the program(s),

5. the presence of administrative program controls and formal reviews, and

6. continued participation and evaluation of industry efforts and advancements in
condition monitoring.

Alternatively, an analysis of the aging effects which demonstrates that intded function is
maintained during the period of extended operation even if the relevant aging effects are not
detected or addressed may be used as a basis for demonstratg that the aging effects are
managed for the component under consideration. Pant-specific or industry failure history,
engineering or environmental qualification analyses, or similar sources can be used to support
this conclusion.

Another consideration relates to the use of sampling techniques for aging management.
Aging management programs that address equipment aging on a sampling or rotational basis
(e.g., which sample a percentage of the total inventory of similar crcuits exposed to similar
stressors) may be used in support of the demonstration of aging management for the entire
inventory, assmning (1) the most severe applications are monitored as part of the program, and
(2) the specific aging management activities address particular aging stressors and effects
relevant to the entire inventory. As an example, a group of similar circuits all located within
a comparatively high-temperature plant space that were not eliminated from further consideration
in Step 1 could be managed by periodically monitoring the most severe Wplication within the
space for thermal degradation effects. However, a similar cable in that same space that is
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subjected to a different aging stressor (such as localized mechanical damage) may not be
adequately managed by such activities.

Step 6: Identification of Additional Aging Management Activities

The output from Step 6 is a list of additional aging management activities required to
demonstrate adequate management of aging effects. These activities may take the form of either
enhancements to existing programs (such as expanding the scope of testing/inspection, trending
of data, or changing the frequency of performance), or creation of new programs or initiatives
(such as establishnent of a condition monitoring program, or design changes to equipment).
Factors to be considered in determining appropriate additional activities include:

a. Existence of Suitable Aging Management Methods. In some cases where
management of aging effects cannot be directly demonstrated, the availability (or lack
thereof) of suitable condition monitoring or management techniques must be
considered. As illustrated in Section 5, some types of degradation are not directly
monitored through existing techniques. As an example, water-treeing of medium-
voltage power cable is not detected or mitigated through application of any currently
available aging management activity or condition monitoring technique; therefore,
management of this effect is demonstrated largely through control of critical aging
stressors (i.e., removal of water and ionic impurities) as opposed to measurement of
physical properties.

b. Circuit Type, Accessibility, and Amenability. For both EQ and non-EQ circuits,
only certain techniques will be applicable based on whether the circuit is low or
medium voltage. Tests such as polarization index, hi-pot, and partial discharge are
primarily applicable to medium-voltage power circuits. Similarly, because thermal or
radiation aging does not appear to significantly affect the longevity of most medium-
voltage power cables, tests that detect thermal or radiation-induced damage are of
limited usefulness on these applications. Hence, circuits requiring additional aging
management activities must be matched to appropriate techniques based on their
voltage category.

Based on inherent physical limitations, certain types of techniques may not be practical
for use on all plant circuits. For example, electrical measurement techniques may be
difficult to implement if the circuits to be tested are difficult to de-terminate and re-
terminate. Similarly, techniques that directly measure some physical or chemical
property of the cable insulation may not be useful for cable enclosed in conduit.

c. Information from Natural Aging Programs. Information derived from ongoing
industry programs for natural or low-acceleration factor aging can be used in the
evaluation of the longevity of cable and termination components. As previously
described, such programs may provide information that more accurately predicts the
long-tern behavior of cable and termination materials (as opposed to highly
accelerated aging or qualification programs, which may have substantial inherent
inaccuracies or conservatisms). The types and frequency of aging management and
condition monitoring may therefore be adjusted based on such information.
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Furthermore, for environmentally qualified components, the controlling regulatory
requirements allow the use of such information for the extension of qualified life.

d. Cost versus Benefit. The cost of implementing certain techniques or programs must
be balanced against the potential benefit of the monitoring. For example, circuits with
low replacement cost may be better replaced at conservative intervals to avoid potential
operational failure as opposed to instituting a condition monitoring or testing program.
However, with most plant circuits (especially those located inside conduit in primary
containment), per-foot replacement costs can be exceedingly high and the costs of
condition monitoring/testing programs comparatively low so that these programs are
economically justified. Other factors to consider include the risk significance of the
failure of the component(s) under consideration, personnel radiation exposure
(man-rem) associated with monitoring versus replacement, and potential impacts on
scheduling.

e. Availability of Naturally Aged Specimens. In a limited number of plants, abandoned
or spare circuits installed alongside of operational circuits may be available for
comparative analysis. By extracting a small section of the circuit that has been
exposed to similar environmental stresses, an inference regarding the condition of the
operational circuit may be made and adequate aging management demonstrated. As
with the sampling techniques previously described, caution must be exercised to ensure
that the naturally aged specimen used as the basis for evaluation is representative of
the inventory for which management is being demonstrated.

As indicated in Section 6.1, OIT and compressive modulus techniques appear to be useful
for evaluating cable and termination material condition as a function of aging. Generally
speaking, these techniques will be most effective for those applications where thermal or
irradiation aging of dielectric material occurs and is of significance to the functionality of the
component (such as low-voltage cable). TDR and similar techniques may be useful in detecting
age-related degradation of certain circuit component (including terminations and electrical
connections). Testing protocols for TDR, density, etc. techniques have been, or are in the
process of being, developed to allow their application to installed specimens for condition
monitoring purposes. The Cable Diagnostic Matrix 6.4] currently under development by
EPRI more specifically addresses alternatives for cable condition monitoring.

6.3.4 Use of Previous Aging Management Reviews and References

Substantial industry and utility effort has been expended to date in examining the effects of
aging for long-lived passive components used in commercial nuclear plants. In some cases,
generic topical reports and aging evaluations have been or are being produced to address the
requirements of the LRR, some of which will be submitted to the NRC for review and
acceptance. Plant owner's groups, industry organizations, public document room indices, and
similar sources can help identify such references. Furthermore, license renewal applications by
other utilities may provide substantial resources for a plant beginning the AMR process if they
are available. To make effective use of this growing volume of material, the following
considerations should be observed:
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a. Scope, Assumptions, and Limitations. The scope of the reference chosen should be
similar to that of the aging management review. In addition, assumptions and
limitations inherent in the reference analysis should be compatible with those for the
plant in question. Equipment configuration, functions, materials, design parameters,
and operating conditions should also be compared; differences in these areas may limit
the applicability of the reference, or require supplemental analysis or evaluation to
demonstrate that the conclusions reached in the reference regarding aging effects are
applicable to the plant equipment as installed.

b. Demonstration of Aging Management. The reference selected should identify the
aging effects pertinent to the equipment under consideration and their impact on
intended function. Assumptions and bases used for determining these aging effects
should be applicable to the plant in question; this can be verified through a review of
the specific plant's failure/maintenance history and similar sources. The aging
management programs and activities identified in the reference that are used to detect
and mitigate the aging effects described should be compared with those in the plant;
any differences should be justified, or other activities/enhancements that address these
differences demonstrated.
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APPENDIX A. DEFINItONS

Notes:

1. Definitions are derived from one of the following sources unless otherwise noted:

a. EPRI TR-100844, Nuclear Power Plant Common Aging Terminology" [A. 1]

b. "Glossary of Terms and Definitions," Okonite [A.2]

c. "Wire and Cable Reference Glossary," ITT Surprenant [A.3]

d. Standard Handbook for Electrical Engineers A.41

2. Also see Appendix D, which contains a list of acronyms.

abrasion resistance the ability of a wire, cable, or material to resist surface wear

accelerated aging artificial aging in which the simulation of natural aging approximates, in a short time, the
aging effects of longer-term service conditions

acceptance cterion specified limit of a functional or condition indicator used to assess the ability of an
SSCI to perform its design function

accident environments the postulated conditions resulting from either a LOCA or HELB inside primary
containment, or from a HELB outside primary containment [A.5]

age (noun) time from fabrication of an SSC to a stated time

age conditoning simulation of natural aging effects in an SSC by the application of any combination of
artificial and natural aging

age-related degraation synonym for aging degradation

aging (noun) general process in which characteristics of an SSC gradually change with time or use

aging assessment evaluation of appropriate information for determining the effects of aging on the current
and future ability of SSCs to function within acceptance criteria

aging degradadon aging effects that could impair the ability of an SSC to function within acceptance criteria

aging effects net changes in characteristics of an SSC that occur with time or use and are due to aging
mechanisms
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aging management engineering, operations, and maintenance actions to control within acceptable limits
aging degradation and wearout bf SSCs

aging mechanism specific process that gradually changes characteristics of an SSC with time or use

allowable puffing tension the maximum force before a cable becomes permanently weakened in strength,
pressure, tension, etc.

ampacity the current in amperes a conductor can cary continuously under the conditions of use without
exceeding its temperature rating [A.61. Current-carrying ampacity, expressed in amperes, of a wire or
cable under stated thermal conditions A.7].

analysis a process of mathematical or other logical reasoning that leads from stated premises to the
conclusion concerning specific capabilities of equipment and its adequacy for a particular application
tA.8]

area of conductor the size of a conductor cross section

armor a metallic sheath or shield wrapped around cable for added mechanical protection

Ar*enius model an aging model for chemical degradation developed from the basic probabilities of collision
of reacdng molecules. he model relates the rate of degradation to absolute temperature by a simple
exponential function

artic aging simulation of natural aging effects on SSCs by application of stressors representing plant
pre-service and service conditions, but perhaps different in intensity, duration, and manner of application

braid a fibrous or metallic group of filaments interwoven in cylindrical form to form a coveing over one
or more wires

breakdown synonym for complte failure

breakdown of ussulation failure of an insulation resulting in a flow of current through the insulation. t may
be caused by the application of too high voltage or by defects

cable a factory assembly of two or more conductors having an overall covering A.6]. A conductor with
insulation or a stranded conductor with or without insulation and other coverings (single-conductor cable) or
a combination of conductors insulated from one another (multiple-onductor cable) [A.7]

cable assembly a completed cable and its associated hardware ready to install

cable creep a phenomenon where portions of a cable move or creep in relaton to the supporting raceway
or structure due prinarily to thermal variations and gravity effects

cabe filler the material used in multiple conductor cables to occupy the spaces formed by the assembly of
components, thus forming a core of the desired shape

cable ystem a circuit or group of circuits, including the cable and terminations

capacitance the property of a system of conductors and dielectics which permits the storage of clectrically
separated charges wben potenial differences exist between the conductors
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characteistic property or attribute of an SSC (such as shape, dimension, weight, condition indicator,
functional indicator, performance or mechanical, chemical, or electrical property)

coating a material applied to the surface of a conductor to prevent environmental deterioration, facilitate
soldering, or improve electrical performance

coaxial cable a cable consisting of two cylindrical conductors with a common axis, separated by a dielectric

combined effects net changes in characteristics of an SSC produced by two or more stressors

common cause failure two or more failures due to a single cause

common mode failure two or more failures in the same manner or mode due to a single cause

complete failure failure in which there is complete loss of function

composite cable a cable consisting of two or more different types or sizes of wires

concentrc stranding a central wire surrounded by one or more layers of helically wound strands in a fixed
round geometric arrangement

condition surrounding physical state or influence that can affect an SSC

condition the state or level of characteristics of an SSC that can affect its ability to perform a design function

condition indicator characteristic that can be observed, measured, or trended to infer or directly indicate the
current and future ability of an SSC to function within acceptance criteria

condition monitoring observation, measurement, or trending of condition or functional indicators with
respect to some independent parameter (usually time or cycles) to indicate the current and future ability of an
SSC to function within acceptance criteria

condition trending synonym for condition monitoring

conductor bare: a conductor having no covering or electrical insulation whatsoever

covered: a conductor encased within material of composition and thickness that is not
recognized by this Code as electrical insulation

insulated: a conductor encased within material of composition and thickness that is
recognized by this Code as electrical insulation [A.61

conduit a tube or trough in which insulated wires and cables are run

copper-clad aluminum conddetors conductors drawn from a copper-clad aluminum rod with the copper
metallurgically bonded to an aluminum core. The copper forms a minimum of 10% of the cross-sectional area
of a solid conductor or each strand of a stranded conductor [A.6]

corrective maintenance actions that restore, by repair, overhaul, or replacement, the capability of a failed
SSC to function within acceptance criteria

degradation intermediate or gradual deterioration of characteristics of an SSC that could impair its ability
to function within acceptance criteria
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degraded conditon marginAly acceptable condition of an unfailed SSC that could lead to a decision to
perform planned maintenance

degradedfailure failure in which a functional indicator does not meet an acceptance criterion, but design
function is not completely lost

design basis conditions synonym for design conditions

design basis event any of the events specified in the station's safety analysis that are used to establish
acceptable performance for safety-related functions of SSCs; events include anticipated transients, design basis
accidents, external events, and natural phenomena

design basis event conditions service conditions produced by design basis events

design basis event stressor stressor that stems from design basis events and can produce immediate or aging
degradation beyond that produced by normal stressors

design conditons specified service conditions used to establish the specifications of an SSC (generally
includes margin of conservatism beyond expected service conditions)

design life penod during which an SSC is expected to function within acceptance criteria

design serice condtions synonym for design conditions

deterioration synonym for degradation

diagnosis examination and evaluation of data to determine either the condition of an SSC or the causes of
the condition

diagnostic evaluation synonym for diagnosis

duct an underground or overhead tube for caying electrical connectors

Amy continuous duty: operation at a substantially constant load for an indefinitely long time

intermitnt duty: operation for alternate intervals of (1) load and no load; or (2) load and rest; or
(3) load, no load, and rest

periodic duty: intermittent operation in which the load conditions are regularly recurrent

short-time duty: operation at a substantially constant load for a short and definitely specified time

varying duty: operation at loads, and for intervals of time, both of which may be subject to wide
variation

environnnta conditions ambient physical states surrounding an SSC

equipment quakficaion the generation and maintenance of evidence to assure that the equipment will opeate
on demand, to meet system perfonnance requirements

equivalent fe the lepgth of time at a specific temperaturc during which the amount of thermal degradation
that occurs to an organic material will be equal to that caused by a differenttemperature applied for a different
length of time [A.9]
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error-induced aging degradaion aging degradation produced by error-induced conditions

error-induced conditions adverse pre-service or service conditions produced by design, fabrication,
installation, operation, or maintenance errors

error-induced stress stress that stems from error-induced conditions and can produce immediate or aging
degradation beyond that produced by normal stressors

failure inability or interruption of ability of an SSC to function within acceptance criteria

failure analysis systematic process of determining and documenting the mode, mechanism, causes, and root
cause of failure of an SSC

failure cause circumstances during design, manufacture, test, or use that have led to failure

failure evaluation synonym for faiure analysis

failure mechanism physical process that results in failure

failure mode the manner or state in which an SSC fails

failure modes and effects analysis systematic process for determining and documenting potential failure
modes and their effects on SSCs

faiure trending recording, analyzing, and extrapolating inservice failures on an SSC with respect to some
independent parameter (usually time or cycles)

flame resistance the ability of a material not to propagate flame once the beat source is removed

functional conditions influences on an SSC resulting from the performance of design functions (operation
of a system or component and loading of a structure)

functional indicator condition indicator that is a direct indication of the current ability of an SSC to function
witiin acceptance criteria

gauge a term used to define the physical size of a wire

iWedance ratio of phasor-equivalent driving force (such as voltage) to the phasor-equivalent response (such
as current)

inservice inspection methods and actions for assuring the structural and pressure-retaining integrity of
safety-related nuclear power plant components in accordance with the rules of ASME Code, Section Xl
[A.103

inservice fife synonym for senice Ife (especially in discussions involving ASME Code, Section XI)

inservice test a test to determine the operational readiness of a component or system [ASME Code, Section
X1J2

inspection synonym for surveillance

2 Brackets indicate adoption of a formal definition from codes, standards, or regulations
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installed life period from installation to retirement of an SSC

insulation the part that is relied upon to insulate the conductor from other conductors or conducting parts
or from ground [A.7]

insulon leve 100% cable for use on grounded systems or where the system is provided with relay
protection such that ground faults will be cleared as rapidly as possible but in any case witin one minute

insulon kvel 133% cable for use on ungrounded or grounded systems or where the faulted section will
be deenergized in a time not exceeding one hour

interstices voids or valleys between individual strands in a conductor or between insulated conductors in a
multiconductor cable

jacket a protective covering over the insulation, core, or sheath of a cable A.6]. A thermoplastic or
thermosetting covering, sometimes reinforced, applied over the insulation, core, metallic sheath, or armor of
a cable A.7]

lay the total amount of stranding required to form one completed twist of a cable

lfe period from fabrication to retirement of an SSC

fWe assessment synonym for aging assessment

life cycle management synonym for life maagment

life management integration of aging mngement and economic planning to: (1) optimize the operation,
maintenance, and useful life of SSCs; (2) maintain an acceptable level of performance and safety; and
(3) maximize return on investment over the useful life of the plant

ifetime synonym for fife

maintenance aggregate of direct md supporfing ctions that detect, preclude, or mitigate degradation of a
fncdoning SSC or restore to an acceptable level the design functions of a failed SSC

malfunction synonym for failure

margn the difference between the most severe specified servic conditions of the plant and the-conditions
used in gype testing to account for normal variations in commercial production of equipment and reasonable
errors in defining satsfactory performance [A.8]

mean time between faues arithmetic average of operating times between failures of an item [IEEE Std
100] [A.7]

natural aging aging of an SSC that occurs under pre-service and service conditions, including error-induced
conditions

normal aging natural aging from error-free pre-service or service conditions

normal aging degradafton agmg degradation produced by normal conditions

noral conditions operating conditions of a properly designed, fabricated, installed, operated, and
maintained SSC excluding design basis event conditions
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normal operating conditions synonym for normal conditons

normal stressor stressor that stems from normal conditions and can produce aging mechanisms and effects
in an SSC

operating conditions service conditions, including normal and error-induced conditions, prior to the start
of a design basis accident or earthquake

operating service conditons synonym for operatng conditions

operadonal conditons synonym for functional conditions

overcurrent any current in excess of the rated current of equipment or the ampacity of a conductor. It may
result from overload, short circuit, or ground fault [A.6]

overhaul (noun) extensive repair, refurbishment, or both

performance indicator synonym forfimctional indicator

periodic maitenance form of preventive maintenance consisting of servicing, parts replacement,
surveillance, or testing at predetermined intervals of calendar time, operating time, or number of cycles

planned maintenance form of preventive maintenance consisting of refurbishment or replacement that is
scheduled and performed prior to failure of an SSC

post-maintenance testing testing after maintenance to verify that maintenance was performed correcdy and
that the SSC can function within acceptance criteria

pouing the sealing of a cable termination or other component with a liquid which thermosets into an
elastomer

preconditoning synonym for age condidoning

predictive maintenance form of preventive maintenance performed continuously or at intervals governed by
observed condition to monitor, diagnose, or trend an SSC's functional or condition indicators; results indicate
current and future functional ability or the nature and schedule for planned maintenance

premature aging aging effects of an SSC that occur earlier than expected because of errors or pre-service
and service conditions not considered explicitly in design

pre-service conditions actual physical states or influences on an SSC prior to initial operation (e.g.,
fabrication, storage, transportation, installation, and pre-operational testing)

preventive maintenance actions that detect, preclude, or mitigate degradation of a functional SSC to sustain
or extend its useful life by controlling degradation and failures to an acceptable level; there are three types
of preventive maintenance: periodic, predictive, and planned.

pullng tension the longitudinal force exerted on a cable during installation A.7]

quafication verification of design limited to demonstrating that the electric equipment is capable of
performing its safety functions under significant environmental stesses resulting from design basis accidents
in order to avoid common-cause failures A. 11]
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qualified life period for which an SSC has been demonstrated, through testing, analysis, or experience, to
be capable of functioning within acceptance criteria during specified operating conditions while retaining the
ability to perform its safety functions in a design basis accident or earthquake

raceway an enclosed channel designed expressly for holding wires, cables, or busbars, with additional
functions as permitted in this Code [A.6]

radiation damage threshold the lowest dose which induces permanent change in a measured property(s) of
a material; also, the first detectable change in a property of a material due to the effect of radiation

random falure any failure whose cause or mechanism, or both, makes its time of occurrence unpredictable
[iEEE Std 1001

reconditioning synonym for overhaul

refurbishment planned actions to improve the condition of an unfailed SSC

remaining design e period from a stated time to planned retirement of an SSC

remaining fife actual period from a stated time to retirement of an SSC

remaing serice ife synonym for remzaining ife

remaining useful life synonym for remainng fe

repafr actions to return a failed SSC to an acceptable condition

replacement removal of an undegraded, degraded, or failed SSC or a part thereof and installation of another
in its place that can function within the original acceptance criteria

residual life synonym for renaining life

retirement final withdrawal from service of an SSC

rework correction of an inadequately performed fabrication, insullation, or maintenance

root cause fundamental reason(s) for an observed condition of an SSC that if corrected prevents recurrence
of the condition

root cause nalysis synonym for failure analysis

routing the path followed by a cable or conductor

safety function the required action, non-action, or non-failure of safety-related equipment

safey-related equipment that is relied upon to remain functional during and following design basis events
to ensure (i) the integrity of the reactor coolant pressure boundary, (ii) the capability to shut down the reactor
and maintain it in a safe shutdown condition, and (iii) the capability to prevent or mitigate the consequences
of accidents that could result in potential off-site exposures comparable to IOCFR Part 100 guidelines. Safety-
related electric equipment is referred to as Class E in IEEE 323-1974 [A. 12]

screen a semiconducting layer used under and over the insulation of power cables rated over 2 kV to reduce
electrical stresses and corona
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screened conductor cable a cable in which the insulated conductor or conductors are enclosed in a
conducting envelope or envelopes

Bemiconducting layer an extruded layer or tape of such resistance that when applied between two elements
of a cable the adjacent surfaces of the two elements wfll maintain substantially the same potential.

service conditbns actual physical states or influences during the service life of an SSC, including operating
conditions (normal and error-induced), design basis event conditions, and post design basis event conditions

service ffe actual period from initial operation to retirement of an SSC

serviing routine actions (including cleaning, adjustment, calibration, and replacement of consumables) that
sustain or extend the useful life of an SSC

sheath the overall protective covering for the insulated cable [A]

shield as normally applied to instrumentation cables, refers to a metallic sheath (usually copper or aluminum)
applied over the insulation of a conductor or conductors for the purpose of providing means for reducing
electrostatic coupling between the conductors so shielded and others which may be susceptible to or which
may be generating unwanted (noise) electrostatic fields A.7]

siewaU bearing pressure the crushing force exerted on a cable during installation [A.71

sigidficant aging mechanism an aging mechansm which could potentially affect the functionality of the
equipment if left unmitigated (see Section 4)

signficant and observed agng mechanism the subset of significant aging mechanisms witch are reflected
in empirical and/or anecdotal failure data (see Section 4)

simulaneous effectS combmed effects from stressors acting simultaneously

solid conductor a single unit not divided into parts

stress synonym for stressor

stressor agent or stimulus that stems from pre-service and service conditions and can produce immediate or
aging degradation of an SSC

surveilance observation or measurement of condition or functional indicators to verify that an SSC curently
can function within acceptance criteria

surveillance requirements test, calibration, or inspection to assure that the necessary quality of systems and
components is maintained, that facility operation will be within the safety limits, and that the limiting
conditions of operation will be met [10 CFR 50.36J[A. 131 (use only when specific regulatory and legal
cnotations am called for)

survefflance testing synonym for survelnce, surveilance requirements, and tesdng (use only when
specific regulatory and legal connotations are called for)

tape wrap a pirally or longitudinally applied tape over an insulated or uninsulated wire
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synergistic effects portion of changes in characteristics of an SSC produced solely by the interaction of
stressors acting simultaneously, as distinguished from changes produced by superposition from each stressor
acting independently

temperature rating the maximum possible normal and accident operating temperatures for a cable; typically
written on the outer covering of a cable

tesdng observation or measurement of condition indicators under controlled conditions to verify that an SSC
currendy conforms to acceptance criteria

therma aging one method of accelerated aging, usually associated with the Arrhenius model

thermal Efe the period of time for which a piece of equipment has been evaluated, on the basis of Arthenius
plots of materials, to be able to endure thermal conditions and still perform its required safety function during
or after the occurrence of harsh environment conditions

tine in sernce ime from inital operalion of an SSC to a stated time

useful life synonym for service life

volage drop the difference in voltage between the two different ends of a cable

wearout falure produced by an aging mechanism

wire a factory assembly of one or more insulated conductors without an overall covering [A.63
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APPENDIX B. DESCRIPTION OF COMPONENTS

B.1 Component Descriptions - Cable and Wire

Conductors

Conductor electrical and mechanical properties are largely the result of the material used
in fabrication of the conductor. In addition to the electrical requirements, mechanical properties
of the conductor (such as tensile strength, weight, diameter, and thermal coefficient of
expansion) is considered when choosing a material. Cable conductors used in nuclear plant
applications are normally manufactured from copper (coated or noncoated), aluminum, or
copper-clad aluminum.' Coating of copper conductors helps prevent conductor corrosion and
ease insulation stripping and termination soldering. Copper-clad aluminum is predominantly
used to prevent corrosion of the conductor [B.11, [B.2], [B.3], B.4].

Copper conductors are the most popular type of conductor because of the following
advantages: copper volume conductivity is greater than that of aluminum, thereby requiring less
insulation, jacketing, and other materials; copper cable is smaller at equal ampacity levels,
thereby requiring smaller conduit; and, copper cable is more economical.2 In addition,
aluminum conductors are susceptible to cold flow (creep), which can result in high resistance
connections and increased ohmic heating. Contact of aluminum conductors with dissimilar
metals may result in electrolytic corrosion if interposing coatings are not applied. Furthermore,
aluminum conductors oxidize to a compound (aluminum oxide) that is nonconducting; therefore,
special preparation of the termination area is required to remove and inhibit the formation of
aluminum oxide. One benefit of aluminum conductors is their comparatively low weight for the
same ampacity; therefore, based on the cost differential between aluminum and copper,
aluminum conductors are usually only considered for larger sizes of power cable.

In the United States, conductors are most often sized according to the American Wire
Gauge (AWG) system,3 which is based on a constant mathematical ratio between diameters of
successive gauge mmbers (thus, the smaller the AWG number, the larger the cable). Typical
indices for measuring conductor size include AWG number or kcmil (1 kcmil = 1 MCM =
1000 circular mils). A mil is defined as one thousandth of an inch, whereas a circular mil is
the area of a circle one mil in diameter (equal to 0.7854 square mils) [B. 1].

Most cable conductors are stranded, which is the twisting together of wire strands to form
a conductor. ASTM B33 1B.5J defines the construction of a stranded copper conductor;

I Other conductor materials include copper-clad steel, copper-chromium alloy, zinc-coated steel, copper
beryllium alloy, aluminum-clad steel, and bronze; however, no cables using these materials were identified
as being in use in U.S. commercial nuclear plants in any appreciable quantity.

2 For a few years during the 1970s, the price of copper increased dramatically from its historical norms.
Aluminum wires and connections were used in much greater quantities until the price of copper decreased
to its typical market level.

3 Other wire gauge measurements, such as the Steel, Birmingham, Standard (British), Old English,
Millimeter, and German wire gauges are in varying degrees of use outside the nuclear industry.
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the stranding class denotes the number and size of wires used in forming a given conductor.
The purpose of stranding conductor cable is to produce a greater amount of flexibility.
However, stranding generally results in increased weight and electrical resistance (due to
increased conductor length), and may slightly reduce the tensile strength of the conductor. Most
of the cable installed in nuclear plants uses stranded conductors; exceptions may include some
coaxial/triaxial cables, mineral insulated (MI) cable, and thermocouple extension wire.
Figure B-1 shows the conductor configuration of a typical nuclear plant medium-voltage power
cable. Figure B-2 shows a typical shielded low-voltage control cable.

SemiConducUng SemlConducting Sunli ht Resistant
Stand Shield InsulaUon Shiet PYC Jacket

Figure B-1 Cross Section of Typical Medium-Voltage Electrical Power Cable

Aluminized r Shield

p.

Neoprene Sheath

I
Fire-Retardant Tape

EPR Insulation

igure B-2 Typical Low-Voltage Shielded Control Cable
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Thermocouple extension wire generally uses solid metal alloy conductors; these alloys are
chosen for their specific electrical characteristics (i.e., dissimilar metals produce an
electromotive force (emf) or voltage that varies with the temperature of the junction). The
inclusion of these alloys permits use of a known temperature-versus-voltage response curve.
These cables are often composed of a twisted, shielded pair of conductors to minimize
electromagnetic noise interference [B.21, [B.3]. A thermocouple extension is composed of the
same materials as the junction to prevent formation of additional potentials at the interface
between the junction and the extension cable.

Appendix C is a partial listing of standards related to electrical conductors.

Electrical Insulation and Semi-Conducting Shield

Essentially any material that has a high resistance to the flow of electric current can be used
as insulation on an electrical cable. Material selection is based on the intended application and
function, including the intended service voltage. Standard insulation ratings for nuclear plant
cable include 300 and 600 Vac; 2, 5, 8 and 15 kVac; and 125 or 250 Vdc. Normal operating
voltages are typically well below the ratings (i.e., 480 Vac for 600-V rated cable, 4160 Vac for
5-kV rated cable, etc.). Voltage applied to the dielectric may increase significantly during
transient system operation, switching, surges, or faults.

The ability of an insulation to withstand such voltage stress without significant current flow
through the insulation is measured by the material's dielectric strength. Dielectric strength is
related not only to the electrical and physical properties of the insulation material, but also to
the tickness of that material. Hence high dielectric strength material may be used in lesser
thicknesses to achieve the same insulation capability as a lower dielectric strength material. Use
of thinner insulation has substantial benefits with regard to cost, overall cable size and weight,
and heat dissipation. Insulation thicknesses suitable for a given voltage rating are specified by
ICEA and AEIC standards for each of the common cable insulating materials.

The following cable design characteristics are influential in the selection of a particular
material: insulation temperature rating (with respect to normal and accident maximum operating
conditions), dielectric strength, moisture resistance, flame resistance, flexibility, size, and
weathering properties. Other mechanical and electrical properties that can influence the selection
of a material include tensile strength, elongation, modulus of elasticity, hardness, partial
discharge level, dissipation factor, insulation resistance (IR), and power factor B.1], B.2],
[B.31.

Certain manufacturers' medium-voltage cable uses a shield" layer installed between the
conductor and the insulation. The puipose of this layer is to reduce or control the dielectric
stress between the conductor and the insulation and drain charges at the surface of the insulation
such that large potential gradients do not occur at discontinuities between the insulation and the
conductor. This layer is typically semi- or nonconducting, and provides several functions,
including (1) reduction or elimination of voids between the conductor and insulation,

his is not a shield in the se of an electric or magnetic field shield. It is a mecnism to limit aging
degradation of insulation due to voltage stress.
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(2) reduction of electrical stress across the insulation, and (3) reduction of charge injection into
the insulation [B.3], [B.6].

Voltage Withstand

Most power plant cable is not subject to lightning- or switching-induced surges; however,
most cables are designed with sufficient basic inpulse insulation level (BIL) capability so as to
withstand the significant voltage stress resulting from these events. This capability is typically
expressed in terms of voltage withstand capability (i.e., 1 10-kV BIL for a 15-kV power cable),
and is somewhat higher for cable than that of other electrical distribution equipment. In general,
however, the 60-Hz requirements of a cable dictate the insulation characteristics (rather than the
BIL requirements) [B. 1], [B.3].

Overload Characteristics

Insulation level, which is a measure of the material's ability to withstand fault conditions
for given periods of time without experiencing dielectric breakdown, is another measurement of
the capability of an insulating material. It is related to the thermal capability and physical
properties of the material. Selection of a insulation level for a specific application is made based
on the phase-to-phase voltage, and the type of system (i.e., grounded or ungrounded). Three
distinct levels are specified [.1], B.2], [B.31, [B.6]:

100% Level: These cables may be applied on systems with sufficient protection such that
ground faults will be rapidly cleared (within 1 min). 100% cables are
primarily used on grounded systems.

133% Level: Cables in this category are used in primarily in ungrounded systems or
where the clearing time requirements of the 100% level can not be met. A
maximum clearing time requirement of 1 hr is imposed on cable of this type.

173% Level: Cables in this category are used in applications where the duration of the
ground is indefinite.

Insulation Materials

Cable and wire insulation and dielectric materials include the following [B. 1], [B.2], [B.3J,
[B.41, [B.61, [B.7], [B.8], [B.9], [B.10], [B.11], [B.12],
[B. 13], [B. 14].

* Cross-linked polyethylene/polyolefin (XLPE/XLPO)

* Low molecular weight polyethylene (LMWPE)

* High molecular weight polyethylene (HMWPE)

* Chlorinated polyethylene (CPE)
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* Hypalon (Chlorosulfonated polyethylene (CSPE))

* Ethylene propylene rubber (EPR)

* Neoprene6 rubber

* Nitrile rubber

* Butyl rubber

* Polyvinyl chloride (PVC)

* Silicone rubber (SR)

* Tefzele (ethylene tetrafluoroethylene (ETFE))

* Kapton (polyimide)

* Alkane imide

* Mineral insulation (MI)

* PEEK (polyethyl-ethyl ketone)

Each of these materials has unique thermal, irradiation, mechanical, chemical, and dielectric
properties that make it suited for specific types of nuclear plant applications. Note that some
materials (such as neoprene, PVC, and Hypalon^) may also be used as jacketing materials.
Generally, these materials may be divided into two categories: organic and inorganic. Organic
insulating materials (by far, the more prevalent of the two) can be further classified by their
thermal characteristics as either thermosetting, thermoplastic, or elastomeric.

Thermosets are polymers that are cured or permanently set into shape. This curing is an
irreversible reaction known as crosslinking, which results from exposure to heat or ionizing
radiation. Once crosslinked, the material cannot be returned to its original state. Thermoset
materials include polyesters, urethanes, epoxies, phenolics, and silicones [B. 15].

Thermoplastics are not cured or permanently set with heat. These materials will melt under
sufficient heat and may be subsequently reformed. Thennal degradation of the material limits
the number of times a thermoplastic may be reheated and reformed. The molecular structure
of thermoplastics is flexible compared with that of thermosets. Common thermoplastics include
polyethylenes (crosslinked, and low/high density) and polypropylenes, polyimide,5 vinyl (PVC),
and fluorocarbon polymers (such as Teflone and Tefzele) [B. 15].

5 Polyimide (Kapton) does not melt but rather decomposes at extremely high temperature.
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Elastomers are rubber-lice polymers whose service temperature is above their glass
transition temperature.6 Rubber is a natural material, whereas synthetic rubbers are materials
synthesized to reproduce the best characteristics of natural rubber. Common cable elastomers
include EPR, CSPE, styrene-butadiene rubber (SBR), butyl, nitrile, silicone, and neoprene
rubbers [B.15].

Elastomers and thermoplastics (specifically EPR/EPDM and XLPE, respectively) are the
most commonly used materials for nuclear plant cable insulation based on their low relative cost,
good overall mechanical and electrical properties, and good availability. See discussion of EPRI
NUS database contained in Section 3 of this guideline.

Polyethylene (a polyolefm) is a common cable insulation material. hree different grades
or tes are specified: low density, medium density, and high density polyethylene. High
density polyethylene is used primarily in medium-voltage applications. Low-density is often
used as a dielectric in coaxial or triaxial cables. Polyethylene may also be of the crosslinked
variety, which refers to the chemical bonding or crosslinking between individual polyethylene
molecules that occurs within the material. Low/medium/high density polyethylene has somewhat
differing properties than crosslinked polyethylene. Various manufacuring processes control the
size, disposition, and amount of crosslinking occurring in a specific ype of polyethylene.
Crosslinking in polyethylene used in electrical cable applications is usually achieved by one of
two methods: chemical crosslinking or radiation crosslinldng. The former method uses a
chemical agent (such as a peroxide) to induce the crosslinking reaction, where as radiation
(typically an electron beam) is used for the latter. Exposure to either of these processes results
in a material with substantially increased properties over standard polyethylene [B. 151,
[B. 161.

Other variants of the polyethylene family include chlorinated polyethylene (CPE) and
chlorosulfonated polyethylene (CSPE, or Hypaon). CPE is chemically cured and produced in
varying grades based on chlorine content; higher chlorine content yields better fuel/oil resistance,
gas impermeability, and tear resistance, whereas lower content gives better heat resistance and
compression set. Hypalon0 is an ethylene co-polymer that is added in varying quantities to
elastomers to improve their properties such as ozone, chemical, or abrasion resistance.
HypalonP and CPE are used primarily as jacketing materials in nuclear plant cable, although
some use of these materials as insulation has occurred B.2], [B.151.

Polyvinyl chloride (PVC) is widely used as insulation due to its good mechanical and
electrical properties, and low relative cost. It is also highly resistant to moisture and many
chemicals. However, PVC is not very resistant to thermal or irradiation degradation, and hence
is not frequently used in applications subjected to such environments.

Silicone rubber (SR) is often used as an insulation material in high ambient temperate
environments because of its high resistance to thermal degradation. However, SR does have
relatively poor resistance to cutting, tearing, and abrasion; therefore, silicone rubber-insulated

6 Per Refererce in. 15], an elastomer is defined as (1) capable of being stretched 100%, and (2) after being
stretched and held for 5 m, capable of retracting to within 10% of its original length within 5 mm of
release.
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cables are often encased in a protective sheath or braid. Silicone rubber is also more expensive
than typical EPR or XLPE-insulated cables, and is used to a lesser degree in nuclear plants
[B.21.

Kapton0 is a trade name for a polyimide film developed by E.I. duPont de Nemours Inc.
Kapton0 is typically applied by wrapping it around the conductor, rather thin being extruded or
injected. It is often used in conjunction with a fluoropolymer (such as Teflon0 ) in these
applications. Kaptonh has high thermal and radiation resistance in comparison to other common
insulation materials, yet suffers other drawbacks with respect to properties under exposure to
moisture and caustics, and resistance to incidental surface damage such as nicks and cuts.
Kapton' is most often found in instrument or solenoid leads or electrical penetration assemblies,
and is rarely' used in bulk cable runs in nuclear plants [B. 17].

Tefzel0 is a thermoplastic fluoropolymer with overall excellent electrical and mechanical
properties. TefzelO has a high resistance to thermal degradation and outstanding resistance to
most chemicals. Radiation resistance is fair in comparison to other thermoplastics, and markedly
better than Teflon (another fluoropolymer) [B. 18].

Specific formulations of the materials listed above vary significantly among different
manufacturers, and other ingredients (such as fillers and plasticizers) are included with the base
material to enhance material properties and/or reduce cost. The practical significance of
different formulations is that each different cable type using ostensibly the same generic material
(such as EPR) may have substantially different properties based on the differences in additives
and formulation. Furthermore, differences or inconsistencies in the fabrication and extrusion
processes (such as void formation or inclusions) may produce significantly different results in
terms of the insulation's resistance to voltage stress over time; this is especially critical in
medium-voltage cable, which experiences a proportionately higher voltage stress than low-
voltage insulation.

Inorganic materials used in power plant cable insulation include various oxides such as
magnesium, aluminum, and silicone (hence the term 'mineral insulated"). These inorganic
materials have extremely high resistance to thermal and radiation exposure; however, they are
comparatively expensive, difficult to terminate, and have limited flexibility compared to
thermoplastic or elastomeric insulation. In addition, they are typically hygroscopic (i.e., water
absorbing) and require sealing from the effects of moisture via metal sheathing. Accordingly,
they are used only in very limited applications requiring their unique properties, and only a small
fraction of cable installed in the typical nuclear plant is mineral insulated [B.2].

Thermal Ratings

Organic cable insulation typically has three different thermal ratings: one for normal
operation (continuous operation at normal current levels), one for emergency overload (short-
term use at currents somewhat in excess of normal levels), and one for short circuit conditions
(extremely short duration operation at currents substantially in excess of normal levels). These

7 The most notable use of Kapton in nuclear plants is associated with leads in electrical penetration
assemblies.
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ratings take the form of maximum conductor temperatures at which the cable may operate, and
are not necessarily indicative of the maximum ambient temperature in which the cable may be
safely used. Ohmic heating of the conductor is a function of both the ambient temperature in
which the cable is located and the relationship of the current to the rated ampacity of the cable;
therefore, the effects of both ambient temperature and ohmic heating must be considered when
evaluating the suitability of a given cable insulation's continuous thermal rating [B. 1], [B.2],
[B.3].

The longevity of the cable insulation is primarily related to the temperature at which it
operates.8 The term "continuous" in this context does not connote indefinite lifetime at the
rated temperature; rather, it simply means that the cable may be operated for extended periods
continuously at that conductor temperature with no significant insulation damage or loss of
electrical properties.

Thermal ratings for continuous operation will vary from material to material; however, they
generally fall in the range of 60°C to 125°C for most nuclear plant organic cables, with the
majority being rated for 90°C [B.1], [B.21, [13.3], [B.4}, [B.11J, [B.19], B.20].
Some of the high-temperature thermoplastics (such as TefzelO) have thermal ratings of 150°C.
Thermal ratings for a given insulation material may vary depending on the application and
environment in which the cable is used; for example, some industry standards reduce the thermal
rating of insulation if it is exposed to moisture (wet versus dry rating). Furthermore, some
disparity exists within the industry as to the appropriate rating for a given material. EPR, for
example, may be rated at 75C in one standard and 90°C in another. Variations in thermal
rating also occur based on the type or formulation of material used. For example, PVC
insulation rated to 600C, 75"C, and 90°C may be produced by the same manufacturer for
different applications.

Thermal ratings for emergency overload are greater than those for continuous operation
(typically 1300 to 140"C for a cable rated at 90°C continuous temperature). Short-circuit
zatings are generally much higher than the overload rating (generally 250'C), owing largely to
the comparatively short fault cleanng time as compared with operation under overload
conditions. In determining the short circuit rating, consideration is given to the type of
insulation material and its physical properties such as resistance to thermal aging and melting
point [B.1], [B.3].

Flammability

In addition to resistance to thermal degradation, nuclear plant cable polymers are designed
to resist combustion and the production of harmful atmospheric contaminants (including smoke
and carbon monoxide). During combustion of a polymer, external heat dissociates (pyrolyzes)
the material into various liquids and gases that fuel the combustion process. Flame-retardant
additives affect this process through a mmber of different mechanisms, including interference
with combustion reactions, reducing the rate of beat transfer from the flame to the polymer
(thereby reducing the rate of pyrolyzation), interfering with the flammability of the pyrolysis by-

' With the exception of those cables exposed to other environmtal or mechanical influences (such as
substantial radiation dose) which may be the limiting factor in terms of insulation service life.
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products, and reducing the diffusion rate for these by-products to the flame location. Various
chemical agents are used (depending on the type of polymer and its predominant combustion
processes) to control the flammability of cable materials. These include (but are not limited to)
phosphorous, nitrogen, iodine, fluorine, chlorine, antimony, bismuth, and boron. Some
consideration should be given to the effect of these agents on the physical, chemical, and
electrical properties of the base material; even small amounts of fire-retardant may produce
significant changes in these properties [B. 10].

Fler Material

Filler material is used in electrical cable to fill the interstitial regions between individual
conductors, thereby providing a more rigid and mechanically stable substrate upon which the
outer shield and jacketing layers are applied. Filler also helps prevent migration of moisture
longitudinally through the iner regions of the cable; accordingly, it is typically composed of
nonhygroscopic (non-water absorbing) organic material so as to preclude swelling and potentially
damaging stresses on binding tapes, shields, and cable outer jacketing. The filler material may
be either extruded around the conductors during the fabrication process or composed of several
discrete segments that are included with the conductors prior to application of the binder tape,
shielding, and outer jacket. Filler material in this context should be differentiated from that used
in the chemical formulation of insulation or jacketing polymers described previously; chemical
filler is generally an inert compound used to improve the chemical and physical properties of
the insulation/jacket (such as resistance to thermal aging or oil resistance) and/or reduce its cost
[B.3, [B.4], [B.10], 113.12], [13.13].

Tape Wraps

Tape wraps are an economical method of providing added electrical or mechanical
protection, or providing other functions. These wraps may be used to bind those components
enclosed within the wrap together (to add additional mechanical stability and strength, or hold
components in place during the manufacturing process), to provide additional electrical insulation
or semiconducting properties, to identify individual conductors or conductor groupings, or to
provide shielding of the conductors for electric and magnetic fields (see the discussion of
shielding below). Tape wraps may be composed of a variety of materials depending on their
purpose, including polymers (such as Mylar), metals (generally copper or aluminum),
semiconducting materials (including thermoplastics, woven fabrics, or paint), or combinations
thereof. These materials are often nonhygroscopic and flame-retardant. Tape wraps are
typically applied in a layer between the conductor insulation and the outer jacket or shield (if
installed), depending on the design requirements of the cable. Tape wrap thickness will vary
based on design requirements, but generally is on the order of 1 to 2 mils. Tape wraps may be
applied either radially (wound around the core in a helical fashion) or longitudinally (parallel
with the central axis of the cable). Drain wires (uninsulated small-gauge conductors) are
frequently used as a ground connection for metallic tape wraps; these wires are laid in physical
contact with the metallic wrap during fabrication so that ground potential is maintained on the
wrap during cable operation [B.1], [B.2], [13.3], [B.12], [B.13].
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Shielding

Shielding is commordy used in instrumentation, control, and thermocouple extension
applications to control electromagnetic and electrostatic effects on the conductor from external
magnetic and electric fields. Similarly, shielding is used on medium (and high) voltage power
applications to reduce electric field intensity generated external to the cable by the energized
conductor, and limit radio frequency iterference. A ird function of shielding is to reduce the
magnitude of transient voltages in control cables. Shielding helps preclude an uneven voltage
gradient resulting from the electric field distribution of an unshielded cable in contact with
ground. In medium-voltage cable (5 kV and greater), a symnetrical radial distribution of
voltage stress can be obtained if shielding is used; however, nonshielded power cables may be
used up to 8 kV under certain conditions [B.21. The shield on a coaxial/triaxial cable acts as
a conductor (signal return path) as well as shielding electric fields [B. 1], [1B.2], [B.3], [B.4],
[B.12], [B.13].

The electrostatic shield is typically composed of either (1) a metalic tape (usually copper,
cupro-nickel, zinc, lead, or aluminum) wound helically over the top of the underlying surface,
(2) metallic braid, or (3) concentric wires. Power cable shielding components may also include
a semiconducting shield screen, which is applied between the conductor insulation (or filler) and
shield. Iis screen acts to fill the void space between the shield and the insulation. Due to the
relatively high potentials at which shielded power cables are operated, a substantial voltage
gradient may otherwise exist across this void space (air gap); this could result in ionization of
the air and potential electrostatic discharge (corona). This effect would eventually result in
deterioration of the insulation and cable failure. The semiconducting screen eiminates these air
gaps and any associated voltage stress by equalizing the potential of the shield (ground) to that
of the outer surface of the isulation. A drain wire is also used to electrically terminate or
grund the shield; significant electrostatic potentials may build up on the shield if not properly
grounded. In power cable shields that are grounded at two points, significant ohmic heating may
result from cikculating currents generated in the shield and drains. Drain wires are normally
made of inned copper or aluminum, and run the length of the cable [B.l], [B.2], [B.3], [B.12],
(B.13].

Shielding from the effects of external magnetic fields is accomplished in instrumentation
and control cables by twisting pairs or triads of conductors. The use of magnetic materials for
shielding is not presently considered cost effective; however, new materials that may reduce this
cost are currently under development [B. 11.

Jacketing

Jacketing refers to a broad range of coverings used in cable construction, which is designed
to protect various cable components from environmental effects. External (outer) jacketing is
used to protect the underlying insulation, shields, and tapes from mechanical damage (such as
abrasion or cutting), fire, chemicals, sunlight, moisture, and the effects of direct burial. Typical
external jacket materials include neoprene, PVC, Hypalon", chlorinated polyethylene (CPE),
Tefzellt, Teflon, nylon, polyethylene (high molecular weight), polyuretiane, and glass or
asbestos braids. These materials provide sufficient protective capability without inordinately
affecting cable flexibility. Jackets for specialty cables (such as those exposed to high
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temperatures or radiation) may consist of asbestos, glass, or other such resistant materials.
External jacketing may also Insulate any shielding or armor from ground, thereby allowing for
single point grounding of the cable. In unshielded power cable, potential gradients can exist at
the surface of the outer jacket, thereby resulting in tangential voltage stress between various
points. If the jacketing material is not properly formulated, current can flow along the surface
of the jacketing (surface tracking). Accordingly, special discharge-resistant materials are used
to prevent this phenomenon. Jacket thickness varies with cable size, number of conductors, and
materials of construction.

Similarly, conductor jacketing serves to protect the individual conductors and insulation
from damage or degradation, especially in those applications where the individual conductors
are exposed such as near terminations or splices. Some of the materials used in external
jacketing may be found on individual conductor jackets (such as Hypalon, nylon, PVC, and
glass/asbestos braid); however, these are generally much thinner layers than the outer jackets,
and may be thermally or chemically bonded to the underlying insulation [B 11, B.2], [B.3],
[B.12], [B.13].

Armor and Sheathing

Armor/sheathing is used on some cables to provide additional resistance to mechanical
damage, moisture, liquids, and gases. Armor is usually composed of either lead, aluminum, or
galvanized steel tape helically wound around the outside of the cable, except in applications
where the cable will be exposed to severe environments such as those resulting from direct
buial, embedment in concrete, or exposure to corrosive substances, or where single point
grounding of the armor is desired; in these latter instances, an outer nonmetallic jacket (such as
PVC) is applied over the armor. The edges of the armor tape generaly overlap (interlock) so
that both uniform protection and adequate flexibility are maintained. Armor may also be braided
to provide increased flexibility and smaller diameter than the helical interlocldng armor. The
thickness of the armor varies based on cable size and material; however, these coverings are
usually of sufficient thickness to protect the underlying cable from all but the most severe
stressors. In general, ory a very small percentage of cable used in the typical nuclear power
plant (linear footage) is armored [B.1], B.2, [B.31, [B.121, [B.13].

B.2 Component Descriptions - Terminations

Compression Fittings (Pressure Connections)

Pressure connectors are terminations used to connect the conductor of a wire or cable to
another conductor or termination. They use pressure to form and maintain contact between the
connector fitting (lug) and the conductor(s) being terminted. Pressure fittings may be applied
to both single and multi-stranded conductors, and generally fall into one of two major categories;
crimped or mechanical. Crimped lugs are attached by the pressure applied by a crimping tool,
and deformation of the metal of the lug and the cable conductor during the crimping process
results in a tight connection between the two components. Once crimped and deformed, the
metal lug cannot be reused and is discarded upon removal. Use of the properly sized crimping
tool and proper pressure are essential to effective crimp formation; furthermore, the crimp lug
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must be correctly sized to the conductor being terminated (or fill material used if the lug is
oversized).

Mechanical pressure fittings are similar to compression lugs, with the exception that the lug
contains a separate mechanism for establishing the pressure connection. For example, a threaded
bolt or set screw is used to create the required pressure on the conductor; tightening the
bolt/screw deforms the conductor and creates the electrical connection. Because the bolt does
not deform significantly when tightened, it (and the rest of the fitting) may be removed and
refitted. As with crimped fittings, mechanical fittings must be appropriately sized for the
conductor being terminated, and an undeformed section of conductor should be exposed when
terminating the cable to ensure proper connection and prevent subsequent loosening of the
fitting.

Fusion Connections

Fusion connections are formed by the fusion of the conductor material with that of another
conductor via welding, brazing, or soldering. These are permanent connections, which require
significant effort to determinate and reattach. Advantages of this type of connection include
generally high strength and resistance to loosening caused by vibration or other mechanical
stresses (loosening results in high electrical resistance). These types of connections are typically
used in applications requiring a permanent, stress-resistant connection (such as medium-voltage
power cable), where the allowable space for (or access to) the fitting is limited (such as in a
multi-pin connector), or where access may be restricted after the initial connection is made
[B.11, 3.31, [1B.21].

Terminal Blocks

Terminal blocks are components that are mounted in fixed positions inside an electrical
device where a umber of wire connections must be made. Terminal blocks simplify the
connection of wires from different components. Due to their fixed position, controlled grouping
and routing of wires inside electrical enclosures is possible. This orderly layout permits rapid,
accurate wire installaton and speeds maintenance and troubleshootng operatons. Terminal
blocks are typically installed inside junction boxes or equipment for protection from both
physical and environmental damage. Common nuclear planterml block manufacturers
include GE, Westinghouse, Marathon, States, Kulka, Weidmuller, and Buchanan.

The common one-piece terminal block usually comes in standard units of 2, 4, 6, 8, or 12
terminals on a single base. The terminals can be located on a rigid insulating member, or
between barriers that are open (allowing easy access to the contacts) or closed (protecting the
contacts from extenal effects). The terminals themselves are made of conducting material and
generally use a post/nut type arrangement for fastening the wie termination to the terminal.
The terminal block base is fabricated from a nonconducting material such as phenolic, nylon,
or melamine resin. Terminal blocks may also include other optional attachments such as
protective covers and fuse holders.

Other types of terminal blocks may employ individual terminal sections (blocks") that are
connected together in the desired length. These blocks bave individual terminals, usually of the
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compression type (i.e., typically a barrel screw), and are used for various power, control, or
instrumentation functions, depending on their size and ampacity. The conductor may either be
wrapped around the terminal in a U" shape, or simply inserted underneath a compression
device, which firmly clamps the conductor.

Another common terminal block configuration uses a sliding metal link, which allows easy
wire installation and electrical disconnection of the two posts during testing (thereby avoiding
wire removal). A metallic clamp-and-bolt arrangement is used to form the sliding link between
the two posts. Other features are similar to those of the one-piece or unitized terminal blocks
[B.3], [B.211, [B.22], [B.23], [B.24].

Splices and Splice Isulation

The term splice generally applies to connections made between sections of cable conductors
and insulation within a given circuit, rather than those at the end of a circuit (more commonly
referred to as terminations). Splices are frequently used to interface between device extension
leads (pigtails) and field cable, or connect two or more segments of cable together. The
connection of each individual conductor to another generally entails the use of one complete
splice assembly, although multi-conductor splice designs have been used. Splices may be used
to connect conductors of different types/sizes.

Splices are usually designated based on the voltage range in which they will be used (i.e.,
low-, medium-, or high-voltage); the greater part of nuclear plant splices are used in low-voltage
(i.e., 600 V or less) cable systems. Splices used in higher voltage systems must be carefully
constructed due to the comparatively high voltage stress.

Splice junctions are generally designated as being either in-line or V-type. In-line splices
are formed by mating the conductors of the respective cables being spliced to one another via
a fusion or compression connection (butt splice). V-type splices are formed by mating the
terminations of the two conductors in parallel to one another using a nut/bolt arrangement or
other mechanical connection. In either case, the splice is designed to provide a low-resistance
connection between conductors with minimal voltage drop while maintaining adequate isulation
resistace to ground in the expected voltage/current operating range. For some power and
control circuits, splice ampacity at rated voltage is critical. For instrumentation and certain
control circuits, insulation resistance and leakage current criteria may be of greater importance.
In addition, splices used in environmentally qualified applications may have more stringent
criteria related to the performance of the splice under accident conditions.

Insulation systems for nuclear plant splices are of one of two types: taped or heat shrink.
In addition, splices may be furither categorized based on their ability to isolate the spliced
connection from the effects of the outside environment. Sealed splices are those that exclude
external moisture or contaminants (such as may be encountered in harsh enviromental areas),
Alteratively, splices used in mild, dry environments may be unsealed. Nearly all splices that
are installed in harsh environmental areas and require environmental qualification are of the
sealed variety. Figure B-3 shows a typical in-line splice for a control cable.
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WHEN no. WHIM Ma.

KEY:
C - Cable Jacket Shim
J - Splice Sealing Sleeve
K - Outer Sealing Sleeve

Flgue B-3 Raychem Type NPKC-3-31A Control Cable Splice Kit

Taped Splices

Taped splices are chaacterized by multiple layers of polymeric insulating tape wrapped
over the conductor junction. These tape layers are applied in such a manner (i.e., generally
stretched and wapped at a specified angle and overlap) so as to provide insulation and sealing
of the underlying junction. In addition, some of the older varieties of tape splice will use an
insulating putty (similar to a potting compound) between the junction and the tape wraps; this
putty acts as a futher seal against moisture/contaminant intrusion.9 In general, V-type splices
are more susceptible than in-line splices to moisture intrusion because of an interstitial area
between the insulation of the two parallel conductors. However, this is only of concern for EQ
applications, which require sealing of the junction to ensure continued post-accident operability.

The predominant nuclear plant tape splice manufacturers include Okonite, Kerite, 3M, and
Bishop. Okonite and Kerite constitute the bulk of EQ tape splices in use in the industry,
whereas 3M and Bishop constitute the bulk of nonenvironmentally qualified splices. Each of
these manfacturers use a proprietary tape formulation in their splices, which may be composed
of a variety of different materials such as EPR, EPDM, silicone, or PVC.

Okonite T-95 tape is a high-voltage inslating tape that is also heat, corona and moisture
resistant. The tape is an ethylene propylene (EP)-based thermosetting compound. Okonite T-95
tape is rated for 90°C continuous operations and 130°C for emergency operations. Okonite #35

9 These puny compounds are rarely seen in most nuclear plants, especially ihose of more modem vintage.
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jacketing tape is designed for protecting splices only in neoprene, plastic, and other syntlietic
rubberlike jacketed cables at all voltages. The maximum conductor operating temperature of the
tape is 90°C B.25).

"Kerite tape' is a name given to many types of tape defined in Kerite cable specification
drawings. On various drawings, Kerite tapes are listed as Kerite friction tape, Kerite conducting
fabric tape, Bishop Biseal 3 tape, vinyl electrical tape, silicone rubber tape, glass electrical tape,
insulating tape Type 1, "A" tape, metal tape, and silicone rubber tape Type 1 Hence various
types (and manufacturers) of tape appear to have been used in fabricating splices as specified
by Kerite B.14].

Biseal 3 is a Bishop Electric Corporation high-voltage tape. Biseal 3 is used in insulating,
terminating, splicing and sealing up to 69 kY, Biseal 3 is a polyethylene-based tape that can be
used with the following cable insulations: oil-based rubber, butyl rubber, EPR, thermoplastic
and thermoset polyethylene, and PVC [B.261.

Heat-Shrinkable Splices

Heat-shrinkable splices use material that forms a tight, moisture-resistant seal of the
conductor junction when exposed to heat. The material, typically in the form of a segment of
tubing, is positioned over a preexisting junction (such as one crimped using a compression
connector) and then heat-shrunk into place so that the contracting tubing seals against the cable
insulation on either side of the junction. Heat-shrinkable splices are most often used inside
primary contaimnent because of their moisture sealing ability and relative ease of application.

Raychem is the largest manufacturer of heat shrink splices for the nuclear industry.
WCSF-N is the prmary Raychem product used in nuclear plant applications. WCSF-N is
composed primarily of crosslinked polyethylene (XLPE). Another version of the product,
WSCF (), is similar yet has no adhesive coating. RNF, another Raychem product, was a
predecessor to WCSF and may be found in limited nuclear plant applications [B.81,
[B.27].

Included in the category of heat shrinkable splices are those manufactued by Sigma-Form,
which use a heat-sensitive compound on the inner portions of the insulating sleeve. This
compound extrudes throughout the interstices between the junction and outer sleeve (and
ultimately out the ends of this sleeve) thereby forming an sulating barier against external
moisture and contaminants.

Plug-in Connectors

Various types of plug-in connectors are used by the nuclear industry, including single- and
multi-pin (including Grayboot and Amphenol types), coaxial and triaxial (BNC) type, and a
variety of other designs using a plug-and-socket arrangement. The exact configuration of each
connector will vary based on its function and required service environment; however, there is
some degree of commonality of design. Most plug-in conectors use the following generic
components: (1) electrical contacts or pins and their receptacles (used to provide circuit
continuity when the connector is assembled); (2) a dielectric material (used to provide electrical
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insulation between individual contacts/receptacles and other conductive components inside the
connector); (3) fastening or retaining hardware (to keep the electrical contacts properly mated,
and maintain the physical and leak-tight integrity of the connector); (4) a cable clamp (keeps the
cable jacket or insulation properly fastened to the connector to prevent stress on the electrical
contacts or solder joints, and seal the interface); () a backshell or housing (comprises the outer
housing of the connector and protects the other components; and (6) 0-rings or seals (used on
leak-tight connectors to prevent moisture or foreign material intrusion). Some connectors will
use contact surfaces or pins coated with special conductive materials (such as gold) to limit the
effects of oxidation on connector operation [B.31, [B.231, [B.28], [B.291,
[B.30], [B.31], [B.32], [B.33].

Backshell

Bushing

Cable Clamp

Grommet

Compression Ring

I1
Shell with Insert

Installed

Figure B-4 Typical Connector and Components

B.3 Information Sources

A large volume of proprietary documentation was reviewed to ensure that the general
discussions included in this section are representative of nuclear power plant applications. Each
plant will need to perform a plant-specific review to ensure that the following documents are
representative of its cable system installations:

Construction and Installation Specifications:

* Cable and conduit configurations

* Installation of safety- and nonsafety-related electrical cable in cable trays

* Safety-related and nonsafety-related electrical construction specification for installation
of electrical cables in cable trays

Purchase Specifications:

* Safety-related 600 V control cable

* 600 V multi-conductor control cable (EPR or XLPE insulation)
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* 600 V multi-conductor control cable (SR insulation)

* 600 V multi-conductor, control, and small power cable (PVC) for all areas outside the
Reactor Containment Building for Westinghouse Electric Corporation

* 600 V single conductor, power cable (PVC) for general use for all areas outside the
Reactor Containment Building for Westinghouse Electric Corporation

* 600 V power cable (XLPE insulation)

* Safety-related 600 V power cable

* 1000 V power cable (SR insulation)

* 600 V, kV, and 15 kV silicone-rubber insulated lead-covered cable

* Kerite insulated 5-kV power cable

* Insulated 5-kV power cable

* Safety-related 5-kV power cable

* Kerite insulated 15-kV power cable

* Insulated 15-kV power cable

* Cable assemblies - In-core instruments

* Coaxial and triaxial cable (EPR or XLPE insulation)

* Computer, instrument, and specialty cable - multi-conductor shielded cable (EPR or
XLPE insulation)

* GE Vulkene non-metallic sheathed insulated copper cable

* Heated junction thermocouple (HJTC) cable and connector assemblies

* Nonsafety-related cable

* Nonsafety-related grounding cable, conmectors, and materials

* Nonshielded - twisted pair cable

* RG 11/U triaxial cable (inside and outside Containment)

* Safety-related instrument cable
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* Shielded twisted pair & quad instrument cable for areas outside the Reactor
Containment Building

* Single twisted pair and multi-pair thermocouple cable for Westinghouse Electric
Corporation

* Single twisted pair thermocouple cable for Westinghouse Electric Corporation

Test Manual

* Power, control, & instrumentation cables, XLP or EPR insulated, 600 V
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B.35 Anaconda-Ericsson Specification AP-63231-00, Continental Flame-Guard NSGK
Instrumentation Cable 600 Volts, September 10, 1982.

B.36 Cablec, Cable Installation Manual, Section V, Testing, Sixth Edition, CABLEC,
Marion, Indiana.

B.37 EPRI EL-4201, Long-Life Cable Development Cable-Processing Survey,"
Electric Power Research Institute, September 1985.

B.38 EPRI EL-4398, "Long-Life Cable Development: Cable Materials Survey,"
prepared by University of Connecticut, March 1986.

B.39 EPRI EL/NP/CS-5914-SR, Application, Construction, and Testing of Generating
Station Cables," prepared for Workshop on Power Plant Cable Condition
Monitoring, July 1988.

B.40 General Electric Design Specification No. 22A1 112, Special Wire and Cable.

B.41 Kerite 9401-H, "Hi Tension News," Kerite and Ohio Brass Companies, 1994
Special Edition.

B.42 The Okonite Company Engineering Data for Copper and Aluminum Conductor
Electrical Cables, Bulletin EHB-90.

B.43 Raychem Specification 60, Raychem-Flamtrol Insulated Power, Control,
Switchboard, and Instrumentation Wire and Cable, June 1, 1976.
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APPENDIX C. DESIGN REQUEREMENTS INCLUDING
CODES, STANDARDS, AND REGULATIONS

C.1 Design Requirenents: Codes, Standards, and Regulations

The basic requirements for development of electrical cable systems for nuclear power plants
are contained in General Design Criteria 17 and 18 of Appendix A to OCFR50 C. ,
[C.21. These criteria provide general guidance with respect to redundance, independence,
and testability of the distribution system. Although these criteria provide guidance concerning
attibutes of the electrical system, they provide no direct guidance with respect to design or the
application of cable or terminations.

Final safety alysis reports (FSARs) from various plants were reviewed to identify any
additional criteria pertinent to cable or termination design. These FSARs provide vaxying levels
of detail about licensing commitments regarding cable systems. In general, however, these
documents list only ratings and other data specific to the installed equipment, and provide no
further references to applicable standards or design comitments other than the applicable
1OCFR50 Design Criteria discussed above.

Various industry standards related to on-site low- and medium-voltage electrical cable and
terminations of the type covered in this AMG are listed at the end of this appendix. It should
also be noted that cable separation and fire protection requirements may also be applicable, as
well as seismic design and qualification of circuit support systems (which are not within the
scope of this guideline).

C.1.1 Environmental Qualification

The eight prinary codes, standards and regulations listed below define and control all of
the activities that must be performed to establish environmental qualification (EQ) for an
electrical cable or connection. Note, however, that other Regulatory Guides and EEE Standards
can be used in the process of establishing qualification for specific pieces of equipment.

* DOR Guidelines [C.3]
* NUREG-0588 Rev. 1 C.4]
* IOCFR50.49 [C.5]
* Regulatory Guide 1.89, Rev. 1 [C.6]
* Regulatory Guide 1.97, Rev. 2 C.7J
* IEEE Standard 323-1971 [C.81
* IEEE Standard 323-1974 [C.9]
* IEEE Standard 383-1974 [C.10]

Division of Operating Reactor (DOR) Guidelines

The DOR Guidelines were developed in November 1979 as a tool for the NRC staff to use
in evaluating EQ submittals from a limited number of older nuclear plants. They were published
in January 1980 for the industry's information and guidance. Section 7.0 of Reference [C.3]
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stated that a plant did not have to demonstrate a qualified lifel if the plant was already
constructed and operating, unless the plant used material(s) that had been identified already as
being susceptible to significant degradation due to thermal and radiation aging. Maintenance or
replacement schedules were to include consideration of the specific aging characteristics of the
material(s), and ongoing programs were to be established to review surveillance and maintenance
records to assure that equipment that was exhibiting age-related degradation was identified and
replaced as necessary.

NUREG-0S88

NUREG-0588 [C.4] applied to all plants in existence at the time it was published except
for those covered by the DOR Guidelines C.3]. NUREG-0588 was initially published for
industry comment in December 1979; it was subsequently revised and issued in July 1981.
NUREG-0588 divided the population of safety-related electrical equipment into two categories,
namely, Category I for equipment qualified in compliance with IEEE Std. 323-1974 and
Category II for equipment qualified in compliance with IEEE Std. 323-1971. Section 4 of the
Interim Staff Position in NUREG-0588 required that aging effects on all equipment, regardless
of its location in the plant, should be considered and included in the qualification program for
Category I equipment. Category equipment had to comply in the same manner for
qualification of valve operators and motors; however, for all other equipment the program had
to address aging only to the extent that equipment that is composed, in part, of material
susceptible to aging effects should be identified and a schedule for periodically replacing the
equipment and/or materials should be established.

NUREG-0588 contained two aging-related elements for an EQ program (Category I) that
may not be evaluated the same way in a general Aging Management Program developed for
1OCFR54:

* Periodic surveillance testing under normal service conditions is not considered an
acceptable method for on-going qualification, unless the plant design includes
provisions for subjecting the equipment to the limiting service environmental
conditions (specified in Section 3, item 7) of IEEE Standard 279-1971 C.1I])
during periodic surveillance testing

* Effects of relative humidity need not be considered in the aging of electrical cable
insulation

¶Ihe period of time for which satisfactory performance can be demonstrated for a specific set of
conditions." [C.9j The definition was changed in the 1983 revision of IEEE Standard 323 to be the
period of time, prior to the start of a design basis event, for which equipment was demonstrated to meet
the design requirement for the specified service conditions.' The 1983 revision has never been endorsed
by fte NRC, and the change in definition occured many years after most qualifications were established
for operating plants. Therefore, this more specific/restrictive definition is not applicable to most of the
operting plants in the United States.
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1OCFR50.49

1OCFR50.49 [C.5] applies to electric equipment important to safety located in harsh
environment areas. However, if the equipment had been previously qualified to the requirements
of the DOR Guidelines [C.3] or NUREG-0588 [C.4], then it did not have to be requalified to
the requirements of 10CFR50.49. Section (e) (5) of Reference [C.5] requires that equipment
qualified by test must be preconditioned by natural or artificial (accelerated) aging to its end-of-
installed life condition. If this is not practical, then the equipment can be preconditioned to a
shorter designated life and must be refurbished at the end of this designated life unless ongoing
qualification demonstrates that the item has additional life.

Regulatory Guide 1.89

Regulatory Guide 1.89, Revision 1 [C.6] describes a method acceptable to the NRC staff
for complying with the requirements of 1OCFR50.49 C.5]. In its discussion on aging,
Reference C.61 states that there are considerable uncertainties regarding the processes and
environmental factors that could result in such degradation. Because of these uncertainties, state-
of-the-art preconditioning techniques are not capable of simulating all significant types of
degradation, and natural pre-aging is difficult and costly.

Section C.5 of Reference C.6] emphasizes the following:

* Periodic surveillance and testing programs are acceptable to account for uncertainties
regarding age-related degradation that could affect the functional capability of
equipment

* Results of such programs will be acceptable as ongoing qualification to modify
qualified life of equipment and should be incorporated into the maintenance and
refurbishment/replacement schedules.

Regulatory Guide 1.97

Regulatory Guide 1.97, Revision 3 [C.7] is an application-specific document, which
describes a method acceptable to the NRC staff for complying with the Commission's regulations
to provide instrumentation to monitor plant variables and systems during and following an
accident in a light-water-cooled nuclear power plant.2 Table 1 of Reference [C.7] presents
Design and Qualification Criteria for Instrumentation and states that the instrumentation should
be qualified in accordance with References C.4] and [C.63.

No additional or special guidance is given concerning aging. Consequently, any cables or
connectors used with post-accident monitoring equipment and subject to the provisions of
Regulatory Guide 1.97 will not have any different aging requirements from those previously
stated for References [C.4] and [C.61.

2 Revision 2 was issued as an active guide in December 1980, and is the revision number specifically cited
in 10CFR50.49 [C.5]. None of the changes in Revision 3 had any effect on the aging of cables and
connectors that might be used with post-accident monitoring equipment.
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IEEE Standard 323-1971

IEEE Standard 323-1971 [C.81 was the first industry standard developed to provide
guidance for demonstrating and documenting the adequacy of electric equipment used for the
prevention of accidents and the mitigation of the consequences of accidents. It described the
basic requirements for the qualification of Class I electrical equipment (equipment that is
essential to the safe shutdown and isolation of the reactor or whose failure or damage could
result in significant release of radioactive material).

Neither the word nor concept of aging is mentioned; consequently, cables and connectors
qualified to the requirements of this standard should not be expected to have much information
related to aging. However, this Standard is the one referenced in NUREG-0588 [C.4] for
Category II plants. Thus, the concepts of aging management and ongoing aging review
discussed previously for Category II plants qualified to Reference [C.4] apply.

Standard 323-1974

EEEE Standard 323-1974 C.9] is the definitive industry stamndard for establishing
qualification. It is specifically cited in NUREG-0588 [C4], 1OCFR50.49 [C.5], and Regulatory
Guide 1.89, Rev. 1 C.6]; it is also endorsed by Reference [C.6]. The concept of aging was
addressed explicitly for the first time in IEEE Standard 323-1974, and this standard contained
the first published definitions for the phrases equipment qualification" and "qualified life. 

Sections 6.3 and 6.6 of IEEE Standard 323-1974 [C.91 discuss aging and on-going
qualification, respectively. Neither section considers the concept of aging management as
envisioned by OCFR54. Rather, the focus of Reference [C.9] is qualification by testing, such
that even on-going qualification is based on additional periodic type testing instead of condition
monitoring.

Because IEEE Standard 323-1974 [C.9] describes the methods to be used for cables and
connectors qualified in accordance with the requirements of Category I NUREG-0588 [C.4],
1OCFR50.49 [C.5J, and Regulatory Guide 1.89 Rev. 1 [C.6], the comments stated previously
for References C.4J, [C.5], and [C.6] conerning an aging management program and Aging
Management Review apply to Reference [C.9].

IM Standard 383-1974

The Forward to IEEE Standard 323-1974 C.9] states that guidance for demonstrating the
capability of specific electric equipment (e.g., cables) may be found in IEEE Standard 383-1974
[C.10]. IEEE Standard 383-1974 provides direction for establishing type tests which may be
used in qualifying Class IE electric cables, field splices, and other connections for service in
nuclear power generating stations. Type tests are used primarily to indicate that the cables, field
splices, and connections can perform under the conditions of a design basis event. Because the
design basis events may occur at any time in the station life, the thermal and radiation aging
required in type tests to simulate these conditions may at the same time indicate the ability of
cable types to operate under the normal service conditions witiin the station. IEEE Standard
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383-1974 was endorsed, with some exceptions, by the NRC in Regulatory Guide 1.131
[C. 12].

C.1.2 Compliance with Applicable Elements of Standard Review Plan, NUREG-0800

Section 8.1 of NUREG-0800 [C.131 provides a Standard Review Plan (SRP) for the
review of electric power systems. Although the SRP did not form the licensing basis for the
older plants, the SRP was reviewed to identify the issues and concepts related to aging
management for electrical cable and terminations.

Table 8-1 of the SRP lists the "Acceptance Criteria and AMGs for Electric Power
Systems." Review of this table indicated that eleven documents apply to on site ac power
systems. Each document was reviewed for specific criteria related to the control of aging of
cable system components important to license renewal. Overall, the review of the NUREG-0800
and the listed documents did not produce any criteria related to cable system aging beyond
requirements for testability. Thus, NUREG-0800 provides no direct guidance about the control
of aging of electrical cable or terminations.
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Description

AEIC CS5-82

AEIC CS5-87

AEIC CS6-82

Specification for Thermoplastic and Crosslinked Polyethylene
Insulated Shielded Power Cables rated 5 through 46 kV

Specifications for Thermoplastic and Crosslinked Polyethylene
Insulated Shielded Power Cables Rated 5 Through 35 kV

Specification for Ethylene Propylene Rubber Insulated Shielded
Power Cables rated 5 through 69 kV

ANSI (Note: ANSI/IEEE Standards are listed with IEEE)

ANSI/ANS 59.4-1979

ANSI/ASME NQA 1-1979

ANSI1NFPA 70-1984

Generic Requirements For Light Water Nuclear Power Plant
Fire Protection

Quality Assurance Program Requirements for Nuclear Power
Plants

National Electric Code (NEC)

CAN

CAN/CSA-2.2 No. 241-M91, Standard for Cable Joints with Extruded
Dielectric Cable Rated 5,000 V through 46,000 V and
Cable Joints for Use with Laminated Dielectric Cable
Rated 2,500 V through 500,000 V

ICEA

ICEA P-32-382 Short Circuit Characteristics of Insulated Cable

ICEA P-54-440/NEMA WC51 Ampacities in O'pen Top Cable Trays

ICEA S-19-81/NEMA WC3

ICEA S-614021NEMA WC5

ICEA S-66-524NEMA WC7

Rubber insulated Wire and Cable for the Transmission and
Distribution of Electrical Energy

Thermoplastic Insulated Wire and Cable for the Transmission
and Distribution of Electrical Energy

Crosslinked Thermosetting-Polyethylene Insulated Wire and
Cable for the Transmission and Distribution of Electrical
Energy
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flescription

ICEA S-68-516/NEMA WC8 Ethylene Propylene Rubber Insulated Wire and Cable for the
Transmission and Distribution of Electrical Energy

IEEE

IEEE 48-1990 IEEE Standard Test Procedures and Requirements for High-
Voltage Alternating-Current Cable Terminations

IEEE 55-1953

ANSI/IEEE 100-1984

IEEE 141-1986

IEEE 279-1971

IEEE 323-1971

IEEE 323-1974

IEEE 323-1983

ANSI/IEEE 336-1980

IEEE 367-1987

IEEE 383-1974

ANSI/IEEE 384-1981

IEEE Guide for Temperature Correlation in the in the
Connection of Insulated Wire and Cables to Electronic
Equipment

IEEE Standard Dictionary of Electrical And Electronics Terns

IEEE Recommended Practice for Electrical Power Distribution
for Industrial Plants (Chapter 11, Cable Systems).

IEEE Standard for Criteria for Protection Systems for Nuclear
Power Generating Stations

IEEE Trial Use Standard: General Guide for Qualifying Class
IE Equipment for Nuclear Power Generating Stations

IEEE Standard for Qualifying Class 1E Equipment for Nuclear
Power Generating Stations

IEEE Standard for Qualifying Class E Equipment for Nuclear
Power Generating Stations

IEEE Standard Installation, Inspection, and Testing
Requirements for Class E Instnumentation and Electric
Equipment at Nuclear Power Generating Stations

IEEE Recommended Practice for Determining the Electric
Power Station Ground Potential Rise and Induced Voltage
from a Power Fault

IEEE Standard for Type Test of Class E Electric Cables,
Field Splices, and Connections for Nuclear Power
Generating Stations

IEEE Standard Criteria for Idependence of Class E
Equipment and Circuits
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Description

ANSI1IEEE 400-1980

EEE 404-1986

ANSIJIEEE 422-1986

IEEE 575-1988

IEEE 590-1977

ANSVIEEE 690-1984

IEEE 776-1974

IEEE 789-1988

EEE 816-1987

IEEE 930-1987

IEEE 987-1985

IEE 1017-1991

IEEE 1018-1991

IEEE Guide for Making High-Direct-Voltage Tests on Power
Cable Systems in the Field

IEEE Standard for Cable Joints for Use ith Extruded
Dielectric Cable Rated 5,000 V through 46,00 V, and
Cable Joints for Use with Laminated Dielectric Cable
Rated 2,500 V through 500,000 V

IEEE Guide for the Design and Installation of Cable Systems
in Power Generating Stations

IEEE Guide for the Application of Sheath-Bonding Methods
for Single-Conductor Cables and the Calculation of
Induced Voltages and Currents in Cable Sheaths

IEEE Cable Plowing Guide

IFEE Standard for the Design and Installation of Cable
Systems for Class E Circuits in Nuclear Power
Generating Stations

IEEE Guide for Inductive Coordination of Electric Supply and
Communication Lines

IEEE Standard Perfonnance Requirements for Communations
and Control Cables for Application in High Voltage
Environments

IEEE Guide for Determining the Smoke Generation of Solid
Materials Used for Insulations and Coverings of Electric
Wire and Cable

IEEE Guide for the Statistical Analysis of Voltage Endurance
Data for Electrical Insulation

EEE Guide for Application of Composite Insulators

IEEE Recommended Practice for Field Testng Electric
Submerslble Pump Cable

IEEE Recommended Practice for Specifying Electric
Submersible Pump Cable - Ethylene Propylene Rubber
Insulation
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Description

IEEE 1019-1991

IEEE 1064-1991

IEEE 1120-1990

IEEE Recommended Practice for Specifying Electric
Submersible Pump Cable - Polypropylene Insulation

IEEE Guide for Multifactor Stress Functional Testing of
Electrical Insulation Systems

IEEE Guide to the Factors to be Considered in the Planning,
Design, and Installation of Submarine Power and
Communications Cables

IEEE 1202-1991 IEEE Standard for Flame Testing of Cables for Use in Cable
Tray in Industrial and Commercial Occupancies

IEEE S-135/ICEA P-46-426 Power Cable Ampacities for
Conductors

Copper and Aluminum

NEMA

HP 3-1987 (R1992)

HP 4-1988

Electrical and Electronic PTFE Insulated High Temperature
Hook-Up Wire; Types EE and ET

Electrical and Electronic FEP Insulated High Temperature
Hook-Up Wire, Types K, KK, and KT

HP 100-1991 High Temperature Instrumentation and Control Cables

HP 100.1-1991

HP 100.2-1991

HP 100.3-1991

HP 100.4-1991

ICS 4-1983 (R1988)

WC 3-1986

High Temperature Instrumentation and Control Cables
Insulated and Jacketed with FEP Fluorocarbons

High Temperature Instrumentation and Control Cables
Insulated and Jacketed with ETFE Fluoropolymers

High Temperature Instnunentation and Control Cables
Insulated and Jacketed with Cross-Linked (Thermoset)
Polyolefm (XLPO)

High Temperature Instrumentation and Control Cables
Insulated and Jacketed with ECTFE Fluoropolymers

Terminal Blocks

Rubber-Insulated Wire and Cable for the Transmission and
Distribution of Electrical Energy
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Standard

WC 5-1992

WC 7-1993

Description

Thermoplastic-Insulated Wire and Cable for the Transmission
and Distribution of Electrical Energy

Cross-Linked-Thermosetting-Polyethylene-Insulated Wire and
Cable for the Transmission and Distribution of Electrical
Energy

WC 8-1993 Ethylene-Propylene-Rubber-Insulated Wire and Cable for the
Transmission and Distnbution of Electrical Energy

WC 50-1976 (R1993)

WC 51-1986 (R1991)

WC 53-1990

WC 54-1990

WC 55-1992

Ampacities, Including Effect of Shield Losses for Single-
Conductor Solid-Dielectric Power Cable 15 kV through
69 kV

Ampacities of Cables in Open-Top Cable Trays

Standard Test Methods for Extruded Dielectric Power,
Control, Instrumentation, and Portable Cables

Guide for Frequency of Sampling Extruded Dielectric Power,
Control, instrumentation, and Portable Cables for Test

Instrumentation Cables and Thermocouple Wire

WC 57-1990 Standard for Control Cables

WC 58-1991 Standard for Portable and Power Feeder Cables for Use m
Mines and Similar Applications
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APPENDIX D. ACRONYMS

This list of acronyms is divided into two parts;

* Part I contains acronyms that are used in this Aging Management Guideline, and

* Part 2 contains common electrical cable and terminations, and nuclear industry acronyms.

Part 1: Acronyms Used in this Aging Management Guideline

ac Alternating current
AEIC Association of Edison luminating Companies
AMG Aging management guideline
AMR Aging management review
ANSI American National Standards Institute
ASTM American Society for Testing and Materials
AWG American wire gauge

BIL Basic impulse insulation level
BR Butyl rubber
BWR Bofling water reactor

CAN Canadian National Standards
CCNPP Calvert Cliffs Nuclear Power Plant
CFR Code of Federal Regulations
CLB Current licensing basis
CLWR Commercial ligt water reactors (DOE)
CM Condition monitoring
CPE Chlorinated polyethylene
CSPE Chlorosulfonated polyethylene (Hypalon0)
CT Computed tomography

DBE Design basis event
dc Direct curent
DLO Diffusion-limited oxidation
DOE United States Departnent of Energy
DOR Division of Operating Reactors (NRC)

EDG Emergency diesel generator
emf Electromotive force
EPDM Ethylene propylene diene monomer (or Terpolymer)
EPR Ethylene propylene rubber
EPRI Electric Power Research Institute
EQ Environmentally qualified
ESR Electron spin resonance
ETFE Ethylene tetrafluoroethylene (Tefzefl)
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FIRL Franklin Institute Research Laboratory
FR Flame retardant
FRC Franklin Research Laboratory
FSAR Final safety analysis report
FTIR Fourier transforzn infrared

HDPE High-density polyethylene
hi-pot High potential (voltage) testing
HMWPE High molecular weight polyethylene
HTK High-temperature Kerite (Kerite proprietary)
HVAC Heating, ventilation and air conditioning

I&C Instrumentation and control
ICEA Insulated Cable Engineers Association (formerly IPCEA)
IE Inspection and Enforcement (NRC)
IEB Inspection and Enforcement Bulletin (NRC)
IEC Inspection and Enforcement Circular (NRC)
IEC International Electrotechnical Commission
IEEE Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers
IN Information Notice (NRC Inspection and Enforcement)
INPO Institute of Nuclear Power Operations
IPA Integrated plant assessment
IPCEA Insulated Power Cable Engineers Association (now ICEA)
IR Infrared
IR License renewal industry reports
IR Insulation resistance

kcmil One thousand circular mils (same as MCM)

LCM Life cycle management program (EPRI)
LER Licensee event report
LOCA Loss-of-coolant accident
LRR License renewal rule (1OCFR54)
LWR Light water reactor

MCC Motor control center
MCM One thousand circular mils (same as kcmil)
MIR Multiple internal reflectance
MOV Motor-operated valve
MR Maintenance rule (10CFR50.65)

NEC National Electric Code
NEI Nuclear Energy Institute (formerly NUMARC)
NEMA National Electrical Manufacurers Association
NFPA National Fire Prevention Association
NIR Near-infrared reflectance
NMAC Nuclear Maintenance Application Center (EPRI)
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NMR
NPAR
NPRDS
NRC
NSIC
NTS
NUMARC
NUREG

O1T

PD
PE
PF
PI
PLIM
PVC
PWR

RCPB
RG
RH
RTD

SR
SBR
SER
siC
SIR
SIS
soV
SSC
SSCs

IDR
TDS
TED
TID
TLAA
TR-XLPE

UV

V
Vac
Vdc

Nuclear magnetic resonance
Nuclear plant aging research (NRC)
Nuclear Plant Reliability Data System (INPO)
United States Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Nuclear Safety Information Center
National Technical Systems
Nuclear Management and Resource Council (now part of NEI)
Nuclear regulatory (document series published by the NRC)

Oxidation induction time

Partial discharge
Polyethylene
Power factor
Polarization index
Plant lifetime improvement program (DOE, now the CLWR Program)
Polyvinyl chloride
Pressurized water reactor

Reactor coolant pressure boundary
Regulatory Guide (NRC)
Relative humidity
Resistance temperature detector

Silicone rubber
Styrene-butadiene rubber
Safety evaluation report
Specific inductive capacitance
Specific insulation resistance
Synthetic thermosetting insulation for switchboard wire
Solenoid-operated valve
System, structure or component
Systems, structures and components

Time-domain reflectometty
Time-domain spectroscopy
Time to equivalent damage
Total integrated dose
Time-limited aging analyses
Tree-retardant XLPE

Ultraviolet

Volts
Volts, alternating current
Volts, direct current
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XLN Cross-linked neoprene (ITT Surprenant proprietary)
XLPE Cross-linked polyethylene
XLPO Cross-linked polyolefm

Part 2: Common Electrical Cable and Terminations, and Nuclear Industry Acronyms

A Amperes
ASME American Society of Mechanical Engineers

BNL Brookhaven National Laboratory

DBA Design basis accident
DF Dissipation factor
DSC Differential scanning calorimeter

EP Ethylene propylene

EP Fluorinated ethylene propylene
FRMR Flame retardant, moisture retardant

HELB High energy line break

LMWPE Low molecular weight polyethylene

MC Metal-clad cable (NEC type designation)
MI Mineral insulated
MSLB Main steam line break
MV Medium-voltage (NEC type designation)

NBR Nitrile butadiene rubber

ORNL Oak Ridge National Laboratory

PIXE Proton-induced x-ray emission
PTFE Polytetrafluoroethylene (Teflone)

RF Radio frequency
RG Designation prefix for coaxial cables (e.g., RG-57)
RHH NEC conductor type designation for beat resistant conductors
RHW NEC conductor type designation for heat and moisure resistant conductors
RMS Root means square

SA NEC designation for conductors with silicone insulation and glass braid
SF Service factor
SNL Sandia National Laboratories
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TGA Thermogravimetric analysis

UL Underwriters Laboratory

XHHW NEC conductor designation for XLPE or EP insulation with heat and moisture
resistance

Z NEC conductor designation for ETFE-insulated conductors in dry locations
ZW NEC conductor designation for ETFEinsulated conductors in wet locations
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APPENDIX E. TRADE NAMES FOR CABLE AND TERMINATIONS

Trade Name

Alkane

Bostrad 7E

Dekorad

Durasheet EP

Firewall EP

Firewall III

Flamenol

Flametrol

FR

FR-EP

FR-EP

HTK

Hypalon

Kapton

Neoprene

Okoguard

Okolon

Okonite

Okonite-FMR

Okoprene

Okoseal

Okozel

Pyrotrol m
Tefzel

Ultrol

Viton

Vulkene

WSCF

X-Olene

Manufacturer

Raychem

BIW

Eaton/Samuel Moore

Anaconda

Rockbestos

Rockbestos

GE

Raychem

Kerite

Continental

Eaton/Samuel Moore

Kerite

DuPont

DuPont

DuPont

Okonite

Okonite

Okonite

Okonite

Okonite

Okonite

Okonite

Cerro

DuPont

Brand-Rex

DuPont

GE

Raychem

Okonite

Primary Constituent Material

Polyalkene

EPR/EPDM

EPR/EPDM

EPRJEPDM

EPR/EPDM

XLPE

PVC

XLPE

EPR/EPDM

EPR/EPDM

CSPE

Polyimide

Chloroprene

EPR/EPDM

CSPE

EPRIEPDM

EPR/EPDM

Chloroprene

PVC

ETFE

XLPE

ETFE

XLPE

Fluoroelastomer

XLPE

XLPE

XLPE

* Kerite polymer formulations are proprietary and their primary constituents not readily
ascertainable.
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APPENDIX F. DISCUSSION OF NPRDS DATA

This appendix discusses specific attributes and limitations regarding the use of the Nuclear
Plant Reliability Data System (NPRDS) database during preparation of this guideline.

F.1 Categorization of Reports

Due to the virtual interchangeability of the terms "cable" and wire," drawing a clear
dividing line between the two categories was difficult. What may be described as a cable in one
report is often described as a wire in another. In addition, the distinction between field cable,
panel (SIS) or local wire, and wiring internal to various electrical components or subcomponents
is often unclear. Some applications have a wire terminated directly on or within a component;
some have the wire terminated on a terminal block within a panel or control board. Others have
wiring harnesses that emanate from the component. In addition, individual conductors within
a cable may be termed wires." Hence, some effort was made to distinguish field cable from
panel or local wiring. Internal componentlsubcomponent wiring (such as that found in electrical
switchgear or instrument drawers) was not considered witiin scope, except where it could be
ascertained that the wire originated from outside the component. Although these criteria are
somewhat imprecise and subjective, they do provide some boundary for evaluation of the
NPRDS data.

In many NPRDS reports, oxidized or corroded conductor surfaces were identified as being
"dirty" or requiring cleaning. This is somewhat confusing in that failures caused by actual dirt
or foreign material contamination were also often referred to as "dirty." Accordingly, dirty,
oxidized, or corroded components were grouped together wiffi respect to cause of failure because
they could not be accurately differentiated in many cases.

Another difficulty encountered while analyzing the NPRDS reports relates to the primary
type of failure noted; that is, loose or broken "terminations." It is very difficult to determine
from the NPRDS reports exactly what the failed component/subcomponent is. For example, a
'loose' termination may include a lug or compression fitting that is loose on the conductor, or
a ternination that is loose at its point of connection to the device (i.e., loose terminal nut or
screw). Similarly, a broken" termination may mean a lug or fitting that has itself broken, or
a wire conductor that has broken in the immediate vicinity of the termination (i.e., termination
is broken off). Although apparently trivial, these distinctions are important in characterizing the
failure rate of specific components such as wire conductors and compression lugs. Reports in
which the connected device terminal hardware was the root cause were considered out of
scope.1

Failure reports deemed to be applicable were then grouped by major component (i.e., cable,
panel (SIS) wiring, splice, compression fitting, connector, or terminal block); each component
was then sorted by failed subcomponent, failure mode, failure cause, and method of failure
detection. Due to the absence of any substantial information regarding the component

I This is true with the exception of loose or broken terminal block hardware, which was considered within
scope.
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manufacturer, the relative reliability of cable/tenninations from various manufacurers cannot
be estimated from the available data. Although infrequently stated in explicit terms, the voltage
class of the failed component described could almost always be deduced based on the application
described in the narrative. No effort was made to classify reports in terms of application type
(i.e., power, control, or instrumentation), as these categories are not commonly defined from
plant to plant, and substantial overlap often occurs. In several cases, the failure mode and/or
failure cause were not identified; these reports were tagged as "unidentified."

'Normal aging" was cited in numerous reports as the cause for the component/
subcomponent failure. In most cases, this term is not descriptive of the actual failure cause;
however, these reports were assigned their owm failure cause category so as to differentiate them
from other causes, and provide some indication of the fraction of total failures that these reports
constituted.

F.2 Method of Detection

The method of failure detection refers to the circumstances under which the component
failure was noted. Different categories of detection method were considered, including detection
during maintenance, during surveillance testing, during operations, and during in-service
inspection. Those failures detected during operation of the equipment were further categorized
as to the effect of the detection on the functionality of the cable, termination, or circuit in
general. For example, a cable or wire failure noted during operation that preverted or limited
the circuit or connected load from fulfilling its required function was categorized separately from
a failure detected during circuit operation that had no appreciable effect on functionality. For
conservatism, circuit grounds were considered to affect functionality uiless clearly indicated
otherwise in the applicable report.

F.3 Cable Insulation Materials

Little specific information regarding cable insulation material was recorded in the NPRDS
reports pertaining to cable failure. Some of the reports describing failures of components or
subcomponents other than cable insulation (such as the cable conductor, connectors, plices, and
terminal blocks) had information regarding the type of insulation material; however, this was
not considered relevant to the failure of the insulation. Accordingly, only those reports with
insulation data and which related to the failure of the insulation were included in the statistics
for insulation failures. The number of such reports was a very small fraction of the total (only
a few percent of the total reports related to insulation failure). Therefore, little meaningful
inference can be made regarding the failure or degradation propensity of certain types of
insulation materials.
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APPENDIX G. EVALUATING THERMAL LIE

G.1 Introduction

In a typical power plant, cables are installed in a variety of configurations. The physical
characteristics of each installation are a significant consideration in any assessment to determine
a cable's operating temperatme. Given identical external environmental conditions and electrical
loading, the operating temperature of identical cables installed in conduit, open cable tray, closed
cable tray, behind a fire barrier, etc. will all be different. The heat transfer characteristics of
each installation must be considered in an evaluation to determine a cable's operating
temperature. Finally, local heat sources (e.g., an adjacent power cable) must be considered in
the evaluation.

In addition, insulation and jacket materials are subject to a broad range of service
conditions. Service conditions are rarely constant with respect to a given stressor. Although
a passive device (i.e., one which generates no self-heating) may be maintaimed at a constant
temperature throughout its life, this is the exception rather than the rule. In general, a device
will be exposed to a range of temperatures over its lifetime. This variation may be regular
(cyclic) or irregular.

The effect of cable loading and ambient temperature on thermal life can be examined for.

* constant cable temperature (see Figure 4-1)

* combinations of constant ambient temperatre and constant electrical loading that yield a
40-year or 60-year service life (see Figure 4-5, Table 4-2)

* variable service conditions (see Figures G-1 through G-6)

G.2 Temperature Rating

Any given cable has an associated conductor temperature rating, which is "the maximum
temperature, along its length, that the conductor can withstand over a prolonged time period
without serious degradation" (NEC G.1] article 310-10). As one will see, the concept of
a prolonged time period in the NEC differs substantially from the 40 to 60-year time periods of
interest to nuclear power plant operators. Note that the conductor temperatre is used as the
tenperatre rating because this is the hottest part of the cable and thus conservatively estimates
the temperature to which the cable's insulation and jacket will be exposed. From NEC Tables
310-13 and 310-61, each cable type has an associated conductor temperature rating; typical
values are 60, 75, 85, 90, 125. 150, 200, and 250°C (90°C is the most common rating for
general purpose cables in a nuclear power plant).

G.3 Ampacity

When a metallic conductor is energized with a current ), the conductor temperature (T.)
increases above its deenergized temperature due to ohmic heating. Because the conductor
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temperature rise is roughly proportional to the power (P) dissipated by the conductor (P = 12R),
this is often referred to as "' 2R heating."

Ampacity' is "the current that a conductor can carry continuously under the conditions of
use without exceeding its temperature rating" (NEC article 100); thus, when a conductor is
energized continuously with a current equal to its ampacity, the metallic conductor will stabilize
at a temperature equal to the cable's temperature rating.

Ampacities are tabulated in standard industry tables for a limited range of simple
configurations. For example, assume that a single copper conductor, 8 AWG cable2 with a
90°C temperature rating is in free air at an ambient temperature of 30°C. From a standard
industry ampacity table (NEC Table 310-17, "Ampacities of Single Insulated Conductors, Rated
0 through 2000 Volts, In Free Air Based on Ambient Air Temperature of 300C (86°F)", for
conductors ranging in size from 18 AWG to 2000 kcmil), this conductor has an ampacity of
80 A. This means that if the conductor were energized continuously with 80 A, the conductor
temperatre would be increased by 60°C, resulting in a fmal conductor temperature of 90°C.

As the ambient temperature increases, a cable's ampacity decreases. Ampacity correction
factors (temperature derating factors) are provided in standard ampacity tables to account for
changes in ambient temperature from that used in the table. For example, NEC Table 310-17
requires that the previously cited ampacity of 80 A at 30°C must be multiplied by a factor of
0.91 for ambient temperatures in the range between 36 and 40°C. Thus, if the same single
conductor cable descrbed above is at an ambient temperature of 400C, it will reach its 900C
temperature rating when energized continuously with 72.8 A (=0.91*80) instead of the 80 A
required at 30°C. Ampacity correction factors also exist for other parameters such as the
munber of conductors in the cable; cable diameter; grouping of cables in a single raceway,
conduit, or cable tray; itallation of a fire barrier; and grouping of multiple conduits in close
proxinity.

Ampacity correction factors can also be calculated analytically in lieu of using tabulated
values. For instance, an equation to correct a tabulated ampacity value for any combination of
conductor temperature rating, ambient temperature, and dielectic temperare rise is given by
Equation (5) from page m of AIEE S-135 [G.2J, namely:

S T 'WT f - af + '

where: I = Current based on conditions associated with Tc and Ta
P = Current based on conditions associated with 7c and T'

'The word ampacity is a contraction of the phrase "amperage capacity' to signify the current-carrying
capacity of a conductor.

2 An 8 AWG conductor is used for the example because NEC Table 310-17 requires overcurrent
protection for 10 AWG and smaller cables, in addition to the ampacity limits.
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T. = Ambient air temperature (C) (e.g., 30, 40) for the conductor
temperature rating

= Ambient air temperature (C) for the changed condition
T, = Conductor temperature rating (C) (60, 75, 90, 105, etc.)
re = Actual conductor temperature (C) for the changed condition
ATd = The temperature rise due to dielectric loss associated with T, and

Ta. An ac voltage impressed across a dielectric will produce a
heat loss which leads to a cable temperatre increase. The
temperature rise is negligible for low voltage cables and may be
relatively small for cables operating at higher voltages, although
it increases as the square of voltage [G.3]. Relations for the
dielectric loss are given by Equations (36) and (37) of a paper
[G.4] that was used to develop IEEE S-135; the temperature
rise is proportional to the power factor and specific inductive
capacitance (SIC) of the insulation.

ATd = e temperatue rise due to dielectric loss associated with 7, and

7c = The inferred temperature of zero electrical resistance
* 234.5 for copper
* 228.1 for aumiinum

The variables ATd and Tdare negligible relative to (T, - T) and (, - *, respectively,
for most cables of interest and the equation reduces to:

If a cable ampacity is known for a given conductor temperature rating and ambient
temperature, this equation gives the resulting ampacity for a different ambient temperature and
conductor temperatre rang. This equation yields the same results as the ampacity derating
factors from NEC Table 310-17.

In addition to performing ampacity derating calculations, the equations can be rewritten to
clulate the conductor temperature ( that results from a current loadi (I) at a given
ambient temperature (1*, as

= tc + T) + r'(T - T )('/1)2

(-ec + Tc) - (Te TO)V'/V

The conductor temperature for any current load can be determined using this equation and
ampacity data for the configuration of interest (e.g., a single cable in open air). If the cable
used in the previous example has a current load of 32 A (= I) at an ambient temperature of
30°C (= th, ten the resulting conductor temperature is 38,1°C.
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G.4 Thermal Life of Consthntly Energized Cables

For the purpose of this example, it is conservatively assumed that there is no temperature
drop across the insulation and jacket (i.e., the conductor, insulation, and jacket all operate at the
conductortemperature). The temperature for which a 6-year cable life is projected (using 50%
retention of absolute elongation-at-break as the end-of-life criterion) can be calculated from the
Arrhenius data in Table G-1 and the Arrhenius equation in Section 4.1.1.1.2. This temperature
(1> can be used to calculate the contimous current loading () that results in a projected
60-year cable life. This has been performed for the materials listed in Table G-1, and the results
are shown in Figure 4-5. Finally, please note that irradiation aging and other environmental
factors, as applicable, must be considered when establishing the service life of a material.

Table G-1 Activation Energy and Thermal Life

Basis Temperature Liffe <D Basis
Generic Material Activation Energy 1 asTemperature

Type (eV) ____ (_) (yar)

CSPE 1.14 80°C 176°F 13.5

EPDM3 1.35 91 °C 1960F 40.0

EPR 1.20 135°C 275"F 0.2

ETFE 0.95 148°C 2980F 11.4

Neoprenee 0.94 800C 1760F 2.5

PVC4 0.99 120°C 248°F 0.2

Silicones 1.8 136°C 277F 40.0

Viton A 1.17 200°C 392°F 1.7

XLPEXLPO3 1.24 150C 302°F 0.1

Notes:

1. In most cases, the minmum tenperature of tests performed to measure activation energy
is much higher than temperatures in power plants. This time-temperature extrapolation can
lead to signifiant differences between predictions based on accelerated aging tests and
aging under power plant conditions. Recent measurements of activation energy at room
temperature (25C 77IF]) can be used to eliminate the tme-temperature extrapolation.

2. End-of-Life is defined as eabw,, = 0% for most materials (see notes 3 to 5). Limited
sources of non-proprietary data are available. The data in this AMG are adequate to exhibit
general relationships only.

3. The end-oflife condition for EPDM and XLPE is 60% relative elongation (e/eO = 60%).
This endpoint is much more conservative than e.,.w. = 50%; the service life would
increase significantly.
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4. The end-of-life condition for PVC is electrical failure, which would leave no margin for
design basis event degradation. The actual material specification is MIL-W-5086/2 (a
PVC-Nylon). Data were not available for e b50ht = 50%.

5. The end-of-life condition for Silicone is 50% relative elongation (e/eO = 50%). This
endpoint is much more conservative than eb 0u, = 50%; the service life would increase
significantly.

G.5 Variable Service Conditions

Most cables are not energized continuously at a fixed current. Therefore, it is more useful
to investigate the thermal life of a cable that is energized for only a fraction of the time, which
is known as duty cycle. The calculation of thermal life is performed using the following
procedure:

1. Calculate the energized cable temperature (Section G.2).

2. For the given duty cycle and design life, calculate how many years the cable will be
energized and how many years the cable will be deenergized.

3. Using the Arrhenius relationship, calculate the time at ambient temperature that is
equivalent to the energized time and energized cable temperature. Then add this
equivalent time to the actual deenergized time to get the total equivalent thermal life
at ambient temperature. (The technique to calculate equivalent overall exposure time
is similar to that found in Section 4.6, "Consideration of Variable Service Conditions,"
of EPRI NP-1558 [G.51)

Figures G-1 through G-6 give the results of this calculation for Neoprene' and XLPE.
From these figures, it is obvious that the operating time of a power cable that is heavily loaded
has significant impact on the total life (or qualified life) of the insulation. The Neoprenee data
in Figure G-2 will be used to explain the nomenclature and demonstrate how Figures G-1
through G-6 can be used.

* X-axis: The electrical loading of the cable (when it is energized) is plotted on the
x-axis. The x-axis is normalized by dividing the energized cable current by the 30°C
ambient ampacity.

* Y-axis: The remaining life of the cable at the end of its design life (lower left corner
of the figure) is plotted on the y-axis. The y-axis is normalized by dividing the
remaining life by the material thermal life. Note that:

- material thermal life is the time required at ambient temperature (lower left
corner of the figure) for the elongation-at-break of new material to degrade to
50% absolute.

- remaining life is the time required at ambient temperature for the elongation-at-
break of the material at the end of its design life to degrade to 50% absolute.
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* NEC Ampacity Derating: The vertical ampacity derating line at 91 % is the calculated
ampacity for a 40°C ambient temperature. The calculated ampacity (or derated
ampacity) is less than the ampacity at 30°C which is used to normalize the x-axis.
When the cable is energized with a current equivalent to the ampacity derating line,
the conductor temperature will equal the cable temperature rating (900C, top margin
of the figure). When the cable is energized, operating conditions to the left of the
ampacity derating line result in cable conductor temperatures less than the temperature
rating, and operating conditions to the right of the ampacity derating line result in
cable conductor temperatures above the temperature rating. If the ambient air
temperature is increased, the ampacity derating line will move to the left on the plot.

* Y-axis intercept: An unenergized Neoprene0 cable (0% of rated ampacity) has a
remaining life of 54% after 60 years of service at an ambient temperature of 400C.
At 0% of rated ampacity (e.g., an I&C cable), the cable carries no current and it
operates at the ambient air temperature. The life of Neoprene0 at 40°C is 130 years
(top margin of the figure, calculated from the Arrhenius equation using Table G-1
data). Therefore, it has 70 years (= 130-60) of remaining life, or 54% (= 70/130)
of its thermal life remaining, after a 60 year design life.

* X-axis intercept(s): A continuously energized NeopreneD cable (100% duty cycle) in
a location where the ambient air temperature is 40°C can be operated at currents up
to 37% of its 30°C ampacity for 60 years. If this cable's duty cycle is reduced from
100% to 33%, then a current loading of 52% of the 30°C ampacity results in a
remaining thermal life of 0% at the end of 60 years. Such a cable is energized 33%
of the time at 52% of the 30°C ampacity and is not energized the other 67% of the
time. The cable has no remaining life after operating under these variable service
conditions for 60 years, which means that the Neoprenee has degraded to an absolute
elongation-at-break of 50%.

To generalize for a given duty cycle, service conditions to the left of the duty cycle
line's x-axis intercept are acceptable for the design life; to the right of the duty cycle
line's y-axis would require replacement.

Operating cables at large current loadings significantly decreases their thennal life,
even when energized for a very small percentage of the time. The Neoprenes cable
in a 40°C enviromnent that is energized at -91% of its 30°C ampacity and a 1% duty
cycle (i.e., energized for only 0.6 of 60 years) will reach its end-of-life condition after
60 years, but there is little margin to spare.

* Equivalent thermal aging: Cable materials subjected to equivalent thermal aging will
have identical remaining thermal life. For instance, the thermal degradation for a
Neoprenee cable energized continuously at either 31% of its 30°C ampacity, or
energized 1% of the time at 87% of its 30°C ampacity, for 60 years is identical as
they both use 80% of the material's thermal life (i.e., 20% remaining thermal life).

* Practical application: As an example of how a user would implement the figure,
consider a Neoprene-jacketed power cable located in a 40°C ambient environment
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(where the jacket is required to be intact throughout the cable lifetime) that is
energized 10% of the time. Per Table 4.2, 40°C would exceed the maximum
recommended ambient temperature for a 60-year lifetime (14°C at 80% of its 30°C
ampacity), thereby making this cable a candidate for further evaluation. From Figure
G-2, the cable could be operated with a 10% duty cycle at up to -67% of its 30°C
ampacity over a 60-year period and the NeopreneO jacket would still exceed the 50%
retained absolute elongation-at-break criteria. Therefore, if the 10% duty cycle circuit
is determined to operate below -67% of its 30 0C ampacity, the cable may be
eliminated from further consideration.

The thermal life of an energized cable, as shown in Figures G-1 to G-6, depends on a large
number of parameters, namely:

1. material activation energy

2. material life at ambient temperature (life at any other temperature will also suffice, as
the activation energy can be used to calculate the equivalent lifetime at ambient
temperature). Note that cable life depends on the criterion used to define cable life
(for this Appendix, the end of cable life is at 50% absolute elongation).

3. ambient air temperature

4. cable current when energized

5. load factor (fraction of time the cable is energized)

6. conductor temperature rating

7. ampacity for the cable configuration at the ambient air temperature (this may require
correcting the ampacity from a standard industry table that is based on a different
ambient temperature and/or cable configuration)

Because of the large number of parameters, it is not practical to plot the cable life as a
function of all the parameters in a single figure. Instead, a set of figures can be created, each
showing a set of cable thermal lifetimes versus cable current load for several load factors, while
all other parameters are held fixed.

The following comments and observations refer to the data shown in Figures G-1 to G-6:

1. These Figures use the thermal aging data from Table G-1 which provide a generic
indication of a given material's thermal aging behavior. It is important to use thermal
aging data specific to the material of interest when estimating the allowable
temperature for a projected 60-year life.

2. Ampacity is based on continuous operation; however, there are conditions where a
cable will be operated for short periods of time at currents above the ampacity (e.g.,
motor in-rush current). While such overload or transient conditions are not addressed
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in the NEC, they are addressed in several other standards. For instance, AIEE S-135
(Appendix III, Section 4) [G.2] and ANSI/IEEE Standard 242-1986 (Section 8.5.2)
[G.6] include information on cable overload capacity. Even short-term overload
conditions can have a significant effect on thermal life and should be evaluated.

3. A conductor temperature rating is not directly correlated to cable life; a temperature
rating of 900C does NOT mean that the cable can survive for 40- or 60-years at 90°C.

4. The thermal life of a cable becomes less sensitive to changes in temperature as the
activation energy is increased. The thermal life of cables with high activation energies
does not decrease as quickly with increasing current load or load factor as those with
low activation energies.

5. These figures are for cables that are energized. It is important to recognize that even
a deenergized cable can be subjected to elevated temperatures if it is in close proxinity
to an energized cable.

6. These figures are based on rated ampacity values. It is standard practice to size cables
so the maxaimum current load is some fraction of their rated conductor ampacity. This
provides a safety factor, or margin, to account for design and load uncertainty,
reduced voltage (increased current) conditions, and overload conditions.

7. Ampacity values are based on conductor temperature, which is the hottest point on the
cable. The implied assumption is that the temperature of the cable's insulation and
jacket is conservatively estimated as being equal to the conductor temperature. In
reality, there will be a temperature gradient across the cable insulation and jacket, and
the majority of the energized cable's polymer material will be at a temperature
somewhat lower than the conductor temperature.

8. Care must be taken to ensure that the proper ampacity is used. Fire barriers,
penetration seals, etc. can have a significant anpacity derating.
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Neoprene: 130 year thermal life at ambient, 90'C cable rating, 1/C, copper, 0-2000 V
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Neoprene: 130 year thermal life at ambient, 900C cable rating, 1/C, copper, 0-2000 V
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XLPE: 68,107 year thermal life at ambient, 90°C cable rating, 1/C, copper, 0-2000 V
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APPENDIX HI.
REGULATORY REQUIREMENTS RELATED TO SYNERGISMS

H.1 Regulatory Requirements

The first mention of synergistic effects in NRC documents related to EQ appeared in
NUREG-0588 H.1], issued in December 1979. NUREG-0588 did not define the term
"synergistic effects," and the response comments received by the NRC from the industry were
not in favor of including such a requirement. Nonetheless, the NRC retained the requirement
when it issued Rev. 1 of NUREG-0588 [H.2] in July 1981. The complete text
[Section 4.(3), page 15] is as follows:

Synergistic effects should be considered in the accelerated aging programs.
Investigation should be performed to assure that no known synergistic effects have
been identified on materials that are included in the equipment being qualified. Where
synergistic effects have been identified, they should be accounted for in the
qualification programs. Refer to NUREG/CR-0276 (SAND78-0799) and
NUREG/CR-0401 (SAND78-1452), Qualification Testing Erauation Quarterly
Reports," for additional information.

Ihe requirement was restated in the EQ Rule, 10CFR50.49 H.3], when it was issued
in February 1983. The wording related to synergism was modified significantly from that in
NUREG-0588, Rev. 1 again no definition of synergism was provided. The complete text
[paragraph (e) (7)] is as follows:

Synergistic effects must be considered when these effects are believed to have a
significant effect on equipment performance.

Regulatory Guide 1.89, Rev. 1 [.41, issued in June 1984, descnbed a method
acceptable to the NRC staff for complying with 10CFR50.49. The complete text related to
synergism [Section 5 a, page 1.89-5] is as follows:

If synergistic effects have been identified prior to the initiation of qualification, they
should be accounted for in the qualification program. Synergistic effects known at this
time are dose rate effects and effects resulting from the different sequence of applying
radiation and (elevated) temperatre.

The wording in the Regulatory Guide can be interpreted in various ways. No definition of
synergism is presented, but two examples of synergistic effects in aging programs are given.
This is the most recent explicit guidance on synergism.

Appendix A includes a defmition of synergistic effects" from EPRI TR-100844 [H.5];
however, this definition is not endorsed by the NRC.
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APPENDIX I. EPRI CABLE AGING RESEARCH PROJECTS

This section was reproduced from the draft EPRI Cable Aging Research Summary, August
1996. It is included in this AMG for the reader's convenience; current information can be
obtained from the EPRI Plant Support Engineering group in Charlotte, NC.

Introduction

Electrical cable installed in fossil and nuclear power plants are expected to offer many years of
trouble-free service. In the case of nuclear plants in particular, certain cable has been qualified
for a 40-year ife. In a limited number of cases, cables have been known to experience failure
for a number of reasons, including mechanical damage, chemical attack, thermal degradation,
electrical aging, radiation aging, and manufacturing defects. However, virtually all failures
experienced have been premature in that their root cause was error-induced (e.g., damage due
to handling or excessive high temperature conditions) and not due to long-term aging
degradation.

Although rapid or widespread deterioration of cable systems is not expected to occur within the
current design life of 40 years, localized problems such as hot spots may require reevaluation
of cable life. Also, although it is expected that most cable, in the absence of hot spots, can
provide 60 years or more of reliable service, such an extension of qualified ife requires an
evaluation. Without adequate data and evaluation techniques, uWtilies may find themselves
needlessly replacing cable or entering into extensive evaluation programs. EPRI Cable Aging
research will provide valuable data and methodology for use by utilities in making apprpriate
decisions concerning testing, continued use and replacement of cables. This work wil also be
useful in responding to increased regulatory interest related to generic issues such as synergisms
and dose rate effects as the industry's cable systems grow older or cable-specific such as
cracking of bonded cable jackets during research tests. The U.S. Nuclear Regulatory
Commission is involved with cable performance issues and is presently sponsoring a cable
condition monitormg research effort with Brookbaven National Laboratory (BNL). EPRI is
cooperating in some of this research.

The EPRI Cable Aging Research Projects currently underway consist of the following:

1. University of Connecticut Artificial versus Natural Aging Program

2. Development of In-Plant Trials of Indenter Polymer Aging Monitor

3. Cable Diagnostics Matrix

4. Detection of Localized Cable Damge Using Preionized Gas, High Potential Testing

5. University of Virginia Oxidation Induction Time Methodology Development

6. Cable Life Database
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7. Improved Conveiitional Testing of Power Plant Cables

8. American Electric Power Service Corporation - EPRI Life Cycle Management
Program, Cable Aging Management Program

The purpose of this document is to summarize EPRI Cable Aging Research projects currently
underway and to provide a brief status report on each project.

1.1 University of Connecticut Artificial Versus Natural Aging Program (RP-1707-13)

OBJECTIVE:

To demonstrate the validity and conservatism of the thermal and radiation accelerated aging
models for organic materials used in electrical equipment that mst be environmentally qualified.

DESCRIPTION AND PROGRAM HISTORY:

The Program seeks to understand the aging of polymeric materials used in cables and other
components used in harsh environment areas of nuclear power plants by comparing the results
of aging under natural in-plant conditions with those under accelerated laboratory aging used in
environmental qualification programs. To achieve this goal, 15 bundles containing samples of
four commonly used cables and materials used in electrical components or subcomponents of
switches and solenoid valves were placed in each of 15 different locations in 8 power plants.
The specimens include various types of small electrical devices and cables. The devices include
solenoid valves, pressure switches, and electrical feedthroughs. Four tpes of power, control,
and instrument cable from four major suppliers are in bumdles at all fifteen of the original plant
locations. Tbree of the types, manufatured by BIW, Kerite and Okonite, have ethylene-
propylene copolymer insulation (EPR) covered with chlorosulfonated polyethylene (Hypalon)
jackets. The fourth type, manufactured by Rockbestos, consists of a cross-linked polyethylene
(XLPE)insulation covered with a Neoprene cover. In addition, each utility has placed one cable
type of plat-specific interest in its bundles. Over 6000 specimens are involved. The locations
have measured average temperatures ranging from 77°F to 132°F. Temperatre monitoring and
radiation monitoring devices have been instaled with the bundles and are periodically withdrawn
and replaced to provide a basic understanding of the environment at the bundles. In addition,
utility temperatre monitoring information from nearby areas is evalated to allow adjustmen
for cyclic variations in temperature.

The initial specimens were placed in the plants in 1985. In 1989-1990, 60 additional bundles
containing three cables selected from the NRC-sponsored program at Sandia Laboratories were
placed at five of the existing locations (in four plants). The types added were Rockbestos
coaxial cable with XLPE insulation, Rockbestos cable with silicone rubber insulation, and
Champlain cable with polyimide (Kapton) insulation. Of the Sandia bundles, 13 have been
removed. To obtain additional data at more severe aging conditions, five additional specimen
bundles were placed at each of two hotter' locations of Virginia Power's Surry contamiments
during 1988. Of the Surry bundles, four have been removed for analysis. These bundles
contain cable specimens of the same type as had been used by the research program at Sandia
National laboratories so that complementary data could be gathered by the two programs.
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As part of a separate but similar program, Northeast Utilities (NU) placed, in 1982, three cables
of different compositions in its Millstone 2 plant for aging studies. These cables are located in
trays above the reactor vessel and experience quite severe conditions. In the case of these
special NU specimens, a sample withdrawal consists of cutting off a piece of the cable. A total
of six withdrawals of the NU special samples have been made.

Individual specimen bundles are periodically removed from the plants and evaluated. Initial
specimen removal was approximately once per refueling cycle; however, due to the long-term
nature of this segment of the program, removals are now less frequent so that adequate bundles
exist through the end of the current license for the plants. When the bundles are received,
elongation-at-break tests, density, and weight measurements are performed on the cable samples
and some of the material specimens. All specimens that have been removed from the plants are
stored under benign conditions to limit further aging and allow additional testing in the future.

Specimens of the same materials have also been aged under accelerated laboratory conditions
and subjected to elongation, density, and weight measurement to allow comparison to the data
from the in-plant specimens.

As the program has progressed, additional considerations and concerns have had to be addressed.
One of the major problems with the in-plant specimens has been gathering and evaluating
in-plant environmental data. A reduction of about 10°C in the average temperature may cause
a doubling of time to reach a given level of degradation. Therefore, accuracy of the
environmental data is crucial. To gather environmental data, three independent measures are
made. One consists of a passive monitoring unit containing three types of dosimeters (two film
and one LiF pellet) and a set of maximum-temperature pellets. The second measure is from the
closest instruments used by the plant to monitor containment environment. Although not all of
these instruments are close enough to be directly useful, they should provide confirming data that
can fill in the history between withdrawals of the passive unit. The third and more recent
measure involves placing a self-contained digital data logger capable of recording temperatures
every hour for up to two years. On the data logger's removal, the temperatures can be
downloaded into a computer file. When combined with plant-instrument data, the entire
temperature history at each site should be able to be reconstructed accurately.

To date, data from the first 10 years of the long-term natural aging indicate that most of the
cable materials have not begun to age appreciably. An exception is the neoprene jacket on the
Rockbestos cable that has had a noticeable drop in elongation properties in warm (120 to
140°F) locations. This is not unexpected and the properties have not deteriorated to the point
where a significant concern exists.

Because there is a desire to identify changes in advance of the aging of the installed cables in
the plants, an additional task was added to the program in 1994. In this program, called the
Pace Cable Program, cable specimen bundles have been placed in plant locations that are hotter
than the locations where most cables are located such that an acceleration factor of 5 to 8 times
that of normal natural aging occurs. In this way, the equivalent of 40 years of aging will occur
in only to 8 years so that an understanding of the effects of aging of the materials will be
obtained earlier than for the specimens under near normal conditions. (Accelerated aging factors
used in qualification programs are on the order of 1000 to 2000, which causes relatively large
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uncertainties in the degree of aging achieved.) If the behavior of materials under Pace
conditions is relatable to real conditions, then these sites could be used for testing and
monitoring of new or existing materials. Pace sites were selected at PSE&G and NU.

As a further attempt to understand long-term slow aging of cable materials, oven aging at low
accelerated aging temperatures has been implemented in parallel with the Pace Cable Program.
Differences between natural and artificial aging may be due merely to the lower levels of
temperature and dose rate in the former or to other factors that differ between the plant and the
laboratory. Humidity is one example of such a factor. To test the possibility that the
differences are only due to lower temperature, samples were placed in ovens with low
temperatures, e.g. 140°F (600C) and 195°F (9000), to parallel the natural environmental
temperatures anticipated at the Pace cable sites.

STATUS:

The program is being performed at the University of Connecticut under the direction of
Dr. Montgomery Shaw. An Interim Report (the second) on the project was issued in January
1992 (EPRI TR-100245, Natural Versus Artificial Aging of Nuclear Power Plant Components).
The third Interim Report will be published in 1996. Specimens and environmental monitoring
modules continue to be retrieved from the plants. Activities for the year 1995 are described
under the following topics:

Environmental Monitoring

Six dosimeter/temperature (DIT) units were received, and 14 were shipped to the various
utilities. Eighteen recovered D/T units were refurbished for subsequent shipments.

Ten sets of maximum temperature pellets were read from the D/T units received. A total
of 45 LiF dosimeters were sent to Northeast Utilities for analysis during 1995, and the
results were used to help update the environmental exposure database.

Environmental data from the plants' monitoring instruments continue to be collected and
analyzed.

Dosimeter/temperature units continue to be received from the host utilities. Some
decontamination effort is required. New D/T units continue to be delivered to the host
utilities as needed.

* Withdrawals

Two bundles were received from Washington Public Power Supply System (WPPSS).
Additional decontamination work on all the bundles is necessary before testing can begin.
At the end of 1995, 99 bundles out of the 225 originally placed will have been received.

Bundles are being withdrawn from the sites as scheduled.
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* Testing

A total of 92 specimens from 15 bundles were tensile-tested during 1995. Of this total, 9
control specimens were tested. A total of 956 density specimens from 15 bundles were
analyzed in 1995.

* Analysis

Component Aging. The artificial and natural aging of components are compared using time
shifts for temperature and dose rate in a manner described in previous reports. The shifts
are determined by minimizing the scatter of the data points about an unknown property
decay curve. This work will continue in 1996 as much as funding will allow.

Modeling Study. Procedures for testing the modeling algorithms continue to be developed.
The physical property data on the naturally and artificially aged specimens are compared
in a number of ways. One method involves constructing predicted property values for the
set natural aging conditions using the Arrhenius equation, along with published activation
energies, and the equal-dose-equal-damage premise. These predicted values are then
compared with the actual values. Another method uses the natural data set, which involves
temperatures ranging from 90° to 160°F, to derive an activation energy and dose-effect
parameters. The results are then compared with published values. In a third method, two
materials that are supposed to behave similarly in both accelerated and natural conditions
are compared side-by-side; if they are, in fact, not behaving similarly, the notion that
accelerated tests are a valid indicator of aging performance in the field can be rejected.

* Pace Cable Aging

Temperature data for the period July 21 through October 3, 1995, were received from
PSE&G for the Pace bundles in contaimnent. The maximum temperatures listed for this
period are 1590 and 140°F, respectively, for the thermocouples at the top and bottom of
the bundles. The average dose rate for the period August 4 through October 3, 1995, was
listed as 850 mR/hr.' Northeast Utilities is postponing precise site selection and Pace cable
placement, pending completion of ongoing engineering work.

Pace cable specimens are installed at the Hope Creek site. Environmental data through
October 1995 have been received. Hope Creek has recently been restarted.

* Other

The draft 10-year Interim Report for this project has been written and is at EPRI for draft
review and publication.

Actions are in progress to cooperate with Brookhaven National Laboratory in their
NRC-sponsored Cable Insulation Condition Monitoring Project by making aged cable
insulation samples available for their test program.
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1.2 Development and In-plant Trials of Indenter Polymer Aging Monitor

OBJECTIVE:

To develop a non-destructive technique that may be used in a plant to evaluate the aging of
nuclear power plant cables that have been subjected to normal or abnonnal service conditions.

DESCRIPTION:

Under earlier EPRI programs, a non-destructive test method was developed for evaluating the
aging of jackets and insulation of electrical cable. The test evaluates changes in compressive
modulus, a mechanical property of the insulation and jacket material. For low-voltage cables,
significant mechanical property changes occur due to thermal and radiation induced aging prior
to electrical property changes. Essentially, the mechanical properties must change to the point
of embrittlement and cracking before significant electrical changes are observed. Commonly,
changes in mechanical properties of jacket and insulation systems have been evaluated by means
of elongation-at-break testing. However, elongation testing is by nature destructive and requires
relatively large specimens, making it undesirable for analyzing installed cables. As an
alternative to the destuctive elongation-at-break tests, compressive tests were evaluated during
the proof of principles research. In this research, compression, relaxation, creep, and recovery
properties were evaluated. The research showed that the change in force divided by cbange in
position of a probe pressing against the jacket or insulation of a cable at a constant velocity
provided a systematic indication of aging of the material. For materials that harden with age
(i.e. most cable insulations and jackets), the measured compressive modulus increases with
duration and level of exposure to thermal and radiation stresses.

Therefore, the relative age of a cable insulation can be evaluated on the basis of the change in
compressive modulus as measured by a small anvil pressing at the surface at a fixed velocity
while measuring the imparted force.

The Indenter is a self-contained system and includes its own data logger. The system includes
a laptop computer, a control box, cable, and a cable clamp assembly. The operation of the
Indenter is digitally controlled, allowing different velocities and force limits to be used in
testing, and contains self-nutting on the force reading to eliminate offset drift effects. The clamp
assembly was improved to allow easy application on the cables and contains status indicating
lamps. The tests are initiated Erom the clamp assembly. A long cable was added between the
clamp assembly and the control box to allow use of the clamp in areas where the cable under
test was remote from a satisfactory staging area. The entire system is battery operated.

The in-plant trials of the Indenter proved that the system is practical and readily usable. Actu
application of the Indenter in the plants proved that it could be readily used in junction boxes,
back planes of motor control center, and even in condulets. The in-plant tests proved that
reasonable consistency in results could be obtained in the field.

The Indenter concept works for any insulation or jacket that has a systematic change in
properties with aging. Rubber and rubber-like materials, such as EPR, silicone rubber,
neoprene, PVC and Hypalon, all are monitorable with the Indenter. The suitability of the
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Indenter for direct monitoring of the aging of cross-linked polyethylene is currently under
investigation. If neoprene or Hypalon jackets have been used on cables with cross-linked
polyethylene insulation, the jackets may also be used as aging indicators for the entire cable.

STATUS:

The Indenter in-plant trial use program is corplete. Life projection criteria have been developed
for a number of cable types, including Okonite, BIW and Kerite. Given the current age and an
Indenter measurement of a cable, a projected qualified life can be determined based on actual
condition. The report for the in-plant trials and life projection criteria development was
expected to be published in early 1996. In commercial, non-EPRI funded programs, the
Indenter has been used to evaluate hot-spot conditions at River Bend, LaSalle, and Fermi. An
aging evaluation of in-containment cables at Enrico Fermi has been completed. EdF (France)
has completed an in-depth evaluation of the Indenter for use in its plants; the results of this
evaluation have been satisfactory. The Indenter is available for commercial use via Ogden
Environmental and Energy Services Company under license to EPRI.

There is no change in the Cofunding Agreement between EPRI and EdF for the Indenter project.
EPRI has the action item.

There is no change on the revision of the licensing details on the sale of the Indenter to
commercial customers. EPRI has the action item.

Potential Indenter sales in 1996:

* AEA Technology
* Detroit Edison
* EdF (France)
* Exxon Engineering (Refimery)

1.3 Cable Diagnostics Matrix

OBJECTIVE:

To provide a utility applications based assessment of cable diagnostic techniques currently
available or in an advanced state of development.

DESCRIPTION:

During the past 10 or so years, a mumber of diagnostic techniques have been developed that
enable varying degrees of assessment of the condition of power plant cables. Some of these
techniques are usefil for evaluation of installed cables, whereas others are destructive tests that
nust be conducted with samples of cable materials removed from installation. Some techniques
are useful for trending the long-term performance of cables, whereas oers are useful only
troubleshooting. The remainder consist of laboratory tests for charaterizing the properties and
performance of specific cable materials.
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This program compiled and consolidated published and technical report information on the
principles, applications, cost, and other major test method considerations with particular attention
to their applicability. This information was collected into an organized reference document and
a computerized database for use by the utilities who operate fossil and/or nuclear power plants.
The test method matrix will be accessible on the basis of many topics of concern, including cable
construction, failure analysis application, trending analysis application, destructive versus
non-destructive test method, etc.

This program primarily addresses power plant low-voltage control and instrumentation cables.

The program is described in the following outline.

1. Review of the available diagnostic tools, including:

* technical description of the test equipment
* specific properties measured
* relative cost of instrumentation
* portability of test equipment
* defects/aging to which method is sensitive
* commercial availability of equipment
* relative complexity of test performance
* relative complexity of data interpretation
* relative availability of reference data
* potential for damage to the specimen under test and to adjacent circuits
* sensitivity of method to local and overall degradation
* type of result provided (go/no-go vs. trending)
* ability to locate degraded areas along cable application in-situ or laboratory
* if destructive, relative amour of material required for testing
* insulation/jacket/shielding materials to which the test is sensitive
* reference to publications describing the theory involved

2. Development of Cable Diagnostic Matrix

* compilation of data in a user-friendly format
* preparation of reference document

3. Sumnary of the applicability and limitations with present diagnostics techniques

STATUS:

A draft report has been submitted and is under EPRI review for comments.
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1.4 Detection of Localized Cable Damage Using Pre-ionized Gas, High Potential Testing
(RP-3427-04)

OBJECTIVE:

To provide an electrical test technique for identifying local defects in unshielded low-voltage
cable located inside conduits.

DESCRIPTION:

From time to time, concerns have arisen in the industry that require utilities to determine if
damage has occurred to low-voltage cables either during or subsequent to installation. The lack
of a shield on most low-voltage cables used in nuclear plants has made use of electrical testing
to evaluate the condition difficult.

For cables located in conduits, one available technique for developing a ground plane at the
surface of the insulation is to fill the conduits with water and perform a high potential test
between the conductors and the conduit. However, filling conduits with water is difficult in that
they are not tightly sealed and water can leak onto surrounding energized electrical equipment,
causing the potential for flashover. Removal of the water at the end of the test is also difficult.
Also, clear-cut definitions of acceptable test voltages are not available for such testing.

To provide an alternative to use of water as the ground plane and to determine acceptable test
voltages, the use of ionizable gas for providing in conduit ground planes during high potential
testing is being developed as are acceptance criteria based on as-low-as-possible test voltages.
Although the cables are called low-voltage cables with 600- to 1000-Vac ratings, the thicknesses
of the insulation are capable of withstanding very high voltages. Data from the program indicate
that 30-mil thick insulation can withstand voltages on the order of 22 to 26 kVac, which is much
higher than the manufacturing proof tests, and much higher than desirable for in-plant testing.
High potential tests are go/no-go in nature. If the insulation successfully withstands the test
voltage, a statement can be made that at least the amount of insulation thickness associated with
the test voltage acceptance criteria remains in place (i.e., even though one cannot state that no
damage has taken place, an indication of the minimum possible remaining wall can be made).

The research determined that high potential testing of cables in ionized helium yields high
potential test results similar to those when the ground plane is provided by water. In the
associated tests, specimens of cable with a 30-mil insulation wall with varying depths of
insulation damage from 0 to 30 mils were tested to breakdown. The tests showed a significant
reduction in test voltage between testing with the conduit filled with air and the conduit filled
with water. The tests also showed that testing with the conduit filled with helium had nearly the
same results as with the conduit filled with water. It should be noted that when testing in air,
identification of completely through wall damage required nearly 14 kVac, whereas testing with
water and helium required only 1 to 2 kVac. The slight difference in results with water and
helium is predominantly related to the voltage at which the helium ionizes. Once the helium
ionizes, the stress across the insulation under test increases significantly with most of the test
voltage across the insulation under test. The research to date has shown the method to be viable
and not to be destructive to cables surrounding the cable under test. It should also be noted that
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dilution of the helium rapidly decreases its ability to ionize. Therefore, if helium escapes from
the conduits under test, there is no possibility of causing flashovers in surrounding electrical
equipment that uses air as an insulation medium (e.g., circuit breakers and switches).

The initial development of the process has been completed under Sandia National Laboratories,
and the report of the testing was finalized in 1994 (TR-104025). During the course of the work,
conflict of interest concerns on the part of the U.S. NRC dictated that follow-on work be
performed elsewhere. The continuation of the program is being performed by Ontario-Hydro
Research under the direction of Dr. Jean-Marie Braun'. Work started in early 1994. The
efforts include:

* Optimization and selection of the ionizable gas to further reduce test voltages

* Evaluation of differences in results from longer lengths of cables ("length effect")

* Determination of the need to monitor current and voltage during the tests to provide more
information concerning the degree of damage

* Development of a useful dc test method (dc withstand and transient measurements)

STATUS:

The selection of ionizable gas was investigated; the gas selection issue is now limited to two
candidates. Dr. Braun reported that the initial investigations with an 8% conduit fill with one
'faulted wire' resulted in successful location of the fault. Both pure helium and neonlO.1%
argon will be used to further study which gas will provide a satisfactory voltage gap.

Dr. Braun needs about 3000 meters of #14 or #16 wire to continue the project into Task 2.
Cable donations from participating utilities have not yet been made; therefore, the requisite cable
will be purchased from a cable manufacturer. Single-conductor EPR-insulated cable will be
selected. Although the lack of cable is now holding up progress, some investigation has been
made using #17 PVC cable that was available on site.

I.5 University of Virginia Oxidation Induction Time Methodology Development

OBJECTIVE:

Oxidation induction time (OI) testing is a means of evaluating the degree of aging of polymers
subjected to thermal and radiation stresses. The purpose of this program is to develop consistent
methodology in using OIT to evaluate the aging of nuclear power plant cables and to prepare
life estimation criteria based on measurements of OIT of specimens artificially aged as in
enviromnental qualification programs.

The results of related research at the University of Conecticut performed by Dr. Matdew
Mashikian are contained in EPRI Report TR-101273, Using an Ionizable Gas to Troubleshoot
Nonshielded Electric Cables.
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DESCRIPTION:

Oxidation induction time (OI) testing is an alternate and complementary test to that of the cable
Indenter. It is a means of evaluating aging of cable materials by measuring the period of time
before a small sample of insulation experiences rapid oxidation when subjected to a constant
elevated temperature in an oxygen atmosphere. The test evaluates the amount of anti-oxidants
remaining in an insulation material. The ari-oxidants are materials that react with oxygen from
the atmosphere surrounding the cable before it can react with the polymers of the insulation.
As long as the anti-oxidants are not depleted entirely in the material, the mechanical properties
(and, therefore, the electrical properties) remain relatively stable. Even a few percent of the
initial anti-oxidant is sufficient to prevent oxidation of the polymers. When the anti-oxidants are
depleted, the material properties will begin to degrade, in some cases relatively.

Orr testing is performed using a differential scanning calorimeter. A small sample
(8 milligrams) of insulation or jacket is removed from the cable, then heated to approximately
215°C in oxygen and held at this temperature. The energy required to sustain the temperature
is monitored. When the energy required to main temperature begins to decrease, the material
has begun an exothermic reaction, indicating that the anti-oxidants have been depleted and that
rapid oxidation is ocurring. The period from the start of the test until the point of rapid
oxidation is the oxidation induction time. For cable materials, the OIT decreases from
approximately one hour when new to a few minutes when near the end of its useful life. The
test is essentially non-destructive; although samples have to be removed, they are small enough
that cables do not have to be destroyed or removed. Samples are ken by removal or rminal
lugs, stripping a small segment of insulation (0.5 cm or less), and relugging the conductor.

Although OfT testing has been in use for a long time, testing protocols for use with nuclear
power plant cables have not been previously developed. The following tasks are complete:

* Determination of the Peasibility of Developing Life Projection Criteria

* Correlation of OIT with Elongation at Break

* Standardizadion of OIT Methodology

* Development of Acceptable Field Sampling Techniques

STATUS:

The project has been performed at the University of Tennessee under the direction of Dr.
Albert Reynolds. The project is completed and the report is being published.
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1.6 Cable Life Database

OBJECTIVE:

To provide the industry with a computerized database of aging behavior and plant experience
data for low-voltage cable. The data will be obtained from manufacturers, qualification tests,
research studies, and on-going plant cable evaluations.

DESCRIPTION:

A large quantity of information related to low-voltage cable exists, and useful information will
be generated at an accelerating rate in the futue. However, the data are not easily accessed or
arranged for ease of use or understanding by front-line utility personnel involved in design
engineering, qualification, assessing cable system longevity, or roubleshooting.

The Cable Life Database wfll provide the ready reference resource needed by utilities via a
remotely accessible, computerized system. It will contain existing information organized by
cable material type, test data from cable monitoring techniques as they are generated, material
aging data, and qualification research results. The database will provide a strong reference tool
for resolution of day-to-day problems as well as long-term issues. The sources of the initial data
will be from utlities, past and on-going EPRI program, government research programs, and the
general literature. The database will contirne to be updated as new information applicable to
low-voltage cable evolves.

The need for organzing available cable data and gathering new data as it is generated is driven
by the following factors:

1. Many of the original manufacturers of nuclear plant cables no longer are in business or
produce nuclear grade cables. As such, they cannot or will not provide data and
information for decision-making and engineering efforts related to cable system longevity.
Gathering and organizing existing data related to these manufacturers' cable is desirable
before all of it is lost or forgotten.

2. Hot spots leading to more rapid localized deterioration of cable properties bave been
identified in some plants. Test results from cable removed from these locations may be
useful to the industry as a whole in determining the actual effects of elevated normal
temperatures. These data from previous hot spots may be instrumental in resolving new
bot spot problems as they occur at other utilities.

3. Some plants have had elevated containment temperatures for long durations due to errors
or unexpected conditions. These plants need information to determine the extent of cable
to be removed and, at the same time, may be able to provide information to the remainder
of the industry when the removed cables are tested.

4. Many plants are now or will be addressing cable system longevity. They will need to show
that their existing qualifications cover the entire period for which their cables will be
instaled. The more data that are available related to cable insulation system behavior under
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actual conditions (which include synergistic effects), the easier it will be to defend the
decisions that are made with respect to retention or replacement of a plant's cables.

Each of these factors indicates that any data that are available (be it descriptions of cable
insulation systems and their basic properties, physical or electrical property data, or information
related to cable insulation system formulations) should be collected, catalogued, and retained in
a format that allows the information to be easily accessed and used by utility and industry
personnel,

The database will record information on older cable material formulations, qualification, and
aging test results that are in the public domain, and research data important to understanding and
controlling aging and synergisms. The database will also record results of condition monitoring
and condition evaluation tests as they become available, including acceptance criteria and
methodology descriptions.

STATUS:

An evaluation of the type of data to store, the format and structure, and the depth of detail is
complete. The project was suspended in mid-1994. Further development of the database is
under review.

1.7 nproved Conventional Testing of Power Plant Cables

OBJECTIVE:

To develop improved condition monitoring techniques for assessmg the condition of power plant
cables, particularly unshielded cables in older thermal plants.

DESCRIPTION:

Many diagnostic tests have been proposed to assess the condition of power plant cables.
Electrical tests are inherently attractive, as they offer the potential of assessing an entire cable
run rather tan a predetermined, accessible area. However, most station cables are unshielded
and lack a well-defined, stable ground plane, implying that all electrical tests wM be insensitive
to anything but gross changes in the insulon. This project - cosponsored by EPRI,
Consolidated Edison Co. of New York, Inc., and the Canadian Electrical Association - was
initiated to determine the potential for electrical testing to detect thermal aging.

Investigators selected cable insulations representative of older thermal plants. Insulation
materials included polyvinyl chloride (PVC), styrene butadiene rubber (SBR), ethylene propylene
rubber (EPR), polyethylene (PE), and cmss-linked polyethylene (XLPE). The cables of interest
- single conductor, twisted pair, iplex and multiconductor, 600 V and 5 kV, shielded and
unshielded - were thermally aged to embrittlement and characterized by physical, chemical, and
electrical tests. These tests determined oxidation induction time (OIT), oxidation induction
temperature, gel content, solubiity, swelling atio, plasticizer content, density, melting
temperature, and crystallinity. Dielectric characterizations included low-frequency dispersion,
the appearance of dipolar features, and steady-state conductivity.
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A broad range of destructive and nondestructive diagnostic techniques were applied successfully
to aged insulation materials and cable configurations. Dielectric characterizations revealed the
importance of performing tests other than dc insulation resistance and polarization index, which
are insensitive to thermal aging. In all, different tests were particularly suited to different types
of insulation. Particularly important were low-frequency insulation analyses to probe the bulk
condition of cable insulation and partial discharge testing to detect cracks and defects. A
high-voltage instrument was designed during this project to perform low-frequency measurements
on long lengths of cables at up to 5 kV with 0.01 to 100 mA sensitivity from dc to 1-Hz
bandwidth. The instrument was successfully tested, meeting all design specifications.

STATUS:

The final report was published (TR-105581). Licensing negotiations to commercialize a tester
based on low frequencies dielectric spectroscopy are in progress. Efforts are currently underway
to obtain funding for further development of the tester for commercialization and the compilation
of a standard parameter database.

1.8 American Electric Power Service Corporation - EPRI Life Cycle Management
Program, Cable Aging Management Program

STATUS:

The four phases of the project are described below.

Phase I - Background Data Collecton

The background information on the cable design, type, layout, and ambient environment was
determined for all cables (53,250) in the Donald C. Cook Nuclear Plant. The final report has
been submitted.

Phase 2 - Life Cycle Management

Every cable in the plant was evaluated for its service life based on thermal and radiation effects.
Cables were identified if it was determined that the cable could possibly fail due to thermal aging
(radiation effects were found to be negligible) before the end of the 40-year design life of the
plant. A subset of the identified cable has been evaluated as risk significant based on the failure
mechanism associated with the specific cable. The fial report has been submitted.

Phase 3 - License Renewal

This phase evaluates cable, as in Phase 2, for a 60-year service life. The final report has been
submitted.

Phase 4 - EPRI Report

This phase combines the efforts of Phases 1, 2, and 3 into a combined EPRI report. The draft
has been submitted to AEP and EPRI for review. The final report will be submitted for
publication in August 1996.
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Mr. Bruce A. Tuthill
Northeast Utility Services Company
P.O. Box 270
Hartford, C 06141-0270

Ms. Karen LeGoullon
Northern States Power
Monticello Nuclear Generating Plant
2807 West Highway 75
Monticello, MN 55362

Mr. Eric Ballou (2 copies)
Northem States Power
Prairie Island Nuclear Gen. Station
Rural Route #2
Welch, MN 55089

Mr. Jeff Curtis
Northern States Power
Prairie Island Nuclear Gen. Station
Rural Route #2
Welch, MN 55089

Mr. Gene R. Kopecky
Omaha Public Power District
Fort Calhoun Station
P.O. Box 399
Ft. Calhoun, NE 68023-0399

Mr. Chuck Linden
Omaha Public Power District
Fort Calhoun Station
P.O. Box 399, MS-FC-2-4
Ft. Calhoun, NE 68023-0399

Mr. Wells D. Fargo
Pacific Gas & Electric Company
P.O. Box 770000, Mail Code N9B
San Francisco, CA 94177

Mr. Albert Kong
Pacific Gas & Electric Company
3400 Crow Canyon Road
San Ramon, CA 94550

Ms. Marcia L. Smith
Pacific Gas & Electric Company
3400 Crow Canyon Road
San Ramon, CA 94550

Mr. Mark J. Frauenheim
Pacific Gas & Electric Company
Diablo Canyon Power Plant
P.O. Box 56, Mail Stop 102/2
Avila Beach, CA 93424
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Mr. Robert T. Hanson
Pacific Gas & Electric Company
Diablo Canyon Power Plant
P.O. Box 56, Mail Stop 102/2
Avila Beach, CA 93424

Mr. Carl E. Weber
Pacific Gas & Electric Company
Diablo Canyon Power Plant
P.O. Box 56, Mail Stop 102/2
Avila Beach, CA 93424

Mr. William J. Clune (3 copies)
PECO Energy Company
965 Chesterbrook Boulevard
Mail Code 63A-3
Wayne, PA 19087-5691

Mr. Fred Polasld
PECO Energy Company
965 Chesterbrook Boulevard
Mail Code 63A-3
Wayne, PA 19087-5691

Mr. Michael P. Murmello
Pennsylvania Power & Light Company
Two North Ninth Street, Mail Code A6-2
Allentown, PA 18102

Mr. Samuel B. Kuhn
Pennsylvania Power & Light Company
Susquehanna Steam Electric Station
P.O. Box 467
Berwick, PA 18603

Mr. Frank L Wurst
Pennsylvania Power & Light Company
Susquehanna Steam Electric Station
P.O. Box 467
Berwick, PA i8603

Mr. Arie Blum
Public Service Electric & Gas Company
P.O. Box 236, MC N31
Hancocks Bridge, NJ 08038

Mr. Sayavash Karimian (3 copies)
Public Service Electric & Gas Company
P.O. Box 236, MC N47
Hancocks Bridge, NJ 08038

Mr. Gary Graus
Rochester Gas & Electric Corporation
89 East Avenue
Rochester, NY 14649-0001

Mr. Nicholas J. Love
Rochester Gas & Electric Corporation
89 East Avenue
Rochester, NY 14649-0001

Mr. Stephen G. Carrol
South Carolina Electric & Gas Co.
V.C. Summer Nuclear Station
P.O. Box 88, Mail Code 805
Jenlinsville, SC 29065

Mr. Stanley T. Crumbo
South Caroling Electric & Gas Co.
V.C. Summer Nuclear Station
P.O. Box 88, Mail Code 850
Jenkinsville, SC 29065

Mr. Rice Berkshire
Southern California Edison Company
San Onofre Nuclear Gen. Station
P.O. Box 128, Mail Stop G5OB
San Clemente, CA 92674-0128

Mr. Stephen Stilwagon
Southern California Edison Company
San Onofre Nuclear Gen. Station
P.O. Box 128, Mail Stop N41
San Clemente, CA 92674-0128

Mr. Mark G. Crisler
Southern Company Services
P.O. Box 2625
BIN B241
Birmingham, AL 35202
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Mr. Darryl G. Howard
Southern Company Services
P.O. Box 2625, BIN B223
Birmingham, AL 35202

Mr. Robert M. Moore
Southern Company Services
P.O. Box 2625, BIN B223
Birmingham, AL 35202

Mr. John M. Wheless
Southern Company Services
P.O. Box 2625, BIN B235
Birmingham, AL 35202

Mr. J. Michael Altizer
Southern Nuclear Operating Company
P.O. Box 1295, BIN B052
Birmingham, AL 35201

Mr. Gary D. Barker
Southern Nuclear Opeating Company
Plant Hatch
P.O. Box 439
Baxley, GA 31513

Mr. Wllliam L. Burneister
Southern Nuclear Operating Company
Vogtle Electric Generating Plant
P.O. Box 1600, VE6P
Waynesboro, GA 30830

Mr. Kenneth S. Burr
Southern Nuclear Operating Company
P.O. Box 1295, BIN B042
Birmingham, AL 35201

Ms. Jan E. Fredrichsen
Southern Nuclear Operating Company
P.O. Box 1295, BIN B031
Birmingham, AL 35201

Mr. David L. Gambrell
Southern Nuclear Operating Company
P.O. Box 1295, BIN BO
Birmingham, AL 35201

Mr. Rick K. Godby
Southern Nuclear Operating Company
Plant Hatch
P.O. Box 439
Baxley, GA 31513

Mr. Albert E. Hannett
Southern Nuclear Operating Company
P.O. Box 1295, BIN B031
Birmingham, AL 35201

Mr. Paul A. Herrmann
Southern Nuclear Operating Company
P.O. Box 1295, BIN B042
Birmingham, AL 35201

Mr. 1. R. Johnson
Souther Nuclear Operating Company
Farley Nuclear Plant
Highway 95 South, BIN B500
Columbia, AL 36319

Ms. Deanna L. McCombs
Southern Nuclear Operating Company
P.O. Box 1295, BIN B052
Birmingham, AL 35201

Mr. Dunn Pinkerton
Southern Nuclear Operating Company
P.O. Box 1295, BIN B042
Birmingham, AL 35201

Mr. Robert W. Stewart
Southern Nuclear Operating Company
P.O. Box 1295, BINB031
Birmingham, AL 35201
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Mr. M. Van Vu
Southern Nuclear Operating Company
Plant Hatch
P.O. Box 439
Baxley, GA 31513

Mr. Michael D. Duncan
Southern Nuclear Operating Company
Vogtle Electric Generating Plant
P.O. Box 1600
Waynesboro, GA 30830

Mr. Phil W. Hendrickson
Southern Nuclear Operating Company
Vogtle Electric Generating Plant
P.O. Box 1600
Waynesboro, GA 30830

Mr. Ken R. Holmes
Southem Nuclear Operating Company
Vogtle Electric Generating Plant
P.O. Box 1600
Waynesboro, GA 30830

Mr. Jacob M. Kulangara
TU Electric Company
1601 Bryan Street
Dallas, TX 75201-3411

Mr. Thacker Narang
TU Electric Company
Comanche Peak Steam Elec Station
P.O. Box 1002
Glen Rose, TX 76043

Mr. John White
TU Electric Company
Comanche Peak Steam Elec Station
P.O. Box 1002
Glen Rose, TX 76043

Mr. Kent W. Brown
TVA Nuclear
1101 Market Street, Mail Stop LP4H-C
Chattanooga, TN 37402-2801

Mr. J. Gilbert Childers
TVA Nuclear
1101 Market Street, Mail Stop LP4H-C
Chattanooga, TN 37402-2801

Mr. D. F. Faulkner
TVA Nuclear
Watts Bar Station
P.O. Box 2000
Spring City, TN 37381

Mr. J. K. Greene
TVA Nuclear
1101 Market Street, Mail Stop LP4H-C
Chattanooga, TN 37402-2801

Mr. H. L. McCall
TVA Nuclear
Browns Ferry Station
P.O. Box 2000, EDB-F2
Decatur, AL 35609-2000

Mr. Lamar P. Woodley
TVA Nuclear
Sequoyah Power Plant
P.O. Box 2000, Mail Stop DSG-1A
Soddy-Daisy, TN 37379

Mr. Richard E. Carlson
Union Electric
Callaway Plant
P.O. Box 620
Fulton, MO 65251

Mr. Gregory Klein
Union Electric
Callaway Plant
P.O. Box 620
Fulton, MO 65251

Mr. John Osmund
Vermont Yankee Nuclear Power Corp.
Governor Hunt Road
Vernon, VT 23117
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Mr. Michael G. Pinion
Virginia Power
Innsbrook Technical Center
5000 Dominion Boulevard, Mail Stop 2NM
Glen Allen, VA 23060

Ms. Joan Purdy
Virginia Power
Innsbrook Technical Center
5000 Dominion Boulevard, Mail Stop 2NM
Glen Allen, VA 23060

Mr. George Rossetti
Virginia Power
North Anna Power Station
P.O. Box 402
Mineral, VA 23117

Mr. Gary Jones
Virginia Power
Surry Power Station
5570 Hog Island Road
Surry, VA 23883-0315

Mr. James M. Curran
Washington Public Power Supply System
P.O. Box 968, Mail Drop PE-22
Richland, WA 99352

Mr. Bruce M. Boyum
Washington Public Pwr Supply System
P.O. Box 968, Mail Drop PE-22
Richland, WA 99352-0968

Mr. James R. Zimmerschied
Washington Public Pwr Supply System
P.O. Box 968, Mail Drop PE-22
Richland, WA 99352-0968

Mr. John A. Hinck
Wisconsin Electric Power Company
P.O. Box 2046, Mail Stop P128
Milwaukee, WI 53201

Mr. Randall Ploetz
Wisconsin Electric Power Company
P.O. Box 2046, Mail Stop P128
Milwaukee, WI 53201

Mr. Paul Snyder
Wisconsin Electric Power Company
Point Beach Nuclear Plant
6610 Nuclear Road
Two Rivers, WI 54241-9516

Ms. Barbara A. Pribek
Wisconsin Public Service Corporation
Kewaunee Station
N490 Highway 42
Kewaunee, WI 54216-9510

Mr. Michael D. Hall
Wolf Creek Nuclear Operating Company
Wolf Creek Station
P.O. Box 411, Mail Stop CC-SUP
Burlington, KS 66839

Mr. Gene P. Rathbun
Wolf Creek Nuclear Operating Company
Wolf Creek Station
P.O. Box 411, Mail Stop CC-SUP
Burlington, KS 66839

Mr. John Bonner
Yankee Atomic Electric Company
580 Main Street
Bolton, MA 01749-1398

Mr. Robert F. Papken
Yankee Atomic Electric Company
580 Main Street
Bolton, MA 01749-1398

Mr. William Provencher
Yankee Atomic Electric Company
580 Main Street
Bolton, MA 01749-1398
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Universities

Dr. Montgomery T. Shaw
University of Connecticut
Institute of Materials Science
97 North Eagleville Road
Storrs, CT 06269-3136

Dr. Albert B. Reynolds
University of Virginia
Nuclear Reactor Facility
Charlottesville, VA 22903-2442

U.S. Architects/Engineers, Consultants

Mr. Sal Carfagno
1616 Riverview Road
Gladwyne, PA 19035

Mr. Joseph Groger
Altran Materials Engineering
21 Erie Street
Cambridge, MA 02110

Ms. Nancy Chapman
Bechtel Power
9801 Washingtonian Blvd.
Gaithersburg, MD 20878

Mr. Steven Litterall
CONTECH, Inc.
5251-C Hwy 153
Hinson, TN 37343-4910

Mr. James F. Gleason
GLS Enterprise, Inc.
1819 Cross Creek Road
Huntsville, AL 35802-4498

Mr. Robert F. Gazdzinski
Knobbe, Martens, Olson & Bear
501 W. Broadway
Suite 1400
San Diego, CA 92101-3505

Mr. Frank E. Gregor (2 copies)
LCM Engineering, PLLC
29200 Southfield Road
Suite 100A
Southfield, MI 48076

Mr. Sonny Kasturi
MOS, Inc.
25 Piermont Drive
Melville, NY 11747

Mr. Craig Irish
Nuclear Logistics, Inc.
27 Linwood Street
Chelmsford, MA 01824

Mr. Tom Hencey
NUS
2650 McCormick Drive
Suite 300
Clearwater, FL 34619

Mr. Mike Johnson
NUS
2650 McCormick Drive
Suite 300
Clearwater, FL 34619-1000

Mr. Gary J. Toman
Nutherm International
50 South 11th Street
Mount Vemon, IL 62864

Mr. Willam M. Denny
Ogden Environmental & Energy Services
1771 Sentry Parkway West
Abbington Hall, Ste. 300
Blue Bell, PA 19422-2223

Mr. Mansoor Sanwarwalla
Sargent & Lundy
55 E. Monroe Street, 22F58
Chicago, IL 60603
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Mr. Brij M. Bharteey
Spectrum Technologies (USA) Inc.
133 Wall Street
Schenectady, NY 12305

Mr. Herbert W. Massie, Jr.
Defense Nuclear Facilities Safety Board
625 Indiana Avenue, NW, Ste. 700
Washington, DC 20004

Tsting Services

Mr. H. M. Hashemian
Analysis and Measurement Services Corp.
AMS 9111 Cross Park Drive
Knoxville, TN 37923

Mr. E. Schum
Wyle Laboratories
7800 Hwy 20 West
Huntsville, AL 35808

Dr. Claude Thibault
Wyle Laboratories
Scientific Services & Systems Group
Nuclear Engineering Services Division
P.O. Box 077777
Huntsville, AL 35807-7777

Intemational

Dr. Suzanna G. Burnay
ABA Technology
552 Harwell
Didoot
Oxon OXl ORA
United Kingdom

Chemg-Tsong Kuo
Institute of Nuclear Energy Research
P.O. Box 3-11 Lung-Tan
TAIWAN 235

Ms. Isabelle Laidet
Septen
12-16 Avenue Dutrievoz
69628 Villeurbanne
FRANCE

Mr. Chia-Kuang Lee
Taiwan Power Company
Instrument & Electric Division
242 Roosevelt Road Section 3
Taipei 100, TAIWAN

National Labs

Mr. Robert J. Lofaro (2 copies)
Brookhaven National Laboratory
Building 130
Uptown, NY 11973-5000

Dr. David L. Moses
Oak Ridge National Laboratory
P.O. Box 2009
Bldg. 9102-1, MS-8038
Oak Ridge, TN 37831-8038

Mr. James May
Westinghouse Savannah River Corp.
P.O. Box 616, 730-2B RM 2158
Aiken, SC 29802

Sandia - Internal

MS-0482
MS-0619

MS-0736
MS-0741

MS-0741
MS-0741
MS-0742
MS-0865

W. J. Tedeschi (5161)
Review & Approval Desk
(12615)
N. R. Ortiz 6400)
J. M. Clauss (6471)
(25 copies)
J. T. Nakos (6471)
C. F. Nelson (6414)
J. E. Kelly (6414)
J. R. Barnum (2753)
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MS-0899 Technical Library (4414)
(5 copies)
R. L. Clough (1811)
K. T. Gillen (1812)
Cental Technical Files
(8523-2)
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